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ENERGY FOR FIELD OPERATIONS IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES

C.P. CROSSLEY

SILSOE COLLEGE, SILSO, BEDFORD, U.K.

I. INTROJUCTION

Oil prices have risen from 2 dollars per barrel in 1972 to over
q 30 dollars per barrel in 1902/83. After adjusting for inflation the 1972

price would be equivalent to about 14 dollars in 1962, so it can be seeno that prices have more than doubled in real terms in ten yeara.(Fiuce ).-

0 he effect of such a price increase has been particularly severe in those
am developing countries having no oil supply sources of their own.

Agricultural production of cash crops for export is very often an
imrirtant source of foreign exchange for the purchase of fuel, and in
many cases world prices of exported commdities have not increased
substantially over the sam period. Sam countries are fortunate in
having oil supply sources of their or, like Brazil, have agricultural
conditions suitable for the provisipA of large quantities of non fossil-
based fuel from comodities s sugar, sunflower seed and cassava.
Other countries however hav .rlnotIvely little opportunity for the
economic developmenLo ernative fuel sources and will continue to
rely heavily on external supplies of fuel.

Since agricultural production Is an Important aspect of the economy of
most developing countries and usually involves a large proportion of the
population in subsistence or cash crop agriculture, there is likely to be
a continuing need for engine powered mechanization in the agricultural
sector, using both large and small scale equipment. Traditional hand and
animal pmr sources overcome the fuel supply problem and should be the
preferred alternatives where they are suitale, but due In part to the
lusited power available frm these sources it is necessavy to utilize
field machinery in many situations. This paper identifies the stpes of
energy use essciated with engine powered field equipment, and
investigetes the possibilities for energy reduction within the variousstages.

2. ME EXNEPLE OF THE SCOPE FWOR ENRGY RKCTION

from work carried out in esmi-arid conditione in Botswana it has been
established that the use of four tines op-cid at 750 mm in a cultivation
technique anee s proascion strip tillage (PSI) resulted in a total
drought requiremnt of 12.2 W compared with 12.6 WA for 3 mouldboard
ploughs. Dum to the increased width of work the energy required at the
impllemt In precision strip tillage us reduced to AO.3 W./he compared
with 105 J/he Ling conventional 4O mouldboard ploughs (Willcocks,
191). This Illustrate the effect that a change in cultivation
practice can have an energy raquirmnts. for the purpse of this paper,
the above mplemst energy requirements were used to enable predictions
of tractor emry consuptio to be aede. Loas due to whoel slip,
rolling resistance, transmission inefficiency end turning tifem i
the predicted tractor energy conspion during cultivation to 65 Wlihe
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for PST and 169 NJ/he for mouldboard ploughing. The correspondinq
predicted fuel consumptions were 6.39 1/ha and 16.2 1/ha respectively,
while the predicted rates of work were 1.28 h/h and 3.21 h/h. The
speed used in the calculations (based on the data from Sotswena) was
0.9 */s and only around one-third of the engine power of a 50 kW tractor
would then be used. Depending on the combination of torque and engine
speed selected by the operator this may give either better or worse
specific fuel consumption then is achieved at near full power, but it
does not represent an efficient utilization of a high powered machine.
Chenging the implement to five tines and running the tractor at 1.8 m/s
gave a predicted rate of work of 0.51 h/h and the predicted fuel
consumption fell to 5.1 I/ha, due to a more efficient torque/speed
combination. For detailed calculations we Appendix.

The above considerations indicate the complexity of the choices involved
in attempting to reduce energy consumption. The various stages of energy
use in a cultivation operation are now examined. The procedure
described may also be applied in principle to other field operations such
a crop husbandry or harvesting. Primary cultivation Is usually the
single most energy-intensive operation however and is considered for that
reaeo.

3. STAGES Or ENERGY USE AND THE SCOPE FOR IMPR}VEMENT

figure 2 shows the process by which energy in the form of fuel Is used in
cultivation operations to provide a required change in soil conditions,
and also identifies seven main areas in which energy requirements could
be reduced. These are:

(i) To increase the efficiency with which the engine uses fuel. This
An an engine design problem.

(i) To improve the engine operation efficiency, is. mndeavouring to
work at the lowest specific fuel coneumption available at the particular
power demnd. This Is traditionally an operator training/nmotivtion
problem, but recent advances in comercial vehicle transmissions could
eventually provide aide to tractor operation.

(iii) To Improve the overall transmisuion efficiency. This is taken to
include all stage between the engine flyw#el and the wheals, and
involves problems of gear design and power eborption.

(iv) To reduce energy coneoLption in the ground drive system caused by
rolling resistance and slip loses. at the wheels.

(v) To reduc the energy requiremnt of the Implement. This involves
detailed impiant rod i gn to reduce specific draught forces.

(vi) To reduce the required mount of sail disturbance. Hare there are
apportunities for teohnque such a precision strip tillage, minia
or zero tillage, bed systems, etc.

(vii) To ilrve the efficiency of field operation. fure the problem
come from a cobinatimn of machine manaement and operating conditions.
It includes -spects of tractor scheduling, transport time and field
e fficiency.

I ..--mmmmImi l.al I
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Auseful way to expres ogn efficiency I ntrso pcfcfe
consumption (SIC) at full rated power. This specifies fuel quantity
used (volume or sea.) per unit of energy obtained (power multiplied by
time) end is conveniently expressed in l/kWh. Pleasuresscashge
comresion ratios, improved combustion h.r deign, lwrpso
bearing friction losses, higher operating tonpersturs through the use of
new materials, multi-valve ha do end other techniiques can contribute
small but measurable gaine In economy with spark Ignition andor
compressbion ignition engines as appropriate, (King, 1M1). for engines
not operating at full rated power the selection of optimum port load
speciftic fuel consiumption probably affords ore opportunity for improved
economy, me described in section ).2.

Even a well designed engine can consume excess fuel if it is not
maintained in optimum condition during its working lite. Dynamometer
tests carried out by AS In Wales showed specific fuel. caimpt ions,
varying over a period of three years by m much as 1ia greater then the
standard OECD test result. Power outputs also varied considerably, being
affected mainly by the condition end accuracy of adjustment of the fuel
injection systm (ADAS/IUA, 1963). In many developing countries the
level of operator skill, maintenance procedures end spar.. back-up is
usually leen then Ideal, ell ot which will tend to reduce engine
efficiency.

3.2 Entm Operaltign

Power from an engine is obtained free the product of toru and rotaery
speed. from consideration of en angina fuel cona.option mop (figure 3),
it Is evident that the decisions of the operator can hae a very
significant effect on the mount of fuel consumed at a given power level.
At point A on the Ws (full rated speed, full rated torque) specific fuel
conetimption I* a constant at about 0.29 l/k. At hmlf per however
there Is a choice. Point C (full rated speed, half rated torque) gives
en SIC of 0.334 wheres point F (half rated speed, full rated torque)
prod="s a lower SIC of 0.30 ad point H (62% rated speed, WS rated
torque) is even lowr at 0.267 I/IdSh.

With 25 kWof power being used (ina50W ogins), operation at paintsaC
Xand N would cosm 8.35 1/h and 61d7 I/h respectively, affording a

potential reduction of 201 in ftsl couumed. Current machimwy design
leavee the selection of the speed/torque ombination to the operator, who
is advisod to nom In the highest prect.$.ble gear in order to redues
envie speed. Asssan~e to provided by ame trafter manufacturer In the
form of a two neede display of es igas tomparsture, enW speedWO
dWre the aia Is to enorag Improved fluel eu-my thro treater
operation with the oraeseed milges, IM*sectm in the 'acen" im.
Work at the [Eat of Sookaw College of Api tAb has suggested tht
etouet gee velum., measurment aWuld elm. be inuorporated to Improe the
derived specific fuel cennuspihe da (Witmey at *1, 1903).

Poossiblities &"is in the longer tewo far a owars esi o.rn of
the terqu/spesd ombinstiw. Cwmutiaammy voale UwwmAssiu (CI)
are under develsoont by a euinber of meker v@0449meufetmee
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Variable yes belt arrangements have existed for many years. Dvelopment
is also currently taking place at Leyland Vehicles of a design based on
the Perbury inclined roller arrangement. Control I* by microprocessor,
enabling a comlete automatic transmission systed to be achieved at high
efficiency (Engineering, 1963). With a microprocssow programmed with
the specific fuel consmtion map of a tractor engine, there may be
possibilities for controlling transmission ratios and engine speed to
provide the required levels of power for field operations at constant
forward spee" and at the optimum torque/speed ratio for good fuel
consmpt ion.

3.3 Transmission Efficiency

A tractor fitted with drive tyrse of diameter 1.5 metres; will typically
have a maximm forward peed in bottom gear of 0.72 rn/s. This requires
a wheel rotation speed of 9.2 revs/min, whereas the maximam engine speed
will be about 2200 revs/min. The total reduction required in the
transmission system is therefore nearly 2*0:1. This reduction will
usually be achieved in not less than four stages, each having Its own
inefficiency. Nevertheless, the efficiency of individual gear ets is
high, so the total losses will not usually amount to moae than a few
percent, making the scope for improvemat very limited. Hydrodynamic
and hydrostatic transnmission system are significantly less efficient but
are not usually found In tractors except for specialized applications.

3.4 Ground Drive Losse

Losses occur when a drive wheel is used In agricultural soils to provide
tractive effort. The loomes comprise rolling resisttwusend slip. In a
given soil, rolling resistance decreases with increasing tyro diameter
and so does slip, but while Incease weight generally reduces slip it
will tend to increase rolling resistance. For maximam economy it Is
necessary to operate at the awiema tractive efficiency, Which typically
occurs at around 12-15% slip for a onventional tractor (sem Figure 4).
From work performed by members of the NIN: Tyre Study Group, AS has
provided a guide to farmers, relating engine power, P, forward speed, S,
and ,Aael loading, W, by the formula

W 1.6 P

Moto V is in IAN
P Is In WA
S is In Wes

It Is sam that by fitting 23.1-26 tyres loaded to 2.54 tomnes instead
of 13.6-M6 tyres loeded to 1. 52 tonnes, an Increase In work rate of up to
10 an be achieved with a typical tractor (AM, 196).

Considerable soap therefore exists for Improving Puael economy by working
at velume of slip which sosrd with swimu tractive efficiency, and by
reducing rolling resiateme through the use of larger tyres running at
the optimam Inflation pressure. Tamed duels or often responsible, for
high levels of rolling resistance, particularly Owen equipment much as
trilers and cadda harvesters we fitted with small diemater, high
pressure tyro@ (Gose-Olmigh, I=W). Loesi tyres an he run at lower
inflat ion pressure, lead"n to le~ ground prosmnrs and leow risk of
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soil damage. Work is in progress at various centres on the development
of mutomatic on-the-move adjustment of tractor tyro pressures.

Were implement drought forces are not provided by direct traction the
amount of slip and rolling resistance associated with sall, lightly
loaded wheela can be reduced significantly, improving fuel efficiency.
This is particularly the came with email scale equipment, end the
development of two winch-booed tractors in described In section 4 of
this paper.

3.5 1Imelement Draught Forces

Work carried omit by Spoor and Godwin has slowm that the addition of
inclined wings to a aubeoiler tine together with shallow leading tines
significantly increaes the degree of soil disturbance, particularly at
depth, and reduces the specific draught, (Spoor and Godwin, 1978).

Ploughing at higher speeds is an effective way of utilizing high tractor
power without the need for high drawber pull* (since drawber power equals
drawber pull mltiplied by forward speed). H1owever, the drought of a
conventional muldboard plough increases with speed, reducing the

advantages of high qsd ploughing. The developmen t of a high speed
mouldboard plough which requkee a dreight force similar to conventional
plough@ in an area being investigated in a number of centres. Other
problem also associated with high speed ploughing are those of tractor
ride and implemt control system response.

3.6 Soil Disturbance Reducton

Reference was mae In section 2 to the work of Willcoccs in Botswana,
where precision strip tillage using tines at 750 em spaing reduced the
energy requireomnts per hectare cosred with conventional imouldbosrd
ploughing by a factor of 2.6. In suitable semi-hsmid conditions in
tropical area, possibilities exist for zero-tillage techniques based on
herbicide sprayers and rolling jab planters. The energy requirement for
field operations Is said to be reduced tros 300 143/hs for corentional
cultivation operations to 35 lU/he (Wljewerdone, 1976). The use of wide
bed system at 1.5 metre spaing In conjunction with animal dranm
toolbars has been developed at ICRISAT In India and in useful
reductions In energy consmtion for field operations (SInewenger at al,
1979).

The techn~ique of ridge cultivation practiced in a numbe: of developing
countries also fits the pattern of concentrating cultivation operations
In the vicinity of the cro. Disturbing the bottom of the old furrow
with a tine prier to splitting the adjacent ridge* onto It proides
useful soil depth for the new ridge by mechanical means (Figure 5).
Cultivation then cowpriss two operations at one metre opecing Instead
of close space tilles followed by ridging (Crossley end Kilgour, 1973).

3.7 Efficiency of Field Onratione

A cetain pr oportion of the energ ums An relation to field
operations Is tot used directly In disturbing the soil. Previous
sections of this psWe here identified ureas of energy loss during actual
soil cultivation, further less oeur during associated activities such
as turning, headland travel and transport to end from the field. The uae
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of a reversible plough (mouldboard or disc), or tines will substantially
reduce the need for headland travel. Isplements arranged in gongs one
behind the other will reduce the number of passes required for a erie
of low draught operations, and he will reduce fuel coneuptian.

Indifferent scheduling of tractor operations, particularly in tractor
hire schemes, can Increase the amount of travel associated with each
cultivation activity. Low standards of operator training will tend to
aged to inefficient field operations with consequent increases in fuel
osmuption. Tractors maintained in poor condition will also not operate
efficiently. Smell end irregularly shaped fields Increase the mount of
lost travel. All them factors are typical of operation at the
mallholder level In developing countries and help to account for the
very high coste per unit ea associated with almost all tractor hire
schemes in these conditions.

Other factors contributing to high costs are the high spares awd repairs
costs conequmt upen operation in difficult conditions under poor
maintenence reg amel low rates of work due to operation at low drmwar
powers (going tee slowly with too mall an implement)l an low
availability of tractors becue of delays in obtaining opa parts
required after breaAAoun (Ndee, 19M). These factors do not increase
direct energy costs but any reduction in effective use or availability of
an e pensive machine will result In increased indirect costs in that more
machines ae required to perform a given set of tasks. 1uover, the
energy coots associated with the manufacture end supply of machinery,
chemicals end other inputs, ae not within the ecope of this paper.

4. WINM TRAITOS FOR OCVCLOPING COUNTRIES

An increase in agricltural productivity in developing countries is vital,
and, because in the mj ty of countries the amellholdsr sector is
dominant, it is this sector which requires the mor effort. Improving
small farm yields is certainly feasible but this requires a package of
inputs such as seeds, fertilizers, m @n mnt and mechnization, of which
mechanization is am of the meet chAllenging.

Smallholder condltion wre such that large, coawentIonl tractors cennot
work effectively, due to such factors am mall field size, difficult
access, field obstructions, scattered holdinge and limited spers/service
infrastructure. Therefore it hos been considered necessary to attempt to
develop special small tractor* which se work effectively in them
conditions, can be mode lacally, aft simple to operate and repair end can
be od by the individwal farmer.

Yet, of the large nusmber of prototypee and limited production mall
tractors which has been developed mat the yews, only a tUny hondl
hes made any real progress and none mn really be legaded as a success
story. A major reoomn is that o prmisee betwen the conflicting
requirem to of porformencs, dura blity end cast have resulted in
troctora which, altheugh fairly shemp, have poo tractive abl"Ity, a low
rate of work, very high fuel cenumption per unit wee and an effective
compoient life which is often mossured in hundreds of hours rather then
in thoeande.

Section 3.4 of this popes outlined the lessee Incurred in normal tractor
operation du to rolling resistance and slip. When performing



cultivation operations in herd soil such s Is encountered in the dry
sason in many developing countries, it is found that many small tractors

experience high levels of wheel slip, particularly woen surface 
conditions are poor due to high trash levels, or where surface layers are
looee sfter harvesting or slippery following early rains. Values of fuel
consumption of three time those experienced with conventional tractors
have been recorded with some small tractors used in these conditions
(Crossley end Kilgour, 1978).

Two wall-scale winch based machines have been developed at Silsoe Colleqa,
The SNAIL in a two wheeled machine while the SPIDER is a fairly small,
four wheeled, ride-on machine having a diesel engine, good ground
clearance and a transport platform. The SPIDER can carry out secondary
cultivation end transport operations like a normal small tractor.
However, to achieve the high pulls required for primary cultivation both
machines male use of the winch principle, using a separate implement which
is controlled by a second operator. The machine is driven forward while
the cable runs out end then, when the winch is engaged end while s self
operating anchor prevents the machine from eliding backwards, the
implement is dram towards the tractor on its cable. Upon the implement
reaching the tractor the cycle Is repeated. (Figu e 6 end 7).

The mode of operation is very unconventional but there are special
o why it is desirable. First it providea a high drawbar pull (in

the range 5-8 WA depending on the ingine power), from a fairly mall
light machine. Second, it does so very efficiently compared with a
normal mall tractor, so that fuel consumption per unit area is similar
to that of Irge, conventional tractors (around 20 litres per hectare)
instead of as auch as 60-70 litres per hectare with se small tractors.
Third, because it ia not used for direct traction for high draught
operations, components such as the tyree are relatively mall end not as
expensive as those on a small tractor of equivalent performance.

Two prototype SNAIL machines were tested in Malawi in 1975 and 1976
(Crosley and Kilgour, 1978). A prototype SPIDER machine has also been
tested in Tnzania (Crossley end Kilgour, 1963). It hee been concluded
that using the winch principle it is possible to produce mchines which
are technicelly satisfactory for operation in the mall farm sector of
developing countries snd which utilize fuel more efficiently then existing
mall tractors.
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6. APPENDIX

6.1 Lawo Tato + Three fMtdA

Individ"a width 400 m. Total width 1200 m.
Individual pull 4.2 Wi. Total pull 12.6 W. Speed 0.9 r/a.
Ilen paer 11.34 kW.
Slip 199. Tranmiasion efficiency 0.94.
oIIing resistence 2.5 W. Engine poer used t (126 + 2.5) x .9/

(.5 x .94)
is. 17 WI.
aximm megAM power 90 W. Preportian of poer used . .
At 93 speed, towe used Is 400.
Urm S C a 0.337 I/Mh.
Noteofwok Is 1.60 si/, io. 2.5? h/Urn.
fuel used Is 0.337 x 17 x 2.57 a 14.75 1/he.
Tuning tin is M59, to. 0.44 h/ha.
At i pi e &W .M /Mld fuel usd In tunigi 1.56 l/he:.
toleel se Wad ta 16.2 1/a.
lawbelm Is 1.21 h/he.
Tyse 13.43 lodd to P40 ieg total. Coefficient of traction 0.47.
kW&1'* m eeUvritq eutivatimn 11.34 x 2.57 x 3.6, Is. 105 NJ/fhe.
rses o ile"i g e ltivetlmn 17 x 2.57 x 3.6 is. 157.4 " se

dwng bet g L 6.44 x 3.6 Is. 11.57 K)/he; total 149.97 N3/Ar.
Prpetim of implemnt enerly to trat enorgy 0.62.
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6.2 terge Tractor + Four Tines

Individual width 750 am. Total width 3000 am.
Individual pull 1.025 kN. total pull 12.1 kN. Speed 0.9 m/s.
Implement power 10.89 kW.
Slip 14%. Transmission efficiency 0.94.
Rolling resistnce 2.5 W. Engine poer used Is (12.1 + 2.5) 0.9/

(0.6 x 0.94)
12. 16.25 0 36

Maeximu engine power 50 kW. Proportion of power used .3)25.

At 85% speed, torque used is 3G/.h,
From map StC is 0.e45 0/kwh.
Rata of work i 2.7 m2/8, Te. 1.029 ho.
Fuel used is 0.745 x 16.25 x 1.029 5.77 /h .
turning time pl 25%, i. 0.257 h/h.
At 10 poer a 0.488 l/kwh fuel used in turning is 0.627 /h."
total fetl used is 6.(9 2/h1.
Total time is 1.286 h/h0.
Tyroa 13.6-i loaded to 2740 k total. Coefficient of traction 0.45.
Implement energy durn2 cultivation lO.A9 x 1.029 x 3.6, is. 40.34 NJ/h.
Tractor tiery during ultivaton 16.25 x 1.029 x 3.6 ha. 60.196 /ho;
during turning 5 x 0.257 x 3.6 so. 4.626 tN/hi; totl 64.822 JI/he.
Proportion of Implement energy to tractor energy 0.62.

6.a Lare Tractor + Five Tines (h4h 4 ./d)

Individual width 750 m. Total width 3750 a.

Indgvtdurl pull 3.025 kN. Total pull 15.125 kN. Speed 1. a/ha.
PrpLtiont ofmer e7.22 r.Slip 20%. Tranmissilon efficierw-y 0.94.
Rolling resistance 2.7 WN. Engilne poer used is (15i.125 + 2.7) 1.8/

(0.0 x 0.94)
to. 42.7 MW
Maximium engine power 50 MW Proportion of power used 0.85.
At B5% er ad, torque used in 100%.
From map StFC is .279 l/kwh.
Rate of work is 6.75 m2/s, to. 0.411 h/he.
Fuel used isl 42.7 x .279 x .411 a 4.9 1/ha.
Turning time Is 25%, to. .102 hh.
At 10% power and 0.468 l/k h fuel used in turning Is 0.251 l/he..'
total fuel used is 5.15 l/h.
Total time Is 0.513 h/ha.

< Tyree 13.6-8 Inec'a to 3000 kg total. Coefficien of traction 0.51.
~Implement energy during cultivation 27.22 x 0.411 x 3.6, Ia. 4.27 WIha.

Tractor enrgys during cultivation 42.7 x 411 x 3.6, is. 63.17 14j/hal
~during turning 5 x .102 x 3.6p 1*. 1.836 KI/hal total 65 WJhe.

Proportion of implemen energy to tractor energy 0.62.
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vehicles. no. man difflilty in 1alping aftalar mods fmr ail-
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ticws. The siqmIa models need atly a peogrmis alculator, but the

mxe*uarfran~rvesiwis =Mrequie a midoWaber. 2hs

progomeam e ued o omarsOutm I I at I, of difftrant
desgnadthse eslt a then be ved In 11m P of the ganarl

fammosgmit ysamtodeanm the effects at overa pmotitbi3ty.

OW ritshOWLUIU 1industry rw I WdmKe~y 12503 par yaw (a
nm racio. Is cstof oprting anl the tracor voddzW an 8kitiih
form Isprabay bm*fai time this figure. S1milar statistics imld

und~ady ~lytoodir vnsd owarls ot similar slam. 1ihioce,
In ers c nftol.evSano it Is worthedle dwUzW - dFS- to
WMWM tat asfaraspossible, the agricuaml. IUktq bas available

to t U mnt ppqpr eVeicle and that they we cpr~as eff ic-

To thindft termerl the U~ortum at seletin the niqft wicle is
- -t critical. Uls del"n MW affect hms refitaLlty far tim

follAing tw cc Uwas yeare SmLilarly, the elfficiAmy vM ih WIisI apne his vidalasa ae n a arvalal effect his Me1wa.. Wage
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in cultivtiaW land -rd sowing craps brimid the optima tim, or IzW±11ty
to apply fertiliser or herb~icides at the appmpriate step can easily
re~xm the value of a crop by several thousand of pounds.

Clemrly, therfore, there are benefits to be had from inking available to
fars mi their advisers data whud ill anobele the to mke the right
dcim of vehicles for their particular situation. biqinsering data on
trmactr bmn been mailidl from indspndwt sowomm for may you*s - 1W
first was the ThI±ersity of Nsmbaim In UBA (1), SAt33me by th = 2 in
93qn. Tractor best reports from both of dhm s.ourcs now circulate
worldsids. ikswe, they are designed primarily to provide repro~ibla

mvin mwiZUrf data, wichd r,-- therefore, be app] d directly to pldict
fied I I Fo I . Drakm ;erFos , for amile, is mauean a
onote or tmnoda aufam of spcifie 1 d' tailica, rathx the

an a fild4 exwfae, wichd ould obiously not be reprdtwd amotly for a
mmet teat or Ini ante coutry.

"at oriliml aim of " i tea pooduns wer to help to elisinate from
the mI Ipoor *uity Ixuk=ts and to provide prosecmtive owdWAnSr
with an udimed comarson beam dtfferait ea bwore products.
Som eliont of this reains, b* nrmal cmecial pavmmm ami very
largely rwKed uA--wr r of lowe quality vehicles from the rm aid
considridly narrowed the differences Ibel me the ymduxta of the major

~w w r. en the other hand the rog of models a I pTm I by eadi
xmrmfwturer hs - I Ia greatly in re- It yewrs. A very wide ruv11 of
pomr levels is available, boo or ftw-whsel drive on mst models, usually
a choice of trmaneanw and a hoat of other options. Therefore, .'ai

though a amr my gaits Justifiably ml. his choice of inufmacturer based
athe ervice he recive fzre his local dealer, he is still in no of
,IwI Undspmid advice o the mst mitable madel to Aires for his

-at~jm r nmts.

Ofta ftm official test reports wre still a vlmle starting point in
amsing th relative merits of diftevwat tvactors. Mom, mrs dyjsc

tive tedwigms the relimne on j~Ap ad ovrience we necoay if
It-es taam to be und to the mreet Ia iLt of the uses and ulti-

intely the corlty.
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IWm SOMing Comma mos to am~ th setion Amd ume of .riltual
vducles it is nattwal to look at %it has bem dam in a sindlar Way for
militwy vidilis. Itir som yeaws thmx hmw bern available to iovsw-
tue -,~e at military vddie3 camuter wofta %t1ih am be used to co-

poethe speificin acom"Ut~vi vddels (3,4,S. It ,Wgj Clerly
be trintiv to tmv. seingz imilar available to prospective bayer of
aricltural viice.

IM of the mlj

magma. iwialin on apriae safl the f ist semmtial is to define tme
vsiili miuion aid the critrion idfida will be used to aomre s Ar~m
Plow a mlitaxy or trmpot vshiol. this Is ustally fairly str- -tr~md
An amsof appropiate terrain ca be A -~ from mlabl3 naps cc by uw-
vos and ths tim tdm Emr a vehicle to tmel bbm tw selected points

cnbm ccm*, withi a pre-in limitatlon on the medm vibratilw level
pomitm to be trasmtte to the driver. It is mxb mrm difficult to
awim a xw.itatiwe miss~m for an agialbzm vshicle.

Althougag~.ricultural tatos are dsmime priry for carrying am
hmvy &mught opisrtJa, the majority ptaboily qpmi em tian hlif thei~r
making hours an wx~h tmMi. A typcl tractor padwly carries 0*
hm a dom diffmams oprtions In a yewr. Por so o tm e, such as

mb-miling, pladgh aaltlwti, harruaig ad &illimg, warate my
be limited by tractive Im nns m Mr modrsuc as txumprting.

a W." fartiaier d1it~tla md ang ad rm-1 y be limited by
drive 0=1ot Mom for Ym owm -,sua p~dtM~, harvesting

A being, wxM mw11 be &*dad by the limisia of the~dm
ben umd inSm 1U ctI idt thm tweater I by the perow
of tim "ractor Itself . It my, tmmmbe ~a t.Ible to reals tme
Idml of simlating the dols anual cycl, at fqg pwatic inrWe
out by onm tata.

An alternatie 1m~ Is to ionsi the ftzeatwm-iiited tam mid the
~im-cmrt-laited to" I 1. Od m at tis omiuwm
al with mosls Mor modict.1" thm offstsf at Vdc3. asign ma dZM cm-

for (6,71.M) pae to a stricted to I O - 1 m ewy -§qf ope-
tion, Momes traction is lilal to be thme limti" P myte.



A simle I I for prwdictinq drmr ,, ,

The minhim tractor data rmuirud for prediction of drawr power are the

engine torque-ed relatiauip, the trmaissicn effici ' y, the ratios

of the driving wheel speeds to the engine sped in each gearp the migt

on each axle and the tyre dimaions. Thee can be found in an off ical

test report or the tmnifactzWer's sWMcIficatiM and the tyre mmaacturerls

data book. Ite field 00nxditio must be defined by the average ane

P Ot resistance msured through the top 250 mm depth of sol.

Tyro perforuance is detemined either frCu the sirical relaticnahdps

deePed by Wiaer and Luth In the USA(8) or from the following derived

by Gse-Clo,4i in U(9).

* R a 0.049 + 0.287 ..... (2)

a.,. z a .796 - 0.92 (3)

aM  - 4.838 . 0.061 M ..... (4)

':T - (ty um e-4 ('

SN a mm I ity r

C a Amt tore t ( 10 ) rsism
tho4* the ti1p 250 m of th ol smaz m

b a tyr width

d a tyro d,,amter

a verticsl lad on the tyre

, , tYr def.ectim

h a tyre SoCt.o heigit

Cm - sfficimnt at r Lo l l m iistm

, -IMIM w.ffhCiut of t=tkn i
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Tm -mxim thrust

k m aonsantm~
CT - coeffient of traction

T a thrusnt
s a slip

Thse eqaticrn my be used to calculate th rolling resistate of the
whels and te thrust available txrn the driving tiels as a functimi of

slTp. dr r PAUll, D. is tkh n difference

D - T (driving whels) - R (Wdivn ,Wels) ..... (6)

The tmV*, Q, requird at the driving wheels is

Q a IT (driving whels) * R (drivfrr wimls)] r ..... (7)

,I-m r a rolling radius of the driving whels

and the irpt poww Pi' ruquired 1s

r

wamn w - rotational speed of driving wheals

and V - thomftcal, forard qsead withut slip

efom Pi ( + V ..... (9)

The Outputq wiis* P in
0

Po" DV( - 5) ..... (10)

'flu pwoi therefore is to f Ind Urn oda valu of P which is pomsible0
In each ger withtx amseding te madman available value ofPi

It is no nesesary to distinpgish bsu two m situation. In

th i e M gms ,ta* pw wil be limited by te , mo ,,,e apiinbla,

whreas In the lowmr rs itpLa p wLU be liitaed by slip. Rw each
gmr, throm, Urn modam outpat p mw .IbJ with either of t1us
limitaticne nist be ca e ad the low the tw- is the actual mii-

u pm available in that er.



* axa o ngaw-lile mn pmw ts vagy stn4s±toimrd.
Ow~~ ~ ~~ w m wma LmpwrIs mugupa1e by the tremuhalc efflo-

LuOW am thme %VK~ifte 9mr MUD to tmd otmq afilmum at tim
driving *mls. ftis tom is divie by tme rolLIa =dl=m Ud tim
total rOLlin zeistnm~ is S~btt to ftiM the dcler pAll. D.

Thme aigimspeed at smadma pow is divided by the m cr ato to give the

Ing redlum to give tam no-sLip Ior- I sped, V.

IM ttKUat fVM tb* driVIAQ *1mels is am3atae ft tim ft~ pAll piU*
the rollin raMistum ofth ti divm thm~s eqam 6, mid tim slip,
s, is ra3oAlated fm~ eticm S. in doig thils it In s mmmy to tlm
moxmt of tkm ve±qK tr - F- fronm tzEr" axle to tim mr - ads to
tUm taymu imeprad to aacm themolIng awlstam at tae driving
ala. It my be asmad thaet the r*oln mistmom of tle wifti

WOMs tam ttwmut fm~ the del"in wjues med tim - drinet e
all aft In th imm - mi=A Peiotlan a~m d do na*, tamuNP, fmet thm
wilt dimtribalan bebmua the atlg.

"a3 VOW* on ti roew Wheals, %,Is given by

%aer a stt umiq* cn w amls
*b to~as reu~imd to a m U =11liasltu of

tam driving Wms

aw a twoadmml drive -wotl

%sm~ * %fowna elag m ea a

dee ________ _________ca =]_____ C l w &



Fmr a four-iduml drive tractor

where tor a wight an fruit %ijuse

mid (CS)r - coefficient of roln reitance of the. front %ftels

where V a toWa wight of the tractor

these sommticne wy be solved for URm and .

if the tzr is b tAL dm ive iW. is them Usned in optm S to Liii
thm slip, a.

its tnn foiwoii qmed Is thm

V(1 - 9)

a is oiclated.tu Q*Mtson 10.

if Owm trwtor ite fomw-% ils tIw. Um will be tmo eqiam 5, aim for
eac axle, An Itesastive Wra~w wll than be - I to fLii Us
elp. ddib will mmlly be tVwsus or be In sm fiind m2*.ima~hip

Ow the iu two uaplmdpd esi"tyes..i~t

Combdaw S**Iam 5, 6 a 10, fo a tm'.imsl ftive tf.

%(Y *-ke ,~I'-ks Y. --e V, Ci(.. 14)
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ftr a four-,helI drive tractor

PO R 9

(C~ * 0 ek k

(0 k + (V (YT ) ? .. 015)

'hem e tc own be soed for a. The tbhumt at the driving %*mell,
T, my be caaioatd from eqntat 5 Md the tarqm at the driving isdels,
Q, tz eqution 7. this my th be divided by twear ratio aid eU
trumum ia efficincy to give te ngie tman mnd the engine aped can
be read fro the engine toeqi-Waqd ea€0I~4.

Io amgine opm can be divide by the 9wr ratio to give the xotatiam1
q-W of the driving wheels mand ultipJud by the calling aim to give
the noxd. fon1p spfnd, V. be watpa , p , P , co An be calcul-

0
ated fan agA.m 13.

this dal Is e a*gh to be zm an a mJl1. wgra.mle c3alculato,
bu o be quite effective in, for ample, omering two and ftzOuriei

drive or iduiai the effects an drmim poww outt of ctuigirq parntmr
mi - tyre esie, ballsting or w tiue. Jhe wadal am be mob essi-
to us by storing data cc tyre diiUnam aid tnpiom tyze ais ed-

~. rlaas trameaio efficiencie, 9w raztiow ad wift
distribtiun related to wimm migiam l mr. Sm o tram velame co
then be ,ue by defalt whm th effects of chaging o is being
izwetionted. ts moun otf img pe m rmir d wd pdb then
necmeitate a mioro-szp , hmm-. This aL wa suml a " -mfttenly
p=Wm to be writte na ih oet the umw for the pLmpviate data.

________________I
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A NOW* ~ for pcediftIzw trac twiftate an bew drstavrs*a

2tm HaW described abu predicts drafter poe. To wwt tfis to
kftft tojia C"PA Wom WMl4s of thm miatunohip IebI dragt fw
ad wa&nM width. The simplest apnxc is mwly to asm a lingew

z~at~i~pso thaubter par can be = t dizeftiy to n Ite
in, for ang" ec mtares, Wr h=. This viii gi a q*ot rate of woo*.

which 14ol tim~ be ulutiplIed by a field eff iciancy fortm depening an

timle im adjq e the field to daemm tzm rat. of wxk, aliwizW
for turing, ai wgn.

In practie lagw, tis mdli in dos nothing more tihen onumt
the dimimidmm at the outpta to a form which ny be soc. mnftd to a
fwra. 1tr O"O..e the NdOW elgft give the mldittyn K Oazpla of

stwr -P ra 45 ad 50 IN reqseatlvely ad Cis couldA mrly Miltily

t mes by a typical. figue fo mldboar pl*iag suc as 0.02n (ba/W 1W

to give 1.125 aid 1.25 la/h respetiy. This wotd nft aitir tin mt..

parison, but mght be move easily odustood by af.

In peactics, 1- - "a 0 the widths of 1lntmws e not atInusly veri-

1es. ?hey ca chly be I j I ini iimmmnnts, by awq cw ramming,
bodis cw tines, for owele. Also, dwqgiz the width of the iW2lit
will altw its might ad, 14 - 6, , them ight an the drivIng wheels of
the I I To tdm aooow* at this, tiem odel izpt amt include thm
minim width at imnt to be consiee, the Inrnts of humess In
width, thm com ng e fts ad Positions ot th Ir of gravity
behind the hitch poia", the horimua ad %mtiml I~t of soul
Nog F - ar itww at width ad the distances of the Voit at q*Uiatia

of tim mmldtmt of the vagtil a .n ato soinlou bdLM the hitch

Points.

go ni at mcalaian, fo ch gaer ratio, starts with tim Uminm
wi t l *&mt. on mrsM#in aS~t the tImp w poltiUm
of -WX Cie gravity, Vatl1 d at soil lOnmu -ad position, at thm
POut at appiaio CIE dom Vatl ~I- at soLI M. - am to
clal t thm imits an the ailes at tim txtoc. %h no be dMdw
MINImt tie m IN Valus VMtW by thm I~ ad tyra abns
2*tLma I Is iWd to camlals do moblty cs ath Wasls ad
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~atiam 2, 3 and 4 to calculate the zo~ling msiftuWm, (Cmid k
values.

1IOr 00-4l drive tractors the VDlIagV remSLtaM Of the %Wiriwn Wimels
is aidd to the Implmnt dreagt freto detndne the total thewt, T,
required from the driving imels. aoti S is used to own that the
nmoemmory thrust can be prouce and, if sot to calculate the slip, a.
The torupm required at the diving theas, Q, is calculated from meathal
7 aid divided by the gar ratio aid tronoisili efficiency to give the
mmlIns tm~qi required. This is thenwi dm, II againat thm torqe aoilbL.
fro thm engine an the enginamud is roud from the tozu-Wead role-
tIaiship. This qp@W divided by the pior ratio ad mltIplied by the
rolling radius gives the theoretical forwd sqad, %biScI uWm mAtIplie
by (I - w1 gimw the true fm - qmed. Ion-Ite Is then the true for-
tund -pe mflp]lead by the iImemnt width. this ymosdums Is repwaitd
with ihram Ing h mons of Implnt width until som limiting facOr
is muchi as overloading of an axle, 1006 slip or oninea stull.

For fctw-%iMel drive tractors, thm total thrut equals the iqmmnt
drougt. bit the distribution at the tiw--t bebam the axles and the ar-
req~oM~ng slip musnt be dftexmd by an itmatIwe pmomm usingp equathi
S. Otherwise the methd of calculation Is tiemea for bo'mfeal
drive.

This mubal is a claem sioalatim of tim real. fIJd situation an, acn
the "ww gIn drin* for In remental, It Is moeuseful f1or Cm-W
Ing the Efects- of champs in gma ratics ad epaW n. Alsm, titing

a oun a Ingplint uaigt and its Efect an tmi#t distuibution will sho
up my limaiu an timeeism of Imlemnt ineommzy to emob. fall potmr
to be utillmed In a particular gem.

I* Now is pvuddy aft" for mct amrimonsmc u a m wuld Wot to
100 b@&AVM ttORu XtS Ma i ishm IrIGIh"O, WO IS its MY
o~witiei slmlo"Mnaof tim Irtint A istica. it W4ld no,
tUinte, be matis for swtrhng the effects of implemnt domp o
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A wm. ~1ca model for Predicting trator Vodcrate on heawY drought

The win limitation of the uimplea mdah1 dbscribed aove is that it dome
not tase acount of the ef fect of forward Mod an the moil forcs an thm
Impemnt. Including this in the anidysis omplloes the cadaala
but aftns the soop of the model to studying the tractor-Implat inter-

acton ffecivey

The effect of speed on thu draugt farce of Implmnts has been studied
for mmaW years, notably by cktyad*in 1  and Boh .N recetly
Ges.-C1 h (13 used diminionl anlysis, as prAvaauly pr1 m by
Krastin~1 ~ to develop the I olIving eIxtima for the speciflic drought of

a plough.I

...*13.3 Ya # 3.06 fi2

wkwo a plough det
w *ploug width

OaL uoiidty
and 9 u avitaticeal, c3tait

&"GWa*lY 0010 et &11 1 5 ,1 6 ) found har Ige with uqmeria"
realts by usixg cam r -aintIr resitac in thu I izft two of this

eqaimai intzc~ing thm plough mz3bamd. taiI inini, *In thm seon
tam, to talsm mt at diffeiat plough body rm..

11 KC # 2y 1 (1 mel

atso types~ U~t s m pin ali at thef~ faatvr z
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ai D - C + D V for chisel ploughs wwi cultivators

%*we A, 9, C drd D Ame 415irial. Fa-I - . Typlai valus for differ-mt
North Aneri soil types are as follos

A 20-7002

8 0. 13-0.49 (MV/m )/MvWh2
C 0.48-0.527 le/tir. at 82.6 - doth
D 0.0361-0.0492 (Je/tix.)/Omj'/h) at 82.6 -a dinjab

In general, greter dwths of cultivation and hi~w values of drmsht
force mwuld be asomtere in Suape.

Far lowe data esdat an the effect of speed on tie vetical soil forces n
lWUplrMU. low wouldboard plagh this ca jiratily be jignored fo anet

purposes si~, in goneral, iaertiml soil F-ce are MAU AYMY. The
upward 1or5e oni tbm cmlt an d Iindside geneally qic-wdaty belatose
tnhewd dmr~ fr es on the mouildsoar, so that thm rant %wtia I fr e
aMUed to the tzector fxmo the plough is n=Riy clame to the wigft of
the plough alone. Tharefore, any variation due to qpWs ame likly to
be nsgliqible.

Par tied 1splmts oxft as vmeoUrs, chisel plcuos and cultivators,
tim et~l forc is normnily - r -Amately a fiasi proportion of the
draoft firc, v Idt an the tine rake argle. It wini, dorefors, vary
with speed In the me -my an does the drught fre

Owi the effect of so-wx spud an Implait &ina t Incl~Iuded In the
umslysia it is no loniger posible to calcult anglintru fuon Iila-
mft drourfft, rea off di om idn ung-- qiMs Ii m t hs
fonard quad. This sWeed wili not oincide with the qpeed for *dch tie
&ag~t um ov1gimiy calcuated. Thereore, an itrave VL=@&=

ntbe used starting with them mr speed daum4* Momc, calculating thm
~~I-Mow - fouwd speed, uin this speed to fom a ne aetiaste of
d&a*t aid iqeetin tihe proceve until a satisfactory level of accuray
is attained. Wmn iaftc&&-n this ~e amdty, Iamvjr Is unlIkely
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to put the calcmaations boyad the soa of a pewomol a lculam,
provided a simle valatioAhmip I~mu P opd ad tWme in acceted. if
an u st q d-tm~ relatialudp is tauimd, hoevr beuse tise nm

nwbe Included In the Iteratc peociafter ad, ti1P sqg , sted In t
jgzat least a in~~awIs likely to be noodd.

Ruzther ratimmoft of ti modal.

IS*modal. way be fwrthr IMqwve, if rAmosmemy, by fn~ial of othez
fotru wich my affect tmtive Spfrt oxe id iume r

ing, aperation with whels In tie ftrrw ud us of tie d1.ffezw*ial 3,cc.
Of tI k the ef fect of woOLzW cm slopo is ptrmbly the asiast to Izrm-

porats. ftkng dizectlyp or~ dm a ulopm has emffetst. Firstly,
1hmu is a jailt In wighi~t distribhtim towzf the dmddU . This
my be alculated Initially fzm tihe ale of the slqus, thme imiqft of tim

atmze of goevity miA time whmlso. It thn apper in the alclt~ci
am a damag In the value ct the static wmmit a the row ots,
Socandly, the Iw of the aominmo voi*s of the tr - to- and i~mle-
sent acts" dmem the hi I apera a InI town in the eatim fm the

D 0 )kYMvz as "CUSISivo whom"

! (W sin MTact. UIqamat

Wm #a angle of slope.

Ift effect Of 111MIl ttMiag Is f as 3QM* 0100 012010 ad
orm the sol ca which a ftlIndng vinel rm. Ths y be Uwbhft in the
iNW by dhal"in a hftb %olm of me p ristof Em a
whel whi .mns 1A*A tMS CC a PeMeili *100. U0 PfAM I& tO

am fmr tymi ftLiadng aft* ota ho daid mof ti m Anis ad inzying

theme lood at do me IrolAtm pim:. "m O W e om it

is caly possible to satimef a likely ffvm fro ti - dta, dd Imply
anim oeI oeS I i vssoma - ief h mm
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In Sapmost tractors plo* with WD el % la4 I the furrow. ?his has
two effects. Firstly, weight is trmmirred fro the lami-as ita ls to
thm fuxcm"'Uida whels. This is themm s tim effect of workia na
a sid&-elope. it my be dealt with In them odel by cauating the
weight transfer from the height of the m -" - of gravity of theI Ytractor
and the track Width anI pm&&ctJW the prfocmnm of each whel inividS-
ually. Wo uxins effect, houvr, is that the aoneI Ir Ir zusis-
tano in the frrowu boto is likely to be hi.oie t1wn that on the ara.
Agin tiare are vay little datA available apart from those of Ge o&44 19)
udcid shw a typical Increase in panntmbr resistac of abu
354 b1ba1 the furro boto ad the surface.

lWn twoels an tiemas -axle carry different waights or arm numing in
diffmant soil conditions the overal Fmto-w, ded an 'doti the
differwitILal is operating or lodn. When it is operating the thrust
fun both Qhmels must be theem. Therf ore the thust required funa
the adsa mat be halved and equation S used for eAd iduel in'dividually
to datmem the slip fw that whal. Ihs ovaull "l far the axle is
than tim syringe of the slip vaam of timtw whels. If the diffevem-
tial is lce than the sli is them ftr both Wiuels &,A it Is necam-
eary to use an iteative pro e to determ fro sqatin 5, foir eac
%dmel, a value of "li wichd will w&m values of thust 'itth add up to
the raind total.

Emmle 1 - Simple model for a Daid k~i1390 txm-,el drive tractor

fThe fol1leinq input data are tlm from the 1p roliate CO test report (20

ammpt that only hilf of tim available g -are mIncluded for onveninc.

fgui tyro sis 7.W014
Static VW on eac ftrF11t tyz 6.1J9 M
Sa "mr size 16.9-34
Static wight an each reatr 12.06 MI
Wheelbae 2. 108 a
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Gwr LI 12 in 1.3 2 3
egaae 134.1 80.8 67.2 46. 40.5 23.5

b~ine torque at emau gm m x traisim efficiency a 196.5 He
mrqJZ speed at mium poem 2200 zuv/mn
Amatrq a value of ams 1 um w I v sstance C a 1000 M/

and using the tyro makmcbars dow bc ft tyro dimonsas funm
equtios 1, 2 ad 11,

Dyrimic weigift mfan wheelmss - 11.81 M4

Dynmic vah4St an rea %twesa - 24.73 M4
N~ibity gm'- of Fw- -P %gW@ a 9.03

Nobility nudw of whel ~*ma 16.66

pan algaatiom 2.
~1.11rq rzd.aMu Of fZ=* Wheels - 0.95 US
Pll~ing reistnce of row wheals a 1.64 M

From suatima 3, 4 ad 5
marnrm a~efficieat of trataa, (C~-0.741

odum thrust m 18.32 M
k *- s 5.65
k -7.90
ftust 18i.32 (1 _ 47 Ua

OmrLI t2 In M 2 13
1aqu eaua33 at

rndiu mglzw pcmm. Ubt 26.62 16.04 13.34 9.29 8.04 4.66
01 , puUllM 33.41 19.10 15.44 9.96 8.27 3.70

NO." z P, 14 p,
1.p/h 4.57 7.59 9.12 13.10 15.13 26.06

WRISSID, Us 34.36 20.0 16.39 1091 9.22 4.65
sup, I 100W M1OO 3.,49 11.46 6.66 3.71
Ton ftwduWW, kdh 0 0 6.52 11.60 13.79 25.11
Damniurpm, W 0 0 27.96 32.09 31.68 25.61
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Ftcm atim 14, slip for swdmin output poer a 25.1%

C eatlan 5, Uwast from driving %*ml.s - 15.61 hI

Frzm equation 6, drawb pull - 14.86 We

r equatio , .tque at drivin vels a 12.90 W a

LI L2 in L3 H2 U3

Engin totqn , Me 96.16 159.60 191.90 275.5 316.41 546.75

Enigine seed, rev/min 2260 2240 2220 above mx. torue

Speed of rear utwels,
'ev/mlan 16.85 27.72 33.04

NPlp forwrd qead,
km/h 4.69 7.73 9.20

Dr&mA power, lW 14.49 23.88 28.42

wnrsfoce the highest drawbar power availabl in ech gear, the forward

speeds and the equival nt rates of work at 0.025 (ha/h)/lit are as follows.

Gear LI L2 Hi L3 H2 H3

Drawbar power, WE 14.49 23.88 28.42 32.09 31.68 25.81

squivaluit rate of
%aLk, ha/h 0.362 0.597 0.711 0.802 0.792 0.645

spud, W/h 3.51 5.79 6.89 11.60 13.79 25.11

width, a 1.03 1.03 1.03 0.69 0.54 0.26

Mmple 2 - SiIle model for a David kom 1390 for-utwel drive tzmhr

The follslng Iz tp data are taken from the aq ilat OEM vqx021)

Data not give below we the ur as for the two-duel drive tractor.

?rqit tyre sim 11.2-24

static w teigt acn e front tyre 7.35 km

-R tyro "se 16.9-34

Statlc mweit o ech raw tyro 9.83 Wl

Wheelas 2.14 a

Dytmic omht an fy Itwhels a 13.91 M

Dynmiec weit o rear duels - 20.45 kM

N0i.ty a of front dMuls a 14.96

*I*&Uty u of rea deluels a 16.36
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Wglin resistinve of frot wals 0.95 )W
PllIn restarce of r wheals - 1. .32 RN
Madin Coefficient of tration of Put whals - 0.735
Mau oesfficient of tration of wheeimls - 0.760
dMamn total thrut a 26.17 WN

k 4Y. of frot whals - 5.75
kICi e of rear whels - 5.96
k of f ront wvals - 7.82
k of rear whals - 7.64
guvat of frcnt *MIS - 10.22 (1 - e7-2) 10

1twust of er whele . 15.95 (I _ 7*64*) 1&

The total brqui reqired at tiw &ivIzW viwas to ftrwist the full utgbms
pw is the -m as for the t~owal drive tzactot.

Geo Li L2 51 L 3 2 3
itcal thrust, )IN 33.75 19.43 15.76 10.30 6.61 4.04
slip, * >100 17.60 11."9 6.49 5.20 2.18
Trus forward quad, 1wi/h 0 6.25 6.03 12.25 14.34 25.51
Drwbr por, kit 0 33.73 35.20 35.05 34.30 28.63

Slip for smdam otpa power - 24.165%
'ftunt has frn dAshels a 8.76 )V
T1ist fro ra zwheals a 13.56 WO1
TOW lt -w 22.32 WU
Tftal 1- it, at dr~v~q wheals a 16.17 W a

GTLl L2 3M R3 H2 3

bglInsm n M a* 135.51 224.60 27.42 396.29 446.69 773.2

3Saa -#ed vwl~in 2260 1440 iho - aiu c4

ftsi fanned
quad, ba/h 4.69 4.97
Dzamar pow, WI 21.65 23.16

1herefore, the hi~wa I I k powr wimUb2. in eac gear, the forward
-ped ar the oaptylat ratas of wrk at 0.025 (h /)W6 are as follow.



Gear Li L.2 H41 L3 H42 H43

Drawbar powe, kW4 21.85 33.73 35.20 35.05 34.20 28.63

3lrdvalwAt rate of
wok ha/h 0.546 0.843 0.880 0.876 0.855 0.716
Forward epind, )V/h 3.52 6.25 8.03 12.25 14.34 25.51
Suivalent Imlemenat
width, m 1.55 1.35 1.10 0.72 0.60 0.28

Conclusions

The perfomace of agrioultrai trators carrying out heavy draught Foxa

t4.is can be predicted frcm data available from standard test reports

together with tyroe erformiev data. Predictive euations previously

developed from single wheal tests, using - penetramster reistance as a

maure of sol strength, are particularly suitable for this prpose.

Models of varying comlxity my be develpd depending on the min vari-

ailse of interest. In particular, models wichd predict outpu± in terms of

dradar pow can be kept relatively simple, whiereas dl n Which predict

rate of work with ieplamnts kdes druqt in 1, 1 1, nt focuard spe

are Inevitably sore comlex.

Even simple models can be effective in quontifying the bufits of design

featues such as four-hel drive, tyro ems or pcmir/eight ratio. This

is illustrated by the axomples given in this pa~er, Awr the fou-Q~hel

drive vesio of the tratora gave a 10% higher widaina power output than

the two-widl drive version. Hwerv, of equal sigifiane in the fact

that the two-Wheal drive version had to be x ratdI in L3 gear at 11.6 ian/h

to develop amiim poer Wheres the four-Aeel drive version~ oold drsvp

mimii power in HI ger at 8.03 Ism/h. Therefore, ifE the opration being

carried ait 1,ed that the forward spend be restricted to H1 gear, the

output of the four-Wdisl drive version would have been 240 highe then the
tw-heel drive, or, in L2 gear, 41% higher.

Move omlex models can be cr JIn t& a rm- utcr potMe to be Ouer-

frianlyo so thet they con be run by farme or their advisers without the
need for a detailed undsrotanding of the theory belibid than.
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DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF THE VEHICLE'S LINEAR MOTION
MATHEMATICA SOLUTION AND EXPERIMENTAL APP1RA.II6

A. FACC14MI

0U. 001 W MINISTE0O DIFESA - D G, Moe Comb . ROAA. ITAUA

I FORE WORD

atoluhg On5il- W0904fpjl %-

_ .Nwob - win -m M ow o
mor me5~U wiyle

af of X

i n1 we. ftnvertW moal congonelosworet ool wl b-anics iIgMW wim
ft a Iaen O c0 ooew onm of fte forcs kInvd will be only toe drowberfes fte moton we

'711e roftVu race and dra hov a 1ta conple nature. in practc *e" ore dffi
001 te 5lW becams Ofte req0ai 5Cwoftsted devicmu owl pares

F oft lir aon fe basis of 00eoeCal cosiationww an m ts, many
moloms hove lrmilatd memoerosi s oii~cessieon to thso bne caclon of fte ml.
WVg roaanctee end dree

W5i Veowl lawi iimisi of ooespmbola SWMo "" %iNmn euse N iSfe res

I.a a - (20. A NIoAwU

2. A a &It + +L~2E * y±ILtj KAMM

4.4 A ff a *E"W WNWEW ZIONO

The iMst sresin no wal med %Mdy. wN fie kept a0 obes of Ot MWV

00,13 ui me vlu ofl IOd i m eanmmi-Ii rro d e~ i si

bsessm ft W +*W.0.5 Vo4w+ A Cm -) Vp

r~Ug 1551sUW5e i i ellA s coelfle



W =vehicle weight
Cx drag coefficient
S =vehicle cross section

giving

01, W = At(N) and
*06.5 10 W + 0.65 Cx S IP(

the tollowing expression will be obtained
R = A+ BIV'

2. DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS OF THE MOTION
INTECIRATION AND MATHEMATICA SOLUTIONS

a Vehicle in neutral driv"n

in general. the dffferentia equation 0o11 ~thvecle mt01ioIn vectort formn 1

at
whiere

=o totlotion resietance
Me = equivalent translating mmn of the vehicl

Me jwhoee

W vehicle Weigh
%~ rtoin heigh

)u = *pew~ reduction
.= P equatoril imoment of inert of rotaing maa"

439. = momentay loang-tuud01a- accelertion
d t

in the cmw of t vehicle in nral. III reesil
F = 0. while aseaftesi seen

Then 11e d"ferna equatin n cala formn becoeo,
A +OrVIP +Me. dvg

dt
from which through Uqep ge
.-AL a ..... dy .,.
M, A?+ SuV S9(Aur+v)

A c eIz

it reals
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q-+ K A- a= Bd+

K - a +. arci+g with K = wbtery coremnt

g9" as bmandary conditimns OWa lOw v = 0.
t m a -elvids sling am. at reeults

K -M. maOW Veom :

As d cm be treely c oo- een m I of IMa begnga d reeuiin fort Ia 0, v a v.
Then UnsOhs snuat "a cm be elminaled.
In MI wiI me lmw , on Ma i. AI rest

a A Vt a raing

I am 11 - (2)sma or m1M..ing P*Versus V:

wcaf a.IVLc.+ = tujL-c

at I"a

v Co cfgl-..P 8"-s.*..]

The "Mitln Of mAIm lawi in the lormulm 02 ad(SL is pelleclly define up to ftwe

On WoM I& ou nG mv 1. w"s alowed go mI" vsm ofm
ma Vw III esilMM I t a Nw~y at b1Min Wwawemev"a sinues.

memA"Gateermmeee ft O.v=1 mad (lam. VMok
In Ot wa. ~ dslned. ew am@ I w Vll or enahflo. Me van ofto peramws

iean met mam km tepe inso nns -Gd e

F.Vlli ow mawasse Ow" om 4 sotliniw

Then ornme Wasre wagoen af W410 (I) a is mw,"s me M ing eane ea*
1w 600sua:



it IeutK

,resw ~On a ea

IV J- OW Igh V(S
IV o K K,

womh ft Nrifwy WieIw
Givkm w bowidary aAon Ste uln~ 0 efl of 'III'Mc OWis

feftzO. v=O wohs havfO
Then d reemfs

at tr

v = Koch..~ K A 16)

Therebre fts 0) d- 0 - a fwwily of 1 Weiboft ftt
Eacht tnw- te isdi Wll by a wN V prctee vatit of K end WrtAa at Noe wdeeW.
Then R owve Nos wwtci empleneton of g ~spi t ondf v - in accelrionw Ies in

W0SM t ees of sty vwels,
Ntis awsom of VWWiWWeemml hb peeboll tanent wfth K vanill onou~m inction

of nmo f t Noim o m atO stgls,8 w o iifst no chenge of gOsW
Any w"y, the 0 is vld "u~ M toe cam of 9 ng M"n. as Oftac c ft a gVen to

ilulsil om h~NO -on omnisw
Theeor in genr. frm gos eam

K h .L o W#-

va emit I*r

VAN$. nt deeof anf u WWWw h*n 0 &ft9 agWW

uep is0 ve constant
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W (N I = ewn pateri the vehcl. know by prouS po

n IdmNuO a aas 2 prUIet which depends an the used gem

me Pi 4. SONVOOen translating mmu of the Vehicle in the ums per

KWs) = "Oltll"ic depends an the torqe at 1whe and an the eftWncy perares

Than fot each ouOe of oocrdln v" I of an accelration graph ins c~rlen gear, trom
e equation (7)1 can wea I~lblmic equsmn uwer~e Utunkrown quo t ae Me. n. K.

Considering 3 coupe of vele v tin tM ev olon of gaph (soe arL 41 wil be
possie to wrie con i equations o131 d iw nW equationm wih 3 wuflmo quatise.

a such @OfsmU esueon Stweldd peok sqmuoon the theoreboa achilon is
Oae'ls. yet we can goon(MWeladen)in selnl many tenM sovalues Me.i n. I. so that we

can veriy e 3 equatins.

3. EXPEAIWENTAL APPROACIES -VAUDATION TESTS
a Cr red o MM

It odr to ode dimer0me l wldetln. many eMt in no t g end cc
eat9on have be cwed oul wth 4 m4wngW vehictes.

To sua ge unft"iy. eignimonom end repsamty. such ea he be carrid &A
on rad and on a spee "'tmmrd" wni tra of Oh Proew0 oMund of ho Italian Al-
my at P C~ oeeunrs).

Photo (1) Aerial Ohotogrech of running traok



V5.

AIP4

'P "''0 At 7f



tesqted vehirlIs

Photo 4: ACL 7

Pyvoto S: ACL 7S Amchibio'In
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The tollowng vehicles have been tested
Mla Romeo 1750 civilian car vehicle
AR/76 reconnaissance military vehicle
ACLI/5 ligh utility mliary truck
ACL/75 amphibiOUS lighlt utiliffy military amphbious truck

For the take of brevity, the peculianifies of recorditig democs of graph v - I are omit-
ted

The procedures and the redundance of the tests hae got rid Of casua errots, wtid of
#Oct. slight Opes etC as, Much as possibl.

0 Vehicle in neutral drivn

1) Test res"l
The reUlMS of the leM arel synhelz in fig. 2.
The Scatlertn has bee inelnlllan and in any case included in thw graphic error.

2) Celaitio Of fth efierancy DWWa15ler5 A' and Bt.
Consderngtetstd vehicle data, tevales of eaplm coeffliint c~ S~a

nod Iem fth raphs and No anaftyca OS@@ason given Inin ftheoretcal paerthe No ining

Vehicle DA Rome ARITO ACLI75 ACU75
____ 1W amphibiou

seight 920M " 62?,I 512LI7
(MgPON) _ _ __15___ _ _ _ _ _ _

S (MI 1.66 2.75 5.72 5.54

Ro (m) 0.26 0.37 0.48 0.53

me (N _AU 1545 2434 7271 -5376

Mn(s) 110 122 146 124

WO "f) 20 25 20 20

c "10. 11.5 11,$ 14

a 0") 2710 123 166 160w

SlLj.. 0.57 1.975 4,379 2.9r3

AV (N) 211 261.2 603.6 562.7

3)CheclilrO mwidtbu and *ugeffisn.

The cacaW onW of the coefiiets to WO C-x has beenomde only in order to go vei-
dm10. and coraWm dat with the gene-aly ue quantite in locomotiLon m~chanics

Oft" use of It known ON wa an eupre s we obtai the fnown result
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Vehicle Alta Romeo ARI76 AL17S ACL75
1750aphou

A' (N) 219 281 609's 5821

MV) 0.57 1.975 4.379 2.973

W (Kg) 1500 2340 6925 5120

S (mi) 1.88 2.75 5.72 5.54

to 0.0149 00114 0.0069 00116

Cx 038M 1.094 1,164 0.816

The found values of r0 and Cx are Quite congruous to the test condition
and suitable to them provided by the experience and by othe rmethods (in parti-

cular the highest ro of Ails romeo is due to the fact that Only for this cMt the tefits have been
car tied out on road)

11 is necessary to point out besides, that the good Cx of arrPhibious
truck is due to his lower tairing

c VehCIl driven by constant torque
I1) Test result

The results of the acceleration tests are synthetized in ig 3 and 4

2) Determination of the parameters Me ii and K
The tollowing calculation is not completly correct. as the torm-4 is not

Constant in the Saoe gear. but it changes with t e spe tr moW the eriq'
It Can b0 regarded roughly good, it we consider that such vari :io-s are

much lower than the changes due lo the speed geat. besides in the diesel rngi.
nes this couple range is fairly moderate

The maxium error due to thes couple range of engine
CM - C, 100) is

Afe Pomneo =9.6% AR/76 =19 1%

ACLJ7S = 10.5 % ACLJ7S amnph = tO.5%

For each vehicle and lor eaich used gear, te cafct~ion of unkrow values Me. n. K, has
bee carried Wu caatwi. tinal and error, thes following hyperwoic consistent equations,

V K Igh LA_~ Kh + n)

V 9 to(i4f . . Ns +f



tt 9 '
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Fig. 4
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uliere. knlown "he Meaning of other symnbols, we have
V0 . Vs. Vg9 speed at gear engaging at an inteirtediate instant and at geaf disengaging re.
SIpetieY
to. ti. tg =relating instants to Pr evious speeds

The result are reorted in the toliowing tables

NA P~oo 1750: W =10 l OKgV0.57

GM qme n K

Is I11 1810 0 101
20 8.065 1670 0.06 77
38 5.84 1600 0.11 71

40 3.246 1560 0.21 51
50 4.31 1540 0,85 51

ACLI75 W = 692S K9.W 4.36

Gear 9 me n K

I' 45.496 21700 0 73
26 25.87 1260 0.01 54

36 16.48 9400 0.05 42
4610.29 6400 0.18 33

So 7.563 6100 0.31 28

ARI76 W 2340 K. W = 1.975

Gea pme n K

is 23.102 4200 0 64
2913,23 3360 0.04 49

3' 8.57 3060 0.29 35
46 6.30 2700 0.41 32

MU5 ayhious6OW.W 5120 Ka8' 2.973
Gear f me n K

2' 23.393 10200 0 63
30 14.W06 a20 0.04 48
44 9,303 6600 0.17 34
So 6686 6100 0.36 28 -

3) Determnation of the working lt"u and the inctusive efficiency
Fromn the obt&ine velues it to poesab to arrives to the working torques at wheels Mr anid

at engine Mp w ithth expressions
Mr (K' + Cl)S'y Roand Mp =Mnl?



The calculation has en carried out in the loowtn tables

Aft Romeo 1750: CO = 384.8' = 0.57. Ro 0.281

Gear K K2 + C' Mr M hip

1 101 165684 1695 11 154

2 77 6313 1011 8.066 125
3 71 5425 69 5.848 148
4 51 296 478 3.246 147
5 51 29%6 478 4,31 111

ARPS C2 = 132: IF 1.975. RO  0.37

Gear K KI + C' Mr M hip

1 64 4226 3098 23.102 133
2 49 2533 1850 13.23 139
3 35 1357 991 8.57 116
4 32 1156 845 6.30 134

ACL.-75 C'= 139'= 4.38: R, 0.48

Geer K KI + Cl Mr Mp

1 73 546M 11495 45.498 262
2 54 306 6422 25.67 248
3 42 1903 4000 16.48 242
4 33 1228 2581 10.29 251
5 26 923 1940 7,563 256

2 TON ahi~fl ts : C' z 196; B 2.973, Ro 0.51

GKr K K'+(7 Mr P Mip

2 63 4105 6315 23,363 269
3 46 2500 3790 14,905 254
4 34 1362 2049 9.303 220
5 26 900 1486 6.856 216
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At les. corMrating tOe value al Mp 10 Mhe outpuA torques at engine tIs stand, in Vie
oorpiidn epes r l t senlste inclsiveffiiecie tI):

Aft Romeoo 0.626 0.670 0.79 0 76 0.505
AR 76 0.66 0.920 0.768 0."67.
ACL ?5 0.68 0.642 0.622 0.852 0.809
2 TON Ampohibious
am5 ... 0.914 0.663 0.747 0.733

This valvesr Bonide both thermechenical sfllciency @1 he reemleselonvad Vieenergy

Jisus! ge.~ g let i e1era0o..i

A tutther @We would be ins dmlsrmnination of the Woal oficsny (themic engin inclu-
ded) of Mhe vehicle during 9we motion with the expreseo

4or As+ F -V@ (7) Where:

Ce = volumnetric Ius coneurnplon versus to run unit (10'

C* specific heal verse -Olull unit

w ehaichial eqilwlsiW at hea w 4167 .... j.
Kell

E.g. live calculus carried out on**th ground of consumption remarks o ft Pan Roe ra-
eligat 100 Kn*h hNo proie a NOt~ efficiency jqt = 0.23. with a thermic enin eff-

coey of 0.29

Theae dosw e congruous and, with a very good spproavation. they correepond to th@-
go obtained from Oatte sources and experiences

4. CONCLUSIONS
i s not ishedto leav@A thetns olf rtoblltin thepropoed methds thW is:

peio ineejgcy of Me blnoirbwM expression of mnotion resitance
- comp0leuelfitahion in the englnw

error on considering the tengi onstgan t ie e ger

Inan MWCOse believe Ntt a pplicalof toVi described mnethv is usmf" in Vie sli..
only keinelel -emrk are carried oawit ePcs h w ave good leve of precision end
r- o AY.I
rnomwnens regard at two Sf oin routral and acceleratio) wito ml scattr"ng
heW left (sore onerous lo Noe orgenlAllo) aWe very mnuch reduiced . -here we mat s e-

get usa of CeNloiton.
-WL4 end aNSWInsi dft*ce (wind tue. "big Inertial ahmst.. "aarodynen

9 MIScOVn as).- we noM reqsstsd96 we avi d alfate and errors connectd % owsi use.



-It is possible to peormH. cheks Chaos"n On the graphs the desired nM~e Of POOnt (t.v) anid
0tet0e0cal eloraton Can be Made by cOVIPute;

they allow to do an e&nwa study of vehtelso perimtes
This isposie by changing thecosideredparameter(e.g. lye Ilaion pressur), cWal-

tWng aga" the coeftfcet On Which that paramete is actNg, and, &t las cOMWv~s the obta-
need value so thae we shalt reach the aPlmltWn of the teoted paramefer.

Comfng Io the fact, the method with the vehicle in neutral allows the determnatio of:
* vei effciency porunters: w s r'.
to tolin cIcieto " comegusri op~timzto of:

i~d. wio anw wughir otf te wye
Wiye ~lm" presme au to seeM NdW loa n the tywe

*Ag 1al trwistlga mms in nor"
-, vehcem rMmo
* drag c-omsln C en minimzaonoffc lb moneto:

"wed el-- : Ces
" to fetpct.Cc

" die n ft wheel 3Cr
" es lftp 4casedby IftC

no momtt ti Me at vweel
o*M 1 wivioN @ubb m ineach ows, we

* p lesseein der losuply adWtOnalbaA inald nea veh1 l mues:electric, fthy-
M oi eeW O pnsind @., IIo eyssm. t o qMww~



TRACTOR-SOIL- INPLN S

rUNCTIONAL INTNRACTIONS AND NODIUS

G. JAMNS* AND H. STZINM **M rAL, BRAUNSCNMMIG-VOIUrEiODE, VEST GERMANY

INTRODUCTIOW

Tractors and machinery have evolved to high technical levels,
howver this advanced level of technologry results In system

0complexities making it difficult and expensive to further im-o prove quality. Also, it may be more difficult for farmers to
realize the total potential of thee higher quality systems.

Computer models are powerful aids for identifying and evalua-
ting the numerous machine and operational parameters that
affect tractor and implement efficiency. They can allow engi-
neers to optimize their design ore cheaply and quickly than
by using field trials only, and they can also show them which
system parameters must be displayed to the operator to enable
his to make best use of the total potential that is engineered
Into the system and for which the farmer has paid.

The models introduced and explained in this paper help to ana-
lyze technical and agricultural parameters, such as aoil con-
dition, ploughing spa" and depth, wheel load@ etc. (see
Table 1.. .. 0"" lj 9V3

P wu - oI S4 W0 I

Prom Vmm - Umem d
soomm -mew w - D

bTs ft.l P BYP

I~~.mmyI
WSWmm p am ift011

Tab.le. 1. Parameters affecting the efficiency of tractor-soll-
implement systems.

SDr.-S-9. Gerhard Jahn8 Is a scientist at the Institute for
i basic Researh A Agricultural OIgnoering (directors Prof.
~Dr.-Ing. W. sat l)
'. eeor.-Ing. Neirrih Steinkampf to a scientist at the Insti-
' tute for Production gnqineering (directors Prof. Dr. agr.

N. Sch~n)
• -m nm umt InNin
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Unfortunately not all -parameters can be investigated by compu-

ter model* e.g. the desired result of tillage operations or
the stress on the operator are important criteria which cannot
be satisfactorily quantified by physical values and are there-
fore not computable. In the following, ploughing as a time and
fuel consuming tillage operation, is used as an example. The
theoretical field capacity is the main criteria evaluated.

MODELING STRATEGY: COMPUTING PRINCIPLE AND DATA ACQUISITION

Computer models are used to investigate sophisticated systems
by moans of mathematical descriptions and to arrange and
clearly display the results. The real link between the physi-
cal and the mathematical system is provided by data from field
tests, such as, for example, the drawbar pull requirement of
ploughs, the rolling resistance and tractive coefficient
curves of tires, etc. To save computer time and memory it is
desirable to describe this field data by equations instead of
storing them and interpolating intermediate values. Often re-
versible equations are desirable so as to prevent the need for
interations. It is one of the advantages of computer models,
as well as a risk, that in contrast to physical reality, the
admissible range of parameters can easily be exceeded. In
those cases the validity of the results has to be observed
particularly carefully. The form and extent of each model
should be related to the questions to be answered. Even though
high computer power is available, no model should be more com-
plicated than is necessary.

Dividing the tractor-soil-implement system into modules
(Figure I - upper section) gives the advantage that the inter-
soctLons of the model can be the same as in the real system.
Therefore, calculated and measured values can easily be com-
pared and the individual modules can be exchanged and be of
different complexity. The characteristics of the modules are
schematically indicated at the bottom of Figure 1.

r F

Figure 1. Tractor-soil-implement model schematic.
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The characteristics of tractor engines are well described by
their performance maps. To avoid time and memory consuming
computation, an equation has been developed to calculate the
fuel consumption of an engine in relation to speed and torque
or to speed and power. This equation is universal for all
engines while its coefficients are specific to the engine un-
der investigation. To calculate these coefficients values for
speed, fuel consumption and torque or power for 9 working
conditions are required. They are available for many tractors
from test reports, or can be measured using a suitably instru-
mented dynamometer. The results discussed first are based on
an engine and tractor as described In OZCD-Test Report No.
809 with a rated power of 44,2 kW and a mass/power ratio of
68,9 1g/kW to 149 Kg/ky.

The description of the power train is the weakest point in
this and all known tractor models. ven though there are data
available that describe parts of the power train, there are no
overall efficiency data available for power trains of tractors.
Therefore, in this model, as a first approach, a constant
overall power train efficiency of 0., is used.

The traction of tires for different soil and working condi-
tions has been measured in numerous field tests. Data f rom
more than 2500 tests at the FAL are available and have been
prepared for computer use. Figure 2 shms the results of the
data processing. In this o€aeithe data were obtained by five
test runs established under identical conditions. For certain
values of slip a the traction coefficients K (A a in USA) in-
dicated by x and the gross traction coefficients a (0 it in
USA) indicated by # are plotted versus slip. The edged glines
connect the averages of these values. The rolling resistance
coefficient P is calculated as the difference between the
traction coefficients p P - x. The smooth lines represent the
approuimstions ass

c0o

c a
- a1  ble (2)

p - a2  + b2a (3)

and the traction efficiency ass

K K (4)

The values of the parameters of the equations for the tires
and soils used in the following are given in 2.
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Verawah-4r. 3132 A-C Eltorelvereuoho
Verevehajeqhv 11142 Veeggcheort UoitdgAIlm"

*#Iroen 10.0 fl 34 Fell* W4 X 34
"*etai ler Continental Ferwar $04
Korkesenfettgkeit a plo StoWl.Mfte~ too x
Rollrodlys 74.22 a"i StoW W"onieI 40

StoW .ngtqkoW 45 Grd

Reiloat 19.73 Kk Loyfrilhtung verwoorts
Loftdruick 1.10 bar Fahryoehwtnd. 3.40 WO/
Ameieututg 109.90 x

b*deior t earid.-schlul't.- Lefw'i Porenvolumin 35.50 - 44.20 S
Zuatand *sff.-Vog- t.10-I2am ModgntguoU,1 15.70 - 17.50 X
fberfifche Stoppo Vorfrucht Getreld.

u'm.,+eon~c~)+dam+bgp(Gwe) pO.
* b 4

I'**.111U -0-.610307K 00 -5716K-l662461@
0 .61111124E of -0.71641109 SO -S.70228563-01
p * 054211-@1 0.4910973-03

0.4.

x I
0..I o.

riur. 2. Data from field tests for evaluation of traction
efficiency.
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PMW Un~ft hWnv C10Y -~n LOW

61 - 0.713 0.521
b- -0.064 -0.524

1 - 7.603 -98.20

- 0.0675 0.076
b2  .02 0.20

kNd/m 2  67.273 33.63
Mk. h2  0.6

0.46 0.223

Table 2. Parameters of traction and rolling resistance
coefficients and of required drawbar pull for
two different soils.

As in reality, for computer models the data for the Implements
and the tires must be related to the same soil. Many attempts
have boon made to describe soil conditions e.g. by cone index
or soil textural triangle etcl however, as yet there is not
any satisfactory method of rating soil conditions with respect
to tire performance and draft requirements of implements using
physical values and verbal descriptions are used. Without
these descriptions of the soil oonditions draft or power re-
quirements of implements are meaningless. Unfortunately, many
publications dealing with draft and power requirements of
implements meamre only one specific working condition, e.g.
draft for only one speed and working depth, etc. Data necessa-
ry to enable computer models to describe the draft and power
requirements of implements must cover the expected speed range
and *orking conditions and include a precise description of
the soil.

In this model the required tractive effort for the plough has
been measured under similar soil conditions and was described
by Zach /1/. The required traction can be calculated for a
speed range of V e 2 to V - S km/h by the equation:

r a b - t (a3 * b3va) (5)

with the ploughing width b and the ploughing depth t both ins.
The parameters are listed in Table 2. The mass in kg of the
plow can be calculated /2/ as a function of the ploughing
widths

mm- 21 + 603 b (6).

It is assumed that 60 1 of the weight of the plough is trans-
ferred on to the tractor.

?arinters 3ffectkma tractor Ifficiemey

IM tbeoretUal field capacity is ued &a a measure to calcu-
late the effects of different psemetere in reepoct to tractor



efficiency. It is further assumed that the tractor is plough-

Ing with a conventional plough at a depth of 25 cm on level
ground at a constant speed. For this first discussion, a too-
porary simplification is assumed that equal conditions exist
for all four wheels and that the gear ratio and the ploughing
width are continuously changeable.

Effect of Ploughing Width and Speed

Figure 3 shows the theoretical field capacity, the fuel con-
umpton and the true ground speed of the tractor on a loamy

clay for different ploughing widths.

DI12 b0

02 . . .x--, '

0.5 l10 1.5 a

incto .a .s gkW. P I nW

Figure 3. Field capacity, speed and fuel consumption versus
ploughing width.

All three curves are boundary lines. That means for a given
ploughing width ther lines indicate the highest field capa-
city, highest speed and lowest fuel consumption possible. The
field capacity has a maximum at a ploughing width of about one
mter, where the fuel consumption has its minimum. The results
show that for each optimum field capacity and plough width
there is only one unique speed. Therefore, maximum field capa-
city Is only achieved with a certain ploughing width and speed.
If either one of them is changed the field capacity is lowered.
or the tractor can't work because the boundary line has been
exceeded.

Effect of Tractor Mass and URnine Power

Increasing the mass of a tractor, e.g. by ballasting the trac-
tor, gives higher field capacity as can be seen from Figure 4.
This is a well known effect but has limitations for a real
tractor. These limits, the lower one for the tractor without
ballast, and the upper one for the tractor with maximum re-
commendd ballast, are indicated in Figure 4 by the hatched
region. The tractor under investigation allows exceptional
hight ballasting more than onee its own weight. It can be sen
from Figure 4 that by ballasting a tractor the maxm m field
capactiy increases with a decreasing rate of improvement. The
same is true for the ploughing width. The field capacity curve
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itself becomes les convex with higher mass, respectively the
mass/power ratio. That means at high mass/power ratio the re-
duction in field capacity is not as significant if the plough-
ing width does not exactly match the optimal ploughing width
than it would be at a low level of power/mass ratio.

Figure 4. Influence of mass/power ratio on field capacity
and ploughing width.

Figure 5 shows that for a constant mass/power ratio of 60 Kg/
kW hietheoretical field capacity increases linearly with
engine power. The same is true for ploughing width. Figure 5
also shows that with higher engine power the field capacity
curves become less convex. This means that as mentioned be-
fore, if the plough width does not exactly match the optimum
the reduction in field capacity is not as significant and
matching the right plough width is more critical with lower
powered tractors.

While for Figure 5 constant mass/power ratio was assumed, it
can be learned from Figure S showing the mass/pover ratio ver-
sue rated power of today's tractors, that the mass/power ratio
of tractors in use is declining with increasing rated engine
power. in consequence, the increase of field capacity by in-
creasing the power is partly compensated by the decrease of
the mass/power ratio of today's high powered tractor.
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0 .2 
2 02

0 -a' 1.0 2. .5-WO widt

Figure 5. Influence of rated power on field capacity and
ploughing width.

so

40 so4C kw
rated PWAv

Figure 6. Mass/power ratio versus rated power /3/.
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Effect of Soil

Figure 7 clearly shows why farmers with fields of different
soi conditions have trouble matching the plough width to
their tractors. The light soil, the sandy loam, has a flatter
curve and a higher maximum occurring at a greater ploughing
width than for the heavy soil, the loamy clay. The plough
width can only be a compromise in these cases. Because there
is no ranking system for soil available, it is only possible
to compare individual soil types and conditions as in Figure 7
which shows two different soils as described in /1/.

1.0 - -

%o.kglkW

0.2-
I 'U k'k ~~k

a C.5 10 1.5 2.0 25 m 3.0

Figure 7. Influence of soil types on field capacity and

ploughing width.

Comparisons

rigure $ shows the changes in field capacity and fuel consump-
tion per hectare if one parameter is changed. For this compa-
rison it is assumed that the tractor-soil-mplement systems as
defined in the beginning is working at the point of maximal
theoretical field capacity, (see Figure 3). Ploughing 10 %
deeper reduces the field capacity and raises the fuel consump-
tion by approximately the same amount, and visa versa. The
same holds true for the stationary component of the ploughing
resistance fsee Equation 5). If slip increases by 10 % the
field capacity will drop and the fuel consumption rises slight-
ly by more than 1 0. An increase of power and mass simulta-
neously by 10 1 causes an increase of field capacity of about
the same amount and a negligible rise in fuel consumption per
hectare. If only the power is increased by 10 S, field capa-
city (7 0) and fuel consumption (2 t) increase. A + 10 1
change in the tractor mass, e.g. by ballasting the tractor,
causes a 2 t higher traction efficiency. As it is assumed
that the comparisons of Figure 8 are related to maximum field
capacity and minimum fuel consumption per hectare, obtained
only at optimal ploughing width, every change of plough width
will decrease the field capacity and increase fuel consumption.
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cthng of hed capacity OV

77fus~d Coicty of tugE coflsumition pr ouic

owl. cpough'ng %
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coroieter ___________ _____ _____

Power

Mass

Figure B. Comparison of field capacity and fuel consumption

related to different parameters.

Optimal Field Capacity or Optimal Fuel Consumption

This question, often discussed enthusiastically, can easily
be answered using a computer model. Fiur shows a compari-
son of the performance characteristi atractor (OECD
No. 536) operating at rated power and when the specific fuel
consumption reads 250 q/kWh (left curves), and the same trac-
tor operating at its point of optimal fuel consumption of
224 q/k~h where it delivers 53 1 of rated power (right
curves). Calculations show that a reduction in fuel consump-
tion of 19 % is achieved at the expense of a 40 S reduction in
field capacity.
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Figure 9. COMPARISON: Optimal field capacity (left) or

optimal fuel consumption (right)

EXTENDED MODEL

As discussed previously, this model is not suitable for evalua-
ting the effect of different conditions under all four wheels.
Consequently, to investigate the effects of:

- 2 or 4-wheel drive
- different wheel speeds on 4-wheel drives
- locking differentials
- uneven or sloping areas

the model must be extended.

Figure 0 hows the schematic of this extended tractor-soil-
impTemnt model. The modular structure is maintained but the
number of required data are greatly increased. In some parts
of the model, for example to describe the different conditions
under all four wheels, four sets of data are required instead
of one. To describe the efficiency of every gear relative to
torque and speed, efficiency maps similar to engine performance
maps are required. Consequently, the computing time also in-
creases. Effort, therefore, is made to describe the maps and
graphs of the models for equations /4. 5/, or better yet, by
reversible equations so as to prevent the need for iteration,
and to reduce computing time and memory requirements.



I RESULTS

Figure 10. Extended tractor-soil-implement model schematic.

The foregoing, the non-realistic assumption of a continuously
changeable gear ratio was made. Using an extended model now,
and replacing the module representing the continuous gear type
transmission with a modul of the conventional gear type trans-
mission, and using data obtained from the tractor (OECD 536)
under investigation the validity of the assumptions made and
results obtained can be checked.

Figure 11 shows the results provided by the two models. The
thin lines show the field capacity for the gears 5 to 12 (ex-
tended model), the solid lines the field capacity for the con-
tinuous gear type transmission applying 100 1 (A - 1), and
89 1 (A - 0,89) of the rated power of the tractor. The results
show that with the conventional gear type transmission only at
rated speed and power the lines for the single gears reach the
previously calculated line of optimum field capacity for 100 1
of the rated power. Below the line representing the field capa-
city for 69 1 of the rated power that is for a continuous gear
type, every field capacity can be achieved with the conventio-
nal transmission. Row well the area between the lines for 100 %
and 69 % is covered by the conventional gear type transmission
depends on the gear ratios and number of gears. From Figure 11
also can be discerned that the effects on field capacity of
the previously discussed parameters are not affected by the
type of the transmission as long as its efficiency is the same.

4-.
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Figure 11. Field capacity on loamy clay for different gears.

Effect of Farm Management

The foregoing was only concerned with the technical parameters
that influence the theoretical field capacity, but farmers are
also faced with many more parameters that influence the over-
all work time and fuel consumption. To investigate the influ-
ence of the operator or the farm management and structure, an
additional model has been developed using the results from the
foregoing - it makes it possible to evaluate and compare e.g.
the effects of field size and shape. The data and assumptions
for this evaluation are given in Table 3.

field
headland width 5 m
number of idle tripe 2
speed of idle tripe 16 km/h

tractor OUCD-Test No. 536
tractor loading 85 4 of rated power

plough two way moldboard
theoretical field capacity 0.44 ha/h -loamy clay0.81 ha/h -sandy loan

times
trl-q to and from field 15 win
one h,.adland turn 0.5 min
breaks per area 1.5 mtn/ha
breaks per total time 4 0
preparation at the farmstead 15 min
preparation in the field 5 min

Table 3. Initial condition to calculate total work time and
fuel consumption.
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The results displayed in Figure 12 show that the smaller the
fields are, the higher is th wo-r time per hectare which
mainly is effected by times which are independent from the
field size, such as set up time, fixed time losses, etc. A
large part of the total work time is related to the time used
for headland turning, which itself is determined by the way
the headland turninq in accomplished. This mainly depends on
the type of implement used and the skill of the driver.

6_m be _ W

hlho If hflh I Ifla

5 -P-~-- -- 1 -€ soso
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Figure 12. Influence of field size and shape on total work
time and fuel consumption for two different soil
types /6/.

Field measurements showed /7/ that the skill of the driver
influences the time for headland turning by t 20 S. In
Fisure 13 the total time versus field size of a skilled driver
using 0.4 min (KTBL - standard time 0.5 min) for headland
turning and a 80 kW tractor and an unskilled driver using
0.6 min and a 90 kW tractor are shown. The results show that
the skill of the driver with the smaller tractor (9 1 less
theoretical field capacity than the 90 kV tractor) overcompen-
sates this by up to about 1.5 ha. Only above 1.5 he, when the
ratio of the time for headland turnings to total time drops
under a certain value, will the unskilled driver with the
bigger tractor be quicker.

II

Figure 13. Influence of rated power and driver skill.
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Conclusion

In the foregoing ploughing as one of the most time and fuel
consumption tillage operations was used to show how, by com-
puter models, the influence of different technical and agri-
cultural parameters on field capacity, fuel consumption or
work time can be evaluated. As a matter of economics the ex-
tent of the models discussed had been matched to the questions
posed. While the first examples were related to technical pa-
rameters the last examples shoved how non technical parameters
e.g. the skill of the driver, the farm structure or the farm
management can greatly influence the success of farming even
If the technical parameters are equitable.
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. AREAL EVALUATION OF VEHICLE MOBILITY

W. KOEPPEL. C. STPAUSS

0 BATTELLE-INSTITUT E.V.0 FRAKFURT AN MAIN. FuDERAL REPUBLICor GER4AKY
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valuation of the mobility performance of wheeled off-road
transportation vehicles is still considered to be under
debate within the research as well as the design and user

Scommunities. Methodologies and design tools have not quite
permitted a kind of standardised approach so far, although

0. much progress has been achieved through the past five years.
K.-J. Holzer has been discussing various possibilities of
evaluating the traction of tires for off-road transportation
vehicles in a position paper presented at the 2nd European

C1 Conference' - is-44'this paper concentrated on a
mission-bysed analysis of mobility performnce charac-

7 teristics for a case study vehicle. Based on this case study.
the authors will describe some evaluation tools relating to
areal mobility performance characteristics of the vehicle
under consideration. Such an approach requires ompehenslve
terrain data bases to be dealt with while applying computer-
aided methods. The evaluation procedure will irovide
performance data which have to match the user s requirement
date which are defined in terms of charaotAstic speeds,
iinobilisation percentages, e-4 Ln-S7that are achieved
by a vehicle in an area under investigation.

The overall system of vehicle, driver and terrain is modeled
by a simulation mobility model /2/. which aosists of three
independent computational modules as ehowu in Fig. 1. Out of
these modules, only the areal (off-road) module and the on-
road module are being applied to our problem. Linear features
(creeks, rivers, etc.) do not constitute the type of terrain
that is negotiated by comercially operated wheeled vehicles.

To Mrals..041 12" go

Terrain conditions usually are heavily influenced by moil and
surface characteristics in term of soil strength and slip-
periness. Thus, seasonal changes of soil moisture and
strength as well a short-term changes of surfae conditions
are crucial terrain parameters governing a coss-coumtry
vehicle's performance data. Considering these facts, it was
decided to define char&fteristic terrain conditlime for the
simplified case study being discussed here and referring to
X.-J. elser's traverse sode approadh /I/. It is -_-geeted to
run simulations across an operational area of the lsei of a
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lsSO.OOO-acale topografic quadrangle shot for the weather~conditions

o dry,
o extremely wet,
o slippery surface (original soil strength corresponds to

dry condition).

Terrain data of the quad sheet comprise both off-road and
on-road data required by the mobility model /2/. Those date
have been assembled on the basis of thematic maps (soil mope,
geological mape lad-use maps, forestry mpe, topografie
maps), serial photoo and ground truth data. The resolution
cell *is* is 100 z 100 a for off-road terrain and 10 z 10 a
for am-road segment*.

Statistical data on some key parameters such as soil
strength, slope and surface aiuor-roughnsee in term of 0i
are gives in Table I for off-road anfon-roed terrain. the
are consists of 2700 terrain units LI, Ihile the Ig And
trail network is wade up of 1500 road/trail units ". he
frequency distributions indicate that the off-road terrain
constitutes a rather billy environment with severe slopes
being accmpanied by comparatively law soil strengths in
extremely wet condition. The rad conditions do mot exhibit
extreme difficulties, an the average slopes do not exceed
S to for example.

Table I also gives an overview on the soil types ad road
types encountered within the area under investigation. The
absolute and relative frequenLos of the various terrain
units encountered are also indlcated. Most of the soils in
the off-road environment are fine-grained soils (W. Mi SC.
HL, CL) with some rarely occurring organic soils and fat
clays (C). more than SO 0 of the road network is mede op of
secondary roads (light-ourface roads), while about 30 1 o-
siot of agricultural and Acest trails with soil surfacee.
Only IS I pcimary roads federal hillmays) are cestaine in
the existing network.

The vehicle cosfiuratine of the eas study are equivalent
to those in fef. IM. A l.S-t truck 14s4) with the following
characteristic data bas beome eea

The groes vetiale Woe40 0wes 4.4 tr the tires are of a
10.10-0 es m have a starndad tire dsfloctLe of 15 1
(100 a 6aflestie"eties I%0^).

a he 6" " ar"e 6" "iudted as to ea t ineti-gation of d ettefte 49 am .. anoUCm lMWOO N rssr
system (CYWS). fire deft1estim *9 II and 39 1

1) defin as Mane of Mnsems terr a•
3) delned a" etroeckee 01 bsgOs reedo/trails
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with respect to their impact on mobility are being evaluated
in a first modification step. Next, a variation of tire size
using a 14.00-R20 radial is made, also allowing for def lec-
tions of 15 1, 25 0 and 35 0. This covers two essential
variables controlling uheeled vehicles' performance in of f-
road terrain from a running gear point of view - tire size
and tire inflation pressure. The study aims at determining
whether the given requirement data (Table 3) quantifying the
user's needs are being met by either of the vehicle systems
described in terms of tire *se and C 'IPS.

RVAWAION

Nobility evaluation tools for &real and mission-orienated mD-
bility quantification are

" mobility profiles,
" speed-limiting factors#
" speed/speed-limiting factor maps Careal evaluation).
" characteristic mission speeds.

These - preferably as cobned information - provide a com-
prehensive description of a vehicle's mobility capabilities
in a specific terrain.

The mobility profile is generated from the basic output data
of the computer simulation - the maximum speed of the vehicle
investigated within an off-road or on-road terrain unit. It
indicates an accumulated average speed wOhich the vehicle can
maintain within the off-road terrain area or road network
under consideration. the speed may be defined as a function
of the percentase of the total area or network of terrain
units that it avoider here,* the assumt ion ie -dc that the
vehicle avoids such terrain which exhibits the oaximsm impe-
diment to its motion. losobiliation is defined by a theore-
tical speed ClOe. to zero in order to allow catinuos aCMPu-
tation ofl the profile. Fig. 2 shw a typical Vility pro-
file for a specific vehicle and a given weather condition
within (off-road) tierraint the vabicle gets Immobilized with-
in 14 % of th. area under consideration.

As a second descriptor, the reasons dew the sioulation output
speeds or mo-go. are given In the evaluation proccee. These
includesa

Mo-gos o Traction Greeds 0 o ide omfort
0 Mostacles o VWe~
o Vegetation 0 Visibilty

0 VegeteiMV.Ion
" Obstacles
* furvature (car-roads



apeed can be plotted into mope for the area under investiga-
tica. The Informaton my be further s tciied by seens of .
plotting comparative seemd analyses am"ry vehicle candidates
or by plotting the associated spoed-limiting factrs In their
&real distribution.

by incorporating both off-road end on-road terrain date into
a statistical data base whib say be negotiated by the ve-
hicle at a given ratio of off-rood vs. on-road travel, it is
possible to derive "chareateristio mission speedeo (va) from
both the off-road and on-road mobility profile.. 5theoe epeeds
characterize the nobility performono of the vehicle in esuh
a way that at a given percentage of both off- rood end an-
rood terrains a theoretical speed can be obtained Wki the
vehicle oan maintain. If the user defines a specific Oct/on-
road terrain mix to be negotiated by his vehicle, the sarec-
teristic mission speed indicates whether this is poesible or
not&

The nobility evaluation for both off-cood terrain end rosds/
trails of the investigated area yielded the following re-
suits$

a) Off-road terrains

In dry weather conditios. both tire fArmats m practi-
cally identical mobility profiles (Fig. 3)s at the soil
stresgth values concerned (not ehoma here), also Vriation
of the tire deflection does not Influence the vehicle per-

In extremely wet coaditions, vever. the 1400-M3 tire
shos a better performance th n the 10.50-630 tire. both
at IS I defleotion (11g. 4) neverthel e, the speds .
differ by only 2 to 4 m/h and the Im bilisation meak-
tudes are almost equivalent (16 1 for the 14.00-30 tire
ad is 8 for the 10.S0-30 tire).

When oplying a sa-tral tire Inflation pressure system
(CTZM) it son be sem rm Fig. S that - at a deflectim
of 3S 4 - the 10.S0-30 tire povidee almost the em wo-
bility s the 14.00-t30 tire. Fig. 6 oboma the range of
mobility increase for inflation of the 10.S-20 tire from
IS 3 tO 2S to lberes Dig. 7 Clearly indiatesA that the
14.00-030 tire 6oe not gain mu*h from this variation. A
comparieo of the performence data 0er dry end extro-
mely wet esaditiuon is provided i Figs. 8 ad I with a
constant doletoan rate of IS 5. the eed hieved on
dry and extremely wet soils differ by 10 to 1) m/h.

I
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If slipperiness effects due to rainfall are introduced for
soils of high strength, drastic mobility deficiencies
occur. as is shown by Figs. 10 and 11. Immobilisation
also increases tremendously from 14 S to 33 S.

& comprehensive compilation of the frequency distributions
of speed-limiting factors for the investigated vehicle
configurations is given in Table 2. The related charac-
teristic speeds vaSO, va9O and va are listed in Table 3.
which also includes the road I trail performance data dis-
cussed below.

b) Roads and trails:

By analogy to the off-road results, the mobility profiles
of the two tire formats do not differ at all under dry
conditions (Fig. 12).

Fig. 13 provides the comparative results for dry and ex-
tremely wet conditions, indicating an average speed dif-
ference of about 5 km/h. The 14.00-R20 tire format does
not bring about any mobility increase within the investi-
gated road network.

Slippery condition substantially reduces the mobility of
the two vehicles in the most difficult road units and
leads to approx. 3 % immobilizations for both tire formats
(Fig. 14).

The frequency distributions of the speed-limiting factors are
listed in Table 3.

On the basis of the given mobility requirements (Table 3)
which are defined in terms of mazimim i mobilization percen-
tages and an average speed of vagO , it is then determined
whether the vehicle performance data satisfy the given boun-
dary conditions. The areal mobility requirement data are des-
cribed by the following values (cf. Table 3).

a) va9o - 10 / S / S km/h for off-road conditions during
dry/extremely vet/slippery weather scenarios

Va90 - 35 / 30 / 30 km/h for on-road conditions during
dry/extramely wet/slippery weather scenarios

b) Immobilisation tolerance a 10 / IS / 25 0 for off-road
conditions during dry/extrmely wet/slippery weather
scenarios

Imbilisation tolerance a 0 / 0 / S & for on-road con-
ditionse during dry/extremely wet/slippery weather
scenarios

Generally, the evaluation data show that under extremely wet
weather conditions the off-road imobilisation results of the
IS-I deflection tire (original vehicle), which amount to
approximately 18 0, are not sach reduced (16 0) by applying
35 S deflection. Nevertheless, the given requirements of 13 1
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maximum Lmmobilisation are roughly met. Slipperiness, how-
ever, does seriously affect the performance data as the imno-
bilization rate increases up to 33 S. This has to be taken
into account while planning operations of the vehicles under
these weather conditions. Necessarily, mobility aids like
tire chains have to be taken into consideration if specific
operational goals are to be met by the vehicles. Speeds of
vagO are not reached; however, 85 1 of the terrain may be
neotiated with a minimu speed above the required speed of 5
km/h under extremely wet conditions by both tires, the
10.50-R20 format having to be inflated to 35 0, however:
thus, a CTIPS is needed to fulfil the requirements set.

The results of a comined on/off-road task obtained for the
vehicles on a statistical basis, i.e. assuming a defined
ratio of on-road to off-road movements. are shown in Fig. 15
in terms of the characteristic mission speeds discussed
earlier. The data are based on the respective off-road and
on-road mobility profiles for wet conditions and 15 S deflec-
tion. The larger tire provides advantages for any given
terrain mix: however, the advantages are of a magnitude of 2
to 4 km/h only. This must not constitute a major reason in
favor of a 14.00-R20 equipment, especially %en taking into
account the capabilities of a CTIPS: the 3S-5 deflection data
iold even less discrepancies between the two tire formats
rig. 16).

Fig. 17 illustrates again the extremely big problems being
created by slipperiness effects plotted for both off- and
on-road terrain conditions in a combined graph.

The final selection of the tire format and of the CTIPS
equipment has to be based on the results of the real overall
analysis of the terriain-vehicle-operator system in a defined
operational area for different weather conditions and defined
procurement cost data.

Table 3 indicates the requirements to be met by the vehicle
that are derived from the user's needs and the performance
data achieved by the vehicle systems obtained throu the
simulation results.

The data indicate that none of the vehicles entirely eatis-
fis the conditions set by the user's demands. owever, the
vehicle configurations with CTIPS almost reach the required
performance detal the imobilisation values are almost equal-
ling 1S 5, &ore the vYg speed requirements we fulfilled
by vaS values of both I0.50-1t20 and 14.00-120 tire formats
at 35-t deflection. Characterietic speeds (Table 3), imeobi-
lisatLon percentages and the entire mobility preflem do not
allow major preferences to be given to the tire formt
14.00-120. Nevertheless, the required performance data call
for equipment with CIPS in order to be able to negotiate the
most difficult terrain with sufficient traction.

It has to be takes Into acount, h ver, that slippery sur-
face conditions create serious mobility problem. It is
probably necessary to see chains in order to increaseI
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traction under these weather conditions. Otherwise, the ve-
hicles will be immobilized within 1/3 of the entire off-road
area to be negotiated.

If the entire road/trail network is considered in connection
with off-road travel on a statistical mix basis, "charac-
teristic mission speeds" at a defined ratio of off-road and
on-road travel can be obtained on the basis of the off-road
and on-road mobility profiles (rigs. 15 to 17). Table 3 gives
an example of reducing these data to a vm50 value which
characterizes the curves by an average speed at which 50 1 of
the terrain mix (roads and off-road areas) may be travelled.
This 50 S constitutes those terrain areas and network seg-
ments which are the "easiest" ones for the vehicle (in other
words: the most "difficult" terrain and road network segments
are avoided).

The vm50 values indicate that the performance of the two tire
formats is quite similar again. Even under slippery con-
ditions, an average speed of 32 km/h may be maintained if the
most difficult off-road and on-road terrain units are
avoided. Again, preferences can be allocated to neither the
smaller nor the bigger tire format.

In an attempt to make a final vehicle system selection, the
following evaluation results are compiled:

As the procurement cost of the I0.50-R20 tire (100 points,
Table 4) is below that of the 14.00-R20 tire (102.4). it is
concluded to recommend the vehicles to be equipped with the
IO.S0-R20 tire format and a CTIPS. This will enable the user
to operate his vehicles in the above terrain conditions with
a maximum efficiency in terms of mobility and cost involved.

As already mentioned above, traction problems under slipperi-
ness conditions have to be countered by suitable measures
like equipping the tires with chains, etc.

CONCWUSIOS

The investigations reported in this paper were intended to
provide a quantitative decision aid to the user of vehicles
to be equipped with a specific running gear (tire format,
central tire inflation pressure system). Both vehicle
performance and procurement cost involved were taken into
account during the process of defining the best-suited
vehicle system solution for given terrain and weather con-
ditions.

The results obtained have to be understood as a broad perfor-
mance evaluation of the overall terrain-vehicle-driver
system. If the user roughly defines the actual mission pro-
file in terms of terrain and weather to be negotiated by his
vehicles, a mobility evaluation model - as the one applied
here - can provide comprehensive data on the vehicle
performance to be expected within extensive areal terrain.
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Table 4, Ukmainai Vrocureoeat Cost for the 4x4 lTruck with
W0.3-320 Tire& and 14.00-320 ?Less and toe the

10.-320r tire too

14.00-30 tUrn 103.4

Centra& tire-Latlat Lon- 107.*2 249.6
Ipreset systai (eYE,')
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>PREDICTING THE PERFORMANCE OF FAST CROSS COUNTRY VEHICLES.

J.C. LARMINIE.

Vim CONSULTANT: LYTCHETT MATRAVERS, POOLE, DORSET, ENGLAND.

( Y)( INTRODUCTION.

This paper describes the practical application of ISTVS
q. work to help the user describe to the designer the require-

ments of his vehicle, and to help then both assess what per-
formance can be expected from that vehicle over various types
of terrain. In the past, statements of requirements have
necessarily been loosely worded for lack of any agreed

CL criteria for defining the characteristics of the vehicle.
Sometimes this has led to the designer misinterpreting the
user requirement. If this Is then compounded by a lack of
opportunity to run prototypes on realistic trials, a poten-
tially unsatisfactory vehicle may come into service, and< shortcomings only become apparent later with perhaps dis-
astrous, or at least expensive results. The criteria and
assessments methods to be described have applications to any
cross-country vehicle where speed is relatively high. but
their development has been primarily for use in designing
Armoured Fighting Vehicles (AFVs). For AFVs there are a wide
range of options for nobility standards. These arise from
differing priorities for nobility in relation to the payloads
of firepower, protection and crew. Military vehicles are
usually stretching technology. To save development time and
the expense of test vehicles, it is usually necessary to make
major decisions on some characteristics from paper studies at
the design stage. Even when test vehicles are available, the
test areas likely to be available in peacetime are of soil
and topography very different from likely battlefields,and
performance is often misleading. Soldiers are intensely
practical, and do their best vijwhatever they are given,
and have little opportunity to Aollain.

The author has been involved in the practical applica-
tions of various methods for predicting performance. It has
been necessary to supply actual predictions to the best
ossible accuracy within reasonable bounds of time, and cost.

;he user and the designer have needed answers, not theories.
The aim of this paper is to describe the methods used, and
why they appear to be the best: or the least bad. It is also
necessary to give warnings on the limitations of the methods,
and from this to draw conclusions as to where future efforts
should be devoted to improving the methods. Ixperience has
shown these methods tobe, within their bounds of acouraoy
(and these bounds are admittedly quite wide), to be reliable.

. .......I, , i t
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The future work of ISTVS and elsewhere in going to
improve methods of prediction. For instance, at present the
suitability of a cone penetrometer for soil strength measure-

ment is under scrutiny. But until some new method has been
proved. and a fund of information gathered by it built up.
the current methods sust be supported.

MAJOR INFLUENClI ON NOBILITY

Statements of mobility can be split between tvo very
different forms of expression:

a. Criteria. There can be fairly precise statements
of the levels needed of the various vehicle design
characteristics. These characteristics include ground
pressure, engine power, transmission efficiency and
effectiveness, suspension capacity, and vehicle shape
and aso.
b. Performance Assessments. Real trials or paper
studies can show the implications of various levels of
vehicle characteristics defined by the criteria, and
under various stated ground conditions: aspects such as
journey average speed.
There are four major influences which constrain vehicle

performance:

a. Vehicle Characteristics.

b. Route chosen by the user: for AFVs the commander.

C. Soil, vegetation, contours, and the effects of
human activity along that route.
d. Reactions of the driver to the three previous
influences.

The first stage of assessment is to establish whether the
vehicle has the basic ability to move along that route at
all: traction must exceed all resistance@, especially that
due to sinking into the soil. Then there is the instantan-
eous acceleration and resulting speed which build up over
time to a complete journey.

Vehicle characteristics can be stated in reasonable
detail and with reasonable accuracy Fairly simple assess-
ment methods allow predictions toe made speedily, and withconfidence that the accuracy of these methods is much greater
than the greatest sources of possible error. These major
areas of doubt are:

a. Variations In soil strength from occasion to

occasion.j
b. Choice of route, and driver reactions along that
route.
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SINKAGE AND TRACTION

Ground Pressure Cr tor &.
Tracked vehicles for a long time were assessed by the

relationship of track ground contact area to vehicle weight:
the Nominal Ground Pressure (NGP). This proved a useful
guide to soft ground performance, provided comparisons were
between vehicles of generally similar running-gear. NGP makes
no allowance for variations in loading due to the number and
diameter of the wheels, and the pitch of the track link.
There is no practicable relationship between soil strength and
NGP, for calculating sinkage. Performance has had to be
gauged by practical trials. Many demonstrations of apparent
mobility have been misleading, due to ill defined vehicle
parameters and ignorance of soil influences.

It was not possible to compare wheeled with tracked
vehicles. The NGP quoted by the tyre manufactures for pneu-
matic tyres is the oval imprint on a flat plate, whereas the
fairer comparison would be after some sinkage.

The United States Army developed the Vehicle Cone Index and
RatingCone Index (VCI and RCI) system to meet these require-
ments. The VCI is a measure of vehicle ability and has
formulae for tracked or wheeled vehicles. The RCI is a rating
of soil strength measured with a cone penetrometer. From
these criteria traction and hill climbing can be forecast.
The VCI was derived empirically from the results of mobility
tests, and is predominantly NGP with some correcting factors.
It contains an unlikely combination of expressions. The
wheeled vehicle VCI formula has no tyre deflection term. The
formula for tracked vehicles has no wheel diameter term, and
is very insensitive to wheel numbers and to track pitch. It
also has arbitrary factors of limited extent for weight and
foraggressivenessof grip. The wheeled and tracked formulae
are unweildy, and having sums and products, slow to recalcu-
late variations of parameters. The limitations are emphasised
by later US Army work to derive soils numerics, discussed
later.

Since the VCI wag so unwieldy the author, when in the
British Army at the School of Tank Technology (now the Armour
School) derived a simple NGP formula for wheeled vehicles
that was comparable to that for tracks.

SVehile Gross Veiaht
No of wheels x tyro radius x section width

Limited trials showed that this formula put wheeled vehicles
into a fair relationship with NGP for tracked vehicles, and
that any error was dominated by that due to ignoring the
aggressiveness of the track shoe or tyre tread. It provided
a readily calculated and useful yardstick until such time as
the Mean Maximum Pressure system wa developed.

Ngean Maxisum tressure,The measurement of actual lfround pressures as a tracked

vehicle passes over a point wii show the peak pressures as
each wheel passes. It is these maximum pressures that are
the major factor controlling sinkage. Weight distribution
will normally not be equal on all axles, but taking the mean
of these maximum pressures under each wheel station will give
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a measure of the expected sinkage. A formula relating mean
maximum pressures (MMP) to running gear parameters was
explained and published by Rowland in 1972 (Ref 1). This
paper also gave an equivalent MMP for pneumatic tyred wheeled
vehicles. Also in the paper were some initial relationships
of MMP to trafficability. At the same time much the same
Information was published for internal use of the British
Ministry of Defence in MVEE Report 72031.

Rowland took this work further in 1975 (Ref 2). This
paper gave further guidance on soil strengths required for
suitable performance for variuus levels of ground pressure
described by MMP, and gave design aims. Most important were
revisions and refinements of the formula for MMP for wheeled
pneumatic tyred vehicles. (See Fig. 1). It is thus import-
ant not to use the outdated formula given in Ref 1 and the
contemporary MVEE Report. This phase of work was completed
by Rowland and Peel with Ref 3. This related the MMP formula
for wheeled vehicles to the underlying dimensionless analysis
by Freitag, as further refined by Turnage. (US Army Water-
ways Experimental Station). MMP is the equivalent to the
dimensionless wheel numeric, but expressed as a vehicle
parameter and a pressure, rather than a limiting soil strength.
The MMP system still uses RCI derived by cone penetrometer
for soil measurement. Thus MMP Is not a new system, but draws
on both the British and US Army work, and puts it in terms
easy for the layman to understand and use.

Crediblity oc MMP.
Examinatio-i of the formulae show that the expressions

are what might be expected from pure abstract consideration
of the controlling factors. The originators of MMP accept
that it does have limitations. The formulae imply assump-
tions that in fact ar seldom met:

a. Weight is evenly distributed.
b. The vehicle is travelling slowly in a straight line.
c. The vehicle has sufficient ground clearance to
avoid bellying.
d. It assumes the soil is homogeneous, and thus
ignores any effect of tread on a cohesive soil.

The expression of ground pressure by the MMP system is con-
sidered the most reasonable criteria for vehicle ground
pressure. Its limitations are fewer than those of other
systems. It is accurate enough to give a clear indication
of potential performance. The MMP formula for wheeled
vehicles has variations for the type of soil: cohesive
(clayey) or frictional (sandy). Since a vehicle is more
likely to find a cohesive soil critical than a frictional
one, it is normal to use the formula for cohesive soil.

Trafficabitv frog M.
Rowland explained in Ref 1 end 3 the inter-relationships

between NNP and soil strength, and these are shown in Fig. 1
c, d, and e. It is thus possible from NMP to calculate
tractive effort, and resistance to motion due to sinkage and
ultimate failure, for various soils.

i
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H1 as Desln aid.

In Ke 2 is demonstrated how a study of vehicle running
gear design can give the beat MNP for a given NGP. A crawler
tractor can have this relationship, IQ' of about 1.5. Typical
AFV can expect to have IQ' about 2.5. though with special
features such as the overlapping wheels of Panther, IQ1 can be
1.7. Some typical MMP. are given in Fig. 2.

?wanned Rear kWees.

When running straight, twinned rear wheels cannot give
their full value, since half their width will be in fresh
soil, and half in the ruts left by the front wheels. Rowland
suggests twinned rear wheels could be treated as singles.
But since actually vehicles find the turns the critical
parts of a journey, when the rear wheels will be clear of the
ruts of the front, this seems severe. It has therefore
been recent practise to calculate MMP by counting the four
twinned wheels on a rear axle as 3. (Thus for a 4x4 vehicle,
with twinned rears, the factor 2a in the NMP formula becomes
5).

Half-Tra.ks.
A vehicle of wheeled front axle and tracks at the rear

can be assessed in two parts. The MNMP for the front is
calculated using K-3.32 in the wheels formula. For the rear
the NP tracks formula is used. The weights on each are as
distributed. The two NNPs are averaged to give a vehicle NNP
with weighting to allow for that weight distribution.

Trailers.

Provided the towing vehicle and trailer have tyres the
same sise, and weight distribution is approximately even, MNP
can be calculated treating the train as one vehicle of partial
wheel drive. If these provisos are invalid, limiting condi-
tions must be calculated for the towing vehiole from NNP, and
the resistance of the trailer from Soil Numerics (Ref 3).

Upoeriene with NMI.

The WMP formulae have now been in practical use by the
British Ministry of Defence and their contractors for some
eight years. Over this period there have been further minor
developments of the system. These have been incorporated in
the presentation of the expressions and their derivatives shown
in Fi1. 1.he wheeled vehicle formula has the term 6/A, for the

tyre deflection. This reflects the improvement that can be
got by deflating tyres. To allow simple comparison of
vehicles under the same conditions, it has been normal to
quote KNP at tyre deflection 64ft 0.18; typical road infla-
tion pressure.

Uxperienee with NNP suggests that in the range of NWP
common for military vehicles, between 100 and 450 Wa, some
20 kPa is the minimum signifioant difference of NP.

Reoauirenmts for further DefinitIon.
ue important use of Wsr ie or comparisons between

tracked and wheeled vehicles. To give a stisfactory per-
formance a vehicle with skid steering, as are most track-

I ___ _,__m_____ _____ ___,______m____ _____ _____ ____u m____ ___m mn____
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layers, will need some excess of traction when running
straight, so that it can still move when the steering is
applied to give negative traction on the inside. The normal
wheeled vehicle with ackerman steering, or tracked steering
by bowing tracks, or an articulated vehicle, does not suffer
this disadvantage, and thus can be expected to perform under
some condition with a worse MNP than a skid-steer vehicle.
In search of improved performance, skid-steer wheeled vehicles
have been built (eg AXlO RC) since this allows large tyros.
Limited trials indicate a penalty of skid-steering equivalent
to a 15% increase in ground pressure.

Soil is seldom homogeneous, and thus a large vehicle
will find it easier to operate on deeper firmer layers. Also I
obstructions such as tree roots, boulders and other humps
are relatively smaller for the large vehicle. Thus is appears
that a larger vehicle can operate in some particular going
with a higher MNP than can a smaller Yohiole. This subject is
highly complex, with wide variations on the gradient of soil
strength with depth. In some conditions a vehicle of high
ground pressure can dig in to got grip, and pass, while one
of light pressure floats loss deep, and cannot find traction.
At present there is no figure an to the extent of this scale
effect.

An aggressive track link or tyro tread has long been
accepted as generally beneficial on non-homogeneous cohesive
soils. Tank tracks are now generally f tted with rubber pads
in an attempt (often counter-productive1 to limit damage to-
roads. Some pads are removable, but this is a slow job, and
leaves a cavity in the track-link, which then packs up with
soil, and ruins the grip to much the same extent as tk pad.
A particularly difficult condition is on turf, which shears
off. Very limited trials by the author indicate that an
aggressive steel tread (eg Centurion) my give a benefit
equivalent to a 25% reduction in ground pressure, compared
to a largo flat pad. Naclaurin (Rot 4) gives details of
improvements to tractive coefficients due to tread pattern
and tyro deflation. For tyres with dual purpose road and
cross country treads as used on military vebioleosa asonable
approximation of the improvement of grip compared with a road
tread, or a smooth padded track, is equivalent to some 10%
reduction in KNP.

Up ration in dry sand is usually loss of a problem than
on cohesive clayey soils. Cohesive soils predominate in
critical parts of tospetrato and tropical areas. Therefore it
Is usual to quote NP using the cohesive soil formula for
wheeled vehicles. (For freked vehisles the one formula is
used for both soil typos). lowever, where a wheeled vehicle
is being specifically assessed for use on dry sand as in some
deserts, the appropriate formula should be used (soe Flg.l.g).
The flotation of the tyro in dt- sand to refleted in the
relative lncreaso in the beneft of tyre breadth and deflec-
tion. Sinkage and thus rosistanoo wili depod on sand
density. This var$oes aaros r 0 4d" to reentsorting of the Mod by the wind, "An any eubsoquat disturb-
ane. The sand gives sere"s at=emgt with depth 40 to
surcharge* there i thus mia !#Ot of scale aiding larger
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vehicles. Dry sand is disturbed by an aggressive tread
which would be considered an advantage on clay. Correction
factors for the detrimental effect are in Fig. l.g. The sand
MKP formula has only recently been taken into use. It is
derived from the sand soil numeric (Ref 3). Trials have yet
to confirm the constant 'S' to sake the wheels sand MN? fully
comparable with tracks NMP. The present use of the wheels
sand MN? is for comparisons between different wheeled vehicles,
and different tyre sizes on the one vehicle. Wet inland sandy
soil can to a limited extent be considered a cohesive soil
when using MNP. Most peacetime testing and training areas are
sandy soils.

The Effeot of Sioeed on Sinkage.

The M? expressions assume slow movement, so that sinkage
is complete. High speed denies time for full sinkage, and
thus resistance is lessened. Speed can provide the kinetic
energy to overcome the severe resistance of a short soft patch.
Power and low ground pressure are inter-related, and lack of
one can to some extent be compensated by the other.

Traction.
The traction from the ground to overcome air, gradient,

hard-ground rolling resistance, and soil sinkage will, on
cohesive soils (clay), depend on the soil strength and the
vehicle ground contact area. Where the soil is frictional, as
in sand or on a hard surface, traction is by frictional forces,
so proportional to weight. Most soils are a mixture of
cohesive and frictional types. Apart from deserts, an aggres-
sive tread generally pays. The traction will have some pro-
portionality to weight. A *coefficient of adhesion' can be
used like a coefficient of friction, to give a total traction
force which is proportional to weight. some examples are:

Coefficient of Adhesion Cross-country tyre Steel track

Dry rough concrete 0.8-1.0 0.45
Dry clay loam 0.5-0.7 0.9
Wet clay loam 0.4-0.5 0.7
Damp gravelly sand 0.3-0.4 0.35
Loose dry sand 0.2-0.3 0.3
Dry snow 0.2 0.15-0.35
Xe. 0.1 0.1-0.25

1 tAvhile near the limit of traction will have signifi-
cant track or wheel-slip. Peak traction often occurs at about
20$ slip: with negliglble slip at only very low tractive
efforts. Thus a vehicle will often be suffering slip of sea*
significance without being near failure, and without the crew
be a aware of it. This slip munt be allowed for in calcu-
lations of speed made good. Little data is available for the
amount at higher speeds, and thus slip Is seldom taken into
account in performance assoessments.
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ACCELERATION AN D P .

Available and 11fogtive Power.
Considerable losses are involved for an engine installed

in a vehicle compared with on a test bed. There are further
loses In the transmission. A definite statement is needed
of power actually available at the sprockets or wheels.

If the transmission is continuously variable (CVT) the
engine can run all the time at its peak speed. If there are
a series of gear steps, for such of the speed range the
engine will be giving loss than its peak power. A graph of
power against ground velocity shows a saw-tooth shape as power
rises to a peak in each gear. The relationship of the area
under this saw-tooth shape to the whole area gives the power
available effectively over the whole speed range: the Zffect-
ive Power. The closeness of effsetive power to peak power
will depend on the torque/speed characteristics of the engine,
and the number of gears. Some example of efficiencies and
effectiveness affecting net power are given below:

Engine Installation Losses: about 15%

Transmission Losses: I
Gearbox: Spur Gears; Epicyclic gears CYT

7% 10% 22%

Final Drive losses: about 4%

Gearbox Effectiveness: 4 gears: 6 gears: 8 gears: CVT.
(diesel engine) 81% 87 91% 100%
Thus for a 1000 RP engine with 6 opicyolic gears:

10OOx.85x.9x.96 - 734 peak HP at sprocket.
734x0.87 - 639 effective HP over whole speed range.

The runnin gear will have inertia resistance when
aeolerating. There are very few published records of running
gear inertias. If complete vehicle data In not available.
the rotational inertia of an AFV running gear may be taken as
equivalent to 10% of vehicle gross weight if tracked, and 15%
it wheeled.

The tracked running gear will give a hard-road resistance
to notion of 3j to 5% dependent on track weight, pitch and
tension. Resistance increases marginally with front sprocket
rather than rear. A typical figure for hard road resistance
would be 4%.

An all-wheel-drive vheeled vehicle has a hard road
resistance of about 2$ with full differential action. When
off the road the wheeled vehicle will usually have greater
sinkag resistance. These hard ground reelotnoos should be
added to the sinka resistances shown in 71i; 3. In Fig. 3
is a line mrking o cobinatlon of soil so nes and ground
pressure where sinkalge resistanuc roaohes about 20%. This
i suggested as the realitie nmximue if. after allowing for
the additional hard groad resist4aee, ther is to be suffi-
cient traction available to use for aocelertion, hill
climbing, and maneouvering.
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Size $no Maneouvorability.A big vehicle in a small space must move cautiously, so

speed cannot be used to the full. At other tines, obstacles
such as ditches are smaller to the large vehicle, so speed is
helped. In limiting conditions size will often help: thus
soft tilth is loss deep. Turning circle is often important
in reaching confined spaces. In good going the sharp turning
circle of skid steering is a great asset, though in limiting
conditions full use of it may halt the vehicle. Ground
clearance, side-slope stability, approach and departure angles
of the vehicle, and for vheeled vehicles the under-vehicle
clearance between axles, are other Important secondary charac-
teristics. The characteristics of past vehicles give guidance
as to satisfactory levels.

ASSESSMENT OF JOURNEY TINE.

Portrayal of Performance.

This section describes the methods used to forecast
performance over a Journey by simulation using a computer
based model. Ideally, real vehicles would be driven over
real routes, but this is seldom possible. Tests vould need
to be done in all seasons. In Europe, trial and test areas
are often on unrepresentative heathland, since its infertility
makes it unwanted for farming, and thus available. Its firm
sandy soil stands up vell to the continuous traffic it must
bear. Rich cohesive claysy soil would become a quagmire.
It is therefore necessary to cull all the information possible
from whatever realistic tests there may be, and extrapolate
this by modelling. The experienced person has always done
this mentally to a certain extent. The odelling merely does
it more formally and thoroughly.

The simulation allows *runs" by vehicles yet to be built,
and these runs can be roadily repeated with various vehicle
parameters altered, different route conditions, and drivers of
different aptitudes. The use of a computer allows Information
to be logged on a scale that would be impracticable without
a comprohonsively instrumented test vehicle. The computer
program can sort, process and print the information in a form
ready for use. The results from the simulation can show the
user performances for various options of concepts, with the
current equipment for comparison. The designer can try out
various ideas. The results from the simulation can be trans-
osed into test routines. They allow calculation of component
ives and fuel consumption. Peaoetime toots and training will

be on heathland. both peacetime and war routes must be
modelled. The results of the simulation can have a wide use.
An enemy tank can be simulated to provide details of target
behaviour for use in fire control study. Both own and enemy
movements can be used In war gaming.

T e r influences can affect vehicle performance
Just as mob as its own mechanical characteristics. It is
not possible to got realistic results for all phases of
vehicle use, since there are so many assumptions that would
have to be made on these external constraints. Nowever,
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there are many circumstances when a vehicle will be driven as
fast as possible, and when the assumptions can be defined and
Justified, and from these can be got a good guide to vehicle
ability. There are conditions of traffic or tactical con-
straint under which the driver does not drive as fast as
possible, and personal interpretations of the most suitable
speed vary widely. If the driver is holding the vehicle back,
the simulation ceases to be vehicle assessment, and becomes a
study of human factors. The mobility of the vehicle is
important for those moments when it will be fully extended,
and thus the simulation must model them. Even so, variations
in ground conditions and driver behaviour can produce much
greater ranges of performance variation than vehicle attrib-
utes. Furthermore, a good driver will take great trouble at
critical moments to mitigate the worst shortcomings of the
vehicle. Thus, with a diesel engine with turbo-charger, or a
gas-turbine, with marked lag In throttle response, the driver
anticipates power demand, ir necessary dissipating early
weaker response by the brakes. Thus an intricate model to
simulate extreme detail of vehicle reaction ay not be warran-
ted by the relative lse of errors due to outside conditions,
and also may be confounded by the reactions of the driver. It
is thus possible to take a simple approach to the model.

The NathesUStQ Model.
The Simulation monitors vehicle position along the route,

noting from the stored data the instantaneous gradient and
surface resistance. It looks ahead along the route to measure
the distance to the next hazard, such as a bump or a bond, and
from its record of speed limits at hazards on the route, and
knowledge of instantaneous speed, applies the brakes, and then
limits engine power demand to hold the required speed limit
through the hasard. The Journey is a large number of flat-out
sprints ended by braking for a hasard, and interspersed by the
hazard speed limits. The model refers to the stored data for
engine torque, gear ratios (including any torque converter or
other coupling effects) appropriate to Iround speed, takes
account of losses and inmrtias, and derives instantaneous
acceleration. Minor sub-routines operate during gear changes,
or when tractive effort exceeds grip. The calculation Is
reiterated at a rate wiich Is a compromise between cost and
accuracy. A regular 1/10th second gives sufficient accuracy
bearing in mind the other large uncertainties.

Route 8eot3 n
Atul roism from real pieces of ground must be recorded

and used for the simulation. The user will confound any
statistical handling of route parameters. The natural lend-
scap* pattern, and mans' subsequent use givos trends to the
aground characteristics. The prime task of the driver is to
make the best use of the grounds minimising any handicaps.
There are some models, and some receiving some favour, which
treat areas of similar characteristics as *patches", for which
averaged criteria formatters such as gradient and ourtae
roughness are used. This can be msleading. The work vehicle
fetching and carrying will choose the easiest route, and the
farmer working the soil the most appropriate. The A"V crew
choose a route to keep themselves in sight of their friends
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giving covering fire, and out of sight of the enemy, and to
avoid any risk of getting bogged. A so called "cross-country'
journey will in Europe run much of the distance on road# or
tracks. When near the axis these make it worth a small detour
to use then for greater speed, with firmer smoother surfaces,
and culverts over ditches.

An example of the difficulty in interpreting statistical
statements on terrain is the oft quoted characteristic of
percentage trafficability. This gives no guidance as to the
ease with which a route might be picked between patches that
are impassable. An area might have say 10% non-trafficable
due to one deep fast-flowing river with steep high banks.
To somebody trying to move across the river it is a completestop to mobility, but perhaps little penalty if moving astride
the river. Another area could also be 10% non-trafficable
due to water obstacles, but with it in small lakes and ponds
with firm ground inbetween, allowing a route to be picked
with little difficulty in any direction to any part of the
area.

Routo reatursAttribaues such as soil and gradient control the resis-

tance which the vehicle must suffer, and roughness gives the
suspension speed limit. Modelling of an AFV in IW Europe
can be limited to open country, since in towns and semi-urban
areas, and in woodland, tactical constraints will often limit
speed. The open farmland is the good tank country, where a
tank will move as fast as possible from one tactical bound to
the next, and where automotive performance will be critical.
The arable land has been subject to many years of tilling, and
so is quite smooth: smooth enough for a tank, even with rela-
tively poor suspension, to move with speed unlimited by
roughness; even downhill in the dry season. Valley pasture is
also usually smooth due to its origins as silted scoured
valleys. For drainage or demarcation, fields tend to be
bounded by ditches, banks or walls, which for* quite severe
bumps, and a block to vision beyond. Thus they form quite a
severe hasard that must often be taken quite slowly. During
the season of standing crops, the driver in a low vehicle mmy
not be able to see hasards until close, and must rely on his
commander telling him when it is safe to go at full speed.

On roads and traoks the two speed limits are bonds and
traffic. For an AFV in actual combat, the 'trafflc' will be
in the form of destroyed vehicles, and if there Is any risk
of delay or ambush, such hazards would be detoured.

t Als on y collecting routes chosem in realistic

scenarios that the trends for route characteristics will
emerge. It would be ezeedingly difficult to choose routes
without first visiting the area, since maps do not show enough
topographieal detail, and photolraphe need to be taken at
driver eye level. The area sue also be visited to record
details of the profile and soil. The lemgth of route needed
is considerable. For any one landscape pattern routes total-
ling a few hundred kilomtres must be chosen and recorded.
Analysis of those routes will show the behaviour of route
parameters such as gradients, soils, use of road and tracks,
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and the unimpeded movement distance between hazards (UND).
Once this pattern is known, a sample route can be selected for
modelling, some 10km long, containing representative dis-
tributions of the parameters. Such samples must be collected
for each area of a particular landscape pattern, and for each
type of use. Thus for a tank, attack routes have trends
different to those for withdrawal.

Route preparation is an expensive, protracted, but
critical part of the simulation. In default of the realistic
routes, short representative routes of about lkm can give
preliminary indications of performance. xperience with the
simulations has shown the importance of the choice of route,
the need for long samples, and the misleading results that
arise when the route is dealt with less realistically.

Integaottvo greets.I

The effect of a hasard on the vehicle or driver depends
on its position along a route, and will provoke different
reactions. Thus if still going slowly having Just moved
forward from a fire position, a ditch oblique to the axis
night be crossed at once, because it would cause little delay.
But if the ditch was not at speed, a detour might be made to
cross it later. Changes in gradient and changes in soil soft-
ness are highly interactive. With a normal gearbox, a timely
down hill stretch can allow the engine to pull away after a
gear change. Any attempt to simplify route selection could be
misleading. Synthetic routes can only be used for very
limited parametric variation to check modelling sensitivity,
not for actual assessment. There seems to be no statistical
justification for using anything other than routes taken from
natural terrain, chosen for their realism by knowledgeable
users.

The Driver.Drivers vary in boldness, appreciation of ground. and

skill at the controls. The cautious driver wil slow right
down at a bump that could be flown* at speed. The injudi-
cious will not slow down as required at a hasard, and then
will have to slow when he could have boon going fast again to
allow the other crew members to recover, and to recover his
own nerve. The skilled driver will make perfect manual gear
changes, or override the automatic box Just where needed to
inhibit unwanted gear changes# others loose time and punish
the vehicle.

It would be very difficult to get accurate details of
driver behaviour over the very routes used for simulations,
and thus assumptions have to be made. A thoroughly obedient.
consistent but timid driver has been used in the modelling
that forms the background to this paper. Vasards are never
*flovm, but alwaes alproohd with caution. braking and
cornering are always done at the speeds to ensure the crew are
not disoomfitted. This allows consistent and simple imter-
pretation of route information.

It has boon found for WW Europe that UND of some 500a
might be typical. ?he different interpretations by the drivers
of hamsard severity will tend to alter UND. However, for the
sorts o owers being considered for ArV of som 25 V/Ton
the results are not very sensitive to VUD. (See Fig. 4).
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Suspenslon.

Bumps are a frequent hasard which limits speed. These
speed limits must be included in the simulation. Before a
run is modelled the route must be previewed, and suspension
speed limits established throughout its length. The suspen-
sion preview needs considerable detail of the route. The
whole micro-profile must be plotted. Account must be taken
of the extent this will be flattened as the vehicle deforms
the soil, and the extent to which remaining bumps will be
bridged by track links. The soil deformation takes time, and
acts as additional bump absorption adding to that of the
suspension. The driver can also help the vehicle over a
severe bump. All this must be accounted for.

At present so little information is available on route
micro-profile that any attempt to model suspension behaviour
as part of the simulation would be misleading: as it is on
some models that do so. Luckily it is possible to prepare
bump limiting speeds beforehand, and incorporate them in the

model input.
For NW European farmland, as already described, for an

AFV within a field, or on roads and tracks, it can be assumed
suspension is not a speed limit. The bump speed limits come
at field boundaries, or banks when joining a road. Taking
into account the limits to vision from crops, and the caution
of the assumed driver, these will usually be taken at a very
slow speed. Due to the high speeds that are attained at other
points along the route, the results are not sensitive to the
actual speed that might be considered "slow". See Fig. 5.
Thus speed at bumps can be chosen arbitrarily: say 2 m/s.

For other terrain such as 8avanna andHeathiand, where
this assumption is unsound, during the dry season high powered
vehioles representative of various suspension ability can be
driven down the routes to establish limiting speeds. These
vehicles need not necessarily be of the right typo thus a
High Nobility Load Carrierpthe Alvis Stalwart, running with a
little ballast at the rear can set a good standard. At the
slower limits, an unladen truck with leaf springs can be used.

speed limits on bands on roads are set by limiting side
force, with crew comfort the criterion. Power absorption
then is insignificant. Cross-country, sharp turns are
normally made going slowly, so the power used will not affect
speed. At speed, turns are usually relatively small, and
thus power dissipated in steering insignificant. Thus power
consumed in the steering can normally be ignored. However,
when taking evasive maneouvres, such as weaving to avoid being
hit, the power needed is a major consideration, and account
must be taken of power used.

VALIDAAUM
Magnitudo ofi rom

The maor output of the simulation Is the average speed.
Rxamples are shown in Fig. 6, It will be seen that relatively
minor ehanges in soil strength are the equivalent of major
changes in vehicle potential. Thus the major contraint in
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accuracy is the lack of information in detail on the varia-
tion of soil strength from occasion to occasion.

Performance Matohinz.

A simple model is most vulnerable to inaccuracy during
strong acceleration from a standing start. The simulations
with which the author has been concerned had good confirmation
of realism by the close match of standing-start sprints by
relatively high powered AFVs on a hard surface. Further
validation is got by driving a vehicle along the whole routes
modelled, to compare actual results with those of the simu-
lation. However, this needs a fair sample of drivers, and a
large recording team to take soil strength measurements before
there could be any changes. Thus for practical reasons,
validation is dependent on circumstantial evidence. However,
as an example of the order of accuracy, the validation of
standing-start sprints showed that the match was sensitive to
the aerodynamic form factor: and this for AFVs limited to
90 km/h. Confirmation of assumptions on driver behaviour has
been possible by monitoring their performance, in a driving
simulator. This has been on a complex one, with a full land-
scape model allowing the driver to pick a route. The vehicle
characteristics can be adjusted to assess driver behaviour
over a range of performances.

CONCLUSIONS.

The nobility simulations can give realistic results and
allow the derivation of detailed data. The key issues are the
route, and the strength of the soil along it, and the Inter-
pretation of the route by the driver. By comparison, vehicle
characteristics are known in finer detail, and a complex model
can simulate the vehicle very thoroughly. Such detailed
modelling has its uses for the study of oomponent behaviour.
However, to give detailed forecasts of performances in service,
there must be good samples of truly representative routes,
with full knowledge of the variations of the soil strengths.
and of driver behaviours. Since the collection of such infor-
mation is a lengthy task, simulations will perforce have to be
done on route samples shorter than ideal, and with ground
conditions known for only a limited number of occasions, with
little knowledge of true distributions. Knowledge of driver
reaction Is also likely to be limited.

With such a wide margin of uncertainty due to these in-
fluences, a simple model can simulate the vehicle character-
istics with commensurate accuracy. This can be quick and
cheap to run. It also allows most effort to be put to collec-
ting more accurate information on those compelling external
influences. Indeed, should some vehicle have an idiosyncrasy
that at times penaliess it, and which might show up in a
detailed model, the modelling ould mislead, since the idio-
syncrasy is likely to be alleviated by the driver making
allowances for it.

The oiu1latineS have their uses where the vohiele Is
driven fully exteanded without the driver holding back for any
constraininlg iroumstawes, mad wber the vehicle Is not at
risk of getting begged.
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When comparing vehicles of very different ground
pressures, simulations which include sections of route where
vehicles are liable to get stuck can be misleading, since
drivers would be likely to choose routes to suit the vehicle
ground pressures. To assess performance in heavy going a
clearer judgement can be got by consideration of the basic
criteria of ground pressure. expressed in the MMP system, and
with knowledge of the power to weight ratio. Secondary
criteria, such as size, shape. and turning circle are also
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Mcmoaouso CL ASEM SPEUD GOVERtNC OF DrWL ENGINES USED
IN 111011 APPLICATIONS FOR BEST ALL ROUND PERFORMANCE

B.S. CHITTAWADGI*, H.C. D3HARIWAL", P.S. BHATKOKESHWAR..

INDIAN INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY, BOMBAY, INDIA

N
c o ilti ofse fdeemnie hc e the main carn ofdtrioration

ad the perlormance of thene engines. This lowers the power output and fuel
eooy of enines used in mobile appicatkons. Vaious attaipes mada to

aply the control engineering to the engne gorning problems have made
itclew that an optimum matching of the parameters of engine, governor and
lead is necessary to achieve the best fuel economy and power paranefters

M of the engine.
The larg number of parameters encountered which do not remain constant
hrthe full spe and pow rwa as well as duning the entire service life
of engine m'sie the tael of governing difficult in spite ad all the comiplities
introduced in meaicfal governors.I k Is how here that "the..oc
application to te rt of diese egnsisalon capable of providing

"M ptamm= * ftm11 PD an *ravicdalgoritfums for varios
applications dring th entire oervice life ad engine.F-

Diesel engines have establinhed themselves in all heavy duty applications
do to their highuer fuel eoinm1y. They however, have a very serimu short-
coming ad instability ad kld -Mtide certain speed end had --,Ies (1). which
my led to its runaway beon safe speed limits and teor a asefety hazard
or to nothmexstreme of stalling OPig A) This was realised in the ealy yeas
of inventon of diesel engne u aoWcnarilgWA rnv or wped for the governing
of speed ad swam engines was adapted to control the speed of dieselenis

aim The sam principle is used even today exnnslv" for speed. Vverl
of 6" dieslgies.

The requred stabilty ad working adegf e was not obtained in many instances
and d&fficulIin the prope selecto ad G W paa ofrsa the pluem waft
emperleneed voslgw toI* in a"ny cMW Vie I einelt! ad seAni

1'etieh 01- e prcs of gvr i m t in order *6 preside the

The atoempo eS fte Brl avertom big In IMe ad Maxwdin M 5 IM
wre wadrtho enioning hare who applied the methods ad vmmateie anaysks
to the proble ms encountered when usin entribqpa govew Their work

* pkbwms 10 W'n~ s inacau e t e owrme at he end of the powe.
* holooepr tmento ad Mrenal Iuom"!w4

Annet. P.esr aatota ol
**Research Schoolor, Department ad Aevrnautical bqgnrooifg



has ser ve as a rcia ahmtia oti oto afineering and has

Theoretical contributions to the theory of governing wore ma-de by vkariu
other scientists No. Cheby*sev in 1571, Vysutnadd 1Mn 1577 and Stiodola,
Rouse, Huuvitz, Mlkhailovsky and Liapunav later to name a few. Vydngaddi
puslied in his paper ahical representation of the regin of stable, unstable
and indeterminate sa ity in 1877 [IJ which wre widely used in analysing
the engine governor system and are lawers -as Vyshnigraddd diagrams.

All the above efforts as well as later advances in central es nern have
not been able to provide the mathematical1 selesion required So the win
goverin problems end the deepg and developelsnt of ngin gvern orshve
largely remained emperimoental and empirical in nature. ThCi bi den thed
large number of variables of the engine as well as that ad the leads to -hi A
the d Il nw~are smhjecied e, in their numerous mabile application
(transport, agr construction and read makng machines, miltary loca-
motives etc.).

The centriflgel governor used eve today have some of the serious shon-
comvnp which give rise to increase in specific fuel oromption and dImeme
in power outpu of thsea units when A m --toe dynamic 11adaig in coiperbme
wi the correeponding vains wider static operaton under laboratory conditions.

The mei ree for to d eain of pearse we of dkiesel one. is
the appearance of oecillations of speed of engin amollaft whein smbgecfted
to fluctumting loads in mobil, applications. It has been shown in this paper
that only microprocessor control is capable of taking all the variablintom
account encountered in various applications to which diesel equines we subh-
jected to and provide all round best perwomi by keeping the speed fluctua-
tions to the minmm. The mechancal governors in spite of all the complexi-
ties introduced MMll doable seneig oo le ad * beft lik% indirect V-oenkig
torque and spesed cerrctbon, vaiable sprin stifhsees) we eat =able *I
meoeting the requirements of dynasakc leng in various applcations in an
optfenu manner. The bese of power end fuel oenunI cm he upee 23 percen

Many attempts have beens made in the pest w years en apply the theorI
of control engineering in order to understand the erratic behaviour and improie
the performance of engine governor systems.

Thus Sm*609 pae in 1941 (X outlins Oi. imaeity of wealndo pobe
of4 gVernin at diese eqin. aoicaly heled ei sot asii#. N ob -
ot Mg ain theperfmnce of henw e1sc hafrslin hefllmd flwee e endss
sion o h trser awionfgoAsrare~ed yd uter mea

detailed arelh

Wolbown and others 141 pubilished a paper in 1P9 en the investigon of
the problm. onsaseed JA ft Ope*Sratl'-1 1oes ofh*dsqsv ms eekingof an WOMsbeogw oenr --- 1t6-e by te wiers. As attempt
inin doppe has been made I* appl the thee ad M etlu ia~

Mdie prblm mowvenng rsu *I wM"eqasm
then ~ ~ 1 Of cotP MnUMb~ wn Wi pbusha u iutoW i essity
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of collaboration between engine iustry, and academic institutions has been
emphasized by the authors.

The necessity of taking the effect of various parameters of the engine governor
system on its operation has been highlighted by Oklehurger in a paper pre-
ented to the American Society of Mechanical Engineers in 196 (11 He has

suggested a design of the hydraulic governor with a desh pot which makes
it possible to adjust the various parameters and thus change the time la
of the governor to improve the performance of the system. He has shown
how with the change of parameters of the system the frequency respons
and transient response characteristics can be varied to achieve the desired
results.

The improvement of the performance with load sensing has been proposed
by W*bb and 3aota [61 and Blair 171 This has been found useful in diesel
generating set application in order to meet their exacting speed requirements.

It should be pointed out here that in almost all the cases, the frequency res-
ponse curves for the engine and load system were obtained either experimentally
or through approximate analysis of the system and the engine transfer function
arrived at using Bode's plot.

The approach cited above has limited liAty from engine governor synthesis
point of view since it does not take int* account the basic constructional
and operational parameters of the system and cannot therefore be of practical
value for developing engine governor system.

Bow- (81 in departure from the aboe authors who have used the continuous
control theory, tried to apply the sampled dat controil theory to the engin
governor system in orde to take Into account the pud nature of rk
of engine. It is to be pointed out here that the sampled data control theory
is not quite valld to cantrifigual speed control since the speed is continuously
sened by it and the time log of engne is not a fixed quantity and iwy vary
from zero to the duration of m cycle depenig an at which instant of egine
cycle has the rack adjustment taken place.

Krutov (9,10,11,12,131 in his various books and papers publisihd has presented
an integrated approach to the engIne-governor-lodd system. He Na given
a detailed derivation of the differen i eqations of the ve and govenoi
The eqution have been derived from the first principle and therefore the
variou coefficients contained in the equtions can be calculated from the
constructional and operationa: parameters of the engine and govermm.

The se of Routh Hurvitz criteria, Vyshwak diagrame, root lm plots,
frequency daracterietka and WlwgoitUnic Jrequn hrct eristics etc. has
been amply illustrated to achieve opImum demop And syntmal ad the gaen

dwmacteristls has been dhoon which la OudIng the qulty
of dynaimic daracterltics (PIg 3) of the slstm.

The equatio engine end its various elements presentedl below clearly
show the interaction of various paramneters of sys~temohove to be taen Into account for addeving a qUAlity ill
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SYMTEsM AND DYNMISK OF ENOGL-ORO SYSTM

The synthesis and investigation of the dynamics of diesel engine is carried
out by the simultaneous solution of the above differential equations of the
engine and its various elements, governor and load. Besides verifying the
stability of working of engin-gover system, the quality of governing is
ascertained by the nature of variation of speed during transient operation. The
system of governing of engine should be such that the maximum overshoot
of speedtsettling time and degree of insensitivity of governor do not exceed
the design values under all possible working conditions.

An eiamination of the above equations makes it clear that the system of
engin, govenor and load comprises of a large number of interacting parameters.
Many of these parameters change in a wide range for the variation of load
and speed emountered and do not remain constant during the service life
of engine due to the wear and tear of the engine, fuel system and governor
pans.

The results of investigations carried out by Krlnetski [1) to study the effect
of variou parameters of engine, governor and load for unsuperchard engine
on the amplitude of fluctuation of speed of engine with the variation of fre-
quency of variation of oad is show In Fig. 4. It can be seen that the amplitude
of fluctuation of speed varies widely for different engines, fuel system, trans-
mision and load perameters. The optimum matchig of the parameters of
evine, corol system and load is therelkre essential to achieve minimum
amplitude of ocillation of speed of engine. The fluctuation ofr speed of eVine
under varying Is reponsible for the deterioration of its power a fuel
ecwnoy Warmees

Fig )(a) diows the variation of amplitude of oocftlon of engine with the
frepusicy of variation of load for diffeent values of time constants occuring
in the equation of diret acting gpveors It can be seen that the values
of these parameters have a very significant effect on the amplitude of fluctua-
tmn of spud and sarlpy e end resonance of frequency of oscillation
of speed can occur for cerun values of ose parameters.
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Fig. 3(b) shows the same for indirect acting governors with acceleration sensing,
flexible feed back connection and astatic governor with broken characteristic
of servomotor. It can be seen that this improves the quality of governing
considerably under certain conditions.

It was concluded on the basis of the above investigations that with proper
matching of the parameters of engine, load and indirect acting governors
with automatic control of transmission can achieve the minimum fluctuation
of speed of engine under dynamic loading. The design of governor however
becomes very complicated and costly and cannot meet the requirements of
all the applications in which the engines are used.

RtMECTED TO VARY=N LOADS [11

The fluctuation of speed of engine under varying loads affects the quantity
of fuel and air supplied and the thermal concitions of the engine. The injection
timing for the varying speed and load conditions also does not remain optimum.
The quick change of positive and negative accelerations of crunhaft leads
to over regulation causing sharp decrease of brake parameters of engine and
even to its stalling.

The deterioration of fuel injection characteristics, charging and scavening
of cylinders and changing thermal conditions during speed fluctuations of
crankshaft together with the varying velocity and nature of motion of fresh
charge in the combustion chamber leads to the deterioration of air fuel mixing
and combustion inside the cylinder, which lieads to higher smoke density.

The inertia of mechanical devices for automatic control of injection advance
to quidcy changing loads and speeds lead to deviation of injection advance
from its optimum value. This leads either to increased roughness of combustion
or late burning during expansion stroke.

In the case of turbo charged engine the air supplied is not sufficient for com-
plete combustion of fuel due to inertia of the rotor of turbocharger and mis-
matching of the characteristics of the turbocharger and the engine results
during transient working.

The friction losses during transient working change due to the change in the
hydrodynamic lubrication conditions and thermal lag. This coupled with the
power required to increase the kinetic energy of moving parts during accelera-
tion, greater losses during gas exchane processes and decrease of mea
indicated pressure of cycle leads to lower brake power output of the engine
when working under varying loads than when the load is constant.

The wear of various parts of engine also intensifies under dynmic l
in comparison to the stable working conditkn due to deterioration in lubri-
cation conditions, increased maximum force and rate of rise of thew forceson various bearings. The wear under dynamic loading can be 30-40 percent
higher than under stable working conditions. The fuel consumption may thus

be hiher by upto 20% when wortng an fluctuating loads W the engines
are derated by 10-23% by power output ad I-I by speed in order to
maintain identical service life. This can be clearly seen in FigAL

is is thereiere clear that the peed fluctuations of enhne when subected
to amk -loads should be hept as minmum as possible.
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EFFVCT OF THE PARAMETERS OF O SPEED AP GOCHARtACTERWC ONPROOFC NN

TORQUE SPEED CHARACTERISTIC [I]

The torque speed characteristic of a diesel engine has a flat shape and is
one of the reasons which necessitates the mounting of governor on a diesel
engine. The parameters characterizing the torque speed characteristic are:

M -M
max r coefficient of reserve of turning moment,p : Mr

and K n! - coefficient of speed
n nr

where,
Mmax - maximum torque developed by the engine

Mr - torque developed at the rated power output,

nM - speed at maximum torque,

nr - rated speed of engine.

Cel!eUclut of Besrv 99 Tunkmi Memo t The maximum allowable loading
and the mean speed of operation of engine subjected to dynamic loading has
to be reduced as discussed earlier and the value of the optimum loading
coefficient,K Lop M°rL

the coefficient of brake specific fuel consumption

K gem
geopt = er

the coefficient of power output, mean and minimum speed at optimum loading
point vary with pa as shown in Fig.7.

It can be seen that with increase of i the power output and fuel economy pra-
meters improve and the optimum torque speed correction is therefore neces-
swy for an engine for a given application.

QIfJll of fmt"J t The power and economy parameters of diesel engines
have maximum values at an optirywum value of speed coefficient and decrease
with an Incre or decrease of the value of the speed coefficient (Fig. 9).
The decrease is more the higher is the loading and the oscUlations of speed
of the engine. At higher values of coefficient of speed not only power output
of engine decreae but its control also becomes more difficult. The speed
coefficient should therefore have an optimum value depending on the type
of application and the loading cycle encountered.

GOVEtING CHARACTERISTICS (11,11

The coefficient of non-uniformity of speed and the degree of insensitivity
of governor affect the working of engine to a great extent. The values of
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these parameters do not remain constant for the complete speed range encoun-
tered in various applications and Increae as speed decreaes. The various
measures adopted for overcoming this drawback like using idle spring, main
spring with variable inclination and variable stiffness etc. only partly solve
the problem.

ad is t For a high degree of insensitivity of governor, the
spied don not o to the instantaneous value of lod This leads to
the reduction of output of engine, overconsumption of fuel and makes the
control of engine more difficult.

When the degree of insensitivity is very small, the high frequency oscillations
of lood on the engine crankshaft may give rim to oecillatlons of fuel pump
rack under certain conditions. The oscillations affect the working of governing
system, may even lead to over regulation and increase the wear of parts
of governor.

I M etun S !d ; of governor is determined by its con-
sstiffness of spring. Very small values
of this pWameter may give rise to instability of working of diesel engine
under fluctuating loads and greater values may induce high oscillations of

speed and impermissibly high maimum idling speed. This makes the controlIof engine more difficult and increases wea of engine.

It is clew from what has been said above that the meca ic uswers
developed for a given application re not capae of providing t ieslbitj
necessary for meeting the reqWurements of the wide range of speae am
loads encountered In mobile applications for the entire service life of engine.
When using the samne engine in a different application, the mechanical govern-
ing system cannot provide the epthn control of engine and deterioration
of performance of enl usually results.

The microprocessor control of speed can be most sophisticated by incorporating
the P10 arid other advanced control algorithms [lMJ The coefficients of these
allorithms cm be PI mg d for varying loads and speeds as well as condition
of engine. The toru speed correction can be Winuedced in the software
thus uexlby changing the coefficients of reserve of torque and speed dependin
an the requiWrments of leads enceuntered in a particular appik&t"
contrWol optImum injection a ce whei added to the spe control can

fensure maximum fuel economy and power output with inimum emissions
and heeping the speed fluctuations to a minimum under all operating conditions.

Icorcso central1 can be introdiicd for various topw of fuel sy stemw
ilke accurvidaeur, doisitter arid jek pump. It is emler to kntoducea the injec-
tis , adac central an striutsr mid accumulaor type festems.to The
adeptive c state cg n rdece th tolerance across the vehide population
owd deterioratesn factors disrli the service life of engione with loes magin
Aw ar miso cmntrol. The mod~hing of contro algorithms arid -mlmeton

$ ~~Of imicorcso progams, co lficaritly reduceennerndvlom t
time to approach an optimum di . The t tiM fo electronic
systems deve me me w d in hours and mintes rather than days required
or the rewk 1 mechanical component

The electroncally otroalled 6Me system beoe a hlgil standardised product
mpr t th edls variety of mechan calibrations reqe for various
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engines and applications encountered. Thus a single pump can be mass produced
with a simple zero calibration and the individual engine calibrations are con-
tained in the software.

There is also the potential to program the system to diagnose and correct
malfunctions and EGR control, altitude compensation, starting control, trans-
mission control, idle speed control, and various other information on vehicle
cruise and fuel consumption can make the microprocessor control the most
cost effective solution.

CONUIUSMO

It is clear from the above discussion that the mechanical controls are not
in a position to meet the requirements of various mobile applications in which
diesel engines are used. The microprocessor control is capable of providing
the flexibility necessary for the optimum control of speed and keep the fluc-
tuation of speed to a minimum thus ensure all round best performance of
diesel engines used in mobile applications.

A - coefficient of disturbing force of governor;

-bk  stiffness of dashpot spring;

E - restoring force of governor;

gc - cyclic fuel delivery;

Gc - rate of flow of air through the compreassor;

G - rate of flow of air through the engine;

Gf rate of consumption of fuel;

GT  - rate of flow of gases through the turbine;

hc - compressor blade angle settin
hT - turbine blade angle settings
HI  - lower calorifk value of fuel;

i -number of cylinders in the engine;

3 - mass moment of Inertia of the moving parts of engine
T - mass moment of inertia of rotating perts of turbo-compressor;

hc - index of polytropic compression In compressor;

ne ' index of polytropl expmnslon in turbine;

NL ' load settings

Pc pressure of air after compreswo

PT pressure of gases before turblne
- arithmetic mean period of micro-fluctuation of load;

T - arithmetic mean period of macro-fluctuations of load;

U - ratio of speeds of governor and engines
UA - ratio of dmhpot lever;
Ve - volume of exhaust manifold;

Vi volume of inlet manifolds
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displacement of dsshpot;

Z - displacement of governor sleeve;

B -' coefficient of excess air-
non-dimensional parameter of change of load settkin

a non-dimensonal parameter of change of position of speed setting lver;
arithmetic mean value of the amplitude of mi cro-fluctuations of lok £

M" - arithmetic mean value of the amplitude of macro-fluctuations of load;

AT - time interva;
- brake thermal efficiency of engine;

qv volumetric efficiency of engine;

v - coefficient of viscous drap

pc  - density of air in the inlet manifold;
. number of strokes per cycle of engine;

n wular speed of rotation of engine crankshaftI

C - angular speed of rotation of turbocompressor;
A - reduced mass of the moving parts of the governori
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>~ ELECTRONIC-COIMUTATOR AC/DC MOTOR-DRIVEN TRACKED ALL-TERRAIN VEHICLES

WITH EXTREMELY HIGH MOBILITY

S.T. FIJAtKOWSKI N. . Bekkaro dediOa4tW

THE THADDEUS KOSCIUSZKO* MEMORIAL CRACOW POLYTECHNIC. CRACOW, POLAND

INTROOICTION

'Tracked ell-terrain vehicles' Is a general term which includes all types
and sizes of soft wet land- and snow-traversing vehicles. All such equip-
ment must meet the highest standards of safety, comfort, reliability,

q flexibility, durability and mobility and work under the most arduous oper-
ating conditions. Because of their unique ell-terrain capabilities, the
tracked all-terrain vehicles are also used for nonmilitary purposes, per-
ticularly In those cases where extremely high mobility over difficult ter-0 rain is required. For example, these vehicles can be used In conjunction

am with electrical power transmission- and natural gas or oil pipe-line erec-
tion and the servicing and maintenance of existing transmission- and pipe-
- lines.
The key to the exceptional all-terrain capabilities of the tracked all-ter-
rain vehicles are their low specific ground pressures. These are as little
as I00 hPo when fully loaded, which are less then half the specific ground4 pressure of an adult and about twice the value of person moving over snow
on skis. This means that fully loaded tracked all-terrain vehicles can ne-
gotiate soft wet land I* swmps, which will be Impossible for any wheeled
off-road vehicle and extremely difficult for anybody on foot. Their out-
standing oversnow capabilities make them equally mobile over land covered
kydeep snow. Besides, the tracked all-terrain vehicles in their standard
versions, with normal tracks are fully mphibious without any special pre-
parations having to be taken.
At present, greater and greate demands are being placed on manufacturers
not only for safety, comfort, reliability, flexibility, durability and mo-
bility but also for energy saving, particularly liquid fuel economy of all
vehicles.
Today's complicated energy situation will make It necessary to give great-
er priority In the use of electrical energy In modern newly designed en-
ergy-saving propulsion systems for tracked all-terrain vehicles with ex-
tremely high mobility. In most cases these propulsion system permit the
feeding back electrical energy to the energy store In conjunction with
braking of the vehicle.
In different parts of the world today there Is a lot of activity going on
with construction of such energy-savIng propulsion systems for tracked all-
-terrain vehicles with extremely high mobility. Mong many proposed idea,
Sthoeof hybrid-electric propulsion system are dominant. Hybrid-electric

propulsion system are hybrids In which at least one of the energy stores,
sources or convertors can deliver electrical energy1 .

* I'xddma fohe~ako, 1746-181?. Poiek patriot and wae. Nwi
oft" O W& eg aw wit" ""to@ " Au., he - ma."M
iwou*(P=V Ji Icwe Aer'teed b*.of I F~ Po 'edfJr* dema.
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Modern newly designed energy-saving hybrid-electric propulsion systems
work on tracked all-terrain vehicles are being done with only two energy
sources and therefore are considered only Internal-combustiont (IC) enine/
tractlowduty (TO) stars"e battery - hybrid-oloctric propulsion systems In

which there are liquid fuel for the IC engine, and a secondary TO storage
batteries for the traction electric motors or motorized wheels driving the
vehicle tracks.
In the 'series' hybrids they use an IC engine-driven brushless and corn-
mutatorless alternating-current (AC) generator Ie alternator or brushless
electronic-commutator direct-current (OC) generator which recharges TO
storage batteries and supplies traction brushless electronic-commutator
AC/DC motors or motorized wheels.
In the 'parallel' hybrids they use an IC engine-driven/supercharging brush-
less electronic-commutator C dynamotor which acting as a C generator re-
charges TO storage batteries and acting as a KX motor suppI led by TO stor-
age batteries supercharges IC engine. It is a simple method of obtaining a
very considerable Increase in power and liquid fuel economy.
The productivity of these tracked all-terrain vehicles is determined by the
amount of electrical energy available in the storage batteries and propul-
sion system efficiency.
Electronic-coemutator AC or C motors and motorized wheels can be widely
used in modern newly designed energy-saving hybrid-electric propulsion sys-
tems for tracked all-terrain vehicles. With torque and speed control It Is
possible to vary the power Input to AC or K motors and motorized wheels
using modern power electronics. The rapid development of power electronics
and contemporary mnocrystal and amorphous semiconductor electrical valves
during the last two decades allows one to select either an AC propulsion
system (ag, AC generator Is alternator and three- or five-phase electronic-
-camutator AC motors) or a C propulsion system (eg, electronic-commutater
K generator and electronic-comeutator OC motors), in these cases where
speed control with low losses is desired.

STATE-OF-THE-ART. 1S0

As an historical side-light, it can be mentioned that tracked all-terrain
vehicles were used for nonmilitary purposes in the begining of 20th cen-
tury. An early 1900s 'Rolls-Royce' half track vehicle (snommobile), in
which Vladimir Ilich Ulyanov - Lenin was driven (Fig. I) is at the Lenin
Museum in Gorki (30 km from Moscow), USSR.
A 1970s small half track snow-traversing vehicle manufactured in the USSR
is shown in Figure 2.
in 1970s, the traditional method, particularly before the oil crisis, was
to control the speed of the propulsion system for trachked all-terrain ve-
hicles with conventional transmission toothed gears, usually providing for
selection of only three or four specific rotational speeds of the IC en-
gine's crankshaft for a given ground speed; with hydraulic or magnetic
couplings, etc.
The present inability to harness the IC engine's peak poer at all ground
speeds should soon be remedied with the Introduction of continuously vari-
able transmission (CVT), which in combination with some single gearing
makes it possible to choose & continuous ronge of IC engine's crankshaft
rotational epeds associated with a given por output, which can be se-
lected autimgticlly by a mlcroproceseor-besed propulsion controller. in
most cases these were good solutions to the torque and speed control prob-
lam In view of the low Investment costs and moderate operating costs then
prevailing. Wille conventional transmission toothed gears had high effl-
clencles, the CVT of that day employed a torque convertor for coupling the
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Fig. I 'Rolls-Rtoyce' snownobile. circa 1918

fig. 2 Co:.u~orery gsal snw-traversing vehicle
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IC engine's crankshaft to the transmission gear sets, which Introduced
energy losses that were tolerable for the IC engine powered tracked all-
-terrain vehicles, but significantly Increased the energy consumption of
the electronic-comutator AC/DC motor-driven vehicles. Now that the costs
of energy have Increased a calculation of the Investments made today
shows that the costs representing losses constitute a considerable propor-
tion of the total costs.
Energy-saving hybric-electric propulsion systems using microprocessor-
-based propulsion controller for tracked all-terrain vehicles with ox-
tremely high mobility then became an attractive alternative.
Till now propulsion system for tracked all-terrain vehicles operate
through transmission toothed gears, which can be Integral with vehicle
assembly. There Is no doubt that from the viewpoint of the energy-saving
toothed-gearless hybrid-electric propulsion systems for tracked all-ter-
rain vehicles themselves the use of a seperate, low-frequency brushless
electronic-commutator AC or C motor on each driving axle preferably dir-
ectly driving the tracked vehicle wheel without any reduction geor or
motorized wheel directly driving the vehicle track Is the ideal. This ar-
rangement will produce the minimum maintenance and the most robust equip-
ment. Unfortunately the need for variable torque and speed operation of
these energy-saving toothed gearless hybrid-electric propulsion systems
has in the past made this ideal difficult to realize. It has necessitated
the use of variable low-frequency IC engine-driven rotating generating
plant. In itself has this plant proved to be either expensive or difficult
to maintain. It is not surprising, therefore, to find that When static
electronic ommutators for electrical machines became available in the
1960s, capable of fulfilling this need, that they should be tried. These
early static electronic commutators for electrical machines used monocrys-
tal semiconductor controlled valves called thyristors in bridge connect-
ed circuit using forced cammtation technique.
The rapid develepment in the performances of gate turn-off (GTO) thyris-
tars called trigistors during early 1970s significantly changed this pic-
ture as it was clear that electronic commutators using trigistors in a
matrix connected circuit could be considered, the turn-off tim of trigis-
tars being at least an order better than thyristors. Turn-off time of
trigistors t < I vs. In the nearest future the electronle camutators
using S. OvshTAMy's amorphous semiconductor controlled valves called ovon-
ics in a matrix conmected circuit will be considered and used.

EWERGY-SMIG TLOOh,-GE LS .MY3R-ELECTRiC ,lMP SO 0STEMS

The energy-saving toothed-gearless hybrid-electric propulsion system rep-
resents an interface between the IC engine-driven brushless ce.ietatorless
AC generator Is alternator or brushlest electronic-coamtator KC generator
and/or the on-board TI Storage batteries and the traction brushless elec-
tronic-comoutator AC/DC motors directly driving the tracked vehicle wheels
without any reduction gears or motorized whels directly driving the ve-
hicle tracks, having the overall function of controlled energy conversion
from chemical Into mechanical, mechanical Into electrical or chemical Into
electrical and electrical into mechanical. fecenly, It makes available
solution for satisfactory design of a tracked all-terrain vehicle having
performance and propulsion quality comparable with tracked all-terrain ve-
hicles powered by a direct Injection turbocharged IC engine with the CVT.
Secause of their simple and robust design traction brushless electronic-
-commutator AC or C motors and motorized wheels, would be preferable to
the traction rotating-mchanolectrical-ecmmutetor AC or K motors and
motorized wheels for any torwUe and speed control applications, particu-
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larly in modern newly designed energy-saving toothed-gearless hybrid-elec-
tric propulsion systems for tracked all-terrain vehicles with extremely
high mobility. The torque and speed control of traction brushless elec-
tronic-commutator AC or DC motors and motorized wheels using direct AC-AC
(cycloconverter-type) and indirect AC-AC (DC link-type) or direct DC-AC
(inverter-type) electronic commutators gives large benefits for these pro-
pulsion systems.
In recent years a very rapid development of direct and indirect electronic
commutators has taken place. It is now technically possible to use such
electronic commutators for torque and speed control of traction brushless
electronic-commutator AC or DC motors and motorized wheels in new energy-
-saving toothed-gearless hybrid-electric propulsion systems. The use of
direct and indirect electronic commutators has already been automatically
accepted in these propulsion systems and as the costs of contemporary elec-
trical valves fall their use will be extended.

en ines. Today's most efficient IC engine for electronic-commutator AC/
6"M-drlven tracked all-terrain vehicles is the diesel (D) engine (it
is difficult to find a more efficient energy sourcel.One of the inherent
advantages of this IC engine and of some other IC engines in which liquid

fuel is Injected directly Into the cylinder is that the efficiency falls
more slowly then the efficiency of otto engines, in which the fuel and air
are mixed before being drawn into the cylinder. Another advantage is that,
unlike otto engines, they do not have to be fed extra fuel when they are
started cold. In calculating the fuel economy of modern newly designed en-
ergy-saving toothed-gearless hybrid-electric propulsion systems for track-
ed all-terrain vehicles it Is assumed that the vehicles will be equipped
with direct-injection turbochargedO engines. The rotational speed of the

IC engine's crankshaft can be regulated by an electro-hydraulically (or.
as an alternative electro-pneumatically) controlled engine speed control-
ler. The control shaft of the latter is coupled to the engine fuel pump by
means of an adjustable linkage system and the angular position of the con-

trol shaft determines the rotational speed of the IC engine's crankshaft.
Special attention has been devoted to coping with IC engine exhaust fumes
in order to reduce the impurities in the ambient air as far as possible.
The IC engine exhaust fumes are thus filtered in a catalytic cleaner and
then in a scrubber. From the latter, the exhaust gases are carried through
a pipe down under the vehicle. The IC engines are in themselves very si-
lent and in combination with the systems used for cleaning exhaust gases,
the total noise is strikingly low.
The IC engines drive the following units:

- the brushless commutatorless AC generator ie alternator or brushless
electronic-commutator DC generator which supplies current to the
brushless electronic-commutator AC/OC motors or motorized wheels and
charges on-board TO storage batteries;

- the auxiliary storage battery charging C generator with an integral
electronic comutator;

- the cooling-air fen bl wer or cooling il pump for cooling of the
traction electric motors or motorized wheels;

- the hydraulic pump for the hydraulic-motor-driven radiator fan;
- the pump for the cool ing-water system for the IC engine.

IC enaine-driven AC/DC generators. When a special source of alternating or
direct current must be provided for such applications as energy-saving
toothed-gearless hybrid-electric propulsion system operations or In gen-
eral explosive or extremely wet amblent conditions prevail, it Is desir-
able or even essential that a brushless type of AC or DC generator be am-



played. This eliminates all sliding contacts and ovoids the destructive ef-
fects that result from electrical arcing.
The unique feature of brushless commutatorless AC generator Ie alternator
or brushless electronic-comutator C generator is its use of an auxiliary
exciter electronic commutator which, mounted n the shaft of rotating ma-
chine, connects the AC output of a rotating electronic-comatator CC ex-
citer-generator to the rotating field of the energy convertor.
The entire excitation circuit, le, an auxiliary exciter electronic commuta-
tar, and DC field, therefore, relates as a unit and eliminates the need for
slip rings and brushes.

The primary source of mechanical power for the brushless commutatorless AC
generator or brushless electronic-commutator DC generator in energy-saving
toothed-geoarless hybrid-electric propulsion systems for tracked all-ter-
rain vehicles is generally on IC engine which drives the field - electronic
commutator - exciter assembly, while the stationary C field of the elec-
tronic-commutator OC exciter-generator, energized from the output terminals
of the AC or DC generator, builds up through a bridge-connected rectifier
or DC chopper.
A bridge-connected controlled rectifier or DC chopper in the letter circuit
is used to adjust the voltage output of the OC exciter-generator which in
turn, regulates the OC excitation and the AC or C output voltage of the
AC or DC generator.
IC engine-driven brushless commutatorless AC generators Ie alternators or
brushless electronic-cmmutator DC generators for aargy-saving toothed-

-gearless hybrid-electric propulsion systems have a polyphase (three- or
five-phase) armature winding and one or more pairs of magnet poles, gener-
ating a magnetoelectric (permanent rare-earth magnet poles) or an elec-
tromagnetic ( electromagnet poles) field. The latter hove a self- and a
separately-excited field winding. The armature and field windings are de-
signed with class F Insulation. The AC end DC generators are self-ventil-
ated and designed with two bearings, feet and two shaft-ends. Through the
one shaft-end, the AC or C generator is directly coupled to the flywheel
of the IC engine by means of a disc couplings. On the other shaft-end is
fitted the whel for the centrifugal fen blower or oil pump which supplies
cooling air or oil to the traction brushless electronic-commutator AC/DC
motors or motorized wheels. The rated current of the AC end PC generators
can be overloaded by 100 per cent over a short period.
The sinusoidel Induced armature voltages generated by the IC engine-driven
AC or DC generator are of equal magnituta and phase-displaced by 211/m (m -
armature winding phase number) owing to the fact that the ar ture winding
phases have an equal number of turns and are equally sp aed.
An IC engine-driven brushless comuttorless AC generator Is alternator or
brushless electronic-commitator DC generator can supply the brushless elec-
tronic-c€mue AC/DC motors or motorized wheels.
IC engine-driven DC generators have undergone considerable change in recent
years. In the past DC generators with a rotating machanoelectrical coomu-
tator have been universal. These have a polyphase armature winding which
rotates between fixed field electromagnetic poles, also a rotating mechano-
electrical commutator which rectifies armature Induced voltages generated
In the polyphose armature winding to an armature Induced C voltage and
lets it be picked up by a pair of carbon brushes. It has become difficult
for PC generators with a rotating mechanoelectrical commutator to meet the
modern newly designed energy-saving toothed-gearless hybrid-electric pro-
pulsion system's heavy dsmleW for rating power without binlg maode larger

and heavier. and the trend is to use brushless type K generators with a
static electronic commutator, which slie for size, can generate more power.

puse-ytmshaydmn o ratin powe without bemlin madelrgier I l m
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The armature induced AC voltages generated by the machine's armature wind-
ing can be converted into armature Induced OC voltage in order to charge
the TO storage batteries and to supply the brushless electronic-commutator
AC/OC motors or motorized wheels, and this con now be done by a static
electronic comutator using only diode type electrical valves. An advan-
tage of the brushless type DC generators with a static electronic commuta-
tor is that, having field magnetoelectric (permanent rare-earth magnet)
poles rotating between a fixed three- or five-phase armature winding,
it can be made a brushless design without an exciter and in that case it
is equally easy to service as a contemporary squirrel-cage subsynchronous
(induction) AC motor.

On-board traction-duty storage batteries. Electronic-commutator AC/DC
motor-driven tracked all-terrain vehicles with extremely high mobility can
be fitted with a choice of traction-duty (TD) storage batteries of various
capacities. The capacity can be adapted to the requirements of acceler-
ation, gradient ability, ground speed and operational intensity. TO lead-
-acid storage batteries are normally used in the tracked all-terrain ve-
hicles and the battery compartment is adapted to this. Generally, they are
placed in the vehicle body under the floor. Apart from supplying operating
current to traction electronic-commutator AC/DC motors or motorized wheels
and control equipment, the storage batteries also feed current to all aux-
iliary equipment such as the hydraulic pump or air compressor for the

braking systems, retarders, etc.
Severe demands are imposed on TO storage batteries, since they operate
under arduous conditions from both the electrical and mechanical points of
view. Apart from being mechanically strong so as to be able to withstand
shocks and vibrations, such batteries must also have a long life, for
example, withstand a large number of discharges. They must also have a low
internal resistance so that a high voltage is maintained during discharges.
The TO led-acid storage batteries used in tracked all-terrain vehicles

satisfy these requirements and, furthermore have a high capacity per volume
unit. Experience has also showm that these batteries are insensitive to the
pulsating current resulting from the use of the traction electronic-comma-
tator AC/DC motors or motorized wheels.
However, electronic-commutator AC/OC motor-driven tracked all-terrain ve-
hicles with extremely high mobility require simple on-board TO storage
batteries having a capacity that Is at least ten times that of present
lead-acid storage batteries. The appearance of new lithium-sulphur and so-
dium-sulphur-type storage batteries in the next few years may profoundly
affect tracked all-terrain vehicle design. Technically, the energy density
of these new storage batteries is five to ten times greater then the con-
ventional lead-acid batteries. Practically, what this means is that the
modern newly designed energy-savIng toothed-gearless hybrid-electric pro-
pulsion systems for tracked all-terrain vehicles will have acceleration
and speed capability of present conventional compact.

Static electronic cOmutetors. The Idea to design fully static electronic
commutator for conversion of AC or C voltage to a variable frequency AC
voltage in order to be able to control the voltage and frequency of an AC
or a K generator and the torque and speed of an AC or a DC motor Is by no
means now. If one studies old literature on the static converters, one can
observe that such electronic ommutators were described as early as the
begining of the 1ts 2 " . However, such electronic commutators did not gain
wide acceptance and met of the Ideas did not leave the laboratory.
The fact that this was so may be attributed to the characteristics of the
electrical valves available to the sclntlsts In these days.
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It was not until the 1960s that scientists were given the possibility to
solve this problem by introduction of the semiconductor controlled rec-
tifier (SCR) called thyristor. At the saew tim, it has been possible to
introduce the rapid integration of electronic components In the control-
lers included in static electronic commutators.
In this way, the static electronic commutator has evolved from a power am-
plifier to advanced process equipment Incorporating microprocessors for
fully automatic control, monitoring and protection.
in the 196,. as static electronic commutators for electrical machines are
developed and put into practical use, the demands for fast-switching thy-
ristors with high performances, such a higher blocking voltage, shorter
turn-off time, and larger current capability, are increasing in order to
make more efficient, more compact, and more economical. Hmever, as it is
well known, It is very difficult to design fast-switching thyristors with
high blocking voltage and high-currant capability as well as short turn-
-off time.
Recently attention has been focused on the reverse-conducting (1C) gate
turn-off (GTO) thyristor, called the PC trigistor and the symmetrical (S)
gate turn-off (GT0) thyristor, called the GTO symistor or S trigistor as
fast-switching semiconductor controlled valves which have the feasibility
of overcoming this difficulty. The electrical valves proved to be success-
fulfor practical electronic commutator applications, and important appli-
cation data were obtained. These S and PC trigistors have been used in en-
ergy-saving toothed-gearless propulsion systems with regenerative braking
for electronic-commutator AC/DC motor-driven tracked all-terrain vehicles
and have the advantage of making them more compact, less expensive, and
of lighter mass then conventional reverse-blocking thyristors with free-
wheeling diodes.
Static electronic commutators can be divided Into two main groups: direct
and indirect commutators. The direct electronic commutator Is Input line-
-commutated cycloconverter and technically is closely related to the re-
versible electronic commuWllOlr for DC electrical machines. A cycloconverter
was originally developed as a frequency changer for rail-traction supplies
at 161 cps in the 1920s and 1930s4 . Its greatest shortcoming is the moder-
ate frequency range (0 to about j of the Input-line frequency). This maim
it of interest especially for three- or five- phase electronic-commutator
AC electrical machines which may be used for energy-saving toothod-gr
less hybrid-electric propulsion systems. The cycloconverter is the most
T1eible of the electronic commutators. It transfers active nd reactive
power in both directions, allowing a driven machine to operate at any
power factor, motoring and generating. It Is particularly useful for rever-
sible propulsion systs In arduous situations, eg, for tracked all-terrain
vehicles where the robustness of the traction electronic-cswmutator AC
motor or motorized wheel makes It desirable alternative to the more common
traction rotating mchanoelectrical-commutator K motor or motorized wheel.
The indirect electronic commutator, where the frequency conversion takes
place in two stages (via rectification) may be divided In their turn into
two subgroups: electronic comutators- with currenteourceK link (without
storage betterles) and electronic commutators with voltage source K link
(with storage batteries or capacitors). finally, electronic commutators with
voltage eource K link are available In two kinds those with variable K
link voltage and these with constant K link voltage. A characteristic fea-
ture of an electronic commutator with voltage source K link Is that the
output Ipedance frem K link filter is low, because It Includes storage
batteries or capacitors. Storage batteries are acting as capacitors. An
electronic emmutator with current source K link, as a rule only have an
Inductor as filter.



During the 1970s a research group at the Thaddeus Koiciuszko Memorial
Cracow Polytechnic (Politechnika Krakowska in. Tadeusza Koicluszki) -
Institute of Automotive Vehicles and Internal Combustion Engines (the
leader of the research group, Or I.T. Fijetkowski) has developed static
electronic commutators of a cycloconverter-type and all three variants of
the OC link-type for low-frequency traction three- or five-phase syn- and
asynchronous brushless electronic-cammutator AC motors and motorized wheels.
Besides, this research group has developed an electronic commutator for DC
dynamotors (DC generator/motor). All these electronic comutators can be
used in energy-saving toothed-gearless hybrid-electric propulsion systeris
for tracked all-terrain vehicles with extremely high mobility.

Traction electronic-commutator AC/DC motors and motorized wheels. A mass
of the traction brushless electronic-commutator AC motor or motorized
wheel with a lowered rating frequency is greater than the mass of the same
AC motor or motorized wheel with the rating frequency of 50 cps or 60 cps.
An optimum rating frequency for the AC motor or motorized wheel with the
lowered rating frequency is equal IJ cps to 25 cps. At further lowering
of the rating frequency the mass of the AC motor or motorized wheel is
quickly Incroad. The power and the efficiency of traction AC motors or
motorized wheels depend on frequency which the motor or motorized wheel
normally operated at. For example, the 161 cps traction AC motors or motor-
ized wheels have a power factor of .96 to .97 at rated operating condi-
tions, and their efficiencies are about " per cent, whereas motors end
motorized wheels of the sam type operating at 50 cps have a power factor
of .86 to .69 and efficiencies of about 85-89 per cent.
The traction three- or five-phase syn- or subsynchronous (induction) elec-
tronic-commutator AC motors or motorized wheels with a lowered rating fre-
quency are the most usual occuring. In energy-saving toothed-gearless hy-
brid-electric propulsion systems for tracked all-terrain vehicles with ex-
tremely high mobility these traction AC motors or motorized wheels gen-
erally run with an adjustable speed. One control method then is frequency
control of traction AC motors or motorized wheels. This means that the
output-line frequency of the electronic commtator (proportional to the
speed) may be varied. These propulsion systems are suitable for those
tracked all-terrain vehicles where the advantages of the traction AC motor
or motorized wheel as high reliability, low maintenance, low mess and
small size as well as the absence of rotating sliding contacts with carbon
brushes and generally also a shaft transducer (tachometer) are perticular-
ly appreciated.
Because of their simple and robust design traction brushless electronic-
-commutator AC motors and motorized wheels, and then above all magneto-
electric (permanent rare-earth mgnet poles) syn- and subsynchronous (in-
duction squirrel-cge) AC motors end motorized wheels would be preferable
to the traction rotating mechanoelectrical-cosmutator OC motors and motor-
ized wheeIs for a torque and speed control application, particularly in
modern newly designed energy-saving toothed-gearless propulsion system.
Traction synchronous electronlc-commutator AC motors and motorized wheels
will be frequently used In read and off-road hybrid-electric tractions re-
quiring toothed-georless propulsion system having a high output In combi-
nation with a high speed.
The principal reosm for the choice of this AC motor or motorized wheel
type are:

- A traction synchronous electranic-commutator AC motor or motorlzed
wheel with a powr factor, eg, .96 or more generally has a considerable
higher efficiency (up to I per cent higher) then the corresponding trac-
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t ion subsynchronous (induct ion) electronic-cmmutator AC motor or motor-
Iezd wheel.

*A traction synchronous electronlc-coiwutator AC motor or motorized
wheel can generate reactive power unlike all traction subsynchronous AC
motors and motorized wheels, which consume reactive pooer.

- A traction synchronous electronic-omtettor AC motor or motorized
wheel Is very robust and well protected against mechanical damage, which
could be caused by sudden foad or electronic-commatotor output-line vari-
at ions.

- The rotor of a traction synchronous electronic-commutator AC motor
or motorized wheel Is considerably more rigid than that of a traction sub-
synchronous slectronic-cmmutator AC motor or motorized wheel because of
its deolgn with permanent rare-earth magnet poles.

- A large air-gap and permanent rare-sertts mgnet poles-make It easy
to mount. dismentle and align the machine. Since the traction synchronous
electronic-towutator AC motor or motorized wheel Is also oalilable In a
brushiess design, It Is equally easy to service as a traction subsynchron
aus (squirreal-cage) electronic-commutator AC motor or motorized wheel.

- The torque versus current characteristic during acceleration Is
considerably better for a traction synchronous electronic-cmutator AC
motor or motorized wheel than for traction subsynchronous (squirrel-cage)
electronc-commutator AC motor or motorized wheel. A traction synchronous
electronic-commutator AC motor or motorized wheel has both a lower current
and a higher torque during acceleration. In addition, the lower current
iplies a smaller voltage drop. This makes the acceleration performance of

a traction synchronous electronic-cmutator AC motor or motorized wheel
still more superior to that of a traction subsynchronous electronic-commu-
tator AC motor or motorited wheel, since the voltage influences the break-
away torque as a square.

- Owing to the permanent rare-earth megnet poles the rotor has a large
thermal capacity. A traction synchronous electronic-comutator AC motor or
motorized wheel therefore withstands longer transient times than a trac-
tion subsynchronous (squirrel-cage) olectroni-cutator AC motor or
motorI sed wheel.
Traction synchronous electronIc-comatator AC motors and motorized wheels
can generate reactive power (through overexcitation), which make them par-
ticularly suited for slectronic-commutator acceleration. From the torque
versus current characteristic viewpoint electronic-comtator acceleration
Is equivalent to traction rotating mchaeeectrica-comtator OC motor
or motorized wheel acceleration, whose good characteristics are well known
from existing hybrid-electric propulsion system for tracked ail-terrain
vehicles.
Since Its Introduction in the *We., the subsynchronoius Induction squirrel-
-cage AC motor have been the peragon of a robust and reliable source of
propelling power. Over the years, hewever, tract ion subsynchronous (squl r-
rel-cage) electronic-omtator AC motors and motorized wheels bave under-
gone rather considerable changes. To begin with, they were ovardlmansioned,
both mechanically and electrically. They were naturally exqpensive to menu
facture and purchase. Recently, traction subsynchronous (squirrel-cages) AC
motors and motorized wheels are being manufactured rationally. They are
subject to interreetionai standardls, ore carefully ditmensioned end are laex-
pensive.



One of the most valuable characteristics of the existing rotating mechano-
electrical- or modern newly designed electronic-commutator DC motor or
motorized wheel is it ability to provide a wide range of easily adjustable
speeds. This benefit is particularly important because a high degree of
speed control is often essential to electric motor-driven tracked all-ter-
rain vehicles. To control the speed of traction olectronlc-commtator C
motors and motorized wheels steplessly and over a considerable range the
adjustable-voltage and frequency system offers many advantages. Generally,
reffered to as electronic-commutator control after the author, the method
requires two separate sources of supply, one of which is a mein adjustable-
-voltage and frequency static electronic commutator (fed by the constant-
voltage source eg, TO storage batteries) that supplies AC power to thearmature three-phase winding of the DC motor and the other a small adjust-
able-voltage controlled rectifier or DC chopper (fed by the constant-volt-
age source eg, TO storage batteries) that excites the DC motor field. The
speed range is much greater than that obtainable with a traction subsyn-
chronous (squirrel-cage) electronic-commutator AC motor or motorized wheel.
It is the same that obtainable with a traction synchronous electronic-com-
mutator AC motor or motorized wheel. A brushless electronic-commutator OC
dynamotor (generotor/motor) is used In the energy-saving parallel hybrid-
-electric propulsion system for tracked all-terrain vehicles with extreme-
ly high mobility.
Plodern newly designed traction brushless aloctronic-conmutator AC or DC
motors end motorized wheels can be sealed environment-free units which
have the significant advantage of an oil-cooling system by which both stat-
or and rotor are cooled. The same coolant oil can be used to provide oil
mist lubrication for the motor bearings. They can be fitted with thermis-
tors for measuring the winding and electrical-valve temperature and heat-
ers to prevent condensation when AC/DC motors or motorized wheels are at
a standstill.

EXPERIMENTAL ENERGY-SAVING PROPULSION SYSTEMS
FOR TRACKED ALL-TERRAIN VEHICLES

In the field of energy-saving hybrid-electric propuislon system for track-
ed all-terrain vehicles examples of study are represented by three experi-
mental prototype propulsion systems, which are developed by a research
group at the Theddeus Noicluszko Memorial Cracow Polytechnic, Crame. PL.
The first exprmental prototype energy-saving toothed-gearless series by-
brid-electric propulsion system for the track vehicle (Fig. 3) Is acting
as a smooth, silent ad oil-free torque convertor. This comprises a separ-
ately-excited three-phase synchronous brushless type AC generator le al-
ternator with cenetant output, solidly coupled to the I eagles, which
feeds three-phase currents to the trigistor direct electronic- ctator
AC mters Input lines. The trigistor direct electranic commutator Is In-
put-line-comewteted cycloconvrter, with uses only 9 S triglstors. Here
each Input line is connected to each utwt line via S trigistr. A three-
-phase - threeo-plso cycloconvertr can transfer active and reactive pwer
In both directiones, allowing adriven traction le-frquency three-phase
stbsynchronous (induction squirrel-cage) AC machines to operate at any
power factor, motoring and generating. The alternator constant output is
determined by controlling the excitation current to the AC generator. This
Is done steplossly with the aid of trigistoriled hilf-controlled rectifier.
The electric torque convertor also makes It possible to dIstribute step-
lessly and without wear D engine output for driving. The ground speed is
determined by controlling the pulse-width (pulse-width modulatlon) and
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phase-shift (phase-shift modulation) of triggering pulses to the trigistor

direct electronic commutator. This is done steplessly with the aid of mi-

croprocessor-based propulsion controller connected to the accelerator

mechanism of the track vehicle. The matching of the torque convertor real-

give to the acceleration or gradient ability is obtained automatically in

the traction low-frequency subsynchronous electronic-commutator AC motors.

The first experimental prototype propulsion system has no transmission
gear and reduction gear. This energy-saving toothed-geariess series hy-
brid-electric propulsion system consists of traction low-frquency subsyn-

chronous electronic commutator AC motors directly coupledtotlmefront driv-
Iag whels. The propulsion system Is operated at an electronic commuttar

outfit voltage of t00 V. At this voltage a high total efficiency can be
ohtained.Figure 4 shows the oscillograms of the electronic commutator out-
put votage to neutral waveforms for thrmodifferont output frequencies.

Fig. 4 Electronic commutator output voltage to neutral for different out-

put frequencies.

a) f- 20 cps b) f- 12 cps C) f cps

I Al I L I EU I L

The first experimental prototype energy-saving toothed-gearless series hy-

brid-electric propulsion system (Fig. 3) can be used ftr the track vehicle,
which is an articulated tracked all-terrain vehicle with extremaly high
mbility, where both the front and the rear cars are driven by two wide
rubber tracks. I* all four tracks are driven. This tra& vehicle Is in-
tended as a transport unit for material and personnel, capable of carrying
up to 2500 kg of equipment and 4 persons In addition to the driver. On

level ground the track vehicle can run satisfactorily at about 50 km/h
and it can have a range of action of 300- i. For axample, this vehicle can

be used in conjunction with natural gas pipeline erection and the servic-
Ing and maintenance of existing pipelines.
The second experiantal prototype energy-saving toothed-gearlees series

hybrid-electric propulsion system for the all-terraln carrier with extre-
mely high mobility (Fig. 5) is also acting as a silent electric torque
converter. This comprises a seperately-exclted three-phase synchronous

brushless type AC generator le alternator with constant output, solidly
coupled to the 0 engine, which feeds three-phase currents to the trigistor
Indirect electronic commutator AC motors input lines. The trigistor Indi-
rect electronic commtator is voltage source K link-type (with TD stor-

age batteries), where the frequency conversion takes place in two stages
(via rectification). The first stage using 6 diodes Is acting as an un-

controlled rectifier with constant K link voltage. It feeds current to
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the TO storage batteries and the second stage using only 6 RC trigistors
and acting as an inverter. Here each input line of a rectifier Is connect-
ed to each output line via diode and each Input line of an inverter Is
connected to each output line via RC trigistor. Conversion from direct-
-voltage to alternating-voltage takes place in such a way that the three-
-phase output lines are switched In turn with a 21/3 phase shift to the
plus or minus poles Ie Input lines of the direct-voltage with the aid of
the RC trigistor triode parts. Since the phases of the AC motor currents
are displaced in relation to the voltage, currents will flow through the
RC triglstor diode parts during this Interval of the cycle. To commitate
the current from one DC pole ie input line to the other, a special gate
turn-off commutating circuit in the microprocessor-based propulsion con-
troller has to be arranged for each phase. When full output voltage Is
obtained, the RC trigistor triode parts are conducting for 1l and the out-
put line-to-line voltage then consists of voltage pulses of 211/3 width,

separated by dead intervals of 21/6. In practice, the maximum output ol-
tage of the trigistor Indirect electronic commutator is approximately the
same as the actual alternator AC voltage. The neutral of the three-phase
system is not fixed, but will oscillate with three times the output fre-
quency. This means the voltage to neutral will have a staircase shape.
The system used Is to rectify (by meens of diodes) the alternator Induced
AC voltages to produce constant voltage C link and then invert (by means
of RC trigistor triode parts) the DC to produce AC of desired frequency.
For the flow of load reactive current feedback RC trigistor diode parts
are provided. TO storage batteries connected to DC link are used to alloy
regenerated energy to be fed back to them and to provide all-electric op-
eration of the experimental prototype propulsion system. Because of the
need to operate at zero speed and to obtain smooth acceleration or oecel-
eration and reversal of the traction low-frequency synchronous electronic-
-commutator AC motors, the trigistor Inverter Is operatelin pulse width
modulation (PM) mode to produce sinusoldel output line current woveforms
of desired frequency. Operation of the trigistor Indirect electronic com
mutator under this mode -is of particular laportance to the energy-
-saving toothed-gearless series hybrid-electric propulsion system for the
all-terrain carrier with extremely high mobility. Traction low-frequency
synchronous electronic-commutator AC motors will not operate smoothly at
low-speeds unless magnetcmot, ce waveforms within the machine is sinusoid-
al; this can only be produced by supplying the machine's armature winding
with sinusoidal currents. Inherently an electronic commutator is only a
switching device and cannot produce smooth voltage waveforms. Normally an
electronic commutator is arranged to switch once or twice per cycle only
producing square waveforms. This waveform Is far from sinusoidal and only
a suitable for high speed propulsion systems with main transmission gear
and reduction goar. If the electronic commutator can be arranged to switch
many times per cycle for differing periods of tima a nearly sinusoldal
output waveforms can be produced. This contains a large fundamental coppo-
nent and only very high harmonics which effect, on the traction low-fre-
quency synchronous electronlc-commutator AC motor current. Osci I lograms of
voltage and current wmveforms of the traction low-frequency synchronous
electronIc-commutator AC motor for three different Indirect electronic
commtator output frequencies are shown in Figure 6.
The second experimental prototype energy-saving toothed-gearleas series
hybrid-electric propulsion system (Fig. 5) can be used for all-terrain
carrier with extremely high mobllty, where both the front and the rear
cars are also driven by the same two wide rubber tracks. All four tracks
are consequently driven. This all-terrain carrier Is primarily Intended as
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a transport unit for personnel or material, capable of carrying up to
2000 kg of equipment or 19 pers.ons in addition to the driver. A special
purpose superstructure for loadsolo2S00 kg may be easily fitted In place
of the cab on the rear car. On level ground the pll-terrain carrier can
run in a satisfactory manner at about 50 km/h and can reach a maximum
speed of 60 km/h. It can have a range of action of 500 km.

Fig. 6 Electronic commutator output line-to-line voltage (top) and motor
current (bottom) for different electronic commutator output fre-
quencles.

a) f - 10 cps. U - 60 % b) f - 5 cps, U - 30 t c) f - I cpS. U - 10 %

I El I.

The third experimental prototype energy-saving parallel h;.vld-electric
propulsion system for the tracked snow-traversing vehicle (sn c obile)
with extremely high mobility (Fig. 7) uses a D engine-driven/supercharging
brushless type electronic-compAuor C dynamotor (generator/motor) which
acting as a OC generator recharges TO storage batteries and acting as a DC
motor supercharges 0 engine. It has a CVT which helps reduce liquid fuel
consuption not only by providing an efficient transmission but by allow-
ing 0 engine and K dynamotor to be run at or near maximam efficiency in-
dependent of ground speed. The 0 engine and separately-excited brushlss
electronic-commutator C dynamotor are mechanically coupled with the one-
-wey clutch. The C dynamotoes electronic commutator mainly consists of
a circuit which controls the armature supply DC voltage by means of the
trlglstor direct K - AC electronic commutator control and a circuit which
controls the field current by means of the trigistor DC chopper control
also in case of pure traction electronic-commutator DC motor driving. In
the cave of D engine driving with recharging, the separately-excited elec-
tronic-commutator C dynamotor changes Its function to the K generator
with an electronic commutator acting as a K trigistor diode part uncon-
trolled rectifier and recharges the TO storage batteries which connection
may be changed from series 6f 440 V to parallel of 210 V, and the charging
current is Indirectly controlled by the trigistor K chopper which con-
trols only the field current. A separately-excited brushless type elec-
tronic-commutotor DC motor with an electronic commutator acting as a RC
trigiseer Inverter, having power electronics remature and field controls
would provide the best combination of efficiency, performance and produc-
tion cet for this propulsion system. For maximm range stop-end-9o driv-
Ing the tracked snow-treversing vehicle would utlllze regeretive braking
to reover kinetic energy.
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Besides, the third experimental prototype energy-saving parallel hybrid-
electric propulsion system has two same type clutches, one is acting as a
damper built between 0 engine and one-way clutch and the other is between
electronic-commutator DC dynamotor and CVT. These are of the dry single-
-disc and coil-spring type clutches operated electro-hydraulically.
The third experimental prototype energy-saving parallel hybrid-electric
propulsion system for the tracked snow-traversing vehicle has following
six propelling modes:

- 0 engine and DC motor driving;
- D engine driving with D engine-driven DC generator recharging;
- pure D engine driving;
- pure DC motor driving;
- regenerative braking with a driving-wheel-driven DC generator

recharging;
- D engine-driven DC generator recharging during stoppage.

An energy-saving snow-traversing-vehicle hybrid-electric propulsion system
built up from combination of a brushless electronic-commutator PC dyna-
motor and CVT offers many advantages, such as stepless ground speed con-
trol, low losses and fast control of the recharging voltage or both the
torque and the speed of the 0 engine-driven/supercharging DC dynamotor.
Power electronics for the third experimental prototype propulsion system
shown In Figure 7 consists of a RC trigistor electronic commutator, act-
ing as an adjustable frequency inverter for motoring or uncontrolled rec-
tifier for generating of the electronic-commutetor dynamotor; a RC trigis-
tor OC chopper; an on-board TO storage battery charger and a multiple out-
put isolated PC power supply. The propulsion system power source can be
specially developed TO lead-acid storage batteries. The propulsion system
signal microelectronics consists of a microprocessor-baed propulsion con-
troller and local power electronics Interface circuitry.
The third experimental prototype energy-saving parallel hybrid-electric

propulsion system (Fig. 7) can be used for the tracked snow-traversing
vehicle (snowmobile) with extremely high mobility, where both the front
and the rear wheel-axles are driven. This tracked snow-traversing vehicle
can be Intended as a transport unit for cutting-down trees in the forest
or polar expedition.

CONCLUSION

rushless electronic-com.mutator AC or PC motors and motorized wheels are
well established today in energy-saving toothed-gearless hybrid-electric
propulsion systems for tracked all-terrain vehicles with extremely high
mobility. Growing attention is being shown In the use of trigistor elec-
tronic-commutator AC or PC motors for these propulsion systems. The trig-
istor electronic commutator, presented here are very simple in design and
have features aking them technically superior to thyristor electronic
commutators of conventional types. They should have a given place as the
technically and economically best solutions in electrical machines In the
future. These propulsion systems have good dynamic properties and are
highly efficient. In addition the problem of high acceleration currents of
tractlon electronic-commutator AC or DC motors and motorized wheels does
not arise. The difference between the costs of existing traction AC or DC
motors and motorized wheels and brushlss electronlc-commutator AC or PC
motors end motorized wheels has substantially nerrmsed, but the latter *l-
ternative is still more epnmslve. However, there are examples of users
who in their investment calculations have also taken Into account esti-

mated meintenance coets and then found that the brwshless electronic-com-

iI
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mutator AC or DC motor propulsion system is the most favourable alterna-

tive. Another case, where the electronic commutator Is clearly competi-

tive is for double- or multi-motor propulsion systems and double- or
multi-motorized-wheel propulsion systems that Is when several traction AC/
DC motors or motorized wheels are to be run with the same speed and can be

connected to a common electronic commutator (see Figs 3 and 5).
An excellent way to control the torque and speed of a doubly fed supersyn-
chronous and synchronous or single fed subsynchronous (induction) elec-
tronic-commutator AC/DC motor or motorized wheel is to vary the frequency
of the supply armature voltage. With this method It Is, of course, neces-
sary to provide a direct or Indirect electronic commutator whose output
frequency and voltage can be adjusted simultaneously. Speed adjustment is

virtually stepless over an extremely wide range. When several AC/DC motors
or motorized wheels are connected to the common electronic commutator, all
will change speed simultaneously as the frequency is varied.
it is Impossible to make any general recommendations for energy-saving

toothed-gearless series or parallel hybrid-electric propulsion systems for
the tracked all-terrain vehicles with extremely high mobility, but each
individual application must undergone a technical and economic evaluation.
A number of factors should then be taken into account, of which the most
important are nature of the energy source, the torque and speed require-
ments, utilisation of an existing AC or DC motor or purchase of a modern

newly designed electronic-commutator machine, the environment, etc.
Special demands will be made on traction electronic-commutator AC or DC
motors and also motorized wheels, Including a high accelerating torque and
robust mechanical and electrical design. Further, for tratked all-terrain

vehicles with extremely high mobility they must stand up to frequent accel-
erations, the severe traction environment and the most widely varying

weather conditions.
Energy-saving toothafearless series and parallel hybrid-electric propul-
sion systems for tracked all-terrain vehicles with extremely high mobility
have been growing attention throughout the world as part of the Measure
for preserving the environment and energy saving, which Is now a worldwide
problem. methods for lowering energy consumption in electronic-commutator
AC/DC motor-driven tracked all-terrain vehicles with extremely high mobi-
lity give two important benefits: reduced dependence on liquid fuel and
higher profitability.
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W In order to achieve high mbility over oft-road terrain, a vehicle
0. suspension system should !, n Iir adequate wheel travel with a high

level of dmqiru force. The device decrbed is a suspension dorper
wh~ich uti 1 ism the rotational fovement inhierent in mnet vehicle sumpen-Dsion syste to generate large d&Ving forces propri Ia to vertical
whieel velocity. By use of modes. hydraulic technlogy a coinpact(design with high level of therml dissipation ad immnity from foreign
object dmg has been acheved.

The device wans developed, in the f irst instance for use with a
torsion bar suspension system on a military trcb atwuared perl i
carrier. In this aplication, highi levels of performance and relia-
bility have been deonstrated. However, the beds IMW is readily
applied to other types of suspension typically used On weled or
traced vehicles ard examles of such applications are described~

When camsidmring the performnce and eaWy of a vehicle an
good roedAm the perfoore of the suspension system is not nrrml ly
of prim importanc~e. Howver, in the off-road enviroomt, the perfor-

mum of the suspension is an essential factor. Roslas of veicles
having god power/wigh~t ratios (and hence good *on rood* performance)
but very poor off-road performc are muifold. Such~ vehicles are

comny unable to utilise their available powr due to the level of
discomfort induced by traversing even modest terrains. Puel econm
under these circumtances is oviously Unsatisfactory as the drivers
reaction will be to decelerate whlen pitching become umoessive and to

alerate again n - relative stability is restored. It is arguable
that in such cases a more satisfactory vehicle would be are that used
a lower rated power peck together with an improved suspension system.

M4at then constitutes a good supnsion system for an off-road
vehicle? Of f-road terrain is typically a random series of of undula-
tion of varying pitch, the militde of wichd is significant an
comared to the diameer of the road wheel. Vehic les designed to
a*@ with typical off-imad terrain~should mmimise available road

whesel travel and inoorpiate a high level of daming.



Tefunction of a d~ris to shsoub unergy imparted to the road

wha. Analysis of a spring-iiss-owsr syste stow that daming
should be proprtional to the velocity at whicha the wheal is being
displaced. Howevr, if a high domping rate is to be used, in the cam
of a very large whesel velocity, excessive suspension foces my be
generated. In order to prevent such wcessive forces it is normal to
incorporate a relief valve or similar device to limit the magitude of
the damping force induced. It is general ly accepted that in order to
give adequate ride characteristics, this limit should exced the static
wbieel load by a factor of 1.5 to 2. This iwans that the vast mjority
of suspension events will result in proportional levels of daming
force and only the rare *high-speed exuruions" will result in constant
force due to relief valve *blow-offw.

Doiping forces of the order decibed infer very large energy
levels to be aseorbed. The damer converts the mechaical energy into
heat. lThrefore, in order to prevent overheating, a hig performnc
damper for an off-road vehicle at dissipate such heat very effectively.

The min source of ride disaoafort is vehicle pitcing. This
results f rom excitation of the pitch mads natural frequency of the
veicle. This is typically very low (C 1 Hz). Oscillation of this
type ant be adequately dopd. Howver, it is undesirable that a
dowr should respond positively to the higher frequcy, small omli-
tude oscillation induced by passage ovr coblestone surfaces (or, in
the came of tracked vehicles, trc links.) Iamponse to thes would
result in umnted energy dissipation.

Currant Sumicn 91stam

Most veicle suspension system involve linkags wichid convert
the vertical action of the roe&4meal into an angular movment. Cmmn
examples; of this are the trailIing am and the wishone types of suspen-
sion. Howenver, mot suspension dsmprs currmitly in use are of the
linear, piston type. Ths the angular mwmm of the suspensi.on
mober is reconverted to a linear motion. (Fig 1)

- Oan joint#
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The most cosiec linear suspension daqe is the hydraulic teles-
copic ut which is pin-jointed to the suspension arm and to a fixed
point on the vehicle. Although this type of unit is adequate for most
road vehicle applications it suffers from. a niumb~er of disadvantages
when cons idered for off-road o per ation:

M3 in order to provide dmemping forces of the order required it is
necessary to have either very high internal pressures or a very large
piston area. his. comined with the large amplitudes ovr wh~icht
do~ping is required, results in a very bulky unit wich my be dif ficult
to engineer into a vehicle installation.

Iii) As mantiorad above, the large donping forces which are required
result in a large amunmt of thermal energy to be dissipated. This can
only be conducted away via the pin joints, and any radiation heat
loss. particulary wh*en the unit is covered with mud, is very samll.
Th~us, sustained operation over typical cross-country terrain is liable

to result in overheating and failure.

Iiii) The typical location of telescoic dmqmer mmns that, damers
are exposed to debris being dislodged by the rooidkiels and damage to
the doper due to ingress of sucdebis is n.f

Linear ders may be used with ary type of spring e.g. col1 springs,
torsion bars, leaf springs etc. A recent develomet of the piston
principle is, hcmver, the hydro-pamuatic unit which~ incorporates a
gas "spring' with a hydralic doper. A unit of this type has been
developed for the latest British Main battle tak *Chal lenger". Althoug
this type of unit ovromes, sm of the problem encountered with the
telescoic, it is rot jen,. from overheating problem and can only be
produced within a viable space envelope by the use of very high hydraulic
presres ( 9000lb(/in2-421a)
This reuires the tue of oaplac (and ,uq uive) technology to acieve
acceptable levels of reliability ad durability.

In view of the above, the developmnt of a do ehich would
utilise the iztmrent arpaWa ttmw of nupanion system, hee been
zn miderad desirabl* forscmm tim. this is pertloalarly true in the
fieldea of traeled military vehiclas tieme a lan" nuer of vdicles
utilise tramree horiaostal torsion bars as a springing mdium omuw-
ected to the roed whieel by a trailing arm. It is believed that
rudimentary rotary doing has baen tued on scm Sovit tradad vehicles
and indeed the Vat Ger Lan mpmrd 11 is f itted with rotary friction
dampr. Hoover, the first kai tue of a bydraulic rotary doper is
the U.S. Abraome N.J. to*.
Norsmn Defence System IM have been involved in Veicles ad sub-
system for alnest 70 yars. Indeed, the cmpys founder, Vs. Sidny
INrsteu t atete A d gav his name to a bogeytyp smauion V*Aidt
has been used on mmr types of vehicle upa to ad including do m 'hie-
tawn ta*.



R*azY PUM! for Icy so

In 1978 Horstar won a cotract to design ad develap a rotary
suspenionc deeer for the MCV8O vehicle. Ibis vehicle has a design
weight of 23.5 tannes sod is tracked with 12 road wheels. It in
required to carry a -eIo of tan Infantrymen Including driver, cowp
aider aid a gunner for the turret mounted 3m. cannn. It is inteded
that in service the veicle wold operate in consort with battle tanks
a-d as such must display omparable moility. 2his io no mom require-
sent, as the battle tank's greater~ ovrall length renders it lees
smcexptible to pitching over a given couse. Thus, in suspension
term, the requiremnts for MCYSO eceed Hoe required of its acoce-
parrying battle tanks.

Design Pqiiuroments

In order to give MCYSO the required moility a whiel travel of
40m was specified. 2be design requirsmant to be met by Horsti was
to design a dmpr cspile of allouing u~l trawel of this order,
Whilst providing the required doing rats up to the blw-of level
necesary for the specified nbility.
The vehicle has been deeigned aid developed by GMU Saney Figting
Vehicle operations. 2heir specification called for a hydraulic
to be sactd at the axle arm pivot ad to inclde the ne
bearings. (Fiq2) Sringing is provided bv a horizontal torsion bar
passed thro the cantre of the dioper. The bar is -ldIor- by the
housing of the cozrez rdn whel stAtion on the aposite side of the
vehicle0.
rig 2 Iiteaa -MMr R.

ROTARYDAPRCS
DAMPERROR

TORSIN BAR

f?
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Description of Unit

similasr to atwo va1 rotary act uat or. Tv A vae r ttadt
rotating hub. arid a further boo to an annuilar stator casing. This
effectively creates four discrete fluid cavities. (Fig 3). tMhreas, in
an actuator, pressure is applied to diagonally opposite cavities to
generate rotational wavement, in the doiper, rotation of the hub, results
in pressure being generated in the twov cavities which are diminished
by the rotational sovulent. The dasing rate is determined by the
rate at wichid f luid is. allowed to leak from the pressurised chners
across the rotor vanes, via seals, orifices anid valves.
Fig 3. Section through Duvper Cartridge.

PRESSURE RELIEFORFC
VALVE RE STRICTOR

TIP SEALS
Cormtionel rotary actuintors require near-perfect sealing. This

is addi~e by 0oople el In tic elemnts and an extraly rigid
structure. This reits toIn a relatively heavy wnit which ist function
at "And preaees ard angular velocities in order to achieve aequaft
seal life. Kokver, in a rotary dwqr aplictiona, perfect sealing
is not of parvuat Imprtance. hagular velocities way also be an
order of asigitids hihe than enerally specif ied foe actuftor.
Further, as this is a vehicle application, it is desirable to minimise
weight and ' ra to design the structure for the required 111e aid not
to preserve rigidity udrall circuintas. Thse requrnts ai
a owl ing system different from -t-* ead in rotary actufms.
HM=r~ Defenc Ssten have developed a sealing synem caale of
satisfying thesm scaswt unusuul requizuinats. this ey~ doae not
give perfect sealing, alloweing a small raft of Rleus wa the
waM, this led.p flow ina lvnazr ard tihers highly temeraure
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In order to minimize this dependenc a f ixed orif ice is incorporated
in the rotor vane producing a substantial ly temperatuire izdependet
flow path. The couination of the Oparasitic" leakage around the
vanes and the orifice flow gives an almost linear doping rate. This
rate is only dependent on fluid teq2.rature to a moll extent. By
close attention to the detailed engjineering of the sel system, it has

Sbeew possible to acieve a doing rate whiich~ satisfies the stiff
Sdoing charcteristic considered necessary for this vehicle.

Fig 4. Typical Potary Dexer Prfogwce Caacteristics.

RZ..ef Volvo

*else# Valve - - - -- - - - - -

Gossating Lo"I

TORQUEI
AT Chrcersi
WHEELARM
kNmI

ANGLARVELOCITY
RAD/SEC -

Cne of the sigUaiicent advntlqe of an aiuular wrking area is
that a relatively large ollet volm can be contained within a modest
spae envelope. This sum that 14Mg daming torques can be generated
by, hydraulic pressures of the arfr onsidered nornal in industrial
system, typically 3000-4000 WIins (200-300 Dar). Obiosly this is
highly advantage in desiging oeal sysems howr, it does impose
sever requirements an the valve system Instituted to give "blow-off"
at aosive elplar velocities. UFIq 4.) it is clat that in order
to achleve a relatively "flato characteristic. at wtical i4alel velo-
cities of several ratro., per seond, a veiy large volm of oil mut
be tr~af erred acoes the rotorvow once the blwaoof prsure has
ben adder.
this function hes ban~ satisfied by the me at a merw at pore
relief vale incorporated in the rotar vlole. A fufther bnIit of
this is that dumers ca be differeuttaly rated to give hi~ blwoaff
in a desived direction. On tradd vlicles it Is dmielge to have
lor blot-atf facs in the thoowi direction in oerthat a d-ies
do not -h=W-Vm (i.e. can retum qAdLly to theat lwml position
follOing a bump * the only form e msoiq thon is that Imposed
by the torsion her otr~e In~.)E order to pelot baild-qa of
itermal hyd*mlic pssmmo On to cycd lic actustion or Uteal
eouwion of the dola, f luid. a R"I teps I o valve is tood

to vent the =Mw-essnrieed A~r to an I I n ly emmnte Meerval,.InI5
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Fig 5. Iotary Dmper Oil System (schemtic).

ROTARY DAMPER

RESERVOIR OIL SYSTEMSCHEMATIC ARRANGEMENT
FLEXIBLE
HOSE

FILTER

I SPOOL VALVE

tt
.. . .. : :-_ __ _U dm
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T1he damper unit is flange muted to the vehicle hull. This is
important for wreasons: Firstly, a large area of contact is
manintained betwen the damer 'mit and the veicle hull1. Ithis permits
the vehicle hal 1 to function as a very effective heat sin,ii dissipating
the energy abeorbed by the dampr. Se~wly, this type of munwting
allows a very "cleann outside profile smuch that the damer is well
protected f rio does"w due to ballistic attac or terrain debris thrinm
up by roa&Aehels and trackorxk.

Rig Testing

In order to fully test the rotary mapension damer, Hortin
Defencen Systm have ooissioned a ar of inpcal purpoee test
rigs. The msat significat of theme is a large a cr-hdelic
est stand whaich is caale of exercising damers ovrthe entire
service range of torque ai spead. In a dmpr the highest torque
are generated by the hi~~s cipalar velocities. hum, this teat
standS has an itntsi pwe rating in excss of 300 1W. Othar
rigs are a tefmest rig of v re a mdest rating, and a general
purpoe, hydraulic, test menP' for MU " 1wt evalUation.

over 4000 haws of rig testing h row been o~leted. This
has covred invetigation into all asects of functional performence,
structural integrity and log term duab~ility. Damer units have
been fully evaluated against a test cycle comiled f rom actual vehicle
data, covering the prescribed duty cycle. Several such~ tests of 600
hours duration have been satisfactorily c2aleted, and mot re a ly
such a test un cntiued to 1000 hours without failure. This duration
squat"e to tovelkicle -ovebmal- live.

Althuvh~ it Is nomead that such testing ~ut relace actual
vkdle tatig It aL~irn the da.e to be evaluated In teI Of
dw&)Uty d o %hSe.~ is haenobled a high level of onafidence
to he esablished prior to the ntial1lfton of raWW doo on the
cusamairs dliesa.

Viicle Testing

The. f irst damer units tire delivered to the steMMr in mid
1979 end since that tim ovr 150 dmprs hwe beu olied for
teating on enw whle. Over 100,000 On Wids oting ha
buma carried@ nUAr Of Def I tah AM MiP W WdVery
high levels agf thS0"t hmv been adaiew.

SinftPerint authaoritiestou 1 hav oi am* M ly on
ttUrnmvl W at 60" OfWt is ada.iee, -m du traversing
SOMMI ROS ey Wsa. *19 aWurnWia jafrn is rVVrted
to be madat that "uW VeiCle my be drivW at cowtt ia uttle ad
spends omidared to be %wy hi or Urnth tMp at arain.
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The basic funct ion of an armou.red infantry vehicle is to carry
infantry, and,* as mentioned above, MCV80 carries a section of ten
men. It is therefore of great importance that the men being transported
should arrive at their dismounting point in a fit state to fight. The
supension of the HM/O has been fully evaluated in instrumented

vehicle testing whichi has been reported elsewre. This testing
suggests that, in the service environment PCV0' s cosiplammat will
cver the ground more quckly and in more comfort than in other vehicles

Frequency respone testing has sham that, although the dmeaw responds
very effectively to frequencies normally associated with pitcha oscill-
*tion. energy dissipation at high frequencies ( 30HZ) is very low.
Vehicle testing has shcam that the suspension is f ree f rom the harshness

frequently experienc~ed in telescopic diumpers at high frequericy.
liemm performance has also beens hown~ to be very good even uwe
operating in high amient temperatures, and this has permitted conven-
tional elastomeric seals to be used etenively without theami degrad-
istion.
rig 6. GO-Serw %kQ ehcle,

now desipud a Pu of similar Zrngrial dr/de, aim Miits for
vehicles &=rons do rnW of might fa 10-GO tormes. at cotse,

eac attheme ftsigns ame &lical* to vudclae harVin oimi'tal,
lateral taiam bar sprginig, togat"ar with trailing wem typ suspan-
*ion. fl hey mW wet rIaplicable to new deigns of vehicle co
those %hure odetintial redesign con be wdftrtamun. obionly this
is of little intest to vehicle inaat I -s with estalished daeipm
wimr thm spee suc a dmpr stit zequire is alm* filled. in
viw ot this. N I -s have adkeeeed tbseles, to the problex of
praocm a &din of dxpr iwid* is caale at being fitted to an
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Love Arm twomtay Damer

To satiety this rapirement, florsme have designed a lever-arm
rotary dmqW. Again the !!~q c cI lever arm doopng is not novel,
such unilts being prevelant, an cars and comrical vehicles during the
1950 ' a. Howevr . such wnilts converted the rotary notion of the arm
into the linear motion of piston-type wnilts. The Horstmen lever-arm
rotary wnilt utilises the sealing technology previuly developed for
the integral dmr unilts to pro&=o a - 0 A high performance deeer,
whli can be reaftly atadied to the side wall of a vehicle. '11w
d~er lever is attadod to thm wsuphion moftr by a link wichd my
be "rarh I to allow latitude in lacet"n thm muting face. Also an
there is no necesity to pass the torsion bar spring throuh the
centre of a lever-arm deeer, the overallI size for a given rating can
be substantial ly reduced, particularly at the ma mler and of the r 9ge.

C~bicusly, an externally monted unilt mott be as invulzmW~e
to toreli object dsmge as the integrated version. However, the
rounded d~~e and detailed design at the oaial se) Iu this
wnit exdi lss vxmxr~e thai a metrot.aW piston tfie unit.
go flat fa on th rn I waz sift ot tSm f w Is ndly mted
m- mUth side plats or chassis mo to efetive hest dine)-

rig 7. NEom-M 1rg-fian MMz OWNW
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Although this unit has, in the first instance, been designed for
installation on tracked vehicles. In principle there is no reason
why it could not be installed on wheeled vehicles. Indeed, since
angular movement is just as apparent in the suspension of wheeled
vehiclesthe technology or rotary suspension dampers is of equal rele-
vance. Detailed design of the lever arm unit has now been completed
and it is intended to evaluate its performance on several vehicles
during 1984.

Horstman Defence System Ltd have designed and developed a rotary
suspension damper which is capable of providing large damping forces
on large wheel travl suspension systems. By the use of modern
hydraulic technology a compact design with a high level of thermal
dis.ipation and immunity from foreign object damage has been achieved.
The design concept has been fully dekmstrated on the GIQ-Sankey
W2V8O, a high mobility armoured infantry carrier.

The technology involved can be applied in various designs to
vehicles or a very large weight range utilising the angular movement
inherent in most commn suspension system.

The Horstean Rotary Damper provides levels of performance normally
only associated with more sophisticated (and expensive) types of sus-
pension. Furthemmore, because of the high levels of reliability and
durability achieved by this type of unit, a very low 'whole-life"
cost suspension system can be created.

feerenoes

1. B. Maclaurin "Progress in British Tracked Vehicle Suspension
System- SAE Paper 830442 1983

2. R.M. Orgorkiewicz "rCy 80 the now British infantry ombat veh-
icle" International Defence aview 6/192

3. D.H.C. Jenkins -Driving the NCV 80" International Defence
k viw 6/1982.

AC0DKUDGUIKtM
The successful development of the foretman rotary damper for

CV8O could not have been achieved without very close co-operation
with the staff of GU-Sankity(Fighting Vehicle Operations). ltrstman
Defence Systems are proud to have contributed to the success of

CVSO, which has shown itself to be a most impressive vehicle.

Porstuen Defence Systems Ltd is a ember of the I1S Group p.l.c.
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QUICK CONNECT INTERVEHICLE COUPLING SYSTEM

I. 0. Kamm, G. Wray, and J. Nazalewicz

L Stevens Institute of Technology, Castle Point Station, Hoboken, NJ

q This paper covers the design, fabrication and oporational testing
of an electronically controlled, hydraulically powered, articulated
intervehicle coupling Joint vhich permits rapid vehicle coupling

__ without external assistance and with substantial intervehicle mis-
W_ alignment.

A microprocessor based control system will be added to coordinate
the individual engine and transmission operations and to optimize
and aimplify the control of the articulation joint.

( Tests to date have shown that the vehicles can be coupled in less
than one minute even with substantial misaligment between the two
units, and that obstacle climbing capability is greatly improved.
A field test program is being planned to determine the gains in mo-
bility obtainable with this coupling system as compared to a single
vehicle.

IUUTUODUCTION

Vehicles connected by an intervehicle joint are not now. Some are
connected by passive Joints, such as trailers. In others, such as
earthmovers, the two halves are connected by a powered joint which
is then used for steering. Tracked vehicles, using paver articulated
joints for steering without detracting from the propulsive effort.
have show. superior mobility in soft soils and snow for some time.
lately, control of the pitch attitude between vehicles has been added
for superior obstacle crossing capability. Adding this third dimension
can pose control problems for the driver, often detracting from,
sometimes negating, the advantages of the coupled system.

Side-by-side performance acamprisons of coupled vermm identical
single machines demonstrate that the gaine in mobility can be signi-
ficant, and should be of benefit in tactical situations. nut, on
the other hand, the single machines are adequate for moet of the
everyday operations for whicb they ame designed.
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The coupling system presented here allows the vehicles to be used
in the usual way as long as there are no particular moability problems;
but to be connected quickly, without exposure of personnel to external
hazards, when increased mobility is needed. The versatility which
this approach offers permits us to re-think the applications of coupled
vehicle systems.

At the time of this writing, a coupling joint has been designed, fab-
ricated, and installed on two M4-113 APC's. The system is operational
with relatively simple controls. The vehicles can be quickly coupled
and uncoupled. The joint can accomodate large initial misalignments
of the two vehicles in the process of coupling. The development
is now underway of a microprocessor based control system which optimizes
the performance of the coupled vehicle system by coordinating the
forces that are generated by the joint with those generated by the
traction elements. Further, the possibilities will be explored that
exist for an automatic coupler using a target homing device, and
for incorporating a terrain sensing device in the vehicle control
system.

Finally, a field test program will be conducted to determine tradeoffs
between system size and sophistication needed and the mobility gains
that can be made. It is expected that the technology developed here
can be transferred to other vehicle systems and applications.

OPZMATIONAL REQUIRDEETS

The coupling system is designed to satisfy the following operational
philosophy:

The individual vehicles will operate as single units as far as their
mobility permits. The added coupling components should not impair
normal operation. The vehicles will be coupled when an operator antic-
ipates that the single vehicle cannot handle a certain terrain or
obstacle, or failing that Iwigemento after a vehicle become immobilized.
This requires that coupling can be accomplished even after one vehicle
is stuck in an awkward attitude. (Bnision here a vehicle stuck
in a creek bed, unable to climb out either in forward or reverse.)
The coupling process will be controlled by the driver in the rear
vehicle, because he can see the Joint. (Later, a homing device could
be used for that purpose.) The hydraulic actuators will position
and latch the mating parts of the coupler. no one is needed outside
the vehicle for the coupling process.

When coupled, the assist given to the immobilized vehicle will utilize,
to the maxim extent possible,* the traction forces that can be generated
by both vehicles. The attitude control generated by power articulating
the joint will direct these forces to the most advantageous line
of application, the intervehicle forces generated by the joint will
augment the traction forces that are lacking.

(For distinction: articulated vehicles usually can only operate in
tandem, with one power plant for both, coupled machines are individually

pered and can be used solo.)
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The coupled vehicles are expected to have mobility superior to that

of the single N-113, when: climbing steps greater than two feet

in height, crossing ditches wider than seven feet, entering and exiting
bodies of water, negotiating short, very steep, slopes (greater than
60% for one vehicle length), and steering in very soft soils and

snow. Remaining in the coupled mode during normal operations will
allow higher cross-country speeds over rough terrain and improve dir-
ectional control.

The coupling system has to accomodate the necessary combined freedom
of motion in pitch, yaw and roll; provide the correct, timely and
coordinated action of the joint and traction forces, and force the
correct co-axial alignment of the coupler during the coupling process,
all as dictated by terrain-vehicle interaction.

In the detailed design of the coupling system the following major
guidelines were folloed:

1. The ability to quickly couple and uncouple the vehicles
is of first priority.

2. The quick coupling should be accomplished in les than
one minute and from within the vehicle.

3. The coupling system should cause miniam interference
with the performance and usefulness of the single
vehicles.

4. The quick coupling system is to be sized for a two
unit machine.

S. Zntervehicle assist will be used to supplement normal
traction.

6. The driver's task will be kept simple, in line with
normal skills. The tas s of intizvehicle and traction
control coordination are to be done by microprocessors.

7. Allow for the maxinm yaw and pitch angles that
intervehicle clearances permit.

DmcKhPTIminCF -T aTUm

A. IMcbmical

The coupler consists of a plug, mounted on the rear of the forward
vehicle, which is latched inside the socket attached to the rear
vehicle. This assembly is force articulated in yew and in pitch
by hydraulic cylinders.

Figures I and 2 show the details of the coupler, attached to N-113
AIC's including the latching arrangement between the socket and plug.
The dotted lines in Figure I show the cosponents in the stowed poition.
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The stowed plug prevent* the ramp from being completely lowered on
: hard ground. However, the resulting stop up onto the ramp is loe

than the floor height of the vehicle. Photographs of the respective
side and top views of the coupler installed on the vehicles are shown
in Figures 3 and 4.

The working range of the pitch articulation of the coupler with respect
to the forward unit are 45 ° up and 450 down from the horizontal.
The socket attached to the rear unit can be pitched up 450 and down
20". Most of this motion can be utilized during operation without
mechanical interference of the two vehicle hulls depending on o~ined
yaw and pitch attitudes. Further upward motion (60* and 65*) of
the joint halves is used for stowing purposes only.

The primary pitch notion is about the forward pitch axis, secondary
motion is about the rear axis. Thus, the vehicles are permitted
to assume angular and parallel misalignment simultaneously. The
yaw articulation limits are 45" to the right and left from the centerline.
The yaw and pitch notions are independent. Yaw motion occurs only
between the forward unit and the coupler plugi the socket is fixed
in yaw to the rear unit. The coupler plug rotates freely in the
socket permitting free roll motion between units.

a. Hydraulics

The hydraulic schematic is shown in Figure S. The system consists
of a variable displacemnt pup, which supplies both the yaw cylinders
and the pitch cylinders through two separate servovalves to produoe
a pitch or yaw rate of 150/second maximum. Pressure relief valves
and cross port reliefs provide overload protection. The rear unit
has the identical pump installed, to actuate the roar pitch cylinder
and the latching mechanism.

C. Controls

For the present purpose of demonstrating the quick coupling capability
the hydraulics are analog controlled. The engines and transmissions
are controlled either manually or with the master/slave servo controls.
At the present time, intervehicle signals are transmitted via ubilical
cord, to be replaced by radio (or similar) transmission links later.

Under the next phase of this effort a microprocessor control system
will be implemented to coordinate the utilization of traction and
articulation forces to the best advantage of the system, and at the
same time protect the joint against overloads. The tentative control
schematic with its supporting subsystems is shown in Figure 6.

IUS

To date, the check out of the coupling system installed on the two
vehicles has shown the followings

N



1. rhe mechanical and hydraulic components of the coupling
system funct ion as intended.

2. Coupling can be achieved with substantial uizaJIgmient
bet wean units.

3. rhe coupling systam assists in olietacle climbing.

in the operational tests performe" to date, all of the dsign goals
were either met or exeeded.

Coupling and uncoupling can be achieved without external assistance
in loss than ten seconds under ideal condit ions,* but it my take
up to one minute with seuere misaligment of the vehicles. Couling
has been accomplished with a difference in elevation of 4?* (appa.
I meter) between the machines and an angular misaligment of up to
60. The coupled machines have climbed a 45u (11S ca.) step (the
height of a loading platform),* compared to the 2' (60 co-) stop poe-
sible with the single vehicle.

2%&e wall to wall turning diameter is 44' (13.5 a) with a namtion
of joint aid track steowing and with the vehicles at a pitch-m at-
titude to reduce gronad contact length.

A quick coupling featue can be inoerporated into a coupling joint
system which is capable of providing substantial mobility assistance
to the vehicles. "W ability to provide, such assistance whe needde
but aleo to allow we *I e vehicles in the cusntomary sense at other
time# provides am Opportunities for applications where an emaended
need exists fort

oboetacl. aegmeiation

oPlat tom att~ityote

o Iritervehicle assistance
otraceaO daun~tation

This work is suported by the Deemae Advanced Mesearob Projects Agency
and monitored by the 6.3. OW Yenk-Autotive Comand. Dc. C. W.
Kelly. III, Chief of the System Science Division. DUM provides
direct technical supervisions Nr. ftiba Csaho of the ak-Mmtive
Concepts labortory is Scientific Pragrom Officer.
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ESTIMATION OF WEAR LIFE OF HEAVY DUMP TRUCK TYRE

WT. NRO S. HATA and R. FUKAGAMA

Ehime Univ., Matsuyma, JAPAN ** Kyoto Univ., Kyoto* JAPAN

SYNOPSIS
'A frictional work of each tyre has been calculated by means of rigorous

C mathematical analysis and practical approximate method at cornering site.

0 To estimete a wear life of each tyre, a relation between amount of war
iu and frictional work has been investigated for some period, and then an-

other relation between residual depth of tread and operation time has
been measured in-situ for several tyres of a capacity 45 tons heavy dump
truck.

As a result, the change of amount of wear of tyre with the passage of
operation time can be expressed by an exponential function as

x - a -exp( -( I "AW  ) "

Here, x is a length of war of tread, t Is an operation time, a is
a length of wear per unit frictional work of tyre, AWc is a frictional
work per unit operation time, da is a converted depth of tread from
tyre deformation, xc is the length of war of tread when a relation
between coefficient of friction and slip ratio of tyre has been measured.

Then, the war life of tyre tE(hr) for x - XE (w) is calculated as
follows ;

* Il n In ( d- XE da xc).

KEY WS

Tyre, Wear, ow truck, Friction

INTROOUCION

In recent years, heavy dup truck has been supersized more and more as an
earth moving transportation vehicle at large scale earthwork site, such
as earth fill dam, land reclamation work or soil excavation site, and it
has beon contributed to increase an efficiency of construction. Here, as
an important durability problem of construction machinery, a change of
amount of wear of heavy dump truck tyro with the passage of operation
time and a mar life of each tyro have been analysed theoretically. And
the aim of this study Is to build up a rational method to estmate the
wear life of tyro, an to imro, a aomtruction system by moans of ili-
creasing the durability of heavy dump truck tyre.
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To analyse the wear mechanism of OR tyre, a systematic study concerning
with trail conditions, i.e. slope, radius of curvature, and relation be-
twee coefficient of friction and slip ratio etc., ooerational conditions,
i.e. vehicle speed, acceleration at driving, and retardation at braking
etc., and vehicle dimensions, I.e. size, weight, inertia of tyre and vehi-
cle, and position of gravity center etc. should be taken. That Is, a
frictional work of each tyre should be calculated by means of rigorous
mthemtical analysis and practical approximate method, from the equations
of motion of vehicle and tyre which ore Introduced at driving and braking

for straight and cornering motion on several slopes.

Especially on cornering site, the mount of war of tyro increases remark-
ably. The dependence of radius of curvature of trail and vehicle motion
on each s1ip ratio and coefficient of friction of tyre should be analysed
in detail for each position, and then the characteristics of frictional
work of each tyre will be clarified.

Next, the change of amount of war of each tyre should be analysed with
the pass"e of operation tim, considering the trail conditions and vari-
ous vehicle mtions. In-situ test the mount of wear of each tyre of a
heavy dump truck (Capacity 45 tons) has been measured in every onth. At
the sam time, the shape of trail, slope, radius of curvature at cornering
site, the vehicle motion, and the relation betwee coefficient of friction
and slip ratio have been measured. After the relation between amount of
mar and frictional work of each tyre has been investigeted for some peri-
od, the method of estimation of war life was established.

EQMTIOI OF NOTION

ff4c1t of Friction gOd Slip Rt9
Fig. (a) shows several vectors of frictional force and velocity at
driving and braking , which occur on a cornering tyre. a Is a vector
of velocity in the moving direction of tyre. Re is a vector of circum-
ferential velocity of tyre, In which R is a radius of tyre and op is a
rotational angular velocity of tyre. And the vector of slip velocity vs
can be expressed as + R. Here, the angles beten F , u, vs and
rotational plinof tyre are given as a , , y ,respectively. I Is a
slip angle of tyre which is given as an angle betwee rotational plane and
moving direction of tyre. Slip ratio Sloe in the lonitudinal direction
(or rotational plane), and another slip ratio Slat In the lateral direc-
tion (or normal direction to rotational plane) of tyre are expressed ap-
proximately for small slip angle a as follws. ' )

At driving (0 u cossl< Ru)

Sloe (no o ()

Slot U - sio (2)
At irking ( m$e I Ri)

Slam *e- CL 0 (3)
Slat - ISt (4)

•Ire , wham Owe vle of slat Is neptly fbr psitivW cleckwloelit
amele, the We toner wela e to left side.I __
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The relation between coefficient of friction U and slip ratio S of
tyre depends on rubber tread material, carcass and tread structure, and
surface condition of roughness or material of trail. It Is cleared that
the coefficient of friction is directly proportional to slip ratio for
initial slip of tyre. 11 That is,

P a c s (5)

where c is a constant.

In-situ test results concerning with an unisotropic friction of tyr were
reported for N type tread tyre. ') It was cleared that both frictional
phenomena In longitudinal and lateral direction of tyre are almost iso-
tropic in a r"gion of static friction, the shape of ellipse of friction 2)
approaches to circle, and both directions of slip and frictional force of
tyre are situated on a straight line.

Equation of Vshicle Notion

Fig. Z (a) shows amodel of heavy dump truck which is running on a slope.
Slope angle I is positive for ascending motion. t is a distance from
front to rear wheel axis, tf and Cr is a distance from front and rear
wheel axis to gravity center 6 of vehicle, respectively. Ri and wi
is a radius and angular velocity of each tyre, In which suffix i shows a
tyre position, i.e. 1: front left wheel, 2: front right wheel, 3: rear
left wheel, 4: rear right wheel. V is a total vehicle weight, Ni is a
normal load acted on each tyro, and U is a velocity of vehicle.

Fig. 2 (b) Is a plan of vehicle running on X-Y plane, In which both mov-
ing direction of vehicle and each tyre and direction of forces acted on
them are shown, respectively. bf Is an interval between left and right
front tyre, and br Is as interval between left and right rear tyre. Kf
or Kr is a distance from front or rear wheel to gravity center of vehi-
cle respectively. Ys Is an angle from X-axis to vehicle axis, and Os
is an angle from X-axis to moving direction of vehicle. esi is an angle
between X-axis and moving direction of each tyre. Here, all the clockwise
angle from X-axis are defined to be positive. 0s is a slip angle of ve-
hicle from its axis to moving direction of it, Asi is a slip aqle of
each tuM from Its longitudinal direction to moving direction of it as
is a steering angle of front tyro from vehicle angle to longitudinal di-
rection of tyre, #si is an angle from moving direction of tyre to that
of vehicle, and all the clockwise angle are positive.

The mutual relations of each mle are shown as follows ;

Osl es - Is

Osi - isi - O -IY
O is-esi - si (6).

yf r YrIs a constant which is calculated as tan'(bf/2f) or
tan" (br/tr) respectively.

As shown n Fig. I (b-) , force F1 acted on each tyrei s composed of a
force Pi atd in Its moving direction and another force Ci acted In
Its direction to cornering center. Forces PI and Ci are given as
fellow ;
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Fig. 2 (a) Dimension of heavy dump truck

Direction
of CorneringY
Center C I O Ut

Fig. 2 Direc onmt fvei
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Pi - ,tani NI ( Wloni cosBs + Plati sinBsi ) NI (9)

Ci 0 Unori NJ ( P1oni sinsi - Ulati costsi ) N (10)

And those forces Pi and Ci are divided to another forces in a moving
direction of vehicle and its direction to cornering center, as shown in
Fig. 1 (b-tt).

Next, 3 equations of motion of vehicle in its moving direction, in its
direction to cornering center, and in its rotational direction are intro-
duced in terms of its gravity center as follows,

WI du "
Ii Pd cOS*si - Ci sin~si ) - W sIn! (11)

g dt Jai

W 2 ( Pi sinsi + Ci costsi ) (12)
g r 4-1

"Jz a Kf { P, sin( Ss - #s, + Yf ) - C, cos( Bs-#sl+yf ))
+ Kf ( P2 sin( Bs - #S2 - Yf ) - C2 cos( Bs- s2-Yf )}
+ Kr (-Po sin( Bs - o - Yr ) + C3 COS( Bs-#s,-Yr )}

+ Kr (-P% sin( Ss - #s4 + Yr ) Ca cos( Bs-#s%+Yr )}.

(13)

Here, 9 is gravitational acceleration, Jz is moment of Inertia of ve-
hicle. Ni is a normal load acted on each tyre which is calculated from
both equilibrium equations of moment In terms of gravity center of vehicle
in its longitudinal and lateral direction, and condition of 4 lowest parts
of each wheel to be positioned on a same plane after deformation of spring
and tyre. Therefore, the normal load Ni is directly varied by accelera-
tion or retardation of vehicle.

Fig. 3 is an approximate model of heavy dump truck, of which 4 wheels are
replaced by 2 single wheels. As an approximate practical method, next
equations of motion are established for this approximate model.

Ft a W( - +gsInM )

a Plonf cOs( 0 - 0 ).Nf - c sin~f sin( 8 - ).Nf

+ ulonr cosO.Nr -C sinfir sino.Nr (14)

g r

a ulonf sin( 0 - m ) Nf + c sin6f COs( 0 -a ).Nf

+ Ulonr sInS.Nr + c sinSr cosS.Nr (15)

N - J I

a Ilonf sina.Ni tf + c sinof cosa.Nf if - c s$.nrNr Ir (16)

Here, f or r means front and rear respectively. The difference be-
twen rigorous mathmtical analysis and approximate practical method does
not appear for straight motion, but increases gradually with an increase
of steering angle of tyre for cornering otion.

._ I III
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Equation of Tyre Notion

Dfinin a mving dirction and a clockwise rotation of each tyre to be
positive, the fo1lowing equation of rotational motion of tyre is derived
fra moment equilibrium condition.

1 "t - ( loni - 1UR ) Nt Rj - Ti (17)

Here, loni is a coefficient of friction occurred in each tyre by driv-
ing or braking torque Ti . UR is a rolling coefficient of friction. It
is a moment of inertia of each tyre.

Next, the equations of rotational motion of front and rear tyre derived
from previous approximate model are as follows

If d - (ulonf - UR )Nf Rf-T (18)

r " ( lor - UR) Nr Rr - T (19)

Here, 6 Is a torque ratio of front to rear wheel.

In the above equations, the terms of inertia are neligibly small values
from the result of observation of movement of practical heavy dump truck
tyre. Assuming that Rf is nearly equal to Rr , the following relation
is derived.

Ulonf * B ( Plonr - OR ) Nr / Nf + I (20)

Now, the method of rigorous mathematical analysis is to transform the
coordinate system of equations (11) (12) (13) and (17) to another one
expressed a sloping terrain, and to simulate a slip ratio Sloni , Slati
velocity of tyro ut , and normal load Ni , calculating a velocity and
rotational angular velocity of vehicle and tyro for a given steering angle
si and torque Ti of tyre in each time At . In previews report ", the

values of frictional work of each tyro at straight or cornering motion of
vehicle on a flat or inclined terrain were compared with each other for
several representative examples. As a result, this method has a weak
point which needs a lot of time for calculation. On the other hand, the
practice approximate method is to calculate a slip ratio of front and
rear tyre by solving the unknown values UAlonr , Of and Or in equations
(14) (IS) (16) and(20) for measured value Ft , Fn and N , and to com-
pute the coefficient of friction mobilized on each tyro by means of divi-
sion of these slip ratios.

IN-SITU TEST

Tl the dimensions of tyre and heavy dop trucd at ewpty or
loaded state. In this table, coefficient of rolling friction, mdulus of
elasticity of front and rear wheel, height of gravity center of vehicle,
and total weight of vehicle have been directly msurd in-situ.

Cboractristtcs of Course ad RNDeM~t of Vohigle

Fig. 4 ao) is a plan of courss of heavy dump truck at some soil and rock
excavation site. There are 9 kinds of course from Al to A9 , andI
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several heavy dump trucks run up and down between first or second throwing
hole a each excavating face. Total round distance of each course is
about 10.2 Va. Average longitudinal slope is 9.2 %, and maximum one is
15.6 %. The geographical feature of this district is comparatively gentle
as shown in Fig. 4 (b) . And the roadbed is composed of weathered gran-
ite, of which elastic wave velocity is 690 m/sec for P wave and 405
n/sec for S wave. The road surface is kept in good condition by mans
of compaction of decomposed granite soils, and it has been Justified to be
put in a good maintenance from the results of power spectrum analysis

On the other hand, the characteristics of vement of heavy dump truck,
i.e. distance, slope, radius of curvature, velocity, acceleration and
retardation of vehicle for each section of courses were measured by use
of 8 m movie camera and they have been analysed precisely.

fasurMt of War &Wt of tgre
All the tyres masured in- itu test are earth moving service tyre 21.00 -
35- 36 PR - N type tread of initial depth 68 w. And it is an
off-the-road tyre which is well manufactured for cut resistance. Its
standard dimension is as follows ; outer diameter 200 m, width 591 mm,
height 504m m, and inner pressure 5.6 kgf/cm 2 (548.8 kPa). As the heat
resistance of tyre is comparatively low, the temperature of front tyre
which is severely used at carrying down on a slope exposed to the sunshine
In sumr time was controlled not to be over the critical temperature of
tyre 112*C. The amount of war of tyre was measured every month, and it
was expressed as an average value of 4 residual depths of tread which were
measured by use of depth "uge at each point of one fourth of tread width.

Fig. S (a) shows the measured wear histories of front left tyre FL
front right tyre FR , rear left tyre RL , and rear right tyre R ,
which relate residual depth with operation time. Here, the residual
depths of tread of FR and RR are calculated as averaged values of in-
ner and outer tyre respectively. Then, an amount of wear of tyre is given
as a difference of initial depth of tread and residual depth of it.

In general, rear tyro tends to be worn more than front tyre 5)*0 But, in
this case, the amount of war of front tyre approached to the same value
as that of rear tyre, because the front wheel load increased due to carry-
ing down motion of vehicle and the large braking torque acted on front
wheel at braking. The variation of residual depth of tread was remarkable
at initial operation time, and the change of amount of war of tyre with
the passage of operation time tended to be expressed by an exponential
function. The war life of each tyre was long anough and it was estimated
to be from 4,000 hes to 1,000 hours.

RELTION 3EVW FRJCTIONAL WORK-AND MVOUWT OF KUA

The frictional work per on re"se movemrs* of each front and rear y
positioned at right or loft hand side of heavy dump truck fw hsbn
calculated for each course from vehicle ation, and distance, slope and
radius of curvature of trail masivred in-situ. In this calculation, it is
assumed that only rear wheel is drlved at driving and both front and
rear weel is braked at braking as the torque ratio S equals 0, 0.5
and 1.0. Next, the frictional work of tyro positioed in k for some

irtod of measurement of amount of wear of tyre Fw(k) Is able to calcu-
i S intUM of the prOduct of mAer of roM movement of vehicle

nj on each comse J and frictiol work Per one rovd movement of each
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tyre 0n each course fw(k)j

That is, F, Mk nj fw (k)j (1

As the frictional work of each tyre Fw(k) for samw period of wear meas-
urmnt has been calculated by use of v1 - s curve determined for a tyre
of wmar length xc , it should be modified for the tyre of average wear
length x within that period of wear masuome t. Assuming the modulusof elasticity In shear of tread is equal to that of carcass, the relation
between slip ratio S for a tyre of war length x and slip ratio Sc
for a tyre of wear length xc is given as follows

S* + x . (22)

Here, do is initial depth of tread, and dc is converted height of car-
cass which contributes to tread deformation.

Therefore, the modified frictional work F'w(k) is given as follows

setting do +dc a da

F'w (k) '4 x4 %2) Fw (k) (23)

Now, the relations betwen calculated frictional work F'w(k) and mos-
ured aount of wear 36(k) for sow period of vehicle operation are shown
in Fig. 6 (a) (b) (c) .The frictional work has been calculated for each
tyro positioned In FL ,FR , ItL and Ot of the test vehicle for the
period of war measurement at the braking torque ratio 11 0, 0.5, ad
1.0 respectively. As a result, the frictional werk seam to be pf'opo-
tional to the mount of wear. That is,

N (k) - a (k). F'w(k) (24)
Here, a~k) Is an amount of wear per unit frictions) %wr ftr o
tioned I n k , and I t takes a constant val ue de teoump by tyre structure,
treed pattern and rubber maerial etc.. As the salue of ja~k) is
defimad to be T for 6teat tyros, T equals# .. 0.1kgf m W
1.3840 kgf.. for 3 1.0.

As mentioned prye~ ~ frictional work of tyro f'w has been given

Tharefoe, the variatien of ~u )p0h of tred &x with the possag of
apoestien time At Is able tocalculetaas MllM I

AX a aW, a a. AftuZ Se V .At(5
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Integrating above equation with time for the boundary condition, i.e.
x aO at tO a it icleared that the wear history curve of tyro is
expressed by an exponential function. That is,

x -a d.l* p( -- J SC P N vdt) (27)

In general, the frictional work of tyr* Fw is propotional to the opera-
tion time t .That is,

Fw Sc NCl v dt a A Vc -t (2S)

Her*, AMC is a constant. Substituting this relation into equation (27),
next equation is introue as,

x d&l 1 exp (C -A j ~ Wc-t )I.(29)

Then. a wear life of tyre i.e. a total operation time of vehicle tE
until a tyre is worn out perfectly, Is able to calculate as follows;

tE to4 LAn f L-E de .xc) (30)

where xE Is aliit of warlengthof tead ofty

The estimated wear history core are drew smoothly by use of eqution"
(27) or (29) for different braking torque ratio I . Fig. S (b) shos
the estimated waar history curve of each "yv of test vehicle for I - 0,
0.5 and 1.0 respectvely. The vear length of front "r sun to be
larger then that of rear tyre when braking tecqu ratio I varies frem
0.5 to 1.0. Furthermore, comparing this estimeted wear history curv withI
that measured one, the value of B Is estimated to be about 1.0. That
Is, the test vehicle Is considered that the braking torque of front wheel
f s nearly equal to that of rear wAeel.

In the dove calculation, d 6 x d -30 M, do me zc a30 M,
68 n, and a wear I ft of tyro is calculated as a operation time
a res idual depth of tred becomes 19 on. For sn example, AMC of

left and rioht rear tyre is calculated to 'U LWOWni kgf~kr ad l.264a'
104 kgfu/hr rsetively for I a One Ine wear lift of left and right
rear type become 5,125 heurs and 6,112 hours IeGOetively.

Therefore. ahe "uar histy VOW~ and wear lift of UMr Is able to esti-
mate prepu'l)', If the brakfag torque, ratio is emaaapod accurately.

Furthamsra the relation heteas wear lift of 0n tyve ad coefficient of
Its trail condition Us heap eaaed In dptAOI It

TO estlente a lw s o itry Wurv endeusr iftqf y of heavy #00
truck, It Is nsmar Im, us relt 1agg 100- of NWea of

t Mr measured& Ctidnal ws,' i# type Calt during urM
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operational period for its trail condition and vehicle operational condi-
tions. Afterwards, the total characteristics of wear history curve of
tyre should be analysed by means of these relations. Then, the wear life
of each tyre is able to estimate properly.

The obtained results are sumarized below

1) The amount of war of tyre Increases remarkably at the time of driving
up a slope or braking down a slope, and especially at driving or brak-
ing at cornering site. The wear amount of tyre driving up a
slope increases parabolically with its slope angle.

To decrease the amount of wear of tyre, it is necessary not to drive
or brake suddenly on a slope, to design a slope angle as small as pos-
sible, to construct a flat cornering site, and to design its radius of
curvature as large as possible.

2) The amount of wear of tyre at cornering is inversely proportional
to the radius of curvature of trail. When driving or braking torque
acts on rear wheel only, the rear tyre is worn away by a large accel-
eration or retardation of vehicle at a higher slope angle and also
by a large centrifugal force to be directly proportional to a square
of vehicle speed. At cornering site, the amount of wear of rear tyre
turning inside is the greatest of all tyres.

3) In general, the war history curve of tyre is expressed by a next ex-
ponential function.

x da 1 - exp( - .x Wc.t

ere, x () is a wear length of tread, t (hr) is an operation
time, (Zkgfm) is a wear length per unit frictional work of tyre,
AMc (kgfe/hr) Is a frictional work per unit operation time, do (m)
is a converted depth of tread from tyre deformation, xc (m) is the
wear length of tread when a relation between coefficient of friction
and slip ratio of tyre has been measured.

4) The wear life of tyre tE (hr) for x a xE (m) is calculated as
follows ;

tE In do -in X da -xc). Lnl~~- AMC - ) de

Estimating a war life of tyre by means of the above method my be
evaluete to be useful for a management of OR tyre.
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RUI INTRODUCES A CHAIN DEVICE TYPE "TERRAO- THE NEW COMBINATION OF

POLYURETHAN AND ALLOY STEEL FOR SNOW. SAND AND OFF-THE-ROAD TERRAIN

'DR.-INS. HANSJORG RIEGER

The increasing expenses in the developemnt of tracked amowred vehicles
and thus resulting trend for armoured wheel vehicles has led to the
idea to develop an "off-the-road chain". This new design guarantees

O the maneuverability of a wheeled vehicle and is compatible with a
am tracked vehicle.

the new developed RUD off-the-road chain type "TERRA" is made of
breaking resistant and tough polyurethan In combination with a very
robust chain mesh made of alloy steel. Special chain elements allow
quick and easy fitting.

Thorough-going tests with leading manufacturers of armoured vehicles
have proved that the maneuverability in heavy muddy terrain is
identical with the results of a tracked vehicle.

The bearing surface of the tire is increased by approx. 50 %, there-
fore, the tendency of sinking in of the vehicle is considerably
reduced.

The specific arrangement of the single plates guarantees good traction
and self-cleaning of the chain.

The result is an improvement of the climbing power and stability on
slippery underground as well as on sand.

This nw chain device can be used on roads up to max. speed of 60 km/h
without damaging the road surface. She tires are protected by the chain
and, therefore, their economy is inmcreased.

I, • an i
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Please allow us to sun up again in details the main advantages of the
1off-the-road chain* as weil as to indicate the most popular tire
sizes for which this chain device is available.

" plates made of breaking resistant and tough polyurethan in com-
bination with a very robust chain mesh made of alloy steel

" increase of maneuverability in "off-the-road terrain up to the
fielt of (tracked) armoured vehicles

" the bearing surface of the tire is increased by approx. 50 %

" increase of climbing power by approx. so %

" stability on underground is guaranteed when firing a cannon

" it is possible to drive on roads up to a max. speed of 60 km/h
without damaging the road surface

" tires are protected by the chain

" special chain cements allow quick and easy fitting

* economy of the chain is guaranteed by easy exchange of the plates

Available tire sizes (for single wheels):

11.00-16 20 179

205 R - 16 20 146

7.50-16 20 153

12.00-20 20 202
12.S-20 20 187
13.00-20 Pilote X 20 211

14.5-20 20 201

14.00-2 20 280

16-22.5 20 217

16.9-30 20 619
1s-20 20213

16.00- 5 20 249
20.S-25 . 2 244
22-20 .M

For dual tirg do",. I - -

Of curse th*1' b lit t, i ly fOr tire sizes
not listed som e. ltoo of c m cIO is
imprtant. bO aiinstiw U -F tiSP iiV~ fitted. t
following schedule iCstws the .W6 6trlied if TERRA
chains are used.

j
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Minima clearance required for fitting the TEMR off -the-road-chain

F=

oTirwetwdt

Lotalidth the pld!te

The Sin ft milk.mbv

MR 16e 3916 364 IS 14 23
7.50.16 312 2n95 43 133 17
12.00- 329W5 410 is as 1
I2sJZ 2630 W3 n 10

13. -a "x 30-31 NO6 so 25 to
14.3 331 436 so 25 3
14.3 3 0U214 43 so 25 22

14D-3 3 3 442 so 1 30

is6-2. 23022? $53 3 21
169- g 3419 HO 3 3 26

is - 0u 39213 396 U4 20
16.0 25 234 53m 3 2t
303.5.Is 36244 S96 34 26 2
23 3012966 53m 3 26 17

12AOis3Z11 202 Me3 34 3 23

12 R 33SZ.i1. 336 IN 54 3 6 Is

16M.- SZH UK N443 132 46 so

Minima ciasce "etrod am t"Im trsids wall F . m~r
lfinima clearance requle an tire tread N. * X
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The technical details and data are shown in the following infor-
mation sheet. The material fcr the plates is a high quality
polyurethan with resistance of more than 90 shore. After many and
thorough-going tests this material proved to be the most suitable
one. The plate is made in a mould or if the quantity will allow it
in a more economic way of injection die-casting. During tampering
the plates are bended. This bending is important for a better fit
of the chains on the tires. The share of cost of the polyurethan
plate compared to the chain can be described as approx. 70:30 1.
Damaged plates can be exchanged at any time with very simple tools.

The chain mesh is made of compact round steel chains made of alloy
steel, breaking and wear resistant. The chain mesh can be fitted
and closed without any tools thanks to very simple construction
elements.

Thanks to the particular desigr there is no fixed connection between
chain and plate. This guarantees above all the realization of such
a design.

The chain is covered by patents in most countries of the world.

I
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Off-tm-road chain, tYPe _TEIMA for rioi mchines

Plates oade of
elastic, wear re-
sistant poly-
urethan, in order
to protect the
road and to en-

lretebearing

Robust round sliel
i !" chain links Made

of allay steel

breaking and war
resistant. meant
as additional
gripping- and
wear elements.

Technical datos
* round steel chain links, protecting tyres wnd road
* chain ms also clesed without gMs at the connectin point by Mens

of the ID - central lock
* breaking strength of the chain mash 350 NiM'
* the bearing surface of the tyre wllI be increased on n average by

so0%
* prevents a sinking dee

* protects ti road a the tyres
* will guraMte an ImmIc ailication of tim device beyond the road
* do to the omerisuion of the design, lvoabl on solid roads also in

cm of c "Ing the position
field mE usicJtem

Cross-country vehicles an mcimtS In off -t-road chlas type "TIM"
hae hw released by the Waftfahrilmmt fwr being sed on roads.
The only exception we reos paved wit cliker cmet. With regrd to
roads payed with black pitc. ta cholvi er emll tlliol to be em In
the period fIr the tst Meor to the *ih AIri.
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The following diagras dwonstrate efficiency of the off-the-road
chain type OIERRAI. The comparison tests had been nade with a non
skid chain type ON 74 F, made in OWt wrks; this type of chain is
introduced with several Nato countries as on skid chain and listed
for procurements.

To enable you to have a comatrison t a 'standd non Aid chain
and the off-the-road chain typ n"r we mclow a mwavy an page
O of an article published in th e uine W etmiku. where you
can fInd the most importaNt data for a cm rie.

The enclosed diagram will Ow you that the Sain d"etap of the
"TERA" chain is the, tnweapi bearing surface, iOp tS the
vehicle to sink. At the sI tim the traction it-wseMially Is-
creased to compare v atotdard tire. The af Wv int a of the
"TEM" chain are evedt: increased bearing surfa e 4 ta7ction.

Viw of tire bearina mrflce
Enargemn of the bebrla.srfMAce. which pnre* the ilv in by
using nof-traction chain tUe TEA (off theroa 4PPl l lcU )

' 250

40 -10

30

20-

10 -

WthouN 9111 MAIMa MWiM ""adIU lEIS MI aa w~~ W II



Pulling force AMB traction chain tine TERM (off the-m oa mlication)

Without chains Standard non MN traction chain
skid chains Type TORM

Ciiefts capability RM traction chain tim IEM (in middy underground)

Wtbist Chains llAcan R eMtat"
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V. THE NEM TRACTION CHAIN

hticel Wubished in the Gum. Nahine "Mehrtechnik" Issue 8/76

The development of am vehicles with a higher notor force (higher h.p./t)
and the application of tires with larger width and higher capacity for
both civil anid military ms requeste development of the so far know

Rieger & Det G u. Co. of Aaton. Most Germuny. developed a completely
new traction chain devico. ihet* testsW made nooly In off -the-road
duty but also in winter i t vW tests whei-e chains were used
more than 15 000 km (appr. MU mlest) em Jincrete surface. In add it ion
to this the German Oundeswhr me*e their 00tests on non skid chains of
different make aid constrwusU tal tho ideal chain for the vehicles
of the second generation. 0 newh has selected
the 06eitschutktte OilIt? 74fnoni skid hin ON 74 F).'

The chain mesh is made out of a ce~e strand running in the direction
of the wheel circumnference. In addlition to the longitudinal sections to
insure stability against sife s" item are oblique chain portions to
insure the transfer of ther'Wreitob ,r '"hechain mesh of a chain
suitable for twin wheels ejW t.paleldesigned "single
spur-chains".

Contrary to the spur-chfta or erman Oundeswehr the
inner length Afcan h former pitch of f ive

chai lin. Th S h resistance against

condition. Te Ina ~l d th ra aioal

Itoksls.o

II
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To underline how important non skid Chains Can be, we have to recall
that the tire grip an sno-covered roads Is approz. 25 Si rducd
compared with a dry asphalt road. The reduced driving-force does not
allow to move the vehicle or to keep it on the road.

in soft and swampy terrain the traction of vehicles can be increased
by 100 up to 200 % by using non skid chains ON14 4 F. This ans in far
more than a Isnow chain* but a many-purpose device of the vehicle.

At
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OFF-TNE-WAO CHAIN TYPE "TERAO FOR USE ON SAND

Ussides using the off-the-road chain type *TERRA* in muddy conditions
a great advantage could be found for application in sand. The vehicle
is much easier to manoeuvre.

Ism cttim of use for M off -aw-roed cbis 1p TyE em sAnd:

* fit tke ceoS aChe dIn to fittiag intnuctiOn

* thm reduce tire pressure to 1.5 A

after l i oWrNim incre tire P e to sumad.

I"e NOr of a tet "Wpt of an lmntAmt, f e w bwfatuw
iNhicftls:'t
No1 imMnWWOllty of a €lM WlMcle to Iplm'nd "M Is W



Please f Ind below the summary of a test r epot of aI earge French
manufacturer for armoured wheeled vehicles for your information.
Theso tests haW been ade by this company by their own and, therefore,
can be considered to be neutral.

Tests with TERRA chains in muddy terrain

Objective of the test: to find out whether the TERRA chain made by
Rib will increase the maneuverability of the vehicle.

Tim and place of the test: April 13/4. 1162 in Wily

Test vehicles:

Vehicle no. 0S, total weight 7 9 t
2.8 1 motor capacity. mixture C
266 service hours reacbea
front ad rear wheels chained with 1M.

Vehicle me. 0, total WiW 7.0 t
2.6 1 mete capacity. mixture 6.2
230 service bons Mched

Terrain very Waiy with duop OWe Aeals
street coweed with asphalt
Tests of the TiMA chain:

To f ind Its purpose, the description, the f itting and the advantage of
the TERRA type chain.

Dimensions:

1The chain is f itted to the tire havi anarpressure ike under
normal cenditiem; It the thickness 4th hn is added, the groun
clearance Is increased by more than 10sm, compared with a ground
clearance of a vehicle which tires hav a tire pressure of 3.5 bars
in muddy terrain.

0e to the f act that an a test In sand the Frun pressure are of a
chain WheW is one third higher then the grown pressure ame of the
tire, tfe groud prSure it Ieee by 33

Terrain: The dynuic tests ae Over a blurs. soe VOWSl ". 0
f itted with TMchain had se 41ff icaltios at MlI to overcme the
obsticles at on. I*e etheicle me. a was faga several times
to overcm the difficult spots, ad was hlede f Ive tinss. soe tests

ar continuedl an a different twaeim. The greater somaerbility of
tole vehicle Ue results in th re asons:



1.- firmd c learance mor than too -
2. ound pressure reduced by one third
3. Grip of the TERA chain,

the indiVidal plateS Of wich are f lexible, against each other and,
thereo. the~r ef-cleaning; contrary to this the profile of
the tire wil t IlIled with *A and conaequantly, the tread of the
tire rinins even and slIppey.

A distance of 40 he was driven on a road covered with asphalt. ftximi
Speed was 60 kedA. This speed cama be resached wihUmt daming the cover
Of the road.

Off-the-road Wera in:

The chain cam be eaily repaired io msoy terrain

In wAmid andmash terrain the as of the WN chain will ceeiderebly
increase the Maneuverability of the vehicle and enable that vehicle to
climb over oheicles and difficulties, which would net be possible with
a uchaired vehicle.

The tests were realized to deep mad. howeve, with a solid udrrud
Whe ~upu of a MM chain In rice fields to theF a ft can only be
cofirmed. Ibe uy metutence qm*Mnnee a wick repair.



Ills

A few photographs will demonstrate the manifold possibilities for the
use of the off-the-road chain type TEMR.
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Last but not least we would like to show you in short the different
phases of the fitting of the TERRA type chaln.The fitting is made in
a very simple way, no tools are required. To fit chains on 4 tires
approx. 15 - 20 minutes are required.

Fittin and taking off the MID corss
country chain is done in the same
sequence and handling as with RUO
non-skid chains. Lay out the cross
country chains closely in front or
behind of the wj eel and arrange them.
Coupling lever ()and tensioning chain(q)

( ) outwards. Put fitting chain a)across
the tyr* and close by fasteer (arrow).
Attach side clin by hooks(or by
copperplated fitting hOOks.

Drive slowly for about one wheel
- l b revolution. Thereby the chain willcreep across the tyre.

!,
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tartng nsjde close side-chain
with hookU~4 then outside of

Rinark: If tyres are badly worn,
you may fit side-chain shorter.

Fit central fastener together
in an angle of 900.
See picture.

Tighten tmt chats utside
mfWat0 Intrduce the book

shor *I* 1W to re chi

should be s~# ItftMwWo
Di masting G# *it chain to be
done the other way rommo.



i.N. VUS, S.W. Dumm, N.J. WARMZ
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Wi.11th the steady iscresee to the et= at tractors mad Implemnts, it to
bhcoming lapertat that the "Oerator haore rsfoafi tiom an perteee
to provide impoved oppetmity for insieioiq productivity of mobeary
ansd Rehear while msesisielg the quality of work. This paper discuss*@
the epplicette. aisrasompeser teeoa in moeial " the

Sperteoosm of tractoimlast ombinatios Is doe field. A pease
lastalled as a treater ad sed Is researcr h projecas at Uye Cellage is
described. Details are gives of seesoro dthe we used to moesme

Sper ormses peemsrs Secluding east"s speed. Sm a setting, pe
tae, drive wheel speed. hewed Speed, &A the forsa sm the the
Point ithage. magiss powerPee pmp dusihPa pOW owepr, wheel(slip sod dyasoic weigbt amo also he derived by the empater for
Immediate displa. nbiUll On tee paeveme er be Imat fer
reseereb sod doelpest week, ne would also he gna~w is eSral
tweeter sperste. Ihe Problem o devaloplas Simple tractor based-ewo ar disawsedeR

ebe Iaformatism des the perator require to mulaise the productivity
of ustiamery sod laks whle meiaiag tde qwawty f workt t" the
esedy Imeresoe s Lase*An 40 trastorm sod bmmlmet s& od relative
sme. L theo ngo asea sklle Ibour sethus mmot es so

Pert 0neos pemer to seeded to impoe the seflliesy of field
speu.Sim. ?m mm yesrs treate drivers emly hed infereetit so
enawe GOP" troo w"a "apeulo forwd speed aod Pea "pSe OWN he
deehed, a" so pmanS ouih em ""@e. peedsog equipes
faUse sek s Sewe efl puews. smitet esopeue a sd teel
level. Iswer, sigs. the aid-Seweetigo sod do top" dowelefeset of

umand me LmemaimSo bef heas&d afiie"Ob by reeeet& weebm ft

peeforme. tf OMe Of thOle fsmeo gelms to be ofVae uc
fieffreaies *at be evelahie Ito ot ft~ dde a erseise A

e~~svo ft as poIde the ben tof the imOmmaIf pee..Xeesl
oit"p doe reuied pier so111 d deft"e eAWsO fo he d
dis"*y To develepesm of dfispla teshfew "U he ~SOVSMSe
to preMU*e dhe Ofeints to me sifeMA ise = (3,ig 7TS . so

ussoue gee oft id m "a voeesait Son some lee "Gas wid vei
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of operatios by usiag dif ferent prerso for iftfret types Of
"Gerattan. Cheagma is software my also besemde as achinery
developments occur.

to recent years work at Wye College bin concentrated as the developmt
of seesore for was to research as the perf ormance of tractor/isplseest
coshisatioas to the field; particularly tillage "orates wich stillee
both drawbar and Pt. pwr. A microcomputer a introduced to 1962 to
act as a date lodger hut alo to provide the oerator with Istant
feed-heck from each semoor. *This onot that data could he studied as It
ma heisg collected sod recorded sad my equ.igmet failure wai
Immdilately apparet.

KU MUA L400M time

UNdata l"Waig sysem to fully intdan the tractor udrtest
(Fig. 1) ad Is posered by a 90 V sartar a" tractor hatteries.
Figure 2 Illatrete. dhe aroheeture afth dis atas. Sailors with as
amelagme signal are lted to the covter I so a 12 bit, N 1.ssll
aags. to digital Interfae. Semeers with a duaital pulaud *a a t
lichid thrash a 4 Annel, 12 bit, anst letarfase. The emostere a
re-set so e imilately following a oeotuas

the cee am he pqI a to Sam aill damels with a cinga of
agesb frequency from I per webito I per 25! essiads. It a egs
detailed study of as ta"idesl Channel U required* the sosefta
freqesecy cge he laressed to a Maximu of 100W lasuge per aged.
Th output of Csh chl to indicated as the acuess. To moble rapid
data storage, readies ae stored is the computer's memory during a tost
rno. At the and of each rue the data are trasferred to cassette taps
and the manr ,Cleared ready for the et no. The acrao s my
Important for beeping a check as Ow perforance of sthesmel aid fet
early detactta of equipaset failure or malfamctios.

"Mdet satsd am assoette tsa a 5aSfe to Adiaets for storage
sisa semed steroeemar. Ushe- IMora date am to 11ay eoaiest

either as Idividual or grow sto chasss esing hrophioml isplaff as
the acress or IpI Ir.

goe data laghing Colemaun sa leift do smaeems af 06assare ft
mesionsoisot. OWSS am thaot dIsPpu date cm be ar Maso
related to he Paas""s bet"g smsuod tha itfAft saf is If #gas of
voesaes, and freowubs.

ssmoe awe managed as doe trwetr to masure aid namsed pert mass

govrnr 1 t 0s pee Imqe MAi SU Nmm om's at obss a WNW
lbft"t

no ea or oseasma "pa" so tft"ims M a mm smat
pfitUP WMa 4402161 4001010ia u~t MOSE te 000106a
Iae. W et Pa pa Ontw f a do so, 0, aft. 0 -a"bow

A=& glams as see ad - e mt i ame vow tohMeo2 11#04
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041sGr. The eagle. speed soweer is finud is glose proeialt7 to the
timieg war on the ausehft. The toerus" speed Goose is I 1usd to Clues
puooistty to a &is* finud to the Isslde of a fifth, swaee Which I*
smuted as the trusee e islmeet Omer toot. The dl.. has ISO

4 partser lose eveely sPed to a circle clam* to Its ater edoe Go that
the oeeem had as eutput of 160 pulses per revolution of the wheal.

Drive VMel ISeedo

A Aiifteoet type oftoer woo selected for dive Weat epeed due to the
slew reottion lolved. Slatted opto-owitchee eae "ad ts cesuser lee
with dies minted us the Inside of eeah drive wheel (Vig. 3).* The
slotted opt*ow stch h"asnu lotte-ted eusre me eeee heome ts a
eSeldia stick lecerperate s M s l autes ftutor to siealee 00eet
light ef fects ed else give dust pretectbus. loch die 6ee 16 teeth
argued ito ecumieeeft Which peew thieegh the let wed her aed O ive
an output of 100 pulses per wevlutius af the wheel.

The posit lee of th e gnrsr emetre laver Is 0"sed gote" as 4141e
eseedIa ptettineer with 12 bit resolution soe" us the bojeter
p" (71g. 4).

ft. TCAM nd Lhe -tome as the Thku Tola Lchs

A briteh Soercraft Corporatism strale pqpgd treeeducer Isc geort"a
slip rngs ad b =1hee is nmmotd us the touters Pee shaft (IS. 3) to
iselaste Pee torque. A "dii d unehetsa lishas (ii. 6) ia uso" to

mmthe feas us t1he thre 01sIF lishap. The be026h of the pee

trtedees ad 'Sehelta * lbshap e hsei6s1 the a*Me 00 thet the
Nusstwy of Ilemnt etteehusee to sslleaed euspt foe the extrae
maxia weohwhc hI Oe aeled us "he ldso.

The Uafelts lialkags W 7 strels ~~ *ttAse 3 SWS anuie th hrustol
(di e) feroee uosam Iesh1*; 2 sooelam h vertial teres us the we
Loeinr lids ad 2 epsbe the old Ip lure us dhe UpLae Usba.
The top link Is euted to sash a w"so to 4lgs" wtie" ead

Figure 7 illustresw em other peramseers whish a* to 48ui"e',t
them usecol ad no ee ft qwuer pa ad uWhel *3
ard deriveedise straight I161w midl1Is* then p WvN

the sessotiew of Gainse pmwer 116 te PrIsielat o so a oertre
which aeon aes S* peed to t fell "00 "d am Pow-,

eWS! usf 4. Aws a~b~



It dysaric mighbt the drive tA"maem sly be ealeslated fee the
heelmestal sal weetleal feorms an the thee POWa UAWbe, Itf tere to
&US. a koarnl of the tractor whasiheas, static et el bgts. the
position at the thte poulesko s~coPd Ase sloe of tde leawdo "Mak
the tractor to Wuarbe.

Mhe syste. so far dmeuribe. hw em, 60slwd for ws is reoseech and
developmnt relating to te field4 peelemame of tractor smi Lllaet

tnhistlae. A 1esirinsat far e system has bee the eom eq
C roeoer eq the equipamn franameos to anotera. A sysow. built
lots 4 erector to PROWisA the driver With NWe UdetOU ec0om
perfrm ance paraeeer wotu be part eq thu integral lag10 eq the
erector and assoeited fispleass Troaluesere would be built Ato the
body eq the traetor ad wold probably be Ieee cagples thee those gool
In the Vys I and S peChep.

The usle problem of Unetelte such a syatom a a teater se
eslutalelag @Dow&b flexibility and adeptability to Qet for all the
diferest type eq epeeties to whic teectere a"e Saveiwl ee"
steelardbo leg the letfe hetwm trea-seers as loplesete, ethiesy
aol the tractor system.

IMa sicesoor proides dho ooea y flauihilty by peremtte
eboem I.sa goetwoe fee lit toetye adP of pestes It eales a
ste of prqein to he sweAblo to fit tas P eq 0 azaItlow to he
carried gat. Imaghe Ireaewmeesay he oIBI so elvease to tochaeg
ene quipwet dwwo anw , ed- deg the lhe$Sboei eq ebsleemom.

A systan veeld geod to es with diftfgt types ao ,eel peettlaw
of traasl es 0* rderl to Isellieae la as Ilty, a"d MIulg at
eqnPmt fre I1LO Arest aorees, saus etmrleat ved he

eseory. thi weeld petilarely onply to the tA bases*. do
trater eel tiqseet is relotlea to ahe pow suppy to the

Sroeduesere sod tdo oste of t etpt elpas frm them.

SAsater guy7 laertest was~ Will to a t ge d aqsft eq "SaPIN
todbusla to preat the laferestift to go =?fetW way "reebLy

* caumse oed to lalleae usd ar bad peelumm at a $gaes. t"e
prrowlo eq audible lotomweew gq 4e he ad an whbes diect
ebserolft to an pasoible UbiW " amso old he p es
with owtiou s - ailtie"@" eam " hewsov offonset,

A stewet at LYe 1 St.~e a Reset1* mo beas 0 tr s

-amt 116 ieam we he" te e *pu - Is ti

somilehb to WAS Oft %Mlh %ft hues 0 0~to4~ ~

to" I - I .
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A eesinpwtor based sota~1 Wlt t t tractor otters a f3*vtble
sed adaptable sysjeto saw fotr all stps of fild operation and bom

owto adeeu ow. o awstI ersd sealreiseterese

Uhi Paper bas disoes"e tho pueem of sftmulf to the oprator of
a :retw. 1100.r* the m~ sTe " at 4108" eae st oarIfta m

Oearea toel "a- Sb.om" Is*1 am, we 6*0a sud, lyr of

utab my, eeeese s ufto mral.

*A too" go ssseftsv 0lesre s s all~qi Wmmisst os,
pilM. - to ribe - owresa am 84*U 0 t"W"v-

2. srefiad 2640 e "0. A a Pol lif far.

S. mom* ROJO (120). aMp iUet 0 Ow"twsl
O ~ papt us2. pow0 of 1.

4. VR1GR P. (INS). lisp) C0maspta ter earl"Iteral velis. $a
powe 00323. p 1911" at 1.
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Figur. S. mhe Ptorewq trameducer
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.42M ffec of efo atucrate on comde d l vaol.e pt e siffect

q*~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~we ofamtes Cohesios and InternalfrcinagewsmsudInary

0*10is te sady lm sel Wa als Ineiated efotiato rt
did nt gratlyaffetmyofte oroplates Ienesady lm w ith
but igniicatly ffeted lmot aeo mthd of tmeesuetisd cat soil
in he and loe sil t i shoithat normaly prssr ft th ig
shea tet mntbe los totha evettby that veheaon rthesoi

othewis lage rros c oeurin culheare -ry1- sh n nearna
frcto 25ons ! i iklytatm

Uw *&n *ol prpertes ted ind-rrhedeics ork at ne
cohsio, ntena frctin ngls adnindtex ae anf she inkge

sink& parmetes ar somur his ate tof2 slaosi o the saeo
vehcle thoul th grund Ctr aelin It sipl smn whihdI
easy~~~~~~~hr toaeueadhsbwfudt are lae few platy ellwt
trwve ortaumos twu toug te uhitha is comeamnth otis tt

simuate he psma"of vhieofedvhcles otIIulkeyinfc tamttde

co/aam ommmi n of-lad ehile. there are eW sher metrs

in odatnce hic am e wz d t 2 o/t t likely rho t inysr
devies nw i um patuarlyn the bon-Mid thves wondikat oe-

rate t whch a1.6 adia conductraeli a d. e/and umoa soila
deeprutis cmpatingthesoil.ft--aevrfwplesikg

usaswihcnb od_ _ti ae oASA..asdr eerto



I 2. 3s i NOWl

Freitagt, in experimnts in clay soil, masured by how such the can
index value increased or decreased when penetration speed was changed
from the "standard" 3 cu/s value. He found that below this speed the
cone index value decreased rapidly, but that a 3 am the am Indx
value tended to level off and that at a speed 13 tim the standard value

cone index value had increased by approximately 30%. In similar
tests in *nd he reported that no speed effects were apparent other then
those which could be explained by inertia effects.

Maori and Schuringi stated that the force required to push a plate
into the soil should be able to be modlled using the following equation:

F a f1(Z) + f2(z, ') + f3 (2, ;) ..... (1)

where F - force acting oan the plate

z - penetration depth

& - plate velocity

S- plate acceleration

ftey did not however produce any experimental evidence to support
the Model.

9l-Domiaty and COm csUor musured the influn ce of strain-rats n
soil cohesion mod internal friction angle of a saturated clay soil using
a triaxial testing mechine. 21ey found for both overcoasolidated and
normally consolidated specims that cobesion was strongly dependent on
strain-rate but that Internal friction angle mas indapedet of strain-
rate.

Flennikem at. aL used an apparatus in Which a guided igbt was
dropped onto an wsonfilod soil sasple. Strain rate was varied by
varying the height Fr Which the miht was dropped. 2hey reported that
dynamic peak stresses i^ the soil were from 100 to SO0 percent greater
than the usiow stresse obtained in quasi-static tests.

Stafford and T 0amsr ud a Iser mnuls to usmaue the effect of
rate Of deformin on soil sbea strengt in a eWi clay lan and a
clay soil at diffovut moisture contests. ft" reported a logarI nIc
relatoaskip bet- At I-ien end def mtIon rake with only sll
Increases in CoeOion abei a gate of 1 9/s. large increses in coesion
with imcresing deformion rae mn masured in the range 0-1 */s
&oMer. bhes ws so clewa latlodap betwen deforpation rate and
internal friatuft egle in /5 emperian--e.

MN"
I sta s that seasureuset of sOll properties for terromodmic

analysis sheuld he mde using. for *nnole, leading pressure and defor-
INtion rafte similar tthee smarted on the soil by the passage of
VOWUss. Me d"s. net qUMtifY he error Whida an he caused if these
ceftdits are sot simalted adequtely. in fact with my devices for
measri soi l p Or o La OMMM ee , IpaCulaly the hand-Med
devime, it is almt l omslleb %D silas "ee onditiens. Sh

I ________________I__II
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following experiments wre therefore carried out with three devices now
in con use. namely a cone penetrometer, plate sinkage moter and shear
annulus to measure the effect on soil properties of deformation rate.
In addition the effect of normal pressure on cohesion and friction angle
measured using the shear annulus was also investigated.

3. APPA OYW UaB3

A Devamter was designed to be amanted oan the A.I.T. soil bin
carriage (Fig. 1). 2he carriage is basically & remote controlled tractor
with forward speed, lift arm position uad powr-take-off speed able to be
varied continuously during a rum. A 50 kV diesel engine drives two
hydraulic pin". me of which poers the drive wheels (primary circuit)
and the other the p.t.o. and lift arms (secondary circuit). Wben using
the Mvater the flow from the secondary circuit pup was diverted
through the Bvmeter hydraulic system. 2bis consisted of a hydraulic
ram, the fluid flow to which was controlled by a amual control value
which was pressure and taxperato ocaqensated. The system was designed
so that ram speed could be pre-set anywhere between 1-25 cls and would
stay constant whether the ram was loaded or unloaded. the Devaseter is
shown in Fig. 2 and a schemtic of the system showing also the instrumen-
tation used is shown in Pig. 3.

The cone penetrometer had a standard sized cone of 3.2 sq.cm base
area. The plate sinkage tests were carried out using a 6 x 12 cm plate.
The shear annulus had an outside diameter of 30 cm and inside diamter
of 20 ca.

7wo soils were used, a sandy loam soil with moisture content 3%
(d.b.) and a saturated, peddled, clay soil. The clay soil was prepared
so that it simulated a rice field ready for seedling transplanting. The
sandy loam soil was in a similar condition to a dryland eed.

4. SW.TUS

4.1 Cone Index

maults from the cone paneometor eerimnts are shown in Fig. 4.
The saturated clay soil m sen to %ave a distinctive layered pattern
with the rcn 0-15 ca being smh different then the sone 15-30 cm.
Consequently the cone index Voav mat calclated separately for each
some. The cone Index value fer the andy loan wae the average cone
penetromter resistame in the some 0-30 om.

Cone index in the sandy loam soil u Independent of rate of
penetration in theme ear ts but ome Index In both layers of the
clay soil was straly depeident on peieration rate. 2he best fitting
straight lines to the data for the clay s il wmares

C - 10* 31 V ("Per layer)
. ...... (2)

and C - 6 + 301v (T lwel r)

where C a e Index Valr (kim)

V a soenotatioe rate Ws)
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Figq. 1. AZT Soil *in Canriage
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Using them equations the cone index values at the AM standard rate of
penetration of 3.05 c/s are 11 kPa and 89 kPa for the pler and lower
layers respectively. At a penetration rate of 25 ce/s them values
boom 18 ka and 111 kla respectively. 2he.e values are, of course,
very low but the increase in cone index values mmsumed at 2S c/s/
compared to those at 3.05 cv/s was 64% for the upper layer and 25% for
the lower layer.

4.2 Plate Sinkaqm Parammters

The pressure-sinkage relationsidp for the plate was asawmd to be
of the forms

P kn (3)

where P - pressure on plate (kPa)

k - siage modulus (kV/2+n

S - sinkage (W)

n - exponent of sinkage

The effect of penetration rate an k and a is shown in rigs. S
and 6. The data were obtained by repeating each test at a particular
penetration rate S times, calculating the men presooe at particular
sinkages and then auting smn valoew of k ad a. Once ag an in
the clay soll the layer 0-15 cm was treated separately from the layer
15-30 Co.

In the sandy loam soil botb k and n decreased as penetration
rate increased. Me equations to the lines shmmn are:

k - 540 - 440 V.................................. (4)

ed a - 0.32 - 0.4 V

In the clay soil, k increased with increasing penetration rate in
both oper and lower layers, the relatianships beings

k - IS + 12 V (sifer 1 /yr)
..... (5)

ad k - 16 44 "V (lower layer)

a for the lower laym m 1sdpmimmt of defoaetM m ps bma a for the
pper layer deoresied deformtlm rafs jmaosm4 ad t e latiesobMp

was

n - 0.5 - 0.48 V ..... 46)

VMq9I states tat M emisting plate slakage m eas hve, a pnmtra-
tis rate of frm 2.S to 5 ME. Using d h eid r Valve, the d i fgm A
in k sod nvalwoat md in2 s is shmin ble 1.
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00sputed value of kxlwU/m omputed value of a

5 ew'e 25 ca/z S 00/s 25 cos

Dry safdt lOM 510 430 0.3 0.22

Puddled clay 16 20 0.46 0.30
(upper layer)

Puddled clay 203 210 0.71 0.71
(lower layer)

Table 1 COggsed values of minkageemlulue and exponent. of siskage at
different penetration rates

the physical sigificance of the data in Table 1 is sot imlaiately
obvious sine it is the pressure under a whel or track which we wish to
predict sad this involves using both k and a. rlue 7 and S, using
the doe from Tale 1, show the predicted plate presowre-sinkage
curves for the sandy loan and clay soils at 5 mld 25 co/s penetration
rate. *It oan be see that theve to so very strong offset of rate of
penetration on plate prsewae is the sandy lowm soll. Predicted presse
at 30 cm. sinkage at 2S ow/s penetration rote to only 9% less than the
value at the "so siskape at S cv/s.

there is a very mUon, effect is the clay soil hawver. predicted
pressure at 30 cm. sae at IS ewe penetration rate is 44% greater
than the value at S ca/s.

4.*3 Shear Strength aramers

The ring shear tests were carried ot at defot ton, rates of f ter
6.9 to 34.5 aS ot calculated from the seem radius of te smulus. 21 Thes
corresponded to 5 to 25 ox/s rem velocity. Sexul pressure is the sndy
lowe soil mes varied up to a maimw of 123 hie. hesve this was fosod

*to he quite i..sihbl. In the clay soil due ft exsve sinkage of the
uaulus. Tol avoid this excessive suaps serval prseue is the tests
is the clay soil had to he limited to a emie of 1S kfa. ht each

* defonmation rate and nesmul pressure, such met was a~posted 9 time.
Vales of the mim shear torque ies ot of thes teams we used to
calculate eMainuo dwar stress at ech sonal pssoure and dinue of
all suck date at all the sermI presures used to caloelate odsesos ael
angle of internal friction at esob defogsa rate. * Thcurv of sher
torque against amole of rotatim soe a elear-out saluim value in
the sandy loss soile falling off to a ounatent residual level.* I msk*
clear-cut aimn existed is the testo in the clay soil. *in these
tests the value of sheow tosqus at 20 dog. angle of rotation was tae
s indicative of sxam skeet stress.

Soe offset of 4Wmim soft on sthpies ad lonL fristum
si*" i the 0 usails ise Ik a "i. 9 m 10. "ee is
sipifiest effet or defeswmes" ase onesii te "N O lowe
sAI hut si al of intermal frietlon deceased very ellotly as
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deformation rate increased. flue relationship mset

* 22.3-S.2 V1  ... 47)

where * angle of internal friction (deg)

v - deformation rate calculated at mom radius of
1 annulus (Iva)

Using equation (7) the predicted agle of Internal friction Is
20.2 dog. at 25 cm/s deformation rate as against 21.9 dong. at 5 co/s,
a decrease of at.

flue angle of Internal friction was Independent of deformation rate
in the clay soil but ohesion ws strongly dependent. Ths relationship
West

libre a cohesIo (kPs)

Predicted cohesion, using this equation is 52% greater at Z5 cos
deformation rats than at S CI/S.

Mle shear torque against normal preesure curves showe a distinct
nanr-linear tendency in the sandy lam soil. Fig. 11 ohams typical data
along with the best fitting straight line a"d oeponential curve. -The
ezponential curve gave a much better fit to the data than did the
straight line although the straight line fit was statistically signifi-
ant. Frig. 11 Indicates that, as long as the normal pressure used in

the ring shear test is close to that emorted by the vehicle an the soil,

a linear relationship between shear torque and normal pressure is1kadequete for calculating a and #. nowever, if much lowr pressurs are
used, and the resulting calculated c and 4 used to estimate maximum
shear stress at much higher normal proeares than these used in the
test, then large errors can be e~stsd.

in the dry sndy loan soil ease of the soil propertis asneed was
strongly dependent on penetration or deffesmation rate in the rage d
in these epsrImnts. UNomvet the plot of door torque against normal
pressure in doe ring sheer tests Indicated tht normal Pressures wsed
in these tests mt be a sk ig dtose exerted by the vehcle en the
ground otherwise large error In predicted aimi shear stress am be
eapected in sh seils.

in the s- trated,puddled Clay soil all the soil properties. with
0A exception of internal friction aagele, wone strongly dependent on
daminio rate. I n such soils It is essential that the deformation
rate ed in msseugiag soil properties is Close to that iepoee byth
vsicle on the soil. in Mhe vnr lfae of Wei soil It wsIspoeiblo
to afply the required swot of mnl paseem ian ring shbar testa
bemse of sueesive si~ el do the e. mtswonet. at and*
Of the ISen lays Of suh s6ils thesefese WOOMen UVepitt. USesA
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the upper and lower layers of such soils are so different it m s likely
that soil properties of each layer will have to be measured separately.
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THE NEASUREMENT OF SNOW PROPERTIES FOR MOBILITY APPLICATIONS:
THE UNFROZEN WATER CONTENT.0

OR. W.L. HARRISON, DR. 6.6. GINMESTAD, AND OR. S.M. LEE
C~ KRC, MICHIGAN TECHNOLOGICAL UNIVERSITY, HOUG0TN, MICHIGAN 49931

INTRODUCTION
0 The free water content of snow has been used in over-snow vehic-

O I&e mobility studies only In a dcumentary manner. -4 described by
a the International Classification for Snow (NRC, 1954FPP* free watercontent of snow is indicated by the terms dry, moist, w't, very wt,or slush The definitions of these categories are shom in table 1.

hroughout the range of conditions L)4-_e" 4-.Yub; the var-
ation of free water obviously has a sigiificant effect on the snow
strength pareters used in vehicle performance evaluation. During a
testing program this past winter (1983-1064) at the NIwenaw Research
Center, which involved vehicles attempting to negotiate snow obstacles,
free water content was masvred and Included as snow characterization
data along with density, grain sie, and snow temperature. Of partic-
ular Interest to this paper was the difference In test results- of two
snw obstacles having the sam classification under the International
system, i.e. "wat". The free water content of the two types of snow
used to form the obstacles was measured, by calorimetry, to be 167.

-pecent and 26 p ~ & ,
Without dwelling on a particular test series as mentioned above,

it would be a significant Improvement in the characterization of snow
if free water content ware stated as a quantitative value. This
would allow, for example, establishing the relationship betwen the
mount of free water and the snow strength, including the effect of
free water content on the snow comection process, which has an
important role in vehicle performance.

FIELD MEASUREMENT OF FREE WATER CONTEN
In field measurements, simplicity and economw ar important con-

siderations, because they often determine the ultimate accuracy of a
mthod. Some methods which are suitable in the laboratory are not
suitable for field use. In the discussions which follow, it is
assmed that basic measuormets of mess and temprature are performed
in the field, with errors typically of *0.1 gram and *0.1 Celsius
degree.

A discussion of few calorimetric methods follows, with an
appraisal of their usefulness for field measumts. In this dis-
cussion, the equations for calculating the free water content are
presented without calorimeter correction term, In the interest of
clarity. For each method, at least one reference Is given, and the
sample calculations are performed using typical values from these
references.
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1. Melting Calorimetry (Yosida, 1960; Akitaya, 1978)

The equation for melting calorimetry is as follows:

F. I1 79'21 [(T I T2) 1 . T221 x 100

where
F - percentage (by weight) liquid water
T1 • initial temperature of hot water (*C)
T - final temperature of hot water (C)
i2 - mass of hot water (grams)
N- mass of snow sample (grams)

A typical numrtcal example (Akitaya, 1978) is shown as follows:

13% [ 4 - 26) 125 - (26) 2 x IM
11 (79.4) (25) 1

The sensitivity to errors is as follows:

Parameter Sensitivity

TI  -6.3/C
T +7.61/C

-1.011/gram
+4.8%/gram

The sensitivities to error were found numerically, by varying one
parameter at a time while holding the other parameters constant. The
melting calorimetry method is rather simple. It requires transport-
ing hot water to the field site, but this is easily done with a thermos
type container. Akitaya suggests the additional expediency of trans-
porting prepared (and weighed) bottles of hot water to the test site
and returning the melted snow and the water mixture to the laboratory
for weighing, so that no weighing is necessary in the field (private
comunication, 1983).

Both Yosida and Akitaya state an experimentally determined uncer-

tainty in F of approximtely ,1%.

II. Freezing Calorimetry (Jones, 1983)

The equation for freezing calorimetry Is as follows:

I(T 2 ' T )CIF T 2
F +1 x- 100lL79.4 N2 79.4J
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where
T1 initial temperature of freezing medium (°C)
T final temperature of mixture (°C)
W2 - mess of freezing medium (grams)
"I - mass of snow sample (grams)

2 specific heat of freezing medium (cal/g0C)
Ci - specific heat of ice (cal/goC)

A typical numerical example is shown as follows:

7.7%- (400)(-17-(38)) (0.44) + (-17) (1) x 100
(79.4) (160) 79.4 J

The sensitivity to errors, calculated as for the previous example, is
as follows:

Parameter Sensitivity
T1 -1.4%/oc

N+0.071/gram
M2  -0.181/gram

It should be noted that sensitivity to errors in the temperature
measurements is, in fact, less than that for melting calorimetry. For
the interested reader, the reasons for this are discussed by Colbeck
(1978). However, in comparison to melting calorimetry, freezing cal-
orimetry is expensive (requiring cold silicone oil), time consuming
(requiring a minimum of 20 minutes per test), quite sensitive to
operator technique, and It requires considerable data analysis.

The experience of the authors during an extensive series of
field measurements was that ±3% is a conservative estimate of exper-
imental uncertainty in free water content measured by this method.

i1. Freezing Point IOnression (Bader, 1950)
The equation for freezing point depression calorimetry is as follows:

F - C1  T( C0 ) Co  x 100
C, 79.4

T - freezing point depression (OC)
N - mass of snow sample (grams)
C - mess of liquid water in nitial solution (grams)
to-mass of liquid water in final solution (grams)

)_
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A typical numerical example is as follows:

174 - 1 (1.43)(100 + 98 98] x 100

The sensitivity to error is given as follows:

Parameter Sensitivity

M +0.2%/gram
T 86%/C

While this method is the simplest, requiring only the addition
of a dilute solution of sodium hydroxide to a known quantity of wet
snow and a measurement of the temperature depression, it is not con-
sidered suitable for field use. In order to obtain an uncertainty of
t1% in F, T must be measured with an accuracy of tO.01 °C. This is
not realistic for field work. Colbeck (1978) states that the greatest
error would probably be introduced by inaccurate measurement of the
molal concentration of the sodium hydroxide solution.

IV. Alcohol Mixing Calorimetry (Fisk, 1983)

The equation for alcohol mixing calorimetry is as follows:

F whr - I Q - ("I1 
+ M2)CST2 - MICa T, x 100

wh ere

T - initial temperature of alcohol (OC)
Sfinal temperature of solution (°C)j2 a mss of alcohol (grain)

N - mass of snow samle (gram)
Q, heat of dilution (calories)
Ca . specific heat of alcohol (cal/g 0C)
C a specific heat of solution (cal/g D)

A typical nmrical example Is as follows:

11 1 [ 7.)(5 625 - (80 + 25)(0.68)(-16) 3 X 100

The sensitivity to errors is as follows:

Paramter Sensitivity
NI  +0.2%/grin
N +2.5%/iram
P_ +3.6%/ C
2
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The alcohol mixing method is both simple and economical. It
requires transporting very little to the field site. The sensitivity
to temperature errors is more in line with those of freezing calor-
imatry than with mlting. However, there are some weaknesses in this
method, as it has been described in the literature. At the present
time, It is not possible to calculate the heat of dilution Q from
basic thermochemical data. so the procedure Is to fix three Iarameters
(the mess of the snow sample, the ass of alcohol, and the alcohol
temperature) and calibrate the method, by using it on prepared snow
samples of 0 and 100% free water content. A linear interpolation Is
then used for data between these to extremes. The systematic error
caused by this linear approximation is not known, and the fact that
precisely weighed samples of snow and alcohol must be prepared in the
field is a disadvantage. The method does, however, appear to hold
great promise.

SU~MR

There are several suitable methods available for measuring free
water content under field conditions, for sno-moblity purposes.
Although some methods are apparently more accure than others, a 5%
error Is probably acceptable. One must be aware that In all cases dis-
cussed so far, only wet snow (0C) is considered. Quantitative values
of free water content are a necessity for more detailed analyses such
as its effect on strength paraneters and critical density (wich re-
lates to the compaction process) of dry sow (Harrison, 1961). These
analyses will be restricted to laboratiry tests, since field calor-
imtric accuracy Is on the order of a few percent.

The other reason that an uncertainty of t51 is acceptable lies in
the inherent variability of snow on the ground. Variations in surface
crystals and the surface profile In a rather small area can produce a
natural variation in free water content approaching, and in som cases
greater than, 5%.

In conclusion, we feel that the quantitative value of the free
water content of snow is an important parmter in vehicle perform-
ance evaluations, and that there are adequate mans available for
field measurements.



TABLE 1.

FREE WATER CONTENT

Term Remorks

Dry Usually T is below OC, but dry snow can occur at any
temperature up to and including 09C. When its struc-
ture is broken down by crushing and the loose grains
are lightly pressed together as in making a snow ball.
the grains have little tendency to cling to each other.

Moist T - O°C. The water is not visible even with the aid of
a magnifying glass. When i ~tly crushed, the snow
has a distinct tendency to stick together.

met T - 0C. The water can be recognized by Its meniscus

between adjacent snow grains, but water cannot be
pressed out by moderately squeezing the snow in the
hands.

Very T - OOC. The water can be pressed out by moderately
wet squeezing the snow in the hands but there still Is an

appreciable amount of air confined within the snow
structure.

Slush T -O°C. Snow flooded with water and containing a
relatively small amount of air.
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TO MODIF ICATION OF SOI. MOMfl CHUAUcTIIsTics

ON TO TU FWD= OF VNITAION

1. LMTLITION and ... NETMINTOW

ROYAL NILITARM COLLUGB OF SCRUX, SUlVUIEM, 51NDN, WILTS. 06 SLA

INTRODUCTION

q~. lthough there has beas considerable effort devoted to the study of soil-
vehicle isteractiou and soil working processes, very little atteneon hasObeen paid to she effect of vegetation on these processes. Greater

O attention is being given to the reinforcement of @oil* using Seotoxtiles,
and the use of polymer based structural ntting to provide teporary re-

Sfurbishment to weakened soils for vehicle passage over strategically
important areas. It is nov pertinent therefore to examine the con-
tribution made by fibrous material to soil strength and the possibility
of enhancing the strength of soils by the addition of artificial fibres.
Clearly the traction that a vehicle is able to mebilise from a soil is
determined by certain vehicle parmeters (e.g. weight, contact area,
tyre tread or track consiguratiem) sad certain soil properties.
Xqually the sinkage and rolling resistance of a vehicle is governed by
vehicle characteristics (e.g. wheel six*, track sise and weight) and
certain soil properties. In each case the dominant soil
characteristic which affects traction, sinkage and rolling resistance is
shear strengtb. A high shear strength will euhaee traction and reduce
resistance giving rise to a higher draw-bar pull and generally better
cross country mobility. Similarly, the greater the shear strength of
soil, the greater will be the forces acting on ertb working implements
and the energy dissipated during working.

The Fourth Geotechnique Sympsiup in Print (I) presented several papers on
soils containing vegetation but there was no coutributioa %ore on the
effect of vegetation on shear strength. Beaton (2), working at WCS,
found that experiments performed on naturally occurring soils containing
vegetation failed to isolate the contribution of vegetation from the many
other variables influencing soil shear strength.

This paper describes a progr e of work to investigate the effect on
shear strength of the presence of fibrous material. A programm of
experimental work examined the effect of adding artificial fibres to

tclays snd a tbeoretical model of fibre reinforcement we developed to
account for the principal findings. The shear bex wa used througbout,
since it met nearly mdels the enforced failure alon a prescribedfailwo rum.e ebaraterlatic of soil-vehicle Ifteracties, ?be
theoretical %dol, Wislt derived b7 specific reforom to the shear box,
yields a descriptio of shear Strenthl thirse~rstica wth~t wider

potential applications.

The simple mel considers a random distribution of strong, straight
fibres of legth & an" dimssto d with a soil ef unreinforeed quick
undrained, shear stregth, a, e taised In a shear beo of hebgt. , and
side lngth. a. The orietation of a fibre is specified in the vertiel
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plane by its inclination of 8 to the horisontal and with the horizontal
plane by its inclination, #, to the direction of shear (Fig. I). U. the

fibres are strong in
comparison with the soil, dia-

divection of placement of the shear box will
551 be accompanied by a combined

process of fibre extraction and
incision. The moel initially
examines a straight fibre per-
pendicular to and
sy mentrically placed about the

fi surface of intense shear and
assm that the deformed
shooe of the fibre consists of
circular arcs and straight
lines. lig. 2 sIhows the fibre
after a relative displacemet,
x, of one half of the shear box
over the other. Doth the
surf ace of intense shear and
the original site line of the
fibre are tangential to the

F~pSIS Icircular arc, AS. During an
incre men t of shear box die-

placement the fibre moves to a new configuration shown in Fig. 3. Both

Figure 2 Figure 3

the lengt of arc, A', and the redina of curvature mos increase to
maintain the condition thet both the surface of intense shear ad the
original fibre site lin awe tangetial to the an AWS. Frm this
assumed mode of deformatioe, the displmnt$ 1a end IT of a point on
the fibre com be deteremeod mod canvered inte components In and It, per-
pandiculac and tangential to the fibre. Clearly then, during as incremt
of displacemient the fibre beth slides along its capillary man cuts
through the soil.

The rLasise to sliding to given by the product of the adhesion and the
cotat serfaca ase betwe1- fibre a its eapillafy WhIs the
restme to ettivig is given by the psedmat of pv.Jntod esetact are
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and the bearing capacity. Nme the anit of work dome by an element of
fibre during an incremental displacemenut of the aser box is calculated,
and summed over the circular arcs above and beowe the surface of intense
sheow. To this is added an extra toe to account for the work doe in
wereecing the fibre from the straight portion of the capillary. This
gives the mitre ainst of work dome during an iscremi tal advance of the
&a- ban d&e to the preence of a single fibre normal to and

symetrically placed about the shea surface. in reality all fibres with
a particular inclimatise can be sited with their centres at any distance
beftest sere and 1/2 from the shear surface. Those more remote than this
will net be ceounted as interseting the shear surface end will not Con-
tribute to the shear strength of the coqposite. The energy of deformation
associated with a fibre will vary from a noazism e its centre lies in
the plac of intense shear to sore when one end lies in that surface.
Asuing a lier decrease in energ with eccentricity, it can he shown

that the averale energy of deformation is one half of thet for a
symetrically placed fibre. The above analysis could he extended for a
fibre at any inclination. S. or orientation, #. Umiever, for the purposes
of this study an approximation was mae by assming that the effective-
nags of a fibre in providing retinforcement we a maxim when it we per-pendiclar to the surface of intense shear and nil when it was parallel to
the shear surface. Moreover it was assumed thet orientation in the
horixontal plane was immaterial.

Finally it is necessary to obtain e exproseien for the tota numbr of
fibres interoecting the surface of imtes shear. By esoldering a shear
beox of side length 'a' esutaning soil with a veim fracti.. of fibres is

f f'. it cam be ohmsn dot the nmber of fibre iftersecting the shear
surface is

Ihe details of the satire derivatie are sestained is raereemw 3, but for
resees of brwity we satud here. 11% final W-MV-sesion for the aen
Wowa strogth 4we to doe puwemee al fibres abtajad fraom he o
method is

where f a volume fraction

(ii sheamdso desmti...

x o o isIams
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EXPER IMENTAL WRK

A series of shear box tests
were performed on carefully pro-
pared specimens of illite clay
containing prescribed fractions
of fibres. Moisture content was
accurately controlled since the
clay composite was formed by
adding fixed mounts of water to
a mixture of dry powder and
fibres. The properties of the
illite clay are presented in
reference 4. The fibres were L A IIAi
fibrillated polypropelene string
of average length 30.3 =m

(Fig. 4). It can be seen from
Fig. 5 that the soil/fibre
system produced in this way Figure 4
resembled naturally occurring
soil/root systems.

Natural roots 4Z artificial fibres in
llit. Clay

Figure 5

The principle adopted in forming a range of fibre reinforced clay samples
was that the fibres were essentially inert components in the system. The
ratio by weight of water to clay powder was maintained at a fixed value,
so that the mechanical properties of the matrix material were constant
throughout the series of experiments. To this matrix was added a quantity

of fibres to provide weight fractions of 1, 2, 3 and UZ fibres. It has
been observed (5) that naturally occurring roots seldom occupy more than
52, by volume, of the surrounding soil. For the materials considered here,
a 4% weight fraction equates to 132 volume fraction, so the TanP of this
programme nvers that normally found in nature. Further details of the

experimental technique are contained in reference 6. A typical set of
shear box results are shown in Fig. 6.



DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

Fig. 6 ahute Chet. as predicted, the inclusion of fibres enhances the
shear strength of soil. Since equation I predicted the extra shear stress
which is usbilised due to the presence of fibres as a function of shear
box displacement, this is presented from the sees data in Fig. ?. These
graphs confirm the prediction that the mebilised shear steess increases
with shear box displacemnt. Equastion (1) further predicts that the shear

do b

4MII

stress at any displacement will be proportional to the volum fraction of
fibres present. The experimental results generally confirm this
prediction. Fig. 4. for exqdo. shos the extra, sher strength

mbilised for this set of results
at a shear box displacement of

Mimin~a on. sewift established broad
correlation between the pro-

* dictions of eqnation (1) ad the
Qhftow-observed results, it would be of

interest to teat the ability of
equation (1) to mnka quentitative

aspredictions of shear strength.
The iffculy wicharia"s here

is in theCeval"Scies of the

quantity -A* the fibre/seil

A or mo d hedbsion factor. by taking an
estimated figure of 0.91 for this.
&he predictions of squat ian I can

~ be aeopwed with the results of
Fig. 7. Mha. are preseed for

2 ad 4 fibre eiateft in Fig. 9.
The aremnt of Fig. 9, albeit
dependfnt upon an estimated

evidence thee the thesry leading to equation I effectively describs the

salient pbsesina of deformation of soil/fibre cuyopites. Ibia
strengthening effsect of fibres has also been observed in sends and silts.

the results of which are alse presented is referece G.
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The presence of fibres, either
natural or artificial, will

.a increase vehicle traction,
reduce rolling resistance, and

earh oringmahiery 'Clearly
* the presence of vegetation in

soils is of importance to both
N the agricultural and military
I~sge* ~ engineer, It is not difficult,L7/4 for examle, to envisage a

4,, ~scenario in which the
deposition of artificial fibres

& could transform f rom impassable
to passable a strategically

NOW important area of terrain, thus
-C..) wosudeg the safe passage of a

convoy of vehicles.

In sry, this paper has sought
to exanine the effect of fibre

inclusion on soil strength. Within the limitations and accuracy normally
associated with this field of study. it has correctly accounted for the
strengthening effect of fibres through a quantitative description of the
deformation wechanim.

CONUSUgzu

I. The inclusion of artificial fibres in real soils provides a useful
technique for examniing the effect of vegetation on shear stress/
deforsotion properties of soils.

2. A theoretical model based on a combined fibre sliding and cutting
mchanism predicts the following:

(i) &*ear stress is proportional to volums, fraction of fibres.

(ii) Shear stress is proportional to shear deforsation.

3. xnperimsetal tests on n illite clay containing fibrillated poly-
propelene provide supportive evidence to confirm the above predictions.

I.. An asind value of adhesion factor enables a reasonable correlation
to he established between predicted and observed behaviour.
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MICROWAVE SENSOR FOR THE TRAFFICABILITY STUDIES OF SNOW I

(€J N. SAARILAHTI

r UNIVERSITY OF DAR ES SALAAM, DIV. OF FORESTRY, MOROGORO, TANZANIA

1. BACKGROUND

In winter conditions snow is an important mobility factor and
studies into the vehicle snow mobility are being intensified
(U0WW4-8L*4. Outside the field of transportation, snow prop-
erties are widely studied for predicting spring floods. Hel-

- sinki University of Technology is actively Involved in these
Istudies and a new tool for measuring snow properties has been

developed#" of*.nr N Tiuri (TIURI a'' Iu," This

paper discusses the use of a microwave sensor In measuring
snow properties for mobility evaluation. r

~II. Dielectric properties of snow

The dielectric properties of a certain medium determine the
propagation of an electromagnetic radiation through it. Short-
ly these dielectric properties can be described using the real
part of the relative dielectric constant (E..) which is related
to the velocity of the radlowave and the Imaginary part of the
relative dielectric constant (L;), which describes the energy
losses in the medium.

The dielectric properties of'snow depend on
- density of snow
- wetness of snow.
Wetness is liquid water, i.e. water molecules which are not
a part of snow chrystals (TIURI and SINVOLA 1982).

Thus by measuring the dielectric properties the density and
wetness of snow can be calculated. The loss factor is pro-
portional to the frequency. Thus, by measuring the resonance
frequency and the amount of attenuation using an open resona-
tor, the snow characteristics can be obtained, either by using
mathematical models or experimental equations. Fig. I the
dependence of tr and the loss factor (tan 6 )is pre-
sented as a function of snow properties.

12. Microwave *now sensor

The microwave snow sensor is composed of a copper fork-antenna
connected to a small metal box at one end containing the elec-
tronic circuits. The length of the fork is about 10 cm and
the total length of the apparatus is less than 0.5 m. The
mass is about I kg. The small incorporated battery can be
recharged and it supplies the sensor for several hours. The
sensor Is thus easy to use in the terrain.

i
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Fig. 1. Dependence of snow properties on dielectric
properties (after TIURI and SIHVOLA 1962).
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Measurements are made by pushing the antenna into snow. if
the sensor is fitted with a displacement transducer and a
small cassette recorder, a continuous profile can be regis-
tered. Spot-like results can be read on dials.

2. FIELD TESTING OF THE MICROWAVE SHOW SENSOR

A small field test was arranged in April 1962. The spring
was advanced, and the air temperature was above OC. Snow was
coarse grained, wet and many layered. Snow density or wetness
were not measured. The cone index was measured using a Farnell-
penetrometer. The dial was read at maximum penetration re-
sistances within the penetration depth of about 5 - 10 cm. As
known the CI-response during snow penetration is toothed and
thus the obtained Cl-reading is rather inaccurate. Values
less than 10 could not be read.

The microwave snow sensor measurements were made in the hori-
zontal direction in snow walls. The sensor was pushed into
the snow and the readings (Fig. 2) were taken. After this the
cone penetrometer was pushed into the same layer and the Cl
reading was taken.

Observations were made at 8 points and of these 4 were on
natural snow cover and 4 on packed snow. In total 41 obser-
vations were made.

3. RESULTS

A very good correlation between the measured real part of the
dielectric constant and the Cl-value was found. The best
model was

C= 0.0054 13"' , r = .904 xxx N = 41

The scatter diagram Is presented in Fig. 3.

If the tr-value Is under 1.70, no remarkable penetration re-
sistance Is found. Above that, the penetration resistance
increases rapidly. The scattering of results is partly due
errors in Cl-readings. As mentioned earlier, the measurement
of snow by a penetrometer is difficult. Another source of
scattering Is the presence of thin icy layers in snow. The
snow sensor was pushed into the layer and kept in it, but the
penetrometer might have been pushed out of this thin layer.
As a comparison, we can give the Er-value of ice, which Is 3.2
and diminishes a little if there is air inclusion in ice
(COOPER et al. 1976). These values seem to fit well, because
the L.-value of hard packed track was 2.0.

4. APPLICATION OF RESULTS

The snow sensor is a simple and easy device for field measure-
ments. The readings can be converted into
- density and
* wetness
characteristics of snow, and thus the volume-weighing of snow

x
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Fig. Z. Microwave &now sensor weasurement.
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is unnecessary. The penetration resistance and shear strength
can be calculated. The wetness Is a very important factor In
certain conditions, for example when resulting In clogging of
steel stracks. Therefore, more detailed studies in the appli-
cations of this technique in the field of terramechanics are
needed.
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A LUBRICATED CONE PENETROMETER FOR 0MNT IFYINB THE SOIL PHYSICAL
CONDITION

E. W. TOLLRER
AN. ENS. EPT, UNIVERSITY OF GEORGIA EP. STA., GRIFFIN, GA 30212

m~h cone penetrometer has for rme years been used to characterize
soils in terms of cone index In tillage, trafflcabllity and soil-plantO nteaction studies. The instrument Is highly portable and makes pass-C le moW mossuraents to a relatively short period of tiE.. It has,

CD therefore, beem used widely to characterize soils diere variation is
often considerable.

~~The earliest application of the penetrometer ass reported In 1940
for predicting the coefficient of rolling resistance (see McKibben and
Huill. 1940). The U. S. Watenweys, experiment station (1948), considering
loose sends and saturated clays, extensively studied trofficabillty.(They Introduced the concept of gramolding indoxg vuich attempted to
account for the impact of susegient traffic on soil trefficabil ity.
Zelonin (1910) presented en empirical relationship relating cone Index
(with an Impact ponetrometer) to draft focsof various cutters. Sub-
Sequent studies have she. that the coefftioots In the relationship
chang considerably with depth aod seil type (Gill and Voien Serg,
1968). 11imer and Loth (1974) preeted a relationship boeem. the con
Index (average over 15 cm depth) adtraction. Their mothem pern,

A ~best in firm soils (Lllgdmhl , et at 1979). All the results given wors
lorgely amirical and should, therefobre, be used with caution.

Although cone Index is useful for relative comparison and for
correlation with other field deta (under consistent soils and soil condi-
tions), this index, in an absolute seos., is difficult to Interpret due
to uncertainty In the soil reaction. the interpretation of cone index
Is complicated because its value Is dependent on beth Owe soil chercete-
istics and the soil-cone interaction. Soil failure characteristics aid
soil-cons Interaction are complex and depend upo misture, density,
stress history and soil typ.

A cmrhnieteyormodel dwsribing the soil penetration
pram a evrity of soils Is Pet "o spow. Effects have

beo" o mathtical ly describe va -e pmnerto as in ouch
speifla pow"ee as noo gr end amll prehes (e16g. A,- be oet &1l.

l":42 smheet piling 14... %nswat, 1It"). otme. 09 al.
med*1If that the1@ soi dielmmnt geme near, Opemet-tin

lutuse,. angd s00omor "4100 indrcal"aid spherical *With
aKtne Eo lmmt own"~r govened 041 caale sme dimmlr,
sell .ael AAdame and sotstrengt 68"1114s *aodtln

pemsuetga pemt &*ow, d m All __Nophcm pmtAbeea ag
fie ~ o te elde SOWN ~ honr b a.e a).

(los t r W hi oils m~h *", -ao W 610 tell ftte.
e&"%sopoea 0W d 4Oulsomet v~ns uttii a flve 1d. %WmON
tn com lmow eaved "o CYlimbleel ofp'esn 0". The Ilaw.

preatin a tolde. deto old beto fidsa fte soil falure
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gearnetry ts miore consistent in a range of soil conditions, as consistent
soil displacerient enhances developm et of mathemtical models.

A penetru tor as modified (by adding lubrication) with the anti-
cipation of simplifying soil failure geometry and of obtaining two
indices; (a) cone index (with reduced soil-metal friction), and (b)
relaxedO penetration pressure (pressure at I minute after insertion

ceases). tt was thought that the modified penetrometer will bring about
a radial soil displacement due to reduced soil-metal friction, thereby
better defining the soil reaction. for clarity, the new instrumnent as
called an 6impedometer.

Results compari ng the performance of the impedater and penetro-
meter in several soil types found in Southeastern United States are
presented and discussed. Cone Index and relaxed pressure of penetro-
meters a&W impedometers are compared in 4 soil types, 2-4 sil misture
levels (depending on soil Workability), 2-3 soil compaction levels, and
4 come angles. Before presenting results, modification to the penetro-
muter are given.

ODOIFYIN THE PENETTER TO 3015 M U P AIAL SOIL 9JSPlKXIET

Ihe concept of impedometer was bosed on using lubricating polymers
to reuc soil-metal friction associated with a cone PenetroneterIsi ia 69polyuer-water mixture, Schafer *t al. (1975 reporteda
;!&40 reduction in soil-metal friction. To achieve similar redution
in soil-metal friction in a penetrometer. a hollow cone, with four ports
located 900 apart in a circumference as close to the cone tip as struc-
torally possible. was used to Introduce lubrication at the sell-can
Interface. The base area of the cone was the som a the will ASKE
(1982) standard cone paetremeter. The hollow cone, mounted at the end
of a hollow shaft connecting the central passage of the shaft with the
inside cavity of the come, permitted the supply of the polyme lbricant
under pressure through the four ports at the soil-cane interfaoe.

ATEAMS Me xmin

Test Amrims

The penetraoeters and impedometers mere constructed with four
selected cone angles of 1506 20, 2110 and 30 (ASKS Standard). This
romge of cone angles %ss chosen bacaus. IMe desired radial failure
pattern was considered mast likely withi, this ryiTo of amiles. The
base arm for allI four come s 1.3 2mlW (0. 20 in ) in a"cordance wIth
the MSAE Standards (1901). The lubriated came for the -- do-turs
m constructed by drilling four 1.4 m die. pents located M0 __rto

a circiAerne at about 1/3 cone heiht from ghe tip. A cavity Is the
coneins formed by drilling with a 4.8 mo (3d'l4 4M.) drill Mt Ira the,
base of the cone to a depth whore the f"?r Perus ONoco with the
cavity. The come as thee attacd to a lo shaft conneting tia
coter pas goh hatwt the c"mes c I Ibis a'a g
permitted a ofo uca t th~dr h WAW came pts Tls, n

oaf the aheft,

ofmhaf,_olowou______U______CnspotsTdIma
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1983). The lubricant was a 5% mixture of Nalco 1.2 TX270 polymer.

The pmntromter was attached -to a 502 kg load cell mounted In the
top stationary cross member of an Instron testing machine. A rigid
plastic bucket containing a test soil was placed an a platform mounted
on the moving crossember. The crossmember mas moved towards the sta-
tionary penetrometer to allow the penetration of the cone in the test
soil at a fixed rate of 480 rn/minuto.

Test Media Preparation

Four test soils, silica sand, Lakeland sand, Tifton sandy loan, and
a Cecil sandy clay were employed for the study. The test soils were
prepared by air drying and sieving through a 2m seive for rusoving
debri and adjusting moisture content by either drying or addi ng water to
obtain the desired soil moisture within the selected rapg of 6-22% (dry
basis). Test saples of each soil-misture level combinations were
prepared by pouring 9630 gm. of soil or 15850 gm of sand (air dry equv-
Ment might) into 19 liter rigid plastic buckets and compacting the
sample using a 12 kg. mnight falling a distance of 30.5 oin. onto a 1.27

mthick by 26 mi diameter wosod"n disc. For each soil-moisture comina-
tion, three levels of copaction were obtained by applying either 3, 6
or 12 blows to the loosely filled test sample. Semples were then sealed
and stored, undisturbed, for at least 24 hours.

Penetration Pocedure

A sample In the bucket was carefully placed on the testing machine
so as to not deform the bucket. After mounting the desired cone, the
lubrication pump was either switched on for the impedometer tests with
hollow cones, or was switched off for the pentromter tests, and pene-
tration was Initiated. Penetration was automatically stopped when the
cone reached about 7 am. from the bucket bottom, resulting io a pone
tration depth of 12-15 on. A test plot of penetration depth and penetra-
tion pressure was recorded from which the peak value was read. The peak
value as denoted as cone index. After thm penetration ceased at theI meilmemn penetration depth pressure readings were recorded for another
minute while stress relaxation occurred near the soil-cone interface.
The penetration pressure reading at the end of the one minute was denot-
ed as the -relaxed pressmmr.

Test Conditign

Soil, misture and compactien combinations utilized In the stuidy,
along with corresponding bulk density, are listed in Table 1. Attempts
were mode to have three compaction levels and four misture contents
(5-259) ter each test sell-, however, hifwr misture contents ~7 ,tly
resulted In slop and unworkable soi conditions. These italions
WIre repnsbe o the rednced number of tratments with sow soil
types. Except for the Silica Sand, the lemast moisturme content li1sted

1Iglco Chemical Co., 6216 W. 6th Plece, Chta"* Ill. I"=3

27rafe names are wsed in this publication selely to pweidepedific In-
formation. Rentien of a trae meme do"s met ceetihet a puereutee of
that prsint by goe IhiverMWt of &iW 0a ma does it W1p M eANSe-
mont bythe university ever Ca pvoduts that awe met Nmed.
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in Table I was the air-dried moisture content.

With a given soil -moiSture-compaction level combination, three
replications with each cone angle ware performed for the penetrometer
and impedometer. For the penetrometer, the peak cone index (P) was read
as was the relaxed pressure (PR). Similarly. for the impedmeter, the
peak cone index (PL ) and relaxed pressure (PRL ) were obtained. Each
dependant variable vas analyzed statistically with a caiqletely random
factorial (main effects only) design using the SAS package

Visual Observations

Visual observation of soil displacement for both the impedometer
and penetrometers were made using the following technique. Approximate-
ly 3 cm of loose soil as placed Ini the bucket and leveled, and a layer
of damp tissue paper was carefully laid on the soil laye. The step was
repeated until 10-12 layers of tissue paper were preset In the soil
sample. The loose soil-tissue paper saple was then compacted by
applying three blows in the similar manner discussed earlier. The
inpedometer or penetrometer as thee inserted at the center of the soil
sample. A 600 segment as then rmoved to observe soil displacement by
noticing the displacement of the tissue paper.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Visual Observations of Sol) Disslacuient

Show~ n IaFigure I I s the tissue VWper displacaemet by the pane-
trometer and iqiedometer for the 151 moisture and 3 blow compaction
condition In the Cecil sandy clay soil. Puckd soil displaicement near the
path of the cone in the vertical direction Is obvious In the case of the
penetrometer, Aereas with the Impedmeter. only a sMigt vertical
displacement In the top layer as oticeable. A careful observation of
soil displacement Indicates that with the Impeometer the penetration
pressure as nearly all due to radial soil displacemnt whereas, with
the penetrmmeter, a substantial vertical component as preset.

Characteristic Ponetretiona Imesure-Deth k elains

Tw.o characteristic types of relationships of the penetration pres-
sure vs depth were observed. In the Lakeland sand, the silica sand, and
Tifton sandy low and Cecil sandy clay (at the least misture contents).
the penetration presur Increased lierly with penetration depth.
This trend as consistant for all compaction levels edwith all cone
ales. Wen Tifton sandy lew end Cecil sandy clays are sufficiently

me stto n c ressible serpts the penetration pressure vs.
depth as non-linear and ruw acotant presure before the eaxm
penetration depth was reached.

The Weo differnt penetration pressure-depth relationships my be
best explained by considering the co .mblity of the soil, Based on
an analysis of varou mmtmetical 11#tinsip Preen1 No Sanet

(1979. th lin antration presivre-depth relationship could be best

SASnbtilete, Inc.9 Sl Circleo lem UM Cauys ftrt Carolina tS1.
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described by the Terzaghi penetration theory. In this theory, incom-
pressible soil reaches classical coulomb failure, and the failure zone
increases with depth of penetration. In the non-linear penetration
pressure-depth relationship, soil aggregates presumably were copressed
to the point of plastic or compression failure. Greacen at al. (1968)
suggest that whon aggregate failure occurrs, the radius of soil distur-
hence by a cone penetrmeter is less than 10 cone diameters, whitch was
consistant with our visual observations.

Cone Index and Relaxed Presures

Means of maximum cone index and means of relaxed pressures for each
soil type are presented in Fig. 2 and an overall sumary is listed in
Table 2. Cone index with the impedometer was always lower. Relaxed
pressure was always less than the corresponding cone index. Relaxation
was more pronounced with the impedometer, especially in the heavier
textured soils. Coefficients of variation in cone index were slightly
larger with the iopedameter compared to the penetrometer and the coeffi-
cients of variation in relaxed pressure were substantially larger with
the impedometer.

Tables 3 and 4 list mean cone index and mean relaxed pressure aver-
aged for each moisture content, cone angle, and compiction level within
each soil type. In general, moisture effects are complex owing to the
fact that moisture can change soil displacement patterns. The higher
moisture average appeared to coincide with the noisture content offering
the highest real or apparent cohesion value. As cone angle Increased
penetration and relaxed penetration pressures generally decreased (Fig-
ure 3). For Lakeland Sand, Silica Sand and Cecil Sandy Clay, significant
differences were noted, with higher cone angles generally resulting in
lower cone indices. In the Tifton Sandy Lows there were no significant
differences imoeg the cone angles. Effects of copaction level on cone
index and relaxed pressures are shown in Figure 3. Copaction had, by
far, the greatest effect on the respective cone indices. Each compac-
tin level was statistically significantly different aben analysed by
soil type.

Penetration Pressure Ratios

Ratios involving cane index and relaxed pressure were cmputed to
aId In further Interpretation of the data and are defined as follows:
The cone Index ratio (P L/P) pmetrometer relaxation ratio (PR/P),
iqedomoter relaxation rato (PRL/P ) and relaxed pressure ratio (PR
/PR). Numerator and denmimnator cone angles mre consistent in all
ratios. Calculations are sum ri zed In Tables 2 and S and show in
Figure 4.

Cone Index I10 (P/P: This ratio was consistent for the soil
types (Fire 4). Th same trend held with respect to compaction level
(capre appropriate limes en Figure 3). The ratio tended to Increase
with cone angle (Figure 3). To adequately understand lubrication
effects on cone index requires an late methmatical model.
Nstritsp (1966) And tiacn et a) (1 ) set models which relate
cone iode geometr variables, sel properties md soil..mtal
friction. Tese should provide a suitable bases for additional

MOS- W as 11Wn AdFIih oVae" of these ratiosanle compaction level are

f--urI i mmmln l ol ..



shown in Figure 4 and Table 2. Hore relaxation occurred with the inpedo-
water, especially in the heavier soils. For both the impedometer and
penetrometer, soil type, compaction level and moisture had considerable
influence on cane Index and relaxed pressures. The degree of relaxation,
indicated by the ratio PR/P in Table 2. is highly dependent on soil
type, moisture and compaction level. According to Mitchell (1976) the
nakgnitude of pressure relaxation depends upon the mgnitude of applied
stress (penetration pressure here) i ledately before relaxation begins.
soil plasticity and prior stress history. Aggregate compressibility
also has a bearing. In other words, relaxation depends on a combination
of susceptibility to Owark hardening" and the amount of work hardening
performed prior to penetration. Low relaxation is Indicative of incom-
pressible aggregates or highly compacted plastic soils. Conversely,
high relaxation denotes low compaction in plastic soils.

Palaxed Pressure Ratio (PR /PR): Effect of moisture content and
cone angle was similar on this ratio as was observed on the PR/P and PR
/PL ratios. H1owever, soil type effects were less influential on PRi/PR
ratio compared to other ratios. It was noteworthy that, even *atn
additional compaction (increased number of blows) resulted In only a
small change in the measured bulk density, the relaxed P~g /PR ratio in-
creased indicating a sensitivity to loading. This ratio did exhibit the
highest coefficient of variation of all ratios evaluated (Table 5).
PMbng further evaluation, this ratio may provide an Indication of
effective comaction important for plant growth, tillage and traffic-
ability studies.CO 

LU I N

1) Two types of failure are possible:

a) In compressi1e, soils where aggregates are plastic, the
penetration pressure-depth relation tended towards con-
stant pressure with increasing depth suggesting that soil
disturbance was occurring within a relatively mailer
zone near the cone.

b) In Incompressible, non-plastic soils the penetration
p rredepth relationship Indicated an increasin
pressure with depth. agettng the possibility of classi-
cal Coulenh-PAWse failure.

2) Based en the limited visual evidence and on the fact that lubrica-
tion always decreased the penetration relaxation ratio (PAL/PR). It
was concluded that lubrication enhances the likelihood of a consis-
tent radial soil failure around the cone, thereby making the soil
reaction less variable.

3) Relaxation ass least apprent whn app agats were Iscoqpressible
and cuectimn was highet. Conversely, relaxation was most ,
rent Woen sells ware aeticf ad caMton was least. Te re"
atION ratio, (PALL /) appears to be useful is prodicting the
sensitivity of a sell mass to future leading.

it is felt that a inamrenst systen involving a impdUr Can
be useful fur were t MruhY pastiy1 h soll ftsical conitiont.
RethenstIc moels sMe M A MVr = Uel M1flita 061t a bmt-
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fits of the soil impedometer. Consideration of soil deformation
theories presented by Kostritsyn (1956) and Greacen et al. (1968)
suggests a ceiplex relationship between soil-metal friction and cone in-
dex. Additional testing is planned to consider not only the Kostritsyn
(196) and Greacen et al. (1968) models but also the Schafer et al.
(1969) similitude-based model. The Increased consistency of the soil
reaction with the Impedameter enhances the potential of improving impiri-
cal and basic relationships for defining soil conditions, itich ny be
used for determining trafficability and for quantifying effects of till-
age operations on soils.
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Table 1.
Test condition of soils: soil We, moisture content, cOMpacton level
(blows), and msasured dry bulk density.

Soil Type Foisture Blows Dry Bulk Density
Content (glm

Lakeland Sand 6 3 1.58
6 1.62

12 1.68
10 3 1.61

6 1.71
12 1.74

Silica Sand 4 3 1.22
6 1.27

12 1.35
8 3 1.22

6 1.26
12 1.30

14 3 1.30
6 1.30

12 1.34
24 3 1.39

6 *
12 *

Cecil Sandy Clay 8 3 1.15
6 1.28

12 1.28
11 3 1.00

6 1.05
12 1.10

15 3 0.90
6 1.10

12 1.30
21 3 1.29

6 1.35
12 1.60

Tifton Sand Loie 6 3 1.43
6 1.49

12 1.58
11 3 1.56

6 1.64
12 1.73

15 3 1.77
6 1.87

12
,t run due to poor sotI c"Itio".
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SA Cmsidermtion of Elasto-plastic Model for the Composite Soil

ASAM! UEND

~ Faculty of Agriculture. The Univ.of RYUKYUS,NISHIHARA.CKINAWA.JAPAN

The soil of fields should be regarded as a composite material or
o mposite soil which contains plant's root. By the effect of root.

mechanical properties of the composite soil are different from those of
uual soil. Then. it may be necessary to estimate and to recognize

C qualitative and quantitative influences of this difference i.e. root's
effect to the trafficability, especially that of low ground contact
pressre tractor such as the crawler type. The mechanical properties of
Composite soil vas discussed as a first step to achieve this purpose in
this paper. Some experimental results of paddy field's soil as a kind ofO o nxsite soils shoved that the effect of root appeared evidently in the
extension and low stress deformation processes. Because plastic( deformation also occured remarkably in these stress states. the composite
soil was classified mechanically into the elasto-plastic body. Based on
these results. an elasto-plastic model. which was modified one for soil.
was introduced and examined qualitatively its behaviours, parameters
Uwre used in this model to account for the charact stics of the
plasticity of composite soil. These parameters cogtrol tkhardening and
softening behaviours, which are the function with Jhe vol tric plastic
strain and deviatoric plastic strain. Qualittive and quantitative
examinations showed that this model properly interpreted the
elasto plastic behaviours of composite soil. An example of concrete
elsto-plastic constitutive equation wes derived from this model. This
constitutive equation gave suitable stress-strain curves.

I. lutroduction
The main purpose of this paper is to investigate the mechanical

properties of composite material with soil and root by the viewpoint of
elasto-plastic theory. Although the composite material is a term in the
field of industrial materials, that means in this paper the soil includes
root. This composite material is named the "omposite soil'.

Off-road vihicles. especially the agricultural machinery,
ordinarily run on the ground covered vith gram. tree and other plants
such as fields. Since this soil contains roots of the plant. its
peoperties are different from the usual soil. I particular the
mechanical properties my be more or Is influenced by that of roots.
Terefore. the trafficability or mobility of off-rod vwiicls is
affected by thase roots relating to the madmical properties indirectly.
As shown in recent Japanese type combine harvester tracked crawler shoes.
the man ground contact pressure of m viclm be gradually decreased
to about 2.0 We. Under the low ground contact pressure the behaviours of
soil may be strongly influenced by the rt's effect.

?Us effect of root hes not bew remrded am an iqaprtpt factor
not cly to the studies of trafficability but alsm to the s&11 mmhmeics
in the pat thems studies. At lIt there was rorQ t to Iavesta. the
madmi al properties of the odoite soil associated with root's
effect. TWo min reasons my be thought to this disregard of root's



effect. The one is that this influence is so small to the deformation~behaviours of soil under wheel or crawler having the higlh ground contact

pressure relatively. The other is that the soil mechanics has not been
sutfficiently developed to account for the deformation behaviour& of soil
included into the omposite soil, because soil has very complex

mechanical properties. While the importance of soil mechanics to solve
the problem related to trafficability has been eagerly iuisted. there
in a few result of successful application against expectation.

One of the roles of soil mechanics to the study on trafficability
in to predict the stres or strain distribution in soil under wheel and
crawler. It is necessry for this purpose to describe clearly the
deformation behaviours and its resistance of soil. Elasto-plestic
theories for soil have been discussed actively in the last two decades to
represent the mchanical properties refered to the strss-strain
relationships which is called the "constitutive equation'. It cm give
mathematical expressions of those strem-strain relatimesips. S
trials have been treated for applying theme results to the problem of
sin*age and draft of wheel or cravler by the me of the limit mlysia
and the FM (I.Karafiath). Casequently. mechanical properties of
composite soil mst be clear based om soil mechanics to tke
consideration into the root's effect pon the problem of trafficability.

Mechanical properties of composite soil perhaps epd oan volume
and distribution of roots. strength of each root and water contests. but.
mechanical properties of -o;1nent soil. which is called matrix soil" in
this paper, are most primary factor to those of composite soil. Thus.
there are so amny factors to influence the mechanical properties of
omposite soil that the constitutive equation may be very complex. In
addition. these factors related to root vary remarkably by the kind of
plants, climate etc. So. it may be impossible to take the complete
mistitutive equation for applying all kinds of composite soil.

Therefore. it is rational to discuss the constitutive equation with
restriction of application range to the each kind of omosite soil.

In this paper. the characteristics of mechanical properties of
cmosite soil were arranged theoretically based on the some experimental
reults2.Usno). As a first step. an elosto-plastic model was msemed sad
exmined its behaviours. Then. an e2wple of elasto-plastic constitutive
equation ms derived by this model. and some stress-strain curvesm
calculated to exmine this model and equation.

,. An outliao of the mechanical p.omtiM af omposite seil
The mechanical properties of the compoite soil called "Ne 1nat

in Japnesse as an example which ws the paddy fioldsx soil coetained
roots of rice seedling, were exmined emperimetally(2. UMo). Root of
rice seedling is mall. week md flexible to the outer force. id
cont ructs the network structure of roots mh as fiber reinforced
material. Acoordinly. the mechanical prpeties of this composite soil
mainly deped oan that of matrix soil. but there are some different
characteristics compered with usual soil.

These characteristics m smmarized se follom oa the viewpoimta
of elasto-plaetic theory.
(a) The tendency of shearing and mn im characteristis . i.e.ditatenc, strain hardening baviour ad sho strnt e.. is

mar to those o looms pecked soil.

(b) Umigliisiblo extenion istmem coma. Aiiht is not ve i
sot inds of soil without claw.

(e) The m icl pam ties of commitssoilIsaffected by tht at
wil. wm~t or voe of roots. strngth of sac root ad water



(4) lbtriz soil and root show the different responces each other to the
mode of applying force. for exmles root plays an important role on
attanion process and soil does on compression process.

(a) The &train is consisted of elastic, plastic and visoostic component.
The plastic component is remrkable not only in the finite strain but
is the infinitesimal strain.

(f) Streos-strain curve in extension mid compression processes represent
by the Power function.

Q0E (2.1
the value ofexpoet is about 0.5 in extension and about 1.0 in
compression. within the absolute value of strain 0.3 as shown in Fig.
In a.(.) is stress. c is strain, a and a are material constants.

In cyclic comr sion
extension loading proces.

J_ hysteresis loop appears
/ x *clearly in the

* / 'stress-strain curve (000
0 * Fia.2)./(g) Shear strength is

apprasimated by
Coulambh4ohr's equation in

-0.2 -0. L______ negtive normal stress
0.05 0.1 0.15 region.

* train Taking into considerationcompressioen with these
characteristics. an

1'*mechanical model was
Pl eained to represent the

I extension and compression
behaviours as shown in

4V rig.3. This model is17 consisted of *spring,7 ashpot and slider to
acounit for the

fig.I stzes#-strais Guirves of a Compodite elasticity. visoocaty and
e@L1 plasticity respectively.-

TI model has three
-~ elements A. B and C. The

el~ments A and B are
D composed of the standardj linear solid and slider.

I.A the each componen t has
C different properties. roe

In took element C(sse Vis.3)
distissisbem between

loadin mmos esion state, nmely
in extension state forc F

reload acts upon element A. on
the other hand in

p g ~leedtt compression state force F
0 -00$ 0.1acts spin element B apart

0--eti strat -0.1m A. lbm. the

Fig 2ftrsssertaam"to6"14 trame-etrain cuve is
F4.2spessuis tes possibl to~ describe

e~wee~a tstqealitatively by this
wool.
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Although this model can be
.. fleent Cused to estimate the one
.. ~macdimensional deformation

limestn A .-. behaviours of omosite
soil, it can't be appied
to gemeral three
dimensional deformation

important to do
* **investgate the Pearal
------- mechanical model for

apeplying to the

Standard isear solid+ Slider ecame plastic
It % feonmation is a"

t IF F remrkable than elastic
stxV6 4defomaton. mechanical

models of composite soil
T- hav to be regrded as

elasto-plastic models.
Viscosity i.o. the time

7 1 1-euImc of the
deformstice behaviours or
stram-strain

4 Stxes. -styaLe t reationships is
(A ttsaas CNZO a)CmYSSo disregrded in amw modal.

(A) Sin~O () Capresiom Therefore. this model can
?Ig.3 A mechmsical modeol of a composite be applied to the

seil ad its bmeyhazwur quasi-static deformation
problems.

3. A Pltic Model
Maile composite soil has some different properties, compared with

usual soil in the extenion and low stress region. elaesto-plastic
detormation behaviours am @merml ly similar to that of soils. So. mt
pert of dejformation behaviours of the copsite soil can be euxpected to
pepromet bp the modified elasto-plastic model or constitutive equation
tbr soil. to this section. plastic deformation behaviours are specified
by the se or a plastic model.

Saed an the sho -uutiond exerimental outline. following
basical asmations were amloped to explain the plastic behaviours of
the comosite soil.

(a) Yield condition or yield surfaoe msats. This is a funcotion with
straw oi and plastic strain ctj as Movem.

I (04J -di )-a.(.)

or separtive fbin

ere t Is a loading funtion adi F to a hardening funtion which
onmtrols the herdesie and soflaming hah~ars.

(b) The doape of Winald surface in the stema spae looks Ite that of
soil shich is smaoh, outer oms sei"s to the Culmb-ohr 'a

sfmoe ad closed sforae i.e. envelops vaf.
(c) Tke aim at Initial yield sefmoe is primarily deteius by initial
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void ratio of composite soil. volue of roots and strength of each
root. In this cse the influece of water content don* t take into
consideration. so strews mam the effective stress.

(d) Hardening and/or softening behaviours occur with proceeding of
plastic deformation. end succeeding yield surfaces are affected not
only the plastic volumtric strain tc but also the second order
invar iant of deviatoric plastic strain cf.

(e) Plastic strain increment dc, occurs toward to the direction of
outer mormal unit on the current yield surface. This is generally
called the 'associated flow rule* or the 'normality condition'. which
is represeonted as follows (3. Drucker).

dE . .. (3.3)

where 0 is a non-negative coefficient which gives the magitude of
plastic strain increment.

(f ) Plastic deformation occurs both of the yield stress state and
subyield stress state that stress does not reach to the current yield
surface(4. Hashiguchi). In the subyield stress state, plastic
deformation behaviours are provided by plastic potential gD in similar
to the yield surface. In this came the plastic strain increment is
taken by the equation that f exchange to 0 in eq. (3.3).

'These basical assumptions are usally applied to the granular
material like as soils vithout (c) and Wd. Assmptions (c) and (d) wer
introduced to account for the influence of root to the characteristics of
plastic deformation behaviours of omposite soil.

Based on these assumptions. a concrete plastic model wa assumed
and the plastic deformation behaviours were analyzed qualitatively as
fol lows.

(1) Initial yield surface
Initial yield surfaces

r ~ for matrix soil and copoite
ca line soil in the (p.r) plone. where

yield surface p is pressure and r is

$oil stress deviator, are
Iyield Gurfin~,~ respctively as shown in

I fNL r.~ W Fis.4. Both surfaces aid
%am tres p-a i itersct at the points

Fig.4 initial yield surfaces Of respectively. Thee surfaces
coepoelte $oil and comonent got, coincide at the point p. (<0).

i(P. ) plane If root is relatively strong
this surface for composite
soil is larger than that for
matrix soil.

Oma the other hend.* both surfaces apart from each other wi th increas, of
the value of p. It iens that the composite soil yields higher stress
than soil is the hatching some in rig.4. Accordingly the strength of
comoite soil is larger thee that of' soil within this sose. Value of p,
is mainly influenced by the void ratio of composite soil, end the
sechanical conditions of root affect to the value of N. If the volume of
roots increaes amnd each root becomes strenthin value of p. becomes
large. Cmesomntly compoite soil is reimfored by the root such me
fiber rebiarced solids in the extension end low strew state.
(2) Yield ondition

Yield condition is described by the function f in eq. (3.2).
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In anyplaticty heoies itis ordinarily asumed that plastic
strain increment d'!I occurs when straw eaes P to the yield surface(5.
Schofield). In this paper. it is insisted that drf occurs although
streas stays within the yield surfAce(4. Hashigmchi). The plastic
potential o. which is a function with current stress, rules plastic
deformation within subt'ield stress state.

0 < 1 (3.4)
0a f (3.5)

PA. (3-4) gives subyield strass state. and eq. (3.5) gives yield stress
state. Normlity condition also emists in the subyield stress state as
same as the yield stress state.
(3) Plastic strain increment

Plastic strain increment def, is given by following equation
derived by the basical assumption (e) and (f).

di",4 (c/f)" dp (3.6)

0/1 <(1 (3.7)
p/f a 1 (3.8)

Eq. (3.7) moons subyield stress state anid eq. (3.8) mawn yield stress
state. lidp in eq. (3.6) is mac-ngative coeff icient which correspod to
the coefficient 0 in eq. (3.3). (p/f)m controls the magnitude of plastic
strain increment dcfi at the subyield stress state. There is no distinct
point to devide subyield and yield stress state. so this transition
proes is shown smooth. When stress reaches to the yield surface. 1=9
satisfies in the loading process. ond. plastic strain increment in
eq, (3.6) equals to that in eq. (3.3).
(4) Hardening. softening and dilatancy behaviours.

As discussed by Schofield. Rooe and Wroth5.6.7.8i the
hardening behaviours of soil are primarily determined by the plastic
volumtric strain cP. Namely. hardening and softening behaviours are
associated to the plastic volume change. swelling and shrinking.
Especially, the volume change under ser which is called the dilatancy
is on important characteristic of deformation of granular materials.
Experimental results showed that the composite soil deformed with
hardening, softening and dilatancy behaviours sane as soil.

Scn-order invariant of plastic deviatoric strain Or' is an
important measure of those phenomena of composite soil as ease as plastic
volumetric strain cf. When the value of ci or plastic shearing
displacement increases, roots contained the composite soil are gradually
cut and became weaken. El reaches to the critical valu e, 4. which is a
function with the strength of each root anid its distribution, then roots
are completely cut. so the resistance of shearing deformation decreases
rapidly to that of matrix soil. If once are cut. roots do' contribute
to the succeeding deformation. This process is equivalent to softening
behaviours without the influence Of Et.

Further. positive volumetric plastic strain 4e or swelling e
the softening or weakening of composite soil. If 4e eaceedg the critical
value CL . which is a fuuxctio of thme strength of each root amits
distribution, roots don't affect the succeeding deformation as as"
cf. 1eative volmatric plastic strain cf. on the other hand. cms
hardening. become the void ratio becomes wall without cutting of roots.

Plastic deformation behaviours and strem-strain relatiesshps is
the simple deformation pres such as extansioneand mressmion were
discussed as follow based on above-smationed plastic mode. yield
surfaces are denoted by circles for simplicity in this qultative
simulation.
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(A) Simple extension process
The effective

stress path of
Behaviours of surfaces Stress-straLn curve simple extension

process draws a line
stress OAO in the

(p,r)plafne as shown
in Fig.5. Initial
yield surface and
initial plastic

_ _ _ _potential are
. 0 P strain denoted by f0 and a

respectively. After

(A) Utension proeiss stres reaches to V0
plastic strain

r 5 rose in~cremn d?
occurs along the
direction to outer
umit normal from the
current plastic
potential. C",

o6 -o- onsists of thestrain positive volumetric

() Compressiondd and(J) aupr~sio proeindeviatoric component

Strssdrr.. so. the

softened with the
proceeding of
deformation. and the
magnitude of kc,
becomes gradually

f f strain large. The size of
plastic potential o

(C) Triaxial compression process increses
isotropically. and

FigS. 3 ardsaIng and softening behaviours of that of yield
surface becomes

composite soil gradually eall.

These chames turn remarkable with the elongation, and stress -strain
curves draw the shape looks like a mountain (see Fig.5).
The tangential gradient of stres-strain curve decreases with increasing
of strain. After the peak of this curve appears at . the value of
stress decreass gradually. Then. yield surface f coincides with plastic
potential 9. memely yield condition. and both are shirinking rapidly as
shown in rig.5.
(B) Simple compression process

In compression deformation proceas stress increases from the
origin of (p.r)plame and draws a path OD as show in Fig.5. Plastic
strain increment di h negative or positive volumetric oponnt dc
and deviatoric omponent dkr. If native d occurs. the hardening
behaviours appear in this process. Therefore, the plastic potential 0
increases with the proceeding of deformation and the yield smurface f
become larg. The increasing rate of plastic potential becomem larger
them tht at yield sirfas greadally. Them. the volumetric omponet of



ck,, dereases gradlually in this process and ultimately reaches to the

Sondition dc,,-=O which is called 'critical void state'. The deviatoric

component dW, increases with the softening behaviours. Until & becomes
fairly large. the softening behaviours associated to dEPr is not evidence
due to the hardening behaviours by cP. If stress reaches to the critical
void state. that is equivalent to the failure condition. yield surface
decreases gradually.

On the other hand, if positive c occurs the softening behaviours
appear from the beginning of this process. Because. softening is happened
by d,. the resultant softening becomes remrkable.
(C) Triaxial comprsion process

The deformation behaviours in this process are basically similar
to those of ompression process, although deformation begins arbitrary
initial value of p.

4. Elasto-plastic coastitutive -uties

1) Plastic constitutive equation
In this section. an example of the plastic potential or yield

surface of composite soil was firstly amsumed to deduce a concrete
plastic constitutive equation. Since Schofield and Vroth(8) had
established the *critical soil mechanics% some types of yield surface
have been proposed in the field of soil mechanics. An elipse surface
proposed by Burland 9, vas chosen as an yield surface of composite soil
in this paper.

j2 = p2$l+(,, (41,

Because the composite soil exhibits resistance of deformation
against to the extension. the form of this function is slightly modified
as follows.

;2 -~ PP II (4.2WP-PO

where. p is pressure. r is seoond-order invariant of deviatoric stres
o,(= ol-p6,,) , H is value of (-r/p) at the critical void state. pr
represents the coordinate of p-axis at the center of elipse. The notation
of stress and strain are as follows.

=0*j6 ,/ 3

= ,6.,

cf (cf,-Cf , O.,- epos

The sise of yield surface f equaL s to the value of hardening
functioe F. The following equation mas adopted as an example of F.

F. F, + P (4.3)

F. tF, .p(-4/a) (4.4)

P- P.(I - -A4 (I- 4 )' (45)

F, is a hardaning funt4on proalsed by IHmkiguchi(4) for soil. that
derived from the lnlTp - ef linar relatoinmkips. In eq. (3.4). FA is an
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initial value of F. a is a gradient of the lnlpI - ct linear
relationsips. Function P is introduced to account for the effect of
roots to the hardening and softening behaviours of omposite soil. P, is
an initial value of P. The second term of right hand in eq.(3.5)
repreeents the effect of rf. and third term of that does the effect of
4C. m and I in eq.(4.5) are material constants respectively. The
denotation # and A in eq. (3.5) control the behaviours of yield surface
related to hardening and softening. They have folloving values to
simulate the deformation of copsite soil.

, = 1 (0e 9 ,) (4.cc)

* =0(0>C,) (4.6b)

A = I (O<CISCL) (4.7a)

A - 0 (CS;ocC>rL) (4.7b)

critical state If cf reaches to c,, the
Iinfluence of dC to the function

P vanisht. Also the influence
of dC to the function P isas
smae as the cam of cf. In
addition, if draO . the function

________,_ ____P don* t affect the hardening
p function F. Therefore. the role

of * and A in important on thm
hardening function F.
Fig.6 shows the above mtioned
yield surface in (pr) plane.
Applying eq.(3.2) - (3.5) to

Fix.6 An ezample of plastic potential eq. (2.6). plastic strain
and yield surface of a ite increment is given as follow.
soil in (pr) plane

cCV, 4)*d -do-- do, (48

(dF'acC,)(b01 dp)+ (a/acC)(ador) do) aoki

or

(dte" ,do (4-c-p + dr) (4.9)
(aF/3ccC)(@o'adp)+ (af/dF ,)/-a/ar)' , OP p r

where.

de. 1 +1( r )05 (4.10)

tA- FS -P (4.12)

M - -P (4.13)
a th e, 0! -s /els in

When the onlxsit soil yields. 0 is replaced by f in ths equtions.
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These equations are so complex that the application to the
these equations are deduced to simple form relatively an the secif ic
deformation processes such am extension, omression etc as follow.
(a) Smlling and shrinking process:

5*F8)d/p ( P)z*(.4
(b) Axismetrical compression and extension procmw:

dit) (~ + 2ao)(" +
g~dFoct(ao/ap)+ (aF/acf)(o,/or) ftp 3r a3p

3(dF/dc)(d/oP)+ (Oi/der)(do/dr) 'P F+ dp'-, jw (.

Wher - i is axial plastic strain increent and "iv is axial stress
incremt.

21 Elastic constitutive equation
to soil mehaniis. the plastic deformation behaviours and

emst 1tutive equatiom have beu investigated emaerly more than the
elartieity. Therefore. the appropriate elastic constitutive equations
hae met been established. Hoahes low, which is a linear elastic
comsti tutive awmt~on. is ased for convenience to the numer ical method
mWpIMS see as MI.

Strm-stazn cmre with elastic deformation of soil show
remrkale momiwemrity met only volumetric deformation but shearing
deteion. This moalimarity also appears to that of the co~site soil
as ameas seil. So. following equatia n 1, 1e as an elastic
constitutive eomtioe for the ocmposite soil. which bad been proposed by
thshigmhiC4 as n eamle of elastic one for soil.

de., P 7 1 1()6i +dViA-1&j1, . (4.17)

ubee. p,.3. a end flare *material comtants. 6,, is Kroneckers
delta. a,, is deviatoric straw. The first term of the right aide of this
eqention represents the elastic volumetric deformation and the second
team at that does the shearing deformation. It is the shortomsing of this
eqeation that cant to deacr ibe the difference of elastic behaviours
between extension and compression.

3) Met"Isahtic constitutive eation
Strai. ce, (or strain incement dtij ) is usually amued as the sm

at elastic strain ei, (or cki, ) and plastic strain cto (or d&?, ).

c. , , + tjWim

&,j# d7, + j Wlb

Plastic strain imcrement in eq. (4.8) and elastic strai irmt in
eq. (4.17) apply to those of in eq. W4.8b) to derive elasto-plastic

cntituative equation of composite soil.
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dk'iI I! i (F f )(dv/lp)+ (F/dctt)(d/dr) a#., d oi i (4.19)

me Ej is an elastic constitutive tensor given by eq. (4.17). Usally.
the matrix expression of this equation is used to the investigation of
tUs isnral stress-strain relstionships and the numerical analyses of
three dimensional deformation problem.
4) ba ls of stress-strain curve calculated by this equation

Elasto-plastic constitutive equation for simple loading processes,
extsmion and copression, was taken by above discussions. Eales of
atrem-strain curve in compression process were calculated from these
equations (eq. (4.15). (4.16)). The calculation of these curves wore used to
the mmerical intqration. The procedure was as follows. Strem increment
was calculated by the given plastic strain increment. Than. elastic
strain incremet and strain increment were estimated by this stress
increment. These process were repeated since to take the certain value of
stre or strain.

As given in Fig.7 the stress-strain curves varied those form by
the values of 'material conetnts'. Thoe material constants were shown
in Table 1. These curves could be approximated by the power function.
which was similar to the experimental resuIts as shown in eq.(2.).

Table-I. material constants used to the calculation

Fo 0.2. P. 0.2. 1 1.0.
a 1.0. al 0.03. N 0.5. n 0.01.
0 0.01. a 0.001 p, 0.5. N 1.0.
EP 0.!.
cf, 0.2 (curve A)

0.5 icurve B
0.1 Icurve C)

c 5. Concluding remrks
After the qualitative

s imlation was treated, an
elesto-plastic model for the
omposit moil was introduced and
ex.amined its behaviours as a

Sfirst stop to estimate the
influence of root's effect on the

trafficability of low ground
i contact pressmure vihicles. An

exmle of the contitutive
equation derived by this

| oelasto-plastic modlel. Mhile the
o~lmpoit soil has wide range of

Smchanical properties. the
olsto-plastic mls hove to beFdised came by cae. Murtcr

strain (zl 4 )  th efforts soil be necsr thnt

S . 7 Z es of stress-Strin cur-ve to aei cler the relstite hp
Ii con the e vihcal proplertis

by the elallo-pulti iconstitutive of omposite toh l nd the

equoaiou tr inc deii vdbty.

, , !, aeel, to-plastic model.i Uhile the.
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> SOIL BIN FACILmES: CHARACTERISTICS AND UTILIZATION

R. D. Wismer
Deere & Company Technical Center

Ln Moline, Illinois
0j) USA

)ABSTRACT
The results of a survey of soil bin facilities worldwide are summarized. Char-O acteristics and capabilities of the soil bin facilities are cited as well as types ofosoil-machine tests performed. Research emphssis of the laboratories is dis-
cussed. This paper should serve as a valuable reference to soil dynamics spe-
cialists by providing a list of soil bin facilities worldwide, their locations, principal
investigator, and plans for future research activities.

INTRODUCTION

( The development of science and its application--engineering-is very much
dependent upon the availability and capability of physical experimental facilities.
Without carefully controlled observations of important phenomena, theories
cannot be evaluated, modified and evolved. Thus, one measure of an engineering
science, such as terrain-vehicle mechanics, is the number end capability of ex-
perimental facilities in use. These facilities include both laboratory installations
and field test equipment. Laboratory facilities that support soil machine inter-
action studies-soil bns-were the subject of an international survey conducted
in the summer of 1983. Researchers worldwide were contacted to determine
the number and capability of soil bin facilities around the world. The results of
this survey are summarized in this paper.

LOCATION. STAFF AND GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

A total of 36 soil bin installations have been located in 12 countries possessing a
total of 90 soil bins of varying geometry and sophistication (Table 1). Two-thirds
of the soil bin facilities are located in universities with the remainder in technical
institutes except for three soil bin installations that are operated by commercial
firms. All the commercial soil bins are located in North America. Approximately
80 percent of oll the soil bins are "indoor" but only about one-third of thee hve
air tempersture or humidity control.

A total of 165 engineers and 96 technicians operate the soil bin facilities reported.
As shown in Table 1. the distribution of the number of engineers and technicians
among soil bin installations vary widely with one or two per installation being
most common. On the aerage, the facilities have one technician for every two
enginers. Complete addresses of the soil bin installations and the names of the
principal investigators are presented in the Appendix.

SOIL IN GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS

The 99emetry of soil bins reported is presented in Table 2. Although oonsalisrabl
variability is apparent among the soil bin dimensions, some dimensional '
predominate. Considering only the principal soil bin of each installation a mean



TAKE 1. SOIL OIN NVALLATUMS4

NUMBER OF
SOIL BINS ENGINEERS TECHNICLIANS

BELGIUM
Univ. Carth. Louveen 3 1 2

CANADA
MaGN Univ. 3 4 3
Unsiv. Seditchftwen I Is 5
Vesaile Nobl Cuftivew Co. 1 3 2

Vat l t AUniv. I II
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY
Toth. Univ. of Mw*A 3 7 7
Univ. of G~wwnFar I 10 3

Eewb. Tachniqu D'Anger 2 - -

JAPAN
Hokkgido Univ. 3 12 2
Kyuuh Univ. 3 3 1
Mie UfiV. 2 12 1

THE NETHERLANDS
"m I I I IToW .Univ. of Ehi ve 2o-a 3 3

kftfo a. mm*. aElme. 23 2
Vftuw qmAplsmWl Univ. 1S2
Wlwng TodW~0 Univ. I--

PEOPLES RWUC OF CHINA
cInes. Acdi of 9 MoshyV Scienc 11 23 is
JilinUniv. of Technolsg 4 17 0
Trehhrfeeeergbut ofco-i 3 7 5

Afms bus. of Tudinlsy 2 3
-NI KINGDOM

cunfuiikm fTeiwofty 3S1
taviw e d As. 11-1eelm 322
Unv.OfNnmAV pmn Tys. 6
NoeMIAMI C ofqslhI qmS 322
SuuinMuInm.d Aq, bhmlirn 1 5 4
Trui~rtmNO II be a~dt L. 5 21

USITED STATU
p ompow Trumo Co. 4 72

as" a colmvy 1 21
Unk. st Io I --
I Slow UnlvweI 1 4 1
Umnolaf el. Unlvmwlv I I DA

KfLWA12 4
N" ~Cam Illwe Univ. 2 3

vboft P"NoewftwemansftU. I I
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length of 22 moters, width of 2 meters, and depth of approximately 0.8 meters
results. The median values for these principal dimensions are 20 meters, 1.6
metrs and 0.6 meters. respectively. There is a high incidence of the larger soil
bins, that is length greater than 20 meters, being of an outdoor type.

Test speeds also vary over a broad range with a mean maximum speed of 2.5
meters per second. Minimum speeds are predominantly in the 0 to 0.1 of a meter
per second range, A maximum-to-minimum speed ratio of 25 or greater pre-
dominates. The median values for maximum test forces are approximately 10 kN
for vertical and fore-and-aft forces and less than 5 kN for lateral force.

Functional test capabilities of the soil bin facilities are also presented in Table 2.
Tillage is the most common functional test capability with more than two-thirds
of all laboratories possessing this capability. Wheel traction is the next most
common test capability. It is quite apparent that many laboratories are solely
dedicated to either tillage or traction testing. Only six laboratories possess the
capability of testing earthmoving devices.

TEST SOS

Characteristics of the soils used in the soil bins ore given in Table 3. A broad
variety of soils ae reported, ranging from heavy clays to sands, with loams the
most common soil type. Moisture, density, cohesion, angle of internal friction
and cone index value ranges for the test soils are presented in Table 3. Strength
values appear to be quite repreentative of field conditions with the exception of
very high strength soils. Artificial soils are used by six laboratories with an oil-
sand-clay mixture being the dominant combination.

Procedures and equipment for processing the soil bin soils ae given in Table 4.
Tilling followed by leveling and compecting is the mot common reprocessing
procedure. The rosary tiller, leveling blade and smooth wheel roller ae the most
cononly used equipment. As with the soil type. a grew diversity of procdures
and equipment are used in the laboratories.

The laboratories report using a number of soil strength and condition tests for
orelatlng machine porlmanc and for oontrolling the prpearation of to

sections. The sil test equipmen is listed in the following able by rank o rdr of
use:

NUMBER OF
RANK SOIL TEST LA 0RA TORI

I cons Penetrometer 36
2 Ringplat sheow 24
3 Gravimstr c meisture vn density 23
4 Astrbsrg Iem (lqud and plesl 23
5 TrIamuil sher 22
6 Plat penetration 22
7 lm d comiprsseon 18
a Nuclear moisture-density 12
S Tensile strength 11

10 Vaneeoher 4
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TABLE 4. BOIL PROCESSING PROCEDURE AND EQUIPMENT
^"U.TOft PRMCSS.NQ PRmoUm MWOESSING EQUIPMENT

Urlv Car La~we

unm saskescww TUL-S4A COUP-LIV-SUN COMP Al-POP FT AOL-SPKE AOL-SM ROL
VWsssh 00411e CuiAwom cc CUL-HAA-4EV-PACK-WAT SWP-SPCE MAR-SM AOL-SPRY

-av Vol & A Unm TILU-LEV-cOMP NT-GAMO SD-VW

FEERA MPUILIC OF GERMAN
Yeah Uniiw of Munc iLOAM- TILL-COUP-TILL-COU PAC--LO PIC-SWP-VISTAMP-AOL

(t.DA"hIILL-OMP, OC AC-SUN COUP-SM AOL
g0S.AD9OUP HAND TA-SM OM

Unm so Go m Fare"

Se a Towwm. WAaiMM tCLAYW- TOLL-WAT -- L.EV AlP-TMK COUP,
gSADOfTLL-LEV O-LEV OLD

MeisaWb WI. OLUL--LEV-&W COUMP-SUN COUP AT-LE IW S-SM AOL-42V OLD
Ky"ftuhmn TILL-LEVIL-COMP-ANL VIA AIT-t.E SLO-SliS PACK-VIS AOL
Mo Unib l1LL-SPOW-11ILL--An-COMP, Off-411OW-4-LEl OLD

THE NE1140LANDS
01mTUJL-LIV-CO*W AT-GAD MLD-SM AOL

to^ o .9~ at w 11~WnTLUL-Th.L-CmoUP-IV AT-SM1 NOL-4EV SWLD

bw fo oft "sa PUN TUL-LfV-A1OL.-WAT AT-GAD0 Sb-SMAOL-SPR
SM'.. D#Wmnsl kMo TLL-L5v-GI AT-LV SL-41M AOL
SW"m TOWNWOh Lo TILL-.Iv-~O

PEOLES ASP..mC of OIhA
0-~s Aeft 40 As MeMhv $a TSL-41V--COMP-WAT AT-GAD0 SW-VO AOL-4WAY
J"h Wniv do To*&~~g WA-TUJ-4"I--cW-45NV SPAY-G-4" SWa-Ve OL-A"E O
Trm. AssumR kmu .9 OW TLL-LIv--cOW At-GA MD-SM AOL

AmIAM MW o mo.M TILu.-COMP--WAT Al-A1C-40 AOL

Cmmutm bm so tevasinp RMNSOIL-RUCOUP AVVS @UW4&T-SLAO5--SM AOL
AsusA ba 40 Ag, a -uun TILL-45OMP-42 xrT- -4 O- W UT OLD S
UW fNwaf .9 1pmi ?TL-OW-&.v spoa-~PV1-T V0GA D 

"1uhbu 9*10 pua TUL-COM VO uMA-I SM A-40M AOL
Tepm AnuSgusneI* ToI-WAT-MDCm P AT-SPR-AtT-SM ROL

LIITD STAMU
Caugihe Tess., Ce TOLL-Coup AT-S4M aOL
D"aes 1~n~l TIU-LV-4COLI AI4.V SW-4@M AOL
U1.. Of 16auuh TU-4.IY-4)O NT-ELw vP5-4W AOL
IO Sftt , Imeg fILL-LAY-COkV AT-ElYV @D-SMAOL
11rn Sonms -wniesv TIL-49lY-COMP ATf-EY SW&-SM AOL-ill SW

d ~ffil- OIAIOs-mvftL,-WA1-W A-SIT--wM-4*A AO
b6 "T-u.-L1V-OM SPAY-A1T--Y MLD-S AOL-V AOL

Pwdia UNmWeW ILL--COUP AT-S1MAOL
WVRU b m PWUPA OR 5msof U TXL-Lf-4V-ot AT-ElV SWD-SMA AOL

1M 01L a 0AIRVAhL A AM - * TU. LEV - LAYS. SPR - SPWA. COWPa COMMIT.
BmAa OAKMAI 90.~ ao *SURAC. M- OAS. WA ROL - -M- 00 MIUM 0 a WAo
IL&S CAD KOO - RfUM 11ADL VM ROL. - WGRMS NOLLML NP - M~ DP10 - LN
PAM. M- W AC - MOTAY GALTIVATOR P.? Ve - PLATE1 VNMYA

The laborutories were sa surveyed concerning the pImamy soI measurement
110r control Of tes section preperation. The responses to this question indcaed
three princpel tets are used: cone penetrometar; Moisture; end densit; with
som Isboratorlee using the triaxial shewar nd Sevweew.

TN ETIEST PACIUTIE

Th Mptest capablift of the reported moil bin fciiie s rpemsene in Table.
Twent-six laboatories reported a tiilsg tes capmbiity and 21 of thes con test
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passive tools, 12 powered tools., and 9 both passive and powered tools. The
mean of the maximum width test capability for passive tillage tools was 80 cm
with a median of 50 cm, while the mean maximum depth was 41 cm with a
median of 30 cm. The typical maximum draft force capability for passive tools
was 10 kN. The powered tillage tool test capabilities were predominantly hori-
zontal shaft test facilities with six vertical shaft test facilities. The maximum
torque test capability was nominally 350 Nm at speeds between 300 and 1000
rpm. Diameter, width and depth of powered tillage test facilities are also pre-
sented in Table 5.

TRACTION TEST FACILITIES

Twenty soil bins reported wheel traction test capabilities, six track and five lab-
oritories had both wheel and track facilities. The maximum wheel and track test
dimensions and forces are presented in Table 6 for the laboratories reporting.
The wheel test facilities had a mean maximum diameter of 101 cm with a me-
dian of 80. A corresponding mean maximum wheel width was 38 cm with a
median of 30. Maximum vertical load capability for wheel tests varied from 0.3
kN to in excess of 50 MN with similar values for maximum draft. The more limited
track tes facilities can test tracks of a nominal length of 150 cm and width of
30 cm. Vertical and draft loads for track tests varied over essentially the same
range as for wheel tests. Essentially all the wheel and track tos facilities could
tert both powered and unpowered elements. Approximately one-half of the fecil-
ties could conduct program-slip and program.load tests as well as constant

variable ests. Program-draft capability was more limited with only eight wheel
facilities and one track facility possessing this capability.

EARThMOVING TEST FACILITiES

Earthmoving test facilities were the most limited functional test capability re-
ported by the soil bin laboratories. Only six facilities posessed the capability to
tet one or more earthmoving devices. A summary of the maximum tes capa-
bilities of these laboratories is presented in Table 7. The maximum test dimension
of these facilities was limited to approximately 100 cm with bucket volumes of
about 0.1 of a cubic meter. The range of scle ratios used for modl testing of
eSrthmoving devices range from 1:5 to 1:20 with 1:5 being the most common.

REEARCH TREND&

Utilization of the oil bin fachiies is impressive. A combination of reseach,
deign arid teaching predominate in the utilization of the reported facilities. Only
two of the 36 soil bin facilities are deoribd as "Inactive" by their principal in-
voigtor. The mow emphasis of all the laborwnies was on the conduct of
soil-machine research that dketly Impact0 the design of machines. The educe-
tione voaue of the labora is apper to be concsuted in the training of
graduate student wi the woarel researchaft Only ouslaboratory, r
a mb n On fucio. end onl* three laborowo repod an approval or
o~l t of ue ue products funmion. The hev emphsis of the

AIOto on desin @01in is encoura" nonsideringo ehort term. but
awed is -l*g for dh o g teM.

The rnge of resard subonet addoressed by the iebw arsie is imrpressiv. The
toce rltions, illaig and powered tool porformance, and soil-machine

modeling woer all cited for pest and future reseeah offt. Some more unusual
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research subjects reported are: rimless wheel; boot-type tillege machine; soi
reinforcent- and soil anchors. Soil models for soil-mochine systems were also
the subjec of research effs irldg critical saI so mechancs principles.
cycodi propeties of soils and two- and three-dimensional finite element
models. Many studies of seed planter, grain drill, and fertilizer applicator perfor-
mance and optimization were reported.

Regional emphasis was found in many of the research efforts reported. European
and Asian laboratories concentrated on rotary and oscillitory tillage studies. Asian
laboratories also emphasize studies of rice paddy tillage and traction. North
American laboratories reported numerous studies of soil compaction causes and
effects.

The ingle most common factor present in all the soil bin laboratories was-
enthusiasm. The rsepone to tis survey was strong and indicated pride and de-
termination among the practitioners of a very special engineering science-
terrain-vehicle mechi. This is undoubtedly our greatest sengt anid bodes
well for the beneficial future use of the soil bin lacinis reported In this paper.
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>~ PROPERTIES Of DESERT SILTY SOIL 1N RELATION TO VEHICLE MOBILITY

O) ASOErL-FATTAN A. VOUSSEF

()ASSOCIATE P11OFESSOR OF CIVIL ENG. KING WON UNIV. RIYADH, SAUDI ARABIA

It Summary - Desert soils coerlng wadis (valleys) as well as small hills
CD In the wadi$ are formed from silty-sand soils. A significant port ofOthese soils are wind blown sediments and may be classifiled as beoss. In

this study. It was found that the molt In the wadis contains varying
Samounts of clay, gypsom and salty materials which act as a binder between

am the soil particles. In their dry state, these soils are brittle. porous
and sensitive to moisture and deformation. Laboratory examination ofO these sells showed that they lost most of their bearing resistance and
shear strength upon wetting or deformation. The reduction In bearing( resistance and shear strength for these sells was Investigated using the
plate loading test, the cone penetration test and the direct sheer test.
The decreases for bearing resistance and sheer strength ware found to
vary significantly and at times reached close to 90 percent of the values
found In their dry and undisturbed state. In addition the corresponding
reduction In trafficablilIty parameters were analyted based on the raduc-
t ion of soll strength due to watt ing.

Mobility design and trafficability prediction require complete Informa-
tion concerning vehicle supporting elements, supporting sell properties
and other terrain character Ist Ics. In their analysis mobility engineers
usual ly Apendi upon the results obtained f rom quick and siaple fieold
tests. These simple fieold tests am be performed using plate, cone and
vane-cone devices It, 2 & 33. The data obtained free these tests are
useful to represent thme soil trafficablilty resistance for a short period
of time only, dwhere the sell condition Is not affected with water or
external loads, and where the vehicle speed Is relatively low.

The sell Is a three pluses meterial and Is usually classified by diffe-
rent catagories depending wow grain eilm and material constituents, seil
strength paraenters and soil hehavieur. Theme sell properties and para-
meters peoes different degrees of sensitivity to chage Itnt beth soil-
moisture *mutent and application of traff Ic lead which sluateAwanly
compresses and sheer the soil, Such sensitivities should be Included In
any rational analysis.

1111letion betwen factors affeting selt sheer paraters, sell properties
and VOhicS CAWv~yh* elmints io thus esnttal and 9110011d be develope.
Part of this Multion fy be wcouplished thmeagh identifying the actual
sell bhaviour and sell strengt senstiv~ty to the rogion meteorological
eowIl t ikn.

The 11idie East desert arm Is In geoneral sharacterlsed by high Naare-
bure.. maitly variable WaddIttes, high owse ation rew ed low
mi prolpitona 14). to ON&h a loops ame W~e vOl ile esadItions

aOW OWe W 1%e 0110*tins0001 ehsng ftors aush es 0ind ~4s8 00nd
hidlty miratten it I* ailket to eyn00fthe gId oondiat 0011 o%
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mobility engineering Purposes. The desert's general topography Is domi-
noated with terrain characteristics similar to those Illustrated In
Figure 1. Ilowever lit several ilddle est desert locations certain w%1t-
fication of conditions may be Imposed by the overall climatic regime (4I.
Such a climate haes been conductive to particular form of erosion, with
a dominance of mechanical weathering In the highlandl which supplies
coarse debris that Is then transported by occasional streamficod to the
low land. In the direction of the low land the fine sediment Is trans-
ported by wind as wall as by weter. Through evaporation there Is a
general upward leaching and surface precipitation of salts and other
soluble bondlng materials. The ground surface Is therefore, comonly
covered with granular alluvial sedimants, usually without humus, and
often salilne In character. Figure 2 shows a cross-section for a desert
deposition formed by wind and flash floods.

The cross-section along high and low desert lend (figure 2) Illustrates,
the type and distribution of soils In the vertical and longitudinal
directions, specially In the surfaciat layer which Is Important for
trafficablilty estimation. The soil formation near the high land ar"a
(Zone 1) Is composed of angular gravel, send particles, boulders and
cobbles at higher slepes. grading to flee gravel and sand at down slopes.I
to this mooe the soil occur In rough laye and are reasonably compacted
and hen ce usual ly have good load bearing character iti#* except where
occasional silt or clay layers or debris flow material occur. In s*as
local areas of this zone the ground roughness my be sufficient to form
different degrees of trafficablilty obstacles. Zones 2 and 3 are comn-
posedl of f inest and farthest travl led sediments - wind blown sl Its and
sandls. Significant parts of these tbe uomes ae covered with a layer
of dry Ionde soA il sediments. The depth of this loaer Is varied from 1.0
to 5.0 ma0ter or More doeending Upon tme location of the groud water
table. tn mest cases the bondling materials ore soluble. bpslts neer
the moest myoften be partially or completely cemente by carbonete or

Sul to.Thie soll Is knimm as Ssbkhe, Figures 2, 3 and 4.

Th on the Aov discussion It aould be realized that the major
mobitisy engineering probieg that these desert conditions can give rise
to W16%

a) Continuous or scattered obstacles formed by usntaineous, ares,
local ground roughness, sand def, * *.. etc.

b) eductlen 6f sell bearing raplotsocse and ether enginering pro-
partiS dm t the less Of 114040111 strentb 40in sa0l esttiu1

This study Is mainly concerned With Investigating the los In sell beer-
Ing resistance se e'tting In Its Meotion 0a trafflembili-ty pruiletlans.
This bem booe achIeVe 40"Iiqsty by ieeststu the d I s
streq111an Sel s wall s re* "Sin OR plao 10404a Una., the enee
pemtratile test anW the miet $heer "St.-

ltIStIh,# .df O r senle 40 ee " ea n Na e A WINNOW *low, is

sell arruthW ia peVumWs ~i~dhe. rs 96iftthe
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gradation curves of the four selected samples where these soils are
classified as S and SH with some gravel according to the Unified Soil
Classification System. The soil contains an average of 0.5 percent of
gypsum material. The loss in soil shear strength due to the Increase
in soil moisture content and the corresponding sensitivity of the soil
bonding system are tested and discussed.

SOIL PERFORMNCE USING PLATE AND CONE PENETRATION TEST

The first three samples of soils shown in Figure 5, samples (1), (2) ,
(3) are tested for both dry and wet conditions using cone penetrometer
device of 30* apex angle and 28.6 mm diameter. The soil dry densities
are chosen to vary within the actual field density range. Also the
effect of rate of penetration is partially investigated to explain the
effect of vehicle operation over such types of soils.

For these types of soils the cone-penetration test results are presented
In Figures 6. 7 and 8. Under natural dry conditions, the soil Is found
to behave as a normal compressible material. The relationship between
the dry density and the cone penetration resistance may likely possess
threshold strength-density point below which the soil behaves in a more
compressible manner. For a real undisturbed soil, the soil may show a
little higher Initial cone resistance than that shown in the above
figures. Then after this Initial stage the soil performance will even-
tually be the same.

As moisture content changes from 4 to 10-122 (that is, from 6 to 81 mois-
ture increase), the soil may Initially gain a little penetration resis-
tance due to apparent shear cohesion, then it grLually loses some of its
penetration resistance. The decrease In cone penetration resistance have
reached 60t for soils I and 2 and 432 for soil 3.

Soil may also lose most of its penetration resistance upon disturbance.
This is shown clearly In Figures 6, 7 and 8. As soils (I), (2) and (3)
were disturbed to its minimum dry density 11.0, 13.5 and 13.5 kN/M3 , the
pressure losses were in the order of 901, 75; and Oft respectively.

For more understanding of the soil-moisture relation phenmenon in
relation to trafficabillty prediction, soil (11). Figure 5 wes tested in
dry and soaked (or flushed) conditIon. The toter wes flushed In a way
that ensures at least 70 saturation. Plate and cons penetration tests
were conducted on both natural dry and soaked soils end the results are
given in Figures 9 through 12. In these tests the poll dry densities
were controlled within a range of 116.14 to 16.1 kW/Is. To achieve this,
the soil bonding property may have ben affected and this may have in-
fluenced the actual soil behaviour.

The variation In the cone penetration resistance shown In Figures 9 and
10 is obvious. The penetration resistance for soils with 16.11 kN/m 3 den-
sity was found tu be 9 times higher than that for soils with density of
11.11 kW/el. After soils are flushed with weter and the moisture content
Increased from 4 to 11-292 (average degree of saturation Is 75%) the
soil cone penetration resistances for all soll densities were signifi-
cantly reduced.

m M ,mm i m m e~ mm ,=- - - - a-w m
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Figure is suinerias the cone penetration test results for these two
case; cone penetration resistances for natural dry soil with different
dry donaitles; and eome penetration resistasces for soaked soils with
different &ry duselies. In both eases the cone penetration resls tsne
density retation show threhold density values of 15.9 and 17.5 hN/mJ
for dry a&d waked siell reepectively. Below these threshold values the
Improvement In the soil strength Is very nmminal and above which the
Improvement In the sol strength Is very signif icant and my exhibit a
I near relationship. The loss In cone penetration resistances duo to water

soaking Is determined In the above figure and was found to be In the order
of 65*. The higwns reduction value was found to be about Oft at the
threshold points.

The soil cone penetration resistance loss ware determined from the follow-
Ing relationship;

Cld

where

0 a cone-penetration resistance loss. %

Ci d a cone-penetration resistance for a natural dry soil

Cl f a cone-penetration resistance measured for flushed soil

The piete lowd tests sonw mallutain amhmin sells with predetermined
dry densit ies 15.2, 17.6 IdW These me were tested In dry and
flushed conditions by using twa sets of plats with ifferent slons.

The plate loed tests ware carried under a slew penetration rate 5 Win.
and the plate preare-sinhege relationship Is determinewd "ashownmIn
Figures 11 and It. From these tw flpes the plate pewueretle, ftsis-
tense coo be easily comerod for oamal dry end seake sell osseitions.
Analysis of these test resmlts ma Indicat nt only the sgylf leant loss
In soil strength after the sell Is flushed with water but alse the changle
In soil behaviour. The average pressure losses waret found to be as
folI Iows:

(a) For soil with dry naelty of 15.1 how,. to oi
pressure loss Is M5

(b) For soeII with dry density of 17A hWm t , the avere
pressure loss Is 90%

Newaver there or*e differenmes beteme the poesure loss velu es -
seared by cons and place bed tests; On e sraga value my still be the
some. Alse, In geeral such a signif leant bearing pressure loss reflects

the iportems of this stediy.



NALYSIS AnS w~sio"lf

eased on the teot results, and the smcmpsapl discssion It Is unw clear
that the less IN desert soil bepng resstsau will affect vabileo w-
bility evar such a sell. To evaluate this Neos do sell strength values
for natural dry and "at sells wart determined wIss three plate load-
sinkage formulas. The bIhr plate-its"g equatien 11) 1$:

P + (1 ) * (2) a (2)

ww~re P and 2 are Plote Pressure aOd sl0Aba resPeCtivelY Wad 4, Sc end
a are sell strength values. The Nagel plate-pressure eqution [Qi Is:

P - K; * Ij S

Woere P Is sell pressure-, KI and are sell strength values and S, A
are plate perimeter and orea respet vely. And the authors plate-snkage
equation 71is:

P*(K 1  b K2) * (R

Agore P msoil pressere; Z - plate Mihss; b - plate width; A *plate
aroa; S Plteepetmw ad 1 K a 1i smer Volvo.

The wit llser otrength parameters C and were determined free direst
shear oe. Use deasnmned sell Meeri tregth velues ad the determinesd
sheer SOON*t P00110069 are SMIlNOS Ift tabl (1), for atural dry
and fludmed sells.

The offet of engeS l* sell bear la valuesad sell shear at ethpae
metes as the Woeet meula resistanse WA ~he trasction fo~eaau
t lefs 5 awd 6 devoel by soer (lJ~for Ihe "Mael dry Sel - the
flushed or wat seI sa be smITy deminedw ad to preamated. as feillaws

' * (M leh~tl ~ lei

whare 4 a Milk" resiteents; V * law gall Orans V fautl $aeds
9 a duel diw ; b a eWsel width L. Aw sofet est length I.
Id"ueo lp ad 9 of lp 6001161l6n.

_ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ - - _ _
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In general the significant decrease of the soil bearing values and shear
strength parameters will result in the decreae of traction force and the
Increase In motion resistance. The outcome of these changes will be a
reduction In the vehicle drawbar pull or my cause a vehicle Immobiliza-
tion. it shouldalso be noticed that the soil bearing value given In
equation 4 can be used with Bakker analysis [11 to yield an equation
similar to equation (5) and consequently the some conclusion can be
reached .

CONCLUSIONS

Desert soil can be characteriined by Its many particle structure systems
and Is composed of different materials. In many cases It my be descri-
bed as a brittly bonde material sensitive to water and deformation
actions. performed tests and analyses on this soil have led to the
following conclusions:

(1) Desert seil classifie as silty send soil (SN) which Is sensitive
to beth water and deformation.

(2) Desert silty sell my lose up to 90 of Its bearing or penetration
resistance after It become mt.

(3) Desert silty soil will lone most of Its bearing and shear strength
If deformed or disturbed.

(ii) Desert silty sell possess threshold density values below which the
soil Is lacking In strength and may not support heavy vehicles.

(5) for desert silty soil It has been found tht by Increasing the
soil moisture content, there Is a reduction In the soil bearing
values as determitned by the plate loading test and, to the shear
strength parameters, as determined by. the direct sheer test. This
reduction In soil strength will saume a sigeif icant Increase in
vehicle notion resistante as wall as a signif icant decrease In
the maen tract ion forces.

The author wish to elpsowledge Mr. Abdutasix A. AI-Othm, teaching assis-
taint, and all Soil) Necenies Laboratory staff at the College of Eingamr-
Ing, Mapg Sud University, for their help In the experimental work.

[I] N. G. OeMbr, *mtvrastie to Terraie-Wehicle System. Ae Arber,
The University of $iebigas Press,.S.A. (1319).

[I) G.W. Turmage, Vaing Olma~leeelee Pediction Terms to Decribe
Off-%ed *Mte WbIle PerforAe. herC *Man seety Of A9Theulture
6"niners. Paper ft. 7264, Waisgp, Illinoils, U.S.A. (19n).

A.M R. "un, A.?. Imessef. pIontian of Vam-Cene Teots an Soil for
teoatlen of Tftff lmllt. Preanodleg of d thti laftrntionl
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JAMES A. CMIMM", O.B.E.

1WG DIRBVR. JADES A. CMMOMM LED., BIOMR, SaYMW.

Th qupe esrbe n hs is treut fmo 3 rs of

woki rdcn ultaktatr i aftaktractors o hee

are". Since eqperiaI wort wa first started, noy differmattye
of vhicls ha been eqpipped.

S'Te original concept of the track was to adoe a sectional track whichi

linked together; the dive plate aid the outside grouser plate we

0bolted or rivetted together, with wire rope loop arrangement, outside rub-
bersoudedped. hiselidnaed omltly the hinge pin operation

sine hebwUM I n.t V" entirely tak= tkwatug the rt*
mlmDW wire two Syst ad laujgtiming or shortening the t ra s

dqiedmton the nmber of tzd pedsempixyed.

This type of track ms used ou1ttinmffly for about 20 years. its mai
wIre m c 1 ws md to be In the fact tht puncture cr leage otmil occur

in the aniterised wire re and water, especially -e ufter, ould enter
at thos paunrs and, eventually, uem failure, by rusting.

At 0hi point, a see c wasudertaken, for a mdium, Wi~di bed sufficient
tensile sMrngt to tradot. HP at up to 200 H' and hed not the sericu
diefiantage of rusting. Te eal cutae of this was~ m the
Mdrmuu of zqM ad nylcn %man belts. goe moving of I Im belts
wa doiiud to give truuveu as wal as lemqituftnml strength aid mes
mVs, in the first tradu vehaicle, for 100 HP full traftor an peat laed,
m11o Id, rouh wutain areas and in all wasthers, including uwand

he r IFPt wdiftams. Altf* this type of trad, In Its tuiamnilar
fern, 1100 beui used on inokeg In -- od, I do not thlz* It wa m .- p
hind for WMk In pasein 'I mrs taw in the Moh at Cwaub, but, if
these esIn tWen of candition %m to be met, it is peftly simple to
dftan the v vmg tmp of tzadila ce wmi belt to the required std,
sinie Iue ae -I irk Ca ith tif *=*us aud, may, lM&mll ad



Hokrdier. Certaizdy, it does not seen to be affected by the very ar
Lons fwoet coditiois, in this North of Cormms.

A further &wlcpmw of this tracking is the triangular tracks fitted to
4W vehicles which w now produce. Thew great advantage we claim for this

type of trackd wh~ich hem been proved in practice, Is the pgr- t y legth
of ground contact of the veicle, their ability to hame high groun clear-
anon self clooning propeties of the trading and the low ww which has
bees attained throg esretisem -pokt.

'T. geneal conceptim of this trock ws for a omitral rocking bar which~
hod, at its uctromities, either single or twin whels and a plythenes qo-
cket which fom the drive on the inside of the trac. The systom allais
complete osciliatiam, in irregular land or armas are ditching has tokn
plc aid the necssity to cros these ditdies, without dng, and has an

a& sa mine the basicncep of the tradc is to reduce ground pressure
and, at the som tim, piiouc reasonable tractive effort. lthts arresge-

wet has proved to be sitromly good and is adaptable for miy 4WD appLica-
tion.

7he stoering of this agaipmit is the norml bdroulic stewring attahet
to the original steering uiieel, so that the full ontrols of the vehicle
are froa the omiatimal stowring whel. in fact, stowring of this trw
tow is, if wiythin, Lighter than the uhmaed verulcn.

Another very interesting advw*am is that the torque suplied at the

A -1 1t is at least half and somtime ai3y os third of the towy~ wich
~4io be stwlisd to the whels, the -ooi be"n that U.e -eoIu aro-
sen is 11msy at lest half or one third Isms In dimte, than the
Win"e VOCSIMi.

It is attached to U.e vdiiole by the soms stud e I I s ued for wheas
and the win attalsen to U.e iu r sIs a siqiil I gteitou 
bolt ysbm whi am radily be manei and by iuin tU. symst and
roqlw the Itals, U.i Vehcle is MU Mto its MOrIgia smwa stt.
DuuWian the U. ifth of U. t~rIm, U.e -wn omme at the vduole

ambe xafi to com pal, mod U.e aostaci~m at U.e awb t=* clats,
In 1ti1bi faint, allown U. vitle to toael witbeat doag antoramo



roads, as wall as perfozuing in an outstarxig in~In vay migh or

The Lm&+V-Iw oOm iw, dmirk Fig. 1, wichd is SlIJOW to the
eaJority of 4ND tratcrs hes bano tkxxu4ly tested coe the last 153 yams-

The pirpose of thi.sr is aminly to advartias the vary comi1rable
advmpg of being able to create vary lot Meurmahinerzwy for =Omar-
davalopd Ozutries, WImre, in pa&fy lmd rice cultivation, mi trwaqat
prblem it is necoary to hume a lowr rasind Pressure tha fzm a
ieew tzactor ad this tradt aplcation ham a gnat adv=*Ags In that
it ins m inadngo We, with the %iusld tioracn wile~ the wimsla WiclO
in of sam advantage an hard land wok Alm,1 the low cosft of pr&wtia
of qsecialisd equimt is waf feasible bv the um at aizesdy tested 4ND
trwtczs thuas amUIodng the aftrinly m;Wuivs ommit Of pro&boin the
Wxg& edhmdom of a nm I t, , omr. 3tind PDOUed 4NDW aIClSan b e
unmd, ithut strain on other mdhmim.
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AN ALL TERRAIN VSHIM iiQUIPP"D WITH CTIS

~ AMATIF 3. RASSA

NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY, RALEOH, WORTH CAROLINA, USA

Il ABSTRACT

0 .Anall terrain vehicle designed and developed at North Carolina
O State University in 1980 was modified to incorporate a central tire in-

S flation system (CTIS) composed of an air compressor, solenoid valves and
controls to provide the proper air inflation pressure to the powered
wheels. A radar unit for ground speed/slip measurements was employed to
detect the vehicle mobility. The unit's slip data vere erratic and
could not be recommended for automatic control of the tire inflation
pressure. Conversely, the radar ground speed outputs were within +22 of( the actual measured speeds and will be used in future circuitry control
of the CTIS.

ZXTROMCTION

Performance of off-road vehicles, such as skidders and tractors,
depends on their flotation which is dependent on tire size and inflation
pressure. Resistance to motion and vehicle mobility are usually affect-
d by wheel sinkage and tire contact areas (footprints) which in turn
affect rolling resistance and tractive effort. Kacmarek (1981) report-
d that the footprint of the ZIL-157 military vehicle increased from

0.04 to 0.092 w6 when the tire inflation pressure was reduced from 294 to
55 kPa under a constant loading condition.

The use of a central tire inflation system (CTIS) has been limited
to military vehicles (Casko. 1974) and has bos widely used in the USSR
and Eastern Europe since World War It. All air systems used on these
vehicles are anually controlled from the cab by the vehicle operator.
Cxako (1974) listed 31 models using central tire inflation systems de-
veloped by six nations from 1942-1970. Of those 31 vehicles. 19 are pro-
duction and 12 prototype/osperimsntal models. There is no production
vehicle in the U.S.A. while the USSR has 12 models. The internal axle
slip ring eonmonly used on the production vehicles to allow the com-
pressed air to enter and leave the tires was designed and developed by
the U.S. Asmy on the N4, 5-ton experimental truck.

In aericulture, tire inflation pressure has been one of the most
important factors affecting nmotion resistance and tire performence.
Zoebori (1967) reported a sipgificant increase in tractive power efficien-
cy as a result of a reduction in inflation pressure of tractor tires at
constant drmwbar pull. The sm results were demonstrated in Cako's
study (1974) on military vehicles where a definite increase in vehicle
mobility ad dranber pull was achieved with dentral tire inflation re-
duction from 240 2o 103 bPs oN 1M soil.
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Dart sod Bailey (1962) reported an improement Is the tractive sff11-
cioscy of a powered radial tire equipped with a CTII, oerating under
controlled soil bin conditions, by the selection of appropriate lewels of
Inflation pressure ad dynamic load. They also concluded that net trac-
ties is future field applications can be improve with automatic control
of inflation pressure of tires and dynamic load* oe wheel axles for
constant travel reduction ratio under varied soil conditions.

Grevi-Jsm and bloom (1962) developed mid tested a tractor power
mitor to massure ground speed,* wheel slip, and drabar pull using two
mametic pickupe for ground and wheel spends and a stran-gauge dronbar
dynanosiater. A fifth wheel wait wes ueed to measure ground speed on the
four-wheel tractor which mitit sot be applicable under forestry condi-
tions. The use of a radar wait for ground speed usamurmants eliminates
the fifth wheel ad is very attractive in field application. Msny radar
wits are equipped with Season to detect ground speed as well as slip
(Touba. et al, 1I62 * Ricardson. at &I, IM96). Under laboratory con-
ditions*. Tomb&. at &I.* reported that the accuracy of the ground speed
meamorits using radar wats wes ±52. Several tractor performance men-
Itors using radar based true ground speed sensors for agriculture mid
of f-higbuay equipment are available om the market for Installation on
vehicles to monitor field performce mad production.

The great variability to the road/terrain conditions represent@ the
mts dif ficulty In the ws of ennally operated central tire iuf lotion/
ground speed control System. Several questions are In order:

1. low does the orator know that the tire pressure seiedsI

2. Ion cm be intetpret the centrol console reediage free
the radar graved speed sonsor to inflation pressr
altenation?

3. Now does the operator know to what extest SdIn what
direction the pressure should he adjusted?

4. amw of tee ad how, fast ca the operator res Po to
tertas variation in a certain ties Interval?

A logical anamer to all these qusefts leed" to the Deed for full Onto-
atic ceatrl of the central tire Iilatft p1e-1 OnSystem using various
senr. Therefoe,. the Ultimate psil of this resesish Proven is to
develop an atomstic Coetral tire Iilation spetm to eema Vehicle
noility "nder verlau forestry terrdnfsoil ommdttion. Swoon. the
moen objectives of this pps ane to present as all terralm Vehicle
equipped with a MISg. to disoe the Various OWN@ end seSOrM for ant.-
atic control of tire inltion plessene, mid to preset the results of

field evelues studies sot"g diferent tire Inflation, proesres.

mm
I"e ftresuip ea irowint e" se s ay ea . ams of the am*

severe of thin stin, to wet aisse t1at haeobeeon bedde inAs paa
ties for tee planting (Issess, 1976). 119re I shoe Soil strength end
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a typical bed profile in the Coastal Plain region of North Carolina.
Soil strength is very low and hence requires a low ground pressure ve-
hicte for tree planting and subsequent forest operations. The use of a
trailed planter on these sites requires at least a minimm of a 45-kW
crawler tractor which tracks to either side of the bed causing clearance
and bogging problem and resulting i loses in machine productivity.

LO.

0 I4.1 1 ,- I 1.1
0tutli PIn0 anpuiKN o mP *0 am

FIG. 1. Profile aWd sol stregth inaaurmets of a

typical bed prepared by a bedding plow without packer
drum.

Basic Design of the ATV

The above limitations and other considerations led to the develop-
sut of a light-veight, all terrain vehicle (FIX. 2) at North Carolina
State University i 1960 (Nassum and Whitfield, 1912). The ATV is
equipped with a 12 kW, air-cooled ansine, hydrostatic transmission and
terra tires.

Field Testing aend valuation

The ATV was operated on various beds of histosal soils in the Hlof-
m Forest, HWreville, N.C. and on oxisol soils of Federal Paper Board
Co., Inc. at Lumerton, North Carolina. The vehicle proved to be ade-
quately powered and displayed pod umaneuverability and stability.

A traction (pull) test of the ATV was conducted o a bedded site and
a dirt road at Lumberton, where the load was applied by a skid pan and was
increased by adding dead weights to the pan. The line pull was measured
by a hydraulic dynamomuter. For each load, advance ad time per five
revolutions for each of the two powered wheels were recorded to determine
the travel reduction and ATI forward speed. The average moisture contents
on a dry veight basis of the bedded site and the read were 8W and 20Z
respectively. The poll-travel reduction curves for this test are shem in
Fig. 3 for a tire inflation pressure of 42 kPs. A total of 1000 N pull
was available at 15 percent travel reduction o the bedded site. This
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FIG- 2. IMe ATV vith A-fwms esepsmeas is ahem
OPerat lug on a bedded site at the Notum Forest,0 W.C. -may 1960.

urn

% "lof mmvii.f

no-. 3. teativ pm&1..sl ne~tiem lowa dol
bedia stu mi dli gad as Lw. Ns. .C., mw imS
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pull force should be sufficient for light forestry operations. The
results of the pull test also indicated that the overall tractive power
efficiency of the ATV was only 252 at a ground speed of 5.4 km/b.

Te constrol eAssiom for the hydraulic pumps allowed the driver to
turn easily mad control the speed of the vehicle. Total mase of the
vehicle aid twe operators, one driver and ce lustr-Mit reader, woo
692 kg. Tb mss distribution was 782 a the frost drive wheels and 22%
on the rea castsr ubosls. nmver, qm rough terrain, the caster vhels
tended to lose contact with the ground ad swirl which coused excessive
drag and lateral rear-sed swings. This phenomeso ws most evident when
the ATY was atteupting to travel acrees the beds. By Increasing the
trailin ag e of the res whoels, this problem was eliuinatd except in
very rough terrain.

The suspension system m the frot whels of the vhicle was help-
ful in maintaining wheel to ground contact, but thes samsposom A-frame
caused clearance proehm In sem Instanc". Stiffer apriugs than those
on the machis should allow for more equal mo-m- t of the suspension
frame above and below its static no-load position.

CVMIAL TIZR INFLATION SYSTIN

Physical Parameters of the ATV

The use of skidder tires or similar large aiso tires was not possi-
ble due to the lerg volume of air to be controlled or to the need to
redesign the tire so that a small portios of its volume wuld be control-
labia.

The results of field testing of the ATV in Nobh Ceroliml in 1980
indicated that the light weight vehicle, when properly designed, should
be suitable for forestry applications and suggested further development,
(Hasasm and 1hitfield, 1902). Therefore, it was decided to use the ATV
in the development of an anametically controlled CTIS suitable for off-
road vehicles. lh. original design of the A2V was limited to a total
mass of 692 ks. The addition of the CTIS and radar unit Increased the
vehicle ms to 860 kg (1%$. 4) with wa bt distribution of 74 ad 26

percent on the front mad rear axs reepectively. The front axle springs
were strengthened to accommodate the additional weight. The caster rear

wheel Inflation pressure was maintained constant at 4SkPa throughout the
entire study.

Ce.tral Tire InflAltio Pressur Circuit

The ATV tire Inflation system circuit shown t io. 5 is composed
of tvo normly slosed selemoed valves for inflating md deflating the
air prsmee of the fest powered tires. A portable compressor equipped
with a 3-kU gas mnon supplies compressed air ast 670 kla. Uhm air is
to be added to the tire, the Inflation solemoid valve is activated, and
subsequently sit flows frem the compressor task through the valve to the
swivel elbow joints and easters the tires. Whm air is to be removed, the
deflation sole id vale is activated sad the air flows from the tires
through the valve wbere it io vented to the -oswPhr. A etfler is
used o the valve outlet to reduce the air pressure before discharge for
safety sad noise control. for safety relief valves sut at 137 kJPa are
used in the Inflatios/doflstioo circuit to protect the tires against



M.r. 4. The ATY equipped with the CTIS and radar speed volt
operating on sodded field at UW, ieee 1963 where (1) in-
Hactton soleoid valve, (2) deflation solemsid valve, (3)
safety relief valves, (4) radar vmault meante" GO at aboe
ground at ir iepression angle with the howisestal plane,
(5) radar console for direct readout, (6) annal pressure
switch circuit, (7) elbow pivot joint connectiag the CYIS
to the drive wheel, (3) portable air compressor with 3-kY
engine.

M IOPMM

IWO

pp -PM IMM

PIg. s. ov ontae t uu EaSidafltsa -eem
84"pmd wokh pmm gyneameos fa esmSlvel ive
iscutieft.
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high pressures. The normally open manual shut-off valves are used to
prevent air leakage from the tires when the vehicle is not In use for
an extended period.

A manual wvitch circuit composed of two push button battery-operated
switches controlling the Inflation and deflation solenoids was necessary
to Investigate the operational characteristics of the tire pressure
system and to the develop ment of the control system.

Central Tire-Inflation System Tests

Tests of three to five replication@ were conducted to determine the
characteristics of the CTIS uder different conditions. The compressor
tank fillup rates were 13.8, 11.8, and 10.3 klals with air pressure ris-
ing from 0-207. 0-414 and 0-620 kPa respectively. A total of 60 seconds
was needed to fill the tank to 620 kPa and five seconds to discharge It
completely to the atmosphere.

The averqw inflation and deflation rates of the ATY tires at dif-
ferent tank pressure settings for three trials are shown in Table 1.
The tests were conducted stationary due to difficulties of recording the
data while in motion. and the data were consistent and almost Identical
for all trials. When the compressor tank was pressurized to 207 kPa,
the air solenoid valves were Inoperable because their pilot pressure
has to be greater tham 207 kP& to activate the solenoids. The rate of
Inflation of the ATV tires decreased in general with a decrease io the
air compressor pressure and for higher tire pressure settings (Table U).

The results of the tire and tank pressure tests indicate that the
CTIS was adequately desiied for the ATY and will provide fast pressure
response to tolerate difficult terrains and wet conditions.

INSTIUUITATION FOR AUPWIATIC CUITROL 01 ThE CTIS

As in any automatic control system. the pertinetnt objective is to
select sensing end control devices to maintain the most suitable level
of inflation pressure. Policies for a particular terrain condition will
depend on the Imputseand sensitivity of the troaducers used.

Sensint end Control Devices

Sensing; devices can be a function of ground contact pressure, depth/
sinkage of wheels, applied external load, dynamic load on tires, grounid
condition, groed speed/wheel slip or a combinat ion of any of these
variables.

A sensor based on tire-round contact pressure ight be Ideal for
direct feedback seeded for vehicle mobility. Strain $&We Imbedded
Into the tire periphery would provide cent inms recordiag of gV d
contact pressure that my be ensitive to eoil/torrifn variations.
Novever betase of the terrols roqmmess sod the severe punishent of
the tires under field coditions, the strele gauge wold not be able to
funiction properly, which will eliminate this approach.
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TAILS 1. CIAACTIIISTICS Of TI! ATV CIZTIAL T1II
INFLATION USTIN. 8IPTIII 1982 - ICS.

Tire Compressor Required Avers#e
Pressure Took Time pressurisatiom

Pressure Rate

Initial Final
kPa kp ke Sec kpea/

A. Tire Inflation Test

0- 35 620 540 0.5 70
0- 69 620 476 0.9 77
0-103 620 402 1.4 74
0-136 620 204 2.5 55

0- 35 414 341 0.5 70
0- Go 414 207 1.0 69

0-103 414 115 1.5 69
0-138 414 0 17.3 a

0- 35 207 103 1.0 35
0- 69 207 35 3.3 21
0-103 207 0 22.0 5

I. Tire Deflation Test

103- 0 2.16 48
130- 0 3.16 44

C. Tire Preesuriation at Coestant Intervals

0- 35 620 517 0.5 70
35- 69 517 414 0.5 48
69-103 414 310 0.6 57
103-136 310 207 1.5 23

Intemnal tire preseure would very with tire deflection and defor-
motioi on different srfaces. Therefore, usder soft terrain conditions
where sienage takes place, tire deformation will differ, resulting in a
chage In the tire Inflatiom pressure. A preesure traeducer in line
with the tire p"esowre lie" (ig. 5) cam predict tirn preseure vari-
*tls withn +1.0 aPs. A logic circit comport" the preseure trans-
decer output Wuth a predeterned Windo of acceptance eomposed of

keremnal cmmnication witb the National Tillage and Nechimery Labor-
story staff. IA. 0ud1, Alabnea.
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maximum and minimum air pressure values, is necessary for the success
of this sensing method. Whenever the pressure transducer signal is out-
side of the window, an appropriate comparator pulse is generated to
activate the respective solenoid valve for either deflating or inflating
the tires (Fig. 5). The inflation pressure sensing method was discarded
because of complexity and time needed for debugging the logic circuit.

A load sensing device can predict the change in resistance due to
terrain variation. Unfortunately, under most field conditions the load
drags behind the vehicle, therefore, the machine will be immobile before
a signal is generated. A change in axle load distribution due to operat-
ing on steep terrain might be useful for adjusting the inflatio pres-
sure of all tires. Electronic axle load cells are available for heavy
truck application and might be utilized in this application.

A sensor based on ground condition measurements such as cone pene-
tration resistance moisture content of soil, depth of snow, or soil
density, equipped with a time delay circuit for proper timing will be
useful in automatic control of the CTIS. Unfortunately. these'soil para-
meters are not independent of each other and also vary with soil type
and structure.

A sensor based on ground speed/slip smasuremnt will provide direct
information needed for tire inflation pressure control. The ground
speed/slip sensors, normally utilize a microwave Doppler radar unit or a
fifth wheel in front of the vehicle for monitoring the slip. Several
devices are available and can be readily installed on farm tractors for
controlling wheel slip and measuring productivity. It was felt that the
speed/slip control technology is well established and can be implemented
on the ATV with the CTIS for automatic control of tire inflation pressure.

RADAR GROUND SPUD MHASUuM

Principle of Radar hshsurommnts

The radar sensor provides a true measure of vehicle speed over the

ground using the Doppler principle (Fig. 6). Illuminating the ground,
below the vehicle, the reflected beam is compared with the transmitted
been to derive a difference of Doppler frequency proportional to the
vehicle speed.

The Doppler frequency shift is expressed by (yltin, st al, 1973):

rd  0 _221L co

where:

d Apparent Doppler freq emcy shift In Ilets.
V3 - Velocity vector (vehicle velocity).
A a Wvaelomgth of tramnmitted bean.
B o Asele between the veloety vector end center of the

antenna bern (depressi . n le).

- j
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FIG. 6. Geoustry of single beam Doppler frequency
masurements.

The vehicle velocity Is calculated from:

fa I 1

V- 2toao 0I

For an anterm depression ange of 370 and transmitted frequency of
24.125 G(a,a vehicle velocity of 1.609 ka/h (1 mph) is equivalent to a
Doppler frequency shift of 57.5 Hertz (Tsuhs, at a1, 1982). The output
of the radar sensor is a square wav vwhoae frequency Is directly pro-
portional to the vehicle velocity. The frequency to speed conversion
factor is approximately 35.7 Rz/km/h (57.5 Nz/mph) when the sensor is
mounted at a depression angle of 37%, approximately at 0.6-1.0 a (24-
39") above the grond. It vill operate satisfactorily while facing in
either divoction; foeard or rearward.

A otdar Sensor for the AT?

A radar milt (Dicay-John TPml) was installed n the ATV s close

as possible to its center of oS, approximately 60 cm above the ground
ith depression angle of 37 said treamiltted frequency of 10.535 Oz

resulting in calibration factor of I Na/cm/a (44.7 Uslph). The unit
mitor console displays grond speed, wheel slip, engine rpm, aad area
covered. A 10-tooth sprocket based on the radar pulse rate of 223.5
pulses/a for the wheael slip measurement was first evaluated but because
the ATV m hydrostatically driven aid operated at low speeds, a 96-
tooth sprocket end a maspetic pickup transducer ounted n the right
wheel aWle to detetarm wbeel slip met su ted ftor tis application.

The output sipals en the radar conese am at the rate of one read-
out per second,which is very slow because of the time dely ta procesasg
the signals. A Lacerf mc cir"It with the Isput sip ls to the Tllw It-
M33)28 registers will be cenmtrutted O fed to me ezemnal computer
for contrlli g the tire Inflation prese based eo slip end/or groand
speed Inpute. Ohe developed, this automatieally opwated gromd speed
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central tire pressure system will represent a great revolution in vehicle
mobility and in optimizing field operations which will result in sub-
stantial energy and cost savings.

Radar Performance & Evaluation

The min components of the radar unit are an antenna, a microwave
transceiver, an estimator and 3 microprocessor. The horizontal speed is
calculated from the radar transmitted signal (Eqn. 1) and the slip is
calculated either from the engine rpm for direct drive vehicles or from
wheel rpm for hydrostatically driven vehicles such as the ATV used In
this study.

Tests of the radar unit to determine its characteristics were con-
ducted in Fall, 1982 on a paved road andon a sodded football field, NCSU
campus, Raleigh. The vehicle was operated at constant full throttle with
constant rear tire pressure of 48 kPa and front tire pressure ranging
from 13.8 to 110.3 kPa. The trails were approximately 30 meters long on
nearly straight and level ground. The data shown in Table 2 are the
average of all recorded points along the trails for each tire inflation
pressure. The ground speed on the paved surface was fairly constant at
all tire pressures, however, it increased slightly with an increase in
tire Inflation pressure on the sod. The slip percent readings were
erratic and constantly changing. After repeetlng the tests at tire
pressures of 27.6 and 110.3 kPa, it was concluded that the slip measure-
mnts were not sufficiently accurate for controlling tire inflation
pressure. Contrarily, the ground speed readings were within + 0.15 km/h
for the same test run (Table 2).

Calibration of the radar ground speed measurements was conducted on
two 152.4-an trails, one on paved road and the other on sod, on the MCSU
Campus by recording the time for each 30.5 meters (station) along the
trail and at least four radar console readings for each station. The
results of this calibration indicated that the radar recorded ground
speed measurements (Vr) were less than the average recorded speed using
a stop watch (Vt); the error is within + 3.5 percent. The statistical
equation of all data points obtained from this calibration test was:

Vt - 1.036 Vr (2)

Traction/SlP Test Results

Relationships between slip and ground speed under different loading
conditions have been established by several Investigators in the agri-
culture and off-road vehicle fields. A pull test was conducted on a
heavy sandy clay soil at the Schenck Memorial Forest, 8 km west of NCSU
campus. A 152.4-m trail was established with five stations marked every
30.5 it. The averae moisture content of the soil was 52.4 percent on
dry weight basis. A skid pan loaded with pulpwood was used to load the
ATY during the traction test. The test was conducted at four tire in-
flation pressures (Table 3). The radar speed and slip data were read
directly from the console and recorded on a acrocasaette recorder by
one operator riding on the ATV and the time travelled per station for



TABLE 2. PERFORNANCE OF iM RADAR UNIT AT DIFFERENT
INFLATION PRESSURES AND NO LOAD. NOVENI 1982.

Tire tolling Ground Speed
Pressure Radius Engine RPH km/h Slip x

kPa mm mean o mean a mean a

A. Paved Surface

13.6 316 3256 6 8.0 0.08 3.6 0.6
27.6 337 3211 13 8.0 0.14 3.2 0.6
41.4 34i 3218 10 8.1 0.08 3.2 0.8
55.2 352 3223 7 8.2 0.13 1.6 0.6

68.9 357 3232 13 6.5 0.08 2.4 0.6
62.7 360 3226 6 8.5 0.14 2.4 0.6
96.5 364 3234 6 8.5 0.06 3.0 0
110.3 365 3231 4 6.5 0.06 2.8 0.5

8. sod Surface

13.8 316 3175 4 7.6 0.14 5.8 0.4
27.6 337 3199 7 7.7 0.13 4.4 0.9
41.4 346 3216 15 7.9 0.18 3.8 1.1
55.2 352 3209 6 8.1 0.18 4.6 1.3

68.9 357 3223 9 8.2 0.11 3.4 1.1
62.7 360 3220 4 8.3 0.06 2.0 0.7
96.5 364 3253 4 8.5 0.13 2.0 0
110.3 365 3246 3 8.4 0.08 2.4 0.6

Standard Deviation

speed and travel reduction measurements was recorded by another operator
on the ground.

The results of these tests indicated again the reliability of the
ground speed measurements and unacceptability of the slip readings ob-
tained by the Dickey-John unit. The radar data output prior to pro-
cessing was monitored on an oscilloscope and found consistent.
Calibration of the radar unit to relate pulse counts to ground speeds
vill be conducted in the laboratory using a variable speed belt unit.
A logic circuit is under investigation to control the tire inflation
pressure.

i
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TAIL& 3. RESULTS OF TUE PULL TEST AT TUE SCHENCK MEMORIAL
FOREST, NCSU WITH TiE ATV OPERATING AT FOUR TIRE
PFRSSURI8. NOVENIER 1982.

Tire Pull Travel Ground Rader Neasurements
Pressure Reduction Speed Speed Ali

kpa V 2 km/h km/h 2

27.6 0 0 7.7 7.4 4.7
111 2.7 7.5 7.1 5.9
313 6.9 7.1 6.9 5.8
644 14.5 6.6 6.4 9.2

55.2 0 0 7.9 7.6 3.2
111 4.2 7.5 7.1 4.6
327 5.4 7.5 7.2 4.5
059 16.2 6.6 6.5 10.4

82.7 0 0 8.1 7.6 3.1
111 3.9 7.8 7.3 3.7
367 5.3 7.7 7.4 3.7
862 17.7 6.7 6.6 11.8

110.3 0 0 8.1 7.8 2.9
111 4.1 7.8 7.2 3.2
433 5.4 7.6 7.4 4.4
665 17.3 6.7 6.8 12.9
1376 21.2 6.4 6.2 12.1

CONCLUSIOES AND EI U MSIOUS

1. The radar speed wmesureumnts are suitable and accurate for detecting
ground speed of forestry and off-road vehicles.

2. The central tire inflation system desin vats adequate mad can be
extended to larger vehicles and skidders.

3. Work is in progrese to interface vith the radar console speed and
wheel rpm slgnals to automatically control the tire inflation
pressure.

F'

j _
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$ CarnAL T1RE INFLATIOlI SYSTEMS (CTIS) - A N EMI TO BMINCE VEHICLE

SXILITY.

m WIER? V. KACZMK

US AMAr TANK-NfeIyr IVE CCIWMMV AR , MICIAN

For the vehicle designer there are numerous considerations that must be
~mtaken into account. Based upon the type of requirements which are to be

placed upon a vehicle. a variety of alternatives ore usually availableO to achieve the final design goal. The nature of modern warfare places anO additional responsibility and soewhat more difficult burden on the
designer of military wheeled vehicles.

an Probably one of the most demanding features hoped for in modern militaryIwheeled tactical vehicles is to achieve a high degree of mobility. If
Sa wheeled vehicles is mobile it ma foactie in a broader range of roles,

~therefore providing It with a higher degree of utility.

4 1imc there are emmrous ways of iscreasing a wheeled vehicles overall
monbility ad effectiveness It tham become a choice of which mobility
features to incerperste into a vehicle design and how effective each of
these features are frm a re~feumose ma a cse offectiveness standpoint.

%as f tumos Offctiv =d wall prove system that has beem adapted
to wheeled tactical vehicles to improo the ~41al vehMie mobility -is
CYIS. In general these systw feature relatively simple designs, are
a highly effective ad conveniest method of smecing vehicle mobility
ad are relatively SIMI*e to qieme.

The iatent of this paper Is toi~p~ the issue of ens from the adent
ofthe taamsle to-4L itatws; - w.

-13A CI lS com be defined as, "A system Incorporated In a wheeled vehicle
which periis the vehicle tire preasures. o be regulated by the vehicle
driver/crew smbes rom within the vehicle cab while en the move. If
the vaeile tires are delfeted fro 50pei to l5poi the tire feetpuints
Will intrese eosnially. SeneVer the am e the h eiis in-Is
oesseed the gim panaemm W"i that vehiele empieem Is saftA.
Asami Os the aell stength .enileme are idowtical. th trestive
*On ad e al moUity #Wa vdbicM will Ingrese at the low
pnogme level. emee alleging this vehicle te seiisk a hMe% le0"l

Pit. 1 313-152 levies Au er



The I1-IS2 SovietArioreiCar (Fig. 1) utilized CTIS. The CTIS deip for
the MTh-IS2 was of the "Pentagraph" type which had exposed air lime that
led to the wheel hubs. On the overall, the CTIS operatiom e the 311-152
did imove overall vehicle mobility; however wbae the vehicle negotiated
rough ter..in or heavy vegetation the IPeatavaph' limes me damaged and
adversely effected the operation of the CTIS. Fig. 2 basically ill=-
trates the system layout for the CTIS which the IT-152 vehicle employed.

Fi. 2 37-152 ClS Sytei

The apevtim viithiJs system wee vewy uhle." A.s abe fLk S edlr
Seste the system the an ar eleemeo, wa ceseds~ lae Im air stemp

tea ei rolae at a pi-o weuW qaeI psinm, ths it um
dashe to inres siz pisw lael. m 5el*e euipl Seiw we

deftatiem was desired the vehicleoepeyater sIoply pe es h st we
valve to the def1atihm peeltiem. pemuitting the tire to "d~p" air past
the coetrel valve.

After or• ~ ld Wo IX bot I m ed fo de i 11 4q Ualet Ohi eqlpe-Alte ie

eftamfzig ~ ~ ~ l~ ~Che. ies Pi.5

Fil. a2l h-19 sigSste

illustrates af tiugsysem wvery stl. As. ap no" 2thwi

mosA__sse b nareemw opesdIt aatWeg
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AIR OUTLUT

SLIP RING
ASSEMBLY

Fig. 3 Ar Transfer Slip King Assmbly

Since World iz I the Soviet Uion and VAtram Pact Countries have eqaph-
sized the se of CTIS ag all tactical wbeled vehicles. Fig. 4 Is a
dagram of a CTI System utilized a rn early Soviet 2h tomn. carp truck
(iL-157). "ie ZIL-lS7vas a departure from the earlier vehicles utiliz-
ing CTIS in that it did emp)ey slip rings m the Wles s a ms of air
delivery. Ea slip ring assembly is fitted vith sels to help pvst
aiz lekae. By observing Fig. 4 it is evident tat the basic differe eno
betwese the CTIS an the 573-152 and the ZIL-IS7 is the utilizatiom of the
slip rin .

h ;

Pig 4_ ,nL1 M ytm
I'

Pi|. 4 ZI_-l___1_____ I



since CI Is usually isalled an Vehicles WAle bove an ell I
system, the aiw poessue ibr M1S ad air brake pmsl I. $!Rl.
from a comm vehicle sir took supply systow. $OF am " WMbiIAWOW I
is nore importat ta whielo porbumance a valve hialed " OW
vehicle air teank supply syste vkiak assus :hs te si pesu vs.
quired to operate the vehicle air brakes ios etshgWW vei to dmrtl-
Ing air pressure to operate CTIS. It the v*Whiaie "At twhlyprsee
level is relatively low, this valve will rosme air 11soem to doe air
brakes for operation but so air pressure will be delivered Est CMI su.

It was emphasized eair in this popes that do p Intowet of CMI
from a mobility steandpoint is to lower vekl hluaine lavoe Ina -
effort to increase the tire ground contact er. w11llowr tdo
overallI ground pressure and belp increase vehilo dw a lpul at Obit-
ity. Figure 5 is a graph of the changes i* ti1e heePrIat Me AM th
ZIL-ISI vehicle utilizing a 12%00 X 19bias ply sgeeeiok e tim re43. 1
the net and gross footprint aroe am tha dad" v-1 ft t Pus
sures are dropped from SOpOi to lopsi. TiMs #etpdMa ar taiNmmes
primarily In the length dimnsiem.

- -

MOPO ..-

4S I-1 o~n t4

Figuro 6 s a tibl V46 lutae smt~ 6 i vls'pl
while I-Plat~~imsiupvm eesa h W1Vhce tI
interestin tog"teprcn nraeisIaeIaldistl rs
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Tire used em vehicles utilizing CTIS can be standard type tires, bias or
radial ply, tube or tubeless design. if a tube is used within the tire,
the valve core must be removed to allow for deflation of the tire when
the CTIS contra! valve is activated from within the vehicle cab.

The wheels that are used for CTIS design are of the "split" type comfig-
twatiom to allow for a bead spreader to be installed within dhe tire.
A bead spreader mast be used to compress the tire bead against the Immer
wheel rim Suface so tan whem qpaatl at low tire presure the tire
bead done met separate fhem the ismer wel Onm and deflate the vehicle

tires. A lasking device Is also installed is the tire/wheel assmly to
sume. pipre 7 illustustes the t/wheel moveably with bead spreader

which Is amloed am the TATA 813 vehicle.

INUTICK OUMA RPUL
$OIL VIICIA P33353 PULL flAMUl

pot lbs.

WT La ZIL-1iS7 35 WO0

15 4360 19t

7 500 39 16

PUS amS ZIL-197 u5 SON -

u5 GM0 26

- lam UL ? Is 3M0 -

Pis. 4 fL-IS kaav Pdi t ftyb Ti fle PaiMa

- ~ ~ ~ ~~~nn it I"*.U~. 3.Te.ad~(h

awas m "sig t SNAW one am ga M0 i
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Fig. 7 UM IS 1 ?tiw/IVwO Assmby

Pig. 6 7AWA 813 Vehicle
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pis 9 UIU as cmI v3

The haguiin ~ Ga . 4 U "no US Twu sh Wg

of a"i tPP8 thim um .alaea walfti. de"Ar line go SpamWks,*h a11.d on issam" lea or "aow vm"Ohe1 UlS by an

mum dw w~ wld~ do . ok of PAP 39" .Ie (Pi U) themly ite camis w e us *"a o uw u~g~su
*AV U40 s I. mells s all..t the N p.-

ane labowi is bag . of pmu.

Jews ft. the IuAum loqmt of Cr11 ft toetiemi whiele. it isdm m.'so shag. MU M 11 te evies *As & brew Pat somrs
bms dohmm ddstodkww on. l s ineI t yam the
awbos f ft"to ogne a Mo~ owmtilimty he. eIsnfeddo h I iseda 018 In the t" wwnd.
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Fit. itPA 26a CMI Cst"Ios

A Syst d"is dWsvAglY bofemoRkDW Wy dW IN Ul pU~
adapted t* a Lie "a tetiel toh Pc .12 mel te .*vda
ply tifm. All prevouly M plele fCIS hew vaIld Use
ply tivw, so the som to a tedial ire eufalalY dab aft a ibm-
SIO tO db m~ua voke1 eiall SO11t1 Pig. 13 illustrates the
gems layout doCris stills"d by m Ommialim
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fig. 12 PM Coerers 5 Tom Corp Tmuk
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The design of AN Gse.1Cl. paoted Wasys iacorpsrates some definite in-
PrOVemet to peiouslY WA SYSUM. It OR effo to reduce tire
inflation times a large 14.1 CPU air comresor Is used. For comparative
purposes the MI-157, a earlier Soveit 4X6 vehcle utilized a S .5 CR1
air PA IssMr. The AN Gememu system Incorporates, a siagle air teank
(for air brake ad CTIS) Instead of twe or three Interconnected tanks a
observed in earlier gmneration system design. A straight forwerd ad
simple to we preasse centrol valve is also utilized as the MN General
design for the Variou terrain eich a vdeile my have to aegatiate.

in the SMNOthe OPaeN, the M General CTIS design represents the state-
of-the-sit- In h T technolegy area. Nevertheless, there are other
technical Mpproache wort mentisnag which could be omit Is varying
vehicle tUwe pressure levels as a mesa to Increase overall vehicle no-
bility.
Currnty there we 20 efforts tadersy to design end .safuctwr charg-
ed cartridges that ca be oepted toei vehicle sale bu with hose co-
section betwe the charged cylinder sad the vehicle tire. An electronic
signal tft the vehicle driver/operstet activates a valve on the Charges
cylinder for inflatingldefatins a vehie tire. This system would elim-inate the need for a vdeile compressor sad the associated controls sand
pluming but would be linited from the standpoint of the nmber of tines
It could Inflate a vehicle tire prier to being re-charged or exchanged
for a nam cylinder. In a combat snvironment the therging of these cylin-
deos could also prove to be hazardous.

Duie to the charxacteristically strong flesiblo sidmall of a radial ply
tire, the quality of the vehicle ride and hadling are substatially
better tha that of a vehicle utilizing conventional, bias ply tires. in
the pest seversl yars an extemive enmant or progress has bowe made on
advaced radial tire designs. it Would be ideal to aesum that a radial
tire could be designed to opese &at os stsadard pressure level for both
soft soil mid prima roed application. Such a design would allow a
vehicle to hav low ground pressure sma high trection in the off road
terrain ad then be able to operate at big% apees om primary roads with
relatively low rolling resistance to prevent hish heat build-ap. Sam
current tire designs have been offered as eadidates fr use as a stand-
aid pressur tire but to dote have not reeived overall approval for this
type of usage. In the event that a currently produced larger sin radial
tire were used to fulfill this requiremnt it would prsbably prove to be
too heavy for the application. As a result vehiaie ride and hadl ing
would be degraded ed the tires would Probably have, a tendency - to eVerS-
hoist during his% spoe driving on PAM"e roods, hoe destroying the
tire.
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It is also reasonable to assume that a completely unique automatic CrIS
could be designed which would require so driverT/operator input or judg-
meint. 9uch a system would automatically sense amid continually monitor
the terrain conditions and adjust the vehicle tire pressures to an opti-
ma pressure level. to addition, such a system could activate/deactivate
the vehicles differential locking mechanisms on an "as needed" basis;
depending on the terrain being negotiated.

Up to this point various CT! systems have been discussed with an attempt
to generally describe what type of hardware has been developed as well as
introducing some alternatives approaches to increasing vehicle mobility
by varying tire pressure/profile relationships.

If a componient is to be designed Into a vehicle comfigmrtion, regardless
if It concerns the vehicles mobility, survivability or maintainability;
it must focus &round the original intent or mission of the vehicle itself.
Depending on how well these compenste ane choen and owgizerd Into the
vehicle design Is somewhat dependent upon how successfal the vehicle will
fulfill this mission.

Usbter' s'Dictinazy defines a nissien as I'm assigned duty or task".
Mei definition can be exemplified apes ohmn we attmt to define the

aisione of a vehiclea. A vry general definition of the misesiom of a
wheeled cargo truc could be "to transport personnel and esmmt over
varim terrains In as effective amar. Hence, Wam desiig such a
vehicle It would seow practical to place the meat cncem on those factors
or components which would provide the vehicle with the highst probability
of completing its intended purpese. gook a vehicle mast possess certain
engineering perfomamac characteristics or potentials (I.*. specific

acleration, top speed, grade climbing) In order to negotiate the obsta-
cles throughout the vehicle mission. The vehicle should be designed to
a high degree of reliability so that failures are kept to a minimam so
as not to interfere with mission completion. Last but not least, U uc
roquired to fulfill a mission most be taken into consideration.

71e performance characteristics of a vehicle mast- always be hi~9ly re-
garded during a vehicle design phase. Certifications concerning engine
horsepowe r, vehicle step climbing capability, minia braking distance,
soft soil mobility performance, etc. a"e all somewhat comasi requirements
for modern military wheeled vehicles.

Mmmves MS~ is ceidered for adaptation to a wheeled vehicle It is
probably vieed as a system which anhances a vehcles me~ility perfom
onto. Hanover. it should also be acted that by utilizing MIS, the ride
and hamdling characteristics of the vehicle con also be Improved, thene-
fore labeling It as an impressive side benefit. 1% e mere a that is
obsorbe by a vehicle operator or the vehicle caoeaets, the more fatigue
occur's, caoming Overall degrade vehicle perfermace and suem I ceso-
meet fai lures.
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A CTIS was adopted to soaw 1S and 16 ton US Goer Vehicles (Fig. 14).
Since the Goer vehicles did not have a suspension system, the flexing of
the sidowalls of the large 16 ply, 29.5 X 25.00 oarthaovor type tires
provided the only means of absorbing the shock between the terrain and
the vehicle. In a tactical truck, if the tire design is properly chosen,
it too will reduce shock and have a cushioning effect upon the vehicle
driver and the suspension components.

Fig. 14 08 Goer Vehicle (16 Ton)

on a vehicle that soloys CTIS the tire pressure levels can be adjusted
when negotiatinge rough terrain. The lowering of the tire Pressures will
then allow poeeter flemngf in the tire sidowall which will decrease the
amout of smoeip normally expierienced In the vehicle suspension system
omponents thereby increasinug comt life ad isproving the overall
reliability amd maintainability of the vokicle.

Fig. 1S grphically displays, the relationship between surface roughuess/
vehicle tire pressures at various vehicle speeds.
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If CT!S is properly utilized and consequently does improve the overall
reliability and maintainability of a vehicle then it can prove to be a
very cost effective system.Pig. 16 graphically displays the relationship
between maintenance costs and usage of vehicles over various surface
roughness courses.

Al.

Graphical RM data represents empty US W923
5 Ton Tactical Cargo Truck negotiating 211
washboard course at Nevada Automotive Test
Center. All RSreadings were recorded at

Fig. 15 Sarfac* Roughness Vehicle
Tire Pressures At Various Vehicle Speeds

Utilization of CTIS can also have a poeitive impact from the Hoa bngi-
neering/Psycholegical viewpoint. If a vehicle driver has beow operating
a vehicle which has a somewhat rough ride, this driver will eaperience
mst of the acce lerations/ dacelerations when the vehicle is negotiating
rough terrain. Driving a vehicle unider these conditions will Increase
driver fatigue mid will meet likely also increase the time required to
negtiate a given terrain. Prom a psychological viewpoint, em operator
will become diapwtled with a vehicle that has a marginal performance
level.* A driver needs to have oqnfidence in the equipment he/she is
orating or the level of accomplishment will be relatively low.

tn general,* whenever the time element to complete a given task can be
reduced, the aere efficiant an operation becomes. Likewise whenever we
increase the time It takes to comlete a given mission, the overall
effectiveness of that mission decreas accoerdingly.
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SinCe the tim factor Cank be Such an important element when viewing a
vehicle mission, it would seem practical and cost effective to intorpo-
rate those fatues/comsnts into the overall vehicle design package
which will help minimsz the elapsed mission time.

Assuminig that we have two identical wheeled vehicles, one with CTIS aNd
one without; in all probability the vehicle equipped with CTIS will fumc-
ties in a ore effective masmer.

From the standpoint of negotiating adverse terrain the vehicle with CTISI
will adapt to a given situation (varying tire pressure levels) in a
quicker, more organised 1ene than the vehicle without CTIS. A vehicleI
with CTIS can beve the tire pressures altered from within the vehicle cab
while an the am. A vehicle without CMS mast first be stopped and the
cre sat physically emdt the cab and annually inflate/deflate each vehi-
cle tire. Depending on the type of CTI5 employed the tire infiatiom/de-
flation time my vary but on the overall It takes considerably longer
for a vehicle without CYIS to have tire pressures adjusted manually to
the same pressure level of a vehicle utilizing CTIS.

Pig. 17 is a graphical display of the tines recorded to inflate/deflate
the AN General CTIS utilizing the Nicholls 14.00 X 20 IS tires.

Since the tire site (vom) and - "e of tires on a vehicle (drive made)
are directly related to inflation/deflation tines, the air compressor
capacity Is a critical factor. 11ence, the best ways of decreasing infla-
tion times is to increase the air comressor capacity and have it operat-
ing at optima W. Likewise, the nost logical maen of decreasing tire
deflation times is to provide for larger air exhaust ports aid associated
pluming.

In a combat vuvirommunt vehicle Uire can be very vulnerable. If a vehi-
cle, emloys CTIS the probability of completing missions in a timely men-
mar ed Incresaing a vehicles survivability is enhanced. Depending on
the system design various correct iveprocewes can be followed for a
puetured or blows out tire. On some of the Soviet/Warme Peut designs
the wheel which has a leaking tine is isolated free the overall system
by closing of a valve within the cab. Obst sysm also employ valves at
the vehicle ofte which can be "Vsically turned off In the event of
pncte or leehege. Another Aigche could be to ft~lze a laoger size
air goeiresoe which could asceniefte a considerable anoint of leakage.

1Ue fllia to the athors opinion of saw of the necessary general
characteristics Nor sm Ideal CTIS.

a. In order to provide air pressure for both the vehicles air brakes
and CT18 an adeqmately sized air compressor should be fitted into the
dexsg Pachass. Such a e~eerwould 600eint for Inflating vehicle
tires from 0i2i1M to imiMo pressures is a relatively short tinefr
as well as providing ter on occasional leakage or blown out tire.
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b. The Cr5 co cntols should ismesperate a straiSt fitowrd md
siople desip end be cenvemiost for the vehicle driver to eperate. Such
eature. s a range of pelteeste place to ti e presasue deatel lever,

depending an the terrain ta: is to be neotiated (i.e. mdo gravel,
paved hlovay, etc.) cam help rdace driver cemfusien sad ere md
esmance overall mission eff tiv ss.

c. A well desiped CTIS will lacepevrat a bghi degee of safety.
Prom the standpelnt of adequate vehicle air brask p"rs, lrr vumv-
lag should be fitted to the vehicle air twk system to rt the
air brakes be priority ever CIII.

4. fecame of the ebem afvtsnas radial ply tir have ever bias
ply ties egardig vehicle tide, badli 4 werall perfemmee it
Weuld seem loical to fit a vehicle mulsiag CMI8 with Ndl Utes.
Pis. is illustrate$ the feotrt areas of beth the studant 0 and
the amer Michelia XIS ties at varying pressue levels.
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Su u Y A C,(CWSIOK

The modem day poematic tire is designed to fulfill a broad range of
requirmments for umerous vehicle applications. Due to the characteris-
tics of tire sidewall flexibility, vehicle designrs are capable of
eploying CTIS n a vehicle to enhance its mobility and ride dynamics.
ly deflating the tires an a vehicle, the tire sidemll flexibility fwc-
tios a shock and vibration damper for the vehicle over rouSh termlan.
In effect, by sin CrIS. the vehicle suspension system can be optimally
tumed for a broad range of terrain conditions. The installation and
pI sr map of CMIS cmn therefore ptiaize a vehicles overall trective-
dynamic perfemmce, allowing a vehicles power parameters to be utilized
In the met practical and cost effective mner.

Ihe author wusld like to express appreciation to the following organiza.
tim for the we of tedmical Information applicsble to this paper:

SA Tmk Aumtomoive Comsd
U An' foeip Sciece and Tedmlo Center
M Oeneral Corpertion
Nevada Antowtive Tost Center

i*K
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RUBBER TRACKS FOR MACHINERY AND VEHICLES IN FORESTRY AND AGRICULTURE

PER IVAR MICKELSON, Technical Manager of Skega AB, Ersmark, Sweden0

S Iln agriculture and forestry it Is important to increase mobility and
lower the ground pressure to avoid soil compaction and damages to

0 the ground. Rubber tracks have flexible sides which give a much more
lenient behaviour to the ground than steel tracks. A special track
system, the twin-bogie with rubber tracks, evens out obstacles and

am increases the mobility on all types of surfaces. This system together
with a variation of vertically adjustable bogies has a big potential
in the military sector. A light and thin rubber track reduces soil
compaction in agriculture and is very useful in all ecologicallysensitive areas.

The experiences gained when developing fully moulded rubber tracks
(fig. 1) for the all-terrain vehicles IV 20f and later on BV 206 (fig. 2)
are the base on which we rely when designing new tracks for different
purposes. It Is necessary to cooperate with a mnfacturer of vehicles
when designing tracks because the total track system must be looked upon
as a unit. The design the depends on working conditions and demands.

Always when the soil Is wet the faermrs face problems with mobility on
the fields and at the same time the soil Is most liable to comaqction.
The vehicles tend to become bigger and N*avier which Is contrary to
the dImnds on low ground pressure and reduction of soil coipaction.
There Is no question that soil compaction reduces yield, so rubber
tracks can be one solution to overcome the problem.

Also for forestry machines the demands are atd mbility, lw ground
pressure and envirmmIt l leniency. Particularly when hning out
forests, It Is essential to cause as little g th r
possible as well astoroots of trees ch dbe lt.

Rubber hs special propertes and behaes quite differently from steel.
Rubber is flexible and elastical and has the ability to damen forces.
To get a good result whenusig rubber, ell properties have to be uti-
liged to their full extent. Differet r como ids give differ
properties why It Is important to eovalte coitions udr which
Srubber a to work ad no a oe qloun meta thes domeans. Ipwrtat
properties for rubber used in tracks are resistance to taring, cuttng
and chipping and a high cut-through value.
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Wheo rubber it is possible to design tracks with flexible sides
which wil give a much more lenient behaviour to the ground than steel
tracks (fig. 3). These tracks have stiff and sharp sides and cut the
root system which mas the sinking mach deeper. Rubber tracks do not
cut the reinforcing mat of roots close to the surface and act like a
suspension bridge. On very soft ground it could mean the difference
between success and failure.

The design of rubber tracks must be made in close cooperation with the
design of the total track system. Total load and speed of the vehicle
as well as Wit, length and weight of the track together with tension
system and number of road whels are the most Important factors to
consider. A rbr track is reinforced to stand the traction forces
without elongation but also to give side stability. Together with a
suitable width to length ratio and the arrangement of whels, the side
stability determines the degr of reliablty in performance md pre-
votion of track sh dding. Height and shape of rs n con-
ditions and type of terrain where the vehicle is -to be used.

Tog e with a mnufacturer of forestry machines, Kockums Industrier AB,
Sbderhmn, Ueden, a special track unit the twin-bogie with rubber
tracks, is being developed. The system s being tested on a vehicle for

transportation of lop, type forwarder (fig. 4) The twin-b4ge consists
of a primary and a secondary be ivII the vehicle s eial attributes.
The vehicle has eight tractive tr- s. I boge system lanims the
distribution of the might of the vehicle and the surface pressure will
thus be lever, particularly In heavy terrain. The twin-bogie system
Improves the rate of balance and the rate of swaying is reduced to a
fraction coepared with that of a conventional vehicle. The driver
experiences this as very favourable amd the obstacles as only one fourth
of their actual height. The vehicle nmages obstacles a high a the
diameter of the wheels and climbs ever hi#r obstacles by mea of the
secondary bogie flipping over (fig. S). The mbility amd m-oevability
on all types of svrfaces, he In forest Vond, block terrain, sws or
on siow, we without comparison. It Us also bee possible to costider-
ably Increase the rate of spend In eay terrain.

A variation of this track uit Is bogies commected to movable arm
which are vertically adjustable by hydralic cylinfrs (fli . 5). it
means that the clearamce to the rvnd Is adJustable Ad te vehicle
can run horizotlly In a side slpe.

We think that the potential for both of these system Is mach bigger
In the ilitary th" In the civilian sector.

The twin-begi system inceses the price of couse, but this will
be copensae for by higher speed is hvy terrain so downtime
ad cot far raolg tracks whem ruIing O gemeral roods ad all

-dv i m IO befoe.
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The tracks for the twin-bogie are rather short, 3500 m, and rela-
tively wide, 580 w. This eliminates the risk of track shedding.
The road wheels are standard pneumatic tyres which lower the price
and also give an Increased flexibility to the system. The traction
force is transferred by friction only. Thanks to the rubber to rubber
contact it works perfectly even in snow conditions. The track is built
up by two heavy reinforced endless traction belts connected with
transversal "grousers" or pads bolted to the belts. Inside the track
there are guiders to center the track to the wheels (fig. 7). The
pads are reinforced and designed to stand a high load in very rough
terrain and of course permit driving on general roads as all rubber
tracks do. The rubber is rather thick to prevent cut-through damages
and has a high resistance to tearing, cutting and chipping.

For agricultural purposes we expect tracks to reduce damages to the
ground but also to give a low ground pressure and thus reduce soil
compaction. As the degree of soil compaction depends on specific
contact pressure, it is important to distribute the pressure under
the track as uniformly as possible, for instance by adjusting the
tensioning.

A thin and light track is designed to suit in agriculture. It Is
fully moulded with very low grousers and flexible sides. Twin mounted
pneumatic tyres are used and the short centre to centre distance
between the wheels makes it possible to use a low and relatively
weak steel bar. These cross bars are combined with the inside guiders
In the centre of the track (fig. 8). The width of the track is
4S0 am and the length is 4500 mm. A test to fIndout the difference
between such a track and a wheel Is carried out in cooperation with
NIAE, Silsoe, UK. The track unit is showm in fig 9. When writing this
paper no results are available.

We think that this type of tracks can be used also in forestry work,
when thinning oat the forest since the flexible sides will not
cause damages to tw roots. fi; design of the track means low ground
pressure awd the low grousers give only little damage to the ground.

Use of rubber tracks Is of tourse not rmstricted to forestry and
agriculture Sly but will am to use wherever special demands are
made on mobility and environmental leniency.

4N
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Fig. 1 Fully moulded rubber-track

Ffl. 2 All-tais vehicle IV MO
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Fig. 3 Rubber-track contra stel-track

Fit. 4 ?Wh4Self $yet"
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Fig. 5 The bogie is flipping over

Fig. 6 Vertically adjustable bogie
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Fig. 7 Rubber-track for twin-bogle

fig. S Light OW thim rubbe-track
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Fig. 9 Test unit

IN
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>IMPROVEMENTS IN CRAWLER TRACTOR TRACTION
KOJI.OGAKI, YUKIO.TAMURA

KOMATSU LTD, HIRATSUKAo JAPAN

(I NTRODUCTION

0* arge traction has to be produced at the undercarriage of

the bulldozers to overcome the horizontal resistance caused

by digging up and moving earth or ripping rocksotherefore,

S improvement in traction is one of the most efficient

0 approaches to upgrade the performance of bulldozers.

So far# many theoretical and experimental works nave been

accomplished and formulas have been introduced to predict

traction and slippage of a tractor under given soil

conditions.

(If all the h4, theses which those formulas are based on

rightly explain the actual phenomona. there would be no room

to improve the raction except to change parameters appear-

ing in formulas. To improve the traction performance from

another point of view. we have to find discrepancies in

these theories or modify the formulas by adding new para-
meters,.

By the way, coefficient of traction.$,I may be expressed

as follows!

Abbreviations are shown

scheatically in Fi.1. I

Among these parameters, 1

* and 0 are determined
by the average contact

pressure. baoktilt

moment, and so ono whieh

are independent of the li.1oro aeting to crawlr

crawler. and Is the foundamontal parameter relating
with the interaetion between ground and erawler. To find

anothoe approach to improve this paranterJuI we



measured traction performance, vertical and tangential

force acting on a shoe, tilting angle between neighboring

two shoes, soil deformation and stress distribution beneath

the crawler to find another approach to improve traction.

Obtained data are examined closely with the result that

tilting motion of shoes and dynamic load on shoes reduce

traction considerably.

Based on this conclusion, the nov crawler has been
developed which prevents shoes tilting and reduces dynamic

load acting on shoes which are unfavorable for traction.

Also traction performance of the now crawler is compared

with that of conventional crawler. It is concluded that this

new crawler improves the traction considerably and also

reduces travelling resistance and vibrations.

PHENOMENA UNFAVORABLE FOR TRACTION

Fig.2 shows expertmen- r

tal results of normal a . shot pitch. 18.cm

and tangential ground 3
force acting on a single as,

grouser shoe of a trac- 0

tor pulling constant

load on soft loam. 02
These forces are devide4

by projected area of a

andtaniential stress 1respectively. e---- O---- itc

The normal stress oe

fluctuate* a little bas
tends to Incresgsal
linearly as the track

frame, travels. On the Sf
other hand, tangential

stress fluctuates very i-Son:

much. The high stress On 10N I
appears t hlt a shoo Fig.2.0oral and tangential stress

pitch backward Ot a at various track frame position

A'J



track roller and low at half a shoe pitch in front of a

track roller. It is generally observed that the fluctuation

of tangential stress decreasoswbut average stress increases

as the traction increases. Tangential stress in calculated

from measured normal stress, shear proprties of soil

obtained by ring shear test, and horisontal deformation of

soil at surface estiated from measured travel reduction.

The result is compared So" wi 360

with the measured tan-

gential stress 
In Fig.3. as 

F

The maximum stress

measured Is similar 0.6

with the caloulated but

minimum stress moeasured OA

is lower than calcula-
ted stress. This sug- atMSUS

gest the existence of e

unfavorable phenomena ---- m
for traction. "Wi er Sprot

As the track roller ) irm
/04

traverses on the link a .*

surface, the vertical 3
load deflects the track
links from the bortson- A

tal around eaeh pin
joint. Fig.4 shoys the

experimestal results of

tilting angle between Fig.3.Ceop.rison between measured

neighboring two shoes. and oaleulated tangential stress

..a, .
'lJL

M,

FllS.4.Noaure4i tilt angle e Iam
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The tendency of the measured

tilt angle agrees well with

that of tangential stress so

that disagreement between sea-

sured and calculated tangential

stress is deduced to be caused

by this deflection or tilting K k fwrwd Kick .bickwrd

notion of shoes. Fig.5.Fluctuation of shoe

As shownin Fig. 5, as a track link

roller travels closer to a pin,

a front shoe tilts baok and

kick the soil forward, converse-

ly. when this roller passes

through that shoo, this shoe V

kicks the ground backward. A istorted
close observation of a ptnjoint are,

and neighboring two shoes shows Fig.6.Defornation of soil

that e front shoo kicks the soil beneath crawler

forward and a rear shoe kicks

backward when a track rolZlr. is

on that pin joint. As this rol- A

ler travels onto the next pin.

shoes tilt reversely.
Let this kicking velocity be v

with respect to J~at pin. Thi I

pin moves at V with respect to of Shwt heph s

track frame. Also the tractor Fig.7.Shear properties of

itself travels at v in fixed ground soil

cordinates. Therefore, a shoe

kicks moil forward at V-v-vpor backward at V-v~vpin fixed

cordinates. On the other hand, ihe deformation of white

powder put into the vertical hole in test track, ai the

tractor travels to measured as shown in Fig.6. At the dis-

torted region, these lines Oeformed to be im4Aq*iqd Wt at--

raight and parallel. this indibates that Poll in this ,region

moves bankward uniformly at u.' tefraft ti ibi kicking soil

forward moves backward with respect to sol beneath the shoe

at V-v-v-u. Whenever this velocity V-v-v.v beomes negative,

a shoe kick soil forward, hence, as shown Fig.7, shear



stress condition changes from A to B.
At low travel reduction ( low V-v ), negative velocity at
the tip o~f the shoe may become large enough to cause nega-

tive tangential stress at a moment. Next instance this shoo
kicks the soil backward, thus recovers positive stress. The

tendeney of Fig.3 may be explained as described above. From
these reasons, It Is concluded that tilting motion of shoes

around pin joint reduces traction of the conventional

crawl er.
2. 0N HARD GROUND

Measured normal and tangential ground fore* acting on a
shoe of a tractor pulling 2onstant load on concrete ground
are shown in Fig.8. Dotted line Indicates calculated tan-

gential stress for comparison. It is observed that inter-
mittent spike-like normal stress acts on the shoe, thus

the tangential stress In phase. Calculated tangential
stress is such lower than the measrerd. From this reason,
it is infored that there would be s"me phenomena unfavora-

ble for traction.

MO " &WT
IX SP" %

FigeS.Stress distributte teole wlg0Sonrt

road
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Suppose a shoe in pulled horisontally 6

with constant normal load, resultant

tangential stress would be as shown in

Fig.9 ( a ). On the other hand, tangen-

tial stress will be as shown in Fig.9 
S

( b ) under cyclic normal load. There-

fore. cyclic normal stress reduces

average tangential force by shaded

area In Fig.9( b ). AT low travel

reduction, the sli length during a

touch-and-leave cycle of shoes to S

ground becomes short, consequently,

larger reduction of traction takes Fig.9.Relationship

place. This way, intermittent spike- among normal, tan-

like normal stress reduces integrated gential stress and

tangential stress or traction. The deformation of a

sharp fluctuation of normal stress 
shoe

occures with rollers position as shown

in Fig.l0.

PRINCIPLE OF THE NEW CRAWLER

The basic principle or the

new crawler is shown echo-.

atically in Fig.11. And T i

picture 12 is a photographic

view of the tractor equipped Fig.1O.Ground force with

with the ney crawler. A track various roller positions

rail attached to the traek fraue rolles over multirollers

mounted on each track pin joint. The teeth of sprockets

Track f ram

d Track ra---n Up rail

ior g hbet Pi n e

Fig.11.8ohanatio view of now crawler
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meet with thoea rol-
lore. When a shoe

contacts with ground.

rollers on two neigh-

boring pin joints are

pushed against the

tra'*k rail so that

the tilting motion of

shoes Is restrained.

Measured tilting Fig.12.Photographic view of the

atngle of shoes of the tractor equiped with the now craw-

new crawler Is shown ler

In Fig.13. Since track
frame io supported by X sptecket
o~nly two shoes on hard .s

ground surface, track 0 C44=6CA l~v%
frame does not jolt iN
except when a ground .

contacting shoe is Fig.13.Tilt angle of new crawler
placed on a higher spot
or the center of ths gravity of vehicle passes through
supporting shoe. Hence*, loe fluctuation of normal stress
acting on shoes is anticipated. Measured normal stress
acting on a shoe of

the new crawler shown

in Fig.14 supports

this prineiple. Also wI~wW~ iftam
loe travelling resia-
tance and dynamic load
enable us to expect

dependability of com-
ponents of the nov
crawler.

Fi1.Uormal stress atnow crawler
on concrete
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TRACTION PIRFORKAVCI OF THS liy CRAWLER
The traction perforano of the conventional and the nov
rawvler are osaparod In Ig.15 and speotfication of the

tractor used is In Table 1. On both soft and hard ground.
the nov aravlor improves traotlon especially at low travel

reduotion.

Tablo..Specifioatlon of tractor

b m* mm * so m
A£UN .144 118? 1.6 m is

e643 m ILI Is I __3

nowo

ILI

4e) Ose WU~,
£b) Os3ONr

FtI.15.Tretion pertoruanoe of now ervler

________i_____i_____I I I .. .I
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News as go a

0, -C0W.

%/ I'd

S •nF F of manu

0.1
to-a colorin

0•01 -1 . Fig.16.Acceleration of

vibration at operator's seat
(4) OIL Ito

FIg.17.Noise level

OTHER ATTRACTIONS OF THE NEW CRAWLER

The vibration and noise at the operaters seat of the

new eravlor is measured and compared with that of con-
vontional crawler In Fig,16 and 17 respectively. It is

also oontirmed that the now orawler reduces the vibration
and noiso considerably.



CONCLUSION

Authers improvP the traction performance of tractor by

elimlnating tnfavorable phenomena for traction from crawler.

The new crawler also reduces dynamic loadhenoe,ia depend-

able. And on the process of this research.unfavorable

phenomena of crawler are clarified. by taking those factors

into accountthe prediction of traction and slipping under

given soil oondition is carried out with much better

accuraey. This will be reported on another opportunity.
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1101~8, RMUCTON IN TER TWPIN-VUIICL T 11

V. TAODARA, DR.-NG.

N TUCHEICAL COISUW MN UKPUWT, D-1000 '8MLIN 19, rOTPACH 1323

S 1. Introduction

Noise has negative effects on the human organioms, i.e. it
reduces the caPability for work. Permanent exposure to
traffic noise can probably increase the cardiovascular riskO,/1.

C 'here is an increasing tendency of tightened up legal pres-
am criptions for noise reduction in order to improve the stea-

dily deteriorating quality of life. Vehicles are the moat
important noise sources in the street traffic. To decrease
their influence, lower limiting values for the external noise
of vehicles are aimed at. In the second half of the eighties
the external noise of utility cars in Vurope will be limited
to 80 dB(&O. These limits are low and will not without
difficulties be achieved in all motor-vehicles, especially
not in utility cars (lorries and buses, but terrain-vehicles
as well). This is not only a result of the situation in the
driving aggregate, the combustion engine, but in other direct
and indirect noise sources too.
In the vehicle the driver and tve passengers are subject to
noise, that Is wby efforts are ae to achieve the lowest
possible values of inner noise. At the moent, only laws
exist which limit the level Of noise at the place of work,
that is the driveres seat.

2. Description of the..teIa-vehicle T 11

The terrain-vehicle, '' 1 has three axles and Is designed for
the transport of people ad different materials up to an
overall tonnage of %W00 ks. The fully loeed vehicle can
easily move on regular streets end heavy round. The gund
can be sof%, swampy, snmoed up or eandy. Tor ,LJa reason the
T 11 has a pmenatics with which the tye pressure can be
changed between 0,7 and 5,5 bar in a very short tile. The
front sed rear tyes are of the same type.
The T 11 works at an outside teamrature froa 24i K to 13 K.
It can move through water with a depth of ae satre. "a
maxim s0eed of She 6tem S-Vehiole T 11 is 92 ka/h a the
street. ItGsn haul a trailer up to an overall weight of
3o00 kg.

Te drivinq aggregate of the vehicle is the sixovvtedew,
four-*troke, air-cooled V-blesal eii5ine 7 6L 415 V w it
diecs Injection.

hq esgo ouput to ans S ab y $I7ei Zgi-plaeU la"Ae
aew se-OWte-ums los !Gag e, oes. .paw bsS een

b"Armsm -A-6 "ft
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final drives.

The chassis consists of two IT-side-rails which are connected
witkcrosabeams. All three axles are connected with the chassis
by leaf springs, rubber bufflers and mTdraulic shock absorbers.
They grant, together with the elastic chassis, a good adapta-
tion of the vehicle on any ground.
The vehicle has a hvdropneumatic two-circuit brake, a hand-
brake, and an engine brake.
The terrain-vehicle is equipped with a bydro-servo-steering.
There is an open and a closed type of the vehicle cabin. The
platfors has a canvas cover. A closed superstructure say be
installed instead of the platform.

The most important data of the terrain-vehicle are given in
Table 1.

Table 1: Technical data of the terrain-vehicle T 11

Denotation Dimension

overall length a -6060
overall width am -2270
overall hight (unladen) am v2470
effective length of the
platform mm - 4420
effective width of the
platform n .2120

Dayload on the ground kg 00
on th road kg500

number of gears 5
electric equipment V 24
tvres 12.00-19 PR 10

The technical data of the Diesel engine 7 6L 413 V are given
in Table 2.

Table 2: Technical data of the air-cooled, six-cylinder V-
Diesel engine F 6L 413 V

Denotation Dimension

automotive rating to DII 70020 WN 110.2
at a engine speed of i/nm 2650

number of cylinders 6
displacement c&82
cylinder bore 120
stroke as 125
saz. engine speed at idle
running I/min 2830
max. torque ft 491

at a engine speed of 1/sin IA0
average effective pressure bar 5.89
cospress ion 18
mean piston speed 8/a 11.04
length am 990
width m 1180
hight MIS 935
This engine is sot only installed a a driVing aggregate it

-- -4 t II u m I



the terrain-vehicle ' 11, but in buses end lorries as well.

Additionally it is used with reduced engine speed as an
svw'rectate motor.

3. '.oise sources of the terrain-venicle 11 11

7'he most imDortant noise sources of the terrain-vehicle are:
- the driving aggregate
- the transission
- the rolling noise of tyres
- the vehicle body
- the noise of air on the surfaces of the vehicle and

in the ports.

3.1 Noise sources of the driving asgregate

!n a driving ag regate, here a Diesel engine, are:
- inner and
- external noise sources.

'he most imoortant inner noise sources are:
- the combustion
- strokes of the piston
- the motor control
- the driving wheels etc.

-he external noise sources are:
- the suction system
- the exhaust Aas conduct
- the cooling fan
- the ator surface
- the motor brake
- the auxiliary aggregates etc.

Although a nuaber of noise sources are mentioned, their in-
fluence on the noise level of the engine will differ. one or
another noise source can be more prominent. Then a hi her
expense of labour will be necessary to reduce its influence.
This leads to the conclusion that there can be no universal
solution which would have the same results in all combustion
engines. As an example a comparison between a suction engine
and an engine with a precombustion or turbulence chamber might
serve. The combustion pressures in the engines are different
and so the influence of the cobustion pressure will be
different. The different combustion pressures inevitably cause
different intensities of the strokes of the piston in the
working cylinder /2/.

5.2 Transmission

The transmission is an Important pert of the terrain-vehicle
T 11. It consists of a mechanic synchromesh gear, a transfer
box, cardan shafts and the final drives which are installed
over the overall length of the vehilee. In all these parts
different eogwhels end bearings are noise sources. glailar
to combustion engiees, Sh noise level of a gear depends an
the speed, the perfeeae, the rodctio sand the accuracy
of amnsfeeStw /5,4,5/. hen this holds true for the transter
box as well# The inlusie of the trawasLoasem Is stronger,
when the extoemal salo of the tew aniovehlele is below 8
dB(A) and the inner noise below 80 db(A). The intluesne of
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the gear and the transfer box can be direct or indirect. It
is direct, if they themselves are noise sources as a result
of high strain, indirect, if by the chosen gear the driving
asre~ste runs at propititious or nonpropititious speed.

3.P Polling noise of tvres

The rolling noise of tyres is made by the tyres and depends
on the speed of the vehicle. In the terrain-vehicle 2 11 it
is caused by eix big tyres with coarse tyretread and a large
plane of contact on the road. In this connection one has to
take into consideration the influences of the quality of
pavement and the direct surroundings of the road.

3.4 Vehicle body

The lower part of the driver's cabin and the platform are as-
de of sheet-steel. The cabin roof consists either of plastics
parts or of a canvas cover. If the weather-conditions make it
necessary, the platform as well can be covered with a canvas
cover. Although the whole structure of the terrain-vehicle is
sturdy, it could not be avoided that, especially on uneven
ground, uncomfortable noise appears. This is considerably
increased by the construction of such a type of vehicle.

3.5 Noise on the surfaces of the terrain-vehicle

One must not ignore the noise which appears on the surfaces of
the terrain-vehicle and in the ports for the cooling of the
engine. This plays an important role, because terrain-vehicles
arejenerally built nonpropititions to air streams. Manysalient corners of the vehicle body and even the canvas cover
become unpleasantpoise sources at higher travelling speed or
strong streamings of air. Generally, everything that has nega-
tive results on the value of resistance of the terrain-vehicle
is a potential noise source.

4. Possibilities of noise reduction of the driving engine

For a long time combustion engines as driving aggregates had
been regarded as the most important noise sources of motor
vehicles. This was les because their noise level could not
be reduced, but because the existing limiting values admitted
such a high noise level of engines. This situation might becompared with the problem of the emission of pollutants inthe exhaust gas or the high fuel consumption of combustion

n Ines. hen it became necessary, the emission of pollutants" an3 the fuel consumption of engines have been remarkably re-
duced. This is similar to the noise reduction. Because of
high nondeductible costs this improvement in quality could not
be carried out earlier.

t. necessary noise reduction of the driving engine in the
terrain-vehicle can be achieved by a noise reduction of single
inner end external noise sources of the engine /6,?/, as well
as by its complete encasing /8,9/. A complete encasing of the
engine can only diminish the Influences of the inner noise
sources of the combustion engine, of its surface, and of the
euxiliary aggregates. The influence* of the external noise
sources have to be solved additionally.
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4.1 Ianer noise sources of Lhe combustioa engine

4.1.1 'ombustion

every combustion in a recinroceting en'jine is accompanied by
a sudden increase of pressure that leads to a formation of
primary gas powers. These powers act on the cylinder wall and
the cylinder head. Their intensity increases the higher and
steeper the increase of pressure is. For instance, in a one-
cylinder Diesel engine an intensity of combustion up to 9Oti-
mes of the acceleration due to gravity was registred on the
cylinder wall /2/.

4.1.2 qtrokes of the oiston

'esides the primary gas powers, secondary powers owing to the
effect of interia of moving Darts of the driving apparatus
lead to strokes of the piston on the cylinder wall. They are
caused by piston slapping as s result of the piston clearance
9nd desaxation. The intensity of the strokes of the piston
depends mainly, besides on the forces due to mass, on the
connecting rod proportion, the piston clearance, the piston
length, the lucibrating film on the cylinder wall, and last
but not least on the bearing clearance of the connecting rod
on the piston axle end and the piston wrist. A detailed in-
terDretation of these conditions is given in the study /2/.

4.1.3 15otor control

Parts of the control system of the combustion engine are:
- the cam shaft
- the tapoets
- the push rod
- the valve rockers
- the inlet and outlet valves with springs and
- the driving cogwheel on the camshaft.

The important noise sources are the inlet and outlet valves
and the driving cogwheel of the camshaft. The valves steadily
move to and fro and thereby strike metal surfaces. The inten-
sity of the strokes depends on the lifting speed of the valves,
the engine speed, and the length of the way the valves have
to go. It is highly important that the control mechanism is
well synchronized and any resonance on the valve stem guide
is prevented. Here one mainly thinks about the spring where
an ageing of the spring material can lead to an alteration of
the characteristic curve of the spring. There are examples
known where a reduction of the critical sneed of 8E and great
damages in engines were the result of the alteration of the
characteristic curve of the spring /10/.

4.1.4 nriving cogwheels

The driving cogwheels of the crankshaft and of the auxiliary
aggregates can be important noise sources. The camshaft and
the oil-pump are driven by the cogwheel of the crankshaft.
The noise of the cogwheels is caused by the influence of the
variable forces, therefore, even with the highest accuracy of
manufacture, certain sounds cannot be eliminated. It appears
under the influence of the radial force P which effects the
teeth of the cogwheels, the bearings en v them the engine

I' _ _ _ _ m m m• I i mm m
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crankcase. Ae soon as the force changes, vibrations of the
crankcase walls emerge and these are radiated by the outer
surface. Figh strain leads to unavoidable deformations of the
crankcase, the bearings, the crankshaft and the camshaft etc.
and these are very important for the noise of cogwheels. The
deformations lead to faults of meshing of the cogwheels.

The bending vibrations and rotary oscillations of the crank-
shaft can be high and cause, as it was the case in one type
of engine, damages of the driving cogwheels, the crankshaft,
and the oil-punp /11/. These vibrations had been the result
of a lower stiffness of the crankshaft, its bearings and the
crankcase.

One should only work on the inner noise sources of the driving
engine, when all opportunities on the external noise sources
areaxhaueted or when further development or new construction
work of the engine is done. This is less the case because such
work is difficult, but because of the high expense of time and
costs in the following realization in series. Rtudy /12/ re-
ports extensive alterations of an engine which caused a noise
reduction of the pessing vehicle to values of 33-85 dB(A).
qince work on the external noise sources was done simulta-
neously, it cannot with certainty be said which improvement
can be traced back to the reduction of the inner noise sources.
It is supposed that the changes made on the engine had the
effect of a noise reduction of 3,5 - 4 dR(A).
5. External noise sources

5.1 suction and exhaust systems

The noise of the suction and exhaust systems springs from the
working medium exchange and is regarded as a result of the
combustion of the gas-air mixture and of the streaming pulsa-
tions. The latter are caused by the periodical work of the
systems for the supply with air and the carrying off of the
combustion gases. The pulsating stream is, because of the fle-
xible medium, always connected with a sound wave. It spreads
in the pipe system of the exhaust as an overpressure wave and
in the suction system as a low pressure wave with a level wa-
ve front and in free air in the first approximation as a ball
wave.
The suction and exhaust noise is reduced by sound absorbers.
In most cases higher attention is paid to the exhaust muffler.
Most likely this is done because of the higher sound pressure
in the exhaust system. lut the noise of the suction system of
installed engines can, in spite of its lower sound pressure,
influence the inner noise of vehicles very badly. This mainly
depends on the layout and the fitting of the suction system.
The negative influence of the suction system especially in the
region of low frequency (at low engine speed) as soundpresau-
re waves which cause an unpleasant feeling in the passengers.

5.2 'he cooling fan

The cooling fan is installed to cool the engine. It may beco-
me an important noise source, especially if little attention
in its design has been paid to the stream conditions in it or
In the inlet and outlet. Such a situation can arise, if the
layout noeed of the fan proves inadequate and has to be in-
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creased by 9 new gear ratio. "verv increase of the numbers of
revolutions simultaneouslv means an increase of the circumfe-
rential speed of the fnn blades. 'he stres conditions in the
inlet and the outlet and those in the fan change. Hv an Rlte-
ration of these conditions the noise of the fan increases too.
The noise or the freouencv spectrum can be influenced, besides
by construction alterations of the fan and the blades, by al-
tering the number of blades or their arrangeaent.

5.3 The motor surface

The noise on the motor surface has its origin in the inner
noiselources of the engine. The influence of the motor surface
on the noise depends considerably on its conception, its de-
sign, and its properties of material.
On the basis of many experiments on vehicles and engines as
well as the achieved noise reduction in vehicles and engines
/3,b,7,9/ could be recognized that the influence of the sur-
face had not been that ioortant. The external noise level of
these vehicles according to ISn was nevertheless about 80 df(A).

5.4 Auxiliary aggregates

Among the auxiliary aggregates, the coapressor has to be men-
tioned above all. The noise of it is caused by the control
elements and might be compared with the noise of the suction
and exhaust systems. This noise especially appears at low
engine speed and can increase the total noise of the engine
considerably. The switchings on and off are especially disad-
ventageous, they can lead to resonances in the case of badly
harmonized conditions at the chassis and the car body.

6. Carried out tests

As long as there had been high limiting values of the external
noise of vehicles, it was possible to ignore some noise sour-
ces because the level of other noise sources was very high.
The situation is changed in vehicles in which the external
noise has been reduced. The influence of the overloud noise
sources of the driving engine has been eliminated in those
vehicles, thus an additional noise reduction of the vehicles
could only be achieved by working on other noise sources. The
aim of all efforts was to achieve external noise values of
80 dR(A), a value which will be in force for utility cars In
Europe in. the second half of the eignties.

"hat 80 dB(A) mean can be seen by the fact that if theze were
only four most important noise sources of a vehicle none must
have a hioer noise level than 7' dI(A). After all, two noise
sources of the sae intensity cause an increase of noise of
3 dR(A). qupposing that the driving engine P 6L 413 V had on-
ly eight noise sources, none of them must have a hiaher noise
level than 71 d(C.), if the noise level should be liited to
s0 d(A). If there or* 16 different noise sources, which Is
more probable, the noise level must not be higher then 68
da(A). At a lower noise level of the engine, the level of the
different noise sources has to be lower In proportion.
raes the ember of noise sources can be seen that below a
certain noise level iaoroveaeabs of single noise sources are
hardly recognisable. This makes noise reduction very difficult.
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Additionally, other noise sources have to be taken into consi-
derstion. -hess are above all:

- the engine cooling
- tolerances of measurement.

In connection with the engine cooling one thinks of the fun
of the engine. Its speed does not only depend on the tempera-
ture of the engine, resoectivelv the oil teaperature, but on
the outside temperature as well. The mass of air and not the
volume of air is decisive for the cooling of the engine. That
means that according to the outside temperature, a rcmarkable
difference may be in the necessary volume of air, i.e. the fan
speed. In the case of the tested engine, special working con-
ditions ( 303 K outside temperature) make additional 58% vo-
lume of air necessary, compared with the outside temperature
of 273 K. Rut a larger quantity of air does not only mean a
higher speed of the fan, but a higher velocity of flow too.
Higher velocities of flow, not only inside the fan but on the
cooling surfaces of the engine as well, are accompanied by
higher losses of pressure in the cooling system. The varying
working conditions necessarily influence not only the noise
level of the engine but the fan performance too.

In connection with the tolerances of measurement one thinks
not only about the tolerances which are a result of the accu-
racy of manufacture of the measuring instruments, but mainly
about the influences of the outside and engine temperature
which can cause different fan speed at the same engine speed.
Thus certain differences of the noise level of the engine can
appear.

7. wntent of made alterations

Before it was possible to make noise reduction, necessary
extended measurements had to be carried out on the terrain-
vehicle T11. The Influences of different noise sources could
be estimated by en analysis of the results of measurement and
the possibilities of their reduction could be discussed. Soo-
re one thinks about extended alterations, It is advisable to
analyse in how far a noise reduction of a vehiclo or a driving
engine may be achieved by simplest nees.

After thorough consideration we co to the conclusion that
firstly work should be done on the driving engine, i.e. on its
external noise sources. This is especially so, because with
the sam type of engine, but with changed characteristic v-
lues, good results could be achieved in other vehicles /6,7/.
By working ah suction and exhaust systes of th engIe,
its cooling, w! the engine compItment etc., but without on-
coming the enj,.ne, the exterual noise of the passing vlicle
could be reduced to values according to XS of 0-Si 6(A)
and the inner noise to values of 70475 d1R(A) in coaches, buses
and subuzban traffic buses. Those alterations can be realised
in series very quickly and without much effort.

Thore were the following possibilities oa the terrsi-vehiele
T 11:

- the reduction of the IJtnluenoe* of the exbaust systm
- the reduction of the Latlvnees of fbs sucion system
- alterations of the engine compartAmt
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- alterations of the tiltable cabin
- the reduction of the influences of the cooling fan

the reduction of the direct and indirect influences
of the driving engine on other parts of the vehicle
(resonances etc.).

A reduction of the influences of the exhaust system is possib-
le between the exhaust collectors and the end of the exhaust
gas pipe. Ifuch can be achieved by the installation of a more
effective exhaust muffler. lut the loss of pressure in the
system must not be higher than the allowed values, because
this would cause, among other things, a reduction of the engi
output. The influence of the exhaust system on the measured
noise level of the vehicle was not so important, because the
noise level of other noise sources was higher.

The suction system mainly influences the inner noise level,
because it is installed below the tiltable cabin. It consists
of two suction collectors, two air filters and the necessary
pipes. Because originally no suction sound absorber had been
planned, by a reconstruction of the suction system which now
has a bigger air filter, a suction sound absorber and an
aDoropriate layout of pipes, positive results could not only
be achieved concerning a noise reduction but concerning the
engine output and the increase of the moment of rotation
(torque) of 3-5* too M3/.

Only smaller alterations have been made in the engine compazt-
ment. For instance, aprons with absorbtion material were in-
stalled at the sides of the engine, and the opening on the
back-wall of the tiltable cabin was slightly diminished.

8. Results of measurement

In the tests a terrain-vehicle T 11 with a cabin roof of
1Lastics parts and without a platform was used. The inner and
external noise of the vehicle was measured before and after
alterations had been made.

The measurements of the inner noise in the vehicle cabin were
taken according to DIN 45639 and of the external noise accor-
ding to ISO. The different measured values were put into a
diagram and connected with another. In almost all diagram
the measurod values of the original condition and the final
condition are given. The original condition Is the terrain-
vehicle with a cabin roof of canvas qover, the interim and
final condition mean the tested vehi6le with a cabin roof of
plastics perts.

9. MLar SOU
The level of the Inner noise in the vehicle cabin was measured
in the standing and aoving vehicle on the driver'a eat and
above the driving ongine. 1a the standing vehicle the oassures
were taken in relation to the engine speed, in the maving ve-
hiale n "olat&o. to the vhicle spe" ed to the gear.
flgre i gives the masoured values in the standing terrain-
YEICIS T 11 on the driver's seat in relation go the en&1=

seod. U a11 pbases an almost linear rise of the noise level
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Fig In; Noise of stationary terrain FiC6 ss f stationhary terrain
vehicle 7II. driving seot vehicle TII shove engine

can be observed at increasing engine speed. A deviation hap-
enin the final conditioa at an engine speed between 2'boo-
Wg/ainwhich in a result of resonexices. An improvement

between ,5-9,5 dB(A) can be stated in the whole range of
engine speed. At the maximum engine speed of 2650/ala tbe
noise level has been reduced fro& 8'? dB(A) to 7895 dB(A) and
at Idle running at G00/sin from 69 43(A) to 60,5 dB(A). 81.1-
lar results were observed in the cabin above the driving

rin igur lb. In comparison with the results on the
d ve: 08*0 .W a greater improvemenit could be achieved

than it had been in the interim condition.
Ficug 2 gives the noise level in the driving terrain-vehicle
6 T~efliverls seat. T~he noise level of the vehicle moving
by engine drive ws measured In the fifth gSr. Wor the sake

OWN1( 1 11100 a-O o
PI&WI~seof terret-ve~k~sT" Fig ble of nelet -okgl M

to ioies difialset s. -ew~tv - -s
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of comparison, the noise level of the driving engine at the
corresponding vehicle speed is qiven. ?he linear rise of the
noise level with increasing vehicle speed, i.e. increasing
engine speed, is here evident too. At all vehicle speeds a
remarkable noise reduction between b-9 dB(A) has been achie-
ved. At a vehicle speed of 40 km/h the noise level could be
reduced from 77 dR(A) to 72 dB(A), at 92 im/h from 89,5 dB(A)
to 79,5 dR(A). In all driving ranges the noise level of the
engine was about 2-4,5 dP(A) less than that of the vehicle.
The noise of the engine was only 1-1,5 dB(A) higher than that
of the vehicle without engine.

Therefore can be seen that the increased noise of the vehicle
is not only a result of the driving engine but of other in-
fluences as well. These influences were at least as strong as
that of the driving engine. Similar results were measured
above the engine, Figure 2b. The noise level of the vehicle
has been reduced in ite wEole driving range about 6-8 dB(A).
The noise of the engine was about 3-5 dB(A) less than the
noise of the vehicle and is almost the some than that of the
vehicle without engine. This once more underlines the influen-
ce of other noise sources on the inner noise of a vehicle.

Figures a and b give the inner noise in the cabin of the
moving venicie in the different gears at maximum engine speed.

4~ 6-

a ... ..- . .. --- - ,

So fiv v at

Ftg.)36eoiso of terrain vehicle TII Fig~lNoise of terrln vehicle
in mt0s0, drivisi soot T11 Is mtieon above sInglin
l.ll.tllIW- SIMhU WaC i ON I,.UILIV -"We soe" 1 lNft ie

in the first, second, third and fourth gear an engine speed
of 2830/min was reached, in the fifth Sear 2500/min in the
interim condition and 256/sin in the final condition. In the
first four gears the measured noise level is the same as the
noise level of the aenine. On the other hand, in the fifth
gear the noise of the engine was about 2-2.5 dB(A) le8e, thus
the higher noise level in the vehicle can be attributed to
other influences. Here the rolling noise of tyre and the
transmission ainl acoe to the mind. In the first four gears
the influence of the rolling noise of tyre could not be
important because of low vehicle sceed.
The noise level in the whole driving renie was 9-10 dR(A) less
then in the oigiv ,1 condition.

10. !;ternl noise
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The external noise was measured on the standing vehicle. It
was dome at a distance of ?a and in relation to the engine
speed. The distribution of measuring points is given in?IBM~ 4.Peo 4a " b gvthe measured Vs---( 9 ,0

Wasm or insoriginal, the interim and
the final condition. Tb original and
the interim condition were measured
at a mnaximum ensline speed 2830/amn,-)
Figure , and the final condition
at enphe speeds of 2500/mn and
2830 /in, F. At the Maximus
engine spe ine ise level of the
vehicle has been reduced about '1 5-6
dB(A). The reatest reduction could
be measured In the front region, that if. 4 ReGS64eim poits th
is near the installed ongine. Ther4 eatersel noise at s
the highest values of 82 dB(A) were desteace of 7a
measured.
A reduction of the engine speed to 2500/hin would lead to an
additional noise reduction about 2-3 d(A). "he influence of
the engine speed on the noi-
ae level of the standing ve-
hicle Is given in Figuaresa6 ad?. The sau vzi
weretken on the measuring
points 3 and 11, that is on
the
the driving ongine, iur
4. Prom this It can Wiiln
That en almost pera el
shift of the notse values
about 4-6 dB(A) downwards
has resulted in the whole riI. SO. sO of statissee totrefle-Webcl*
range of spe d. Maximm ve- TI1 a distance of ?e. 11htV
lu s of about So d1(A) were . * Ste speed 2isi sola
measured at the maximui *a-
gina speed.
'Theres in a standing vehic- J

le0 mainly direct and Audi-rect ifluenoes of the engi
nm are measured, thre, will
be other Influasces of a
passLag vehiole. in Caee-
tino With te isdirbet us-
flusafee oae mIaY thinkts
about the vrarious risomem-
coo whc ane a "ueIt of ' .
the engIMe ,aufonmo e 'te 0. lb 11ales of stat baseq tA100 V wle
amo esaste of the pOSSU4s t e di t. of ,. V

taerrs-VbiUole wee taes s-*jgq SM am vs"
acoozig te ]tO at &Us- b- mse 60 awe WRM
tme of 7,5s tic the "l
axis of the vehiole.

3 iAves tho ext9rew l noSe of Wt emi-ehIol WIth
WTIMEOt ense drive in rletion to #he VO0le dvee(orig.

ceaditiM). ofa SOL". or the VOSIe with ut stme "ae @**Mr.
with the ei switched off snd awLin, aottii %a-
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Fig. 6. Noise of stotioer torral" fig.? 7 Aiseofa statioery terrain
WahI&~ Ttt.right sidepoiot3 VOWdSe rw t. side. point 1

%ission which wan driven by the wheels. The noise level of
the terrain-vehicle withiout engine drive was hiher than the
nois of the combustion online (final condition) (At a vehicle
speed up to Go km/h the differene was 39"-,5 DI(A) and a-
bove 60 ka/h 5-6,5 d1B(A). At the maximum vehicle speed of 88
ks/h a noise level of 832,5
WA~) was measured.
from all these results can_- i

be concluded that the. influ -_ence of the dziving ongltboo
* wos not very UPg and cer-- -

tainly other Wt ueznces have
to be considered. Here the 5- -

rolling noise of tyres and-

the transmission have to be

mission is haiiitened becau- - -0

s of the open design of the
* hieb In iW. gears at high ,

MUeatS are as P - 's
well sof in WOe 00easi,
.*"a of OWe diS~daal noise fit. a ease of toena OWebl
69.0 Pone esgVebOMOe in Mhe II Is &Otie.
thLd MSerli W.o4 b MeSO
*beie a oim 43 d(A) fts taken.

'11. 2MMU % S- of ad1iia 6oise redotion ofg thetr in-

Oadulaw nouse Madetles of twe vehicle to ~eat*9 but
adr mat ea17 be acievd by a further reuole of "woes
of VWe saga. but WAXYc~ by wa" an etos noeSO cuMM



of the vehicle.

There are several poossibilities for a reduction of the noise
level of the engine, above all a reduction of the engine speed
and alterations of the external noise sources of the engine.
A complete encasing of the eng~ine will hardly produce a re-
markable improvement, which is proved by the results of the
study / 9/. A real encasing of an engine means that the cha-
racteristic lines of the engine remain constant at the begin-
ning and the end of the experiments. This is not the case in
most of the works reported. Mostly other alterations are ad-
ditionally made, only some of them shall be mentioned here.
These are:

- speed reductions
- the installment of an supercharged engine
- alterations of the external and internal noise

sources etc.
Superchargin means that an engine with the same output but
lower speednis installed. This has necessarily effects on the
noise level. Positive results of these alterations are com-
pletely attributed to the motor encesement. This is not foun-
ded on facts and has led to a wrong estimation of the whole
situation of vehicle and to a determination of limiting values
for the external noise of utility oars which in reality can
not or only under geateast efforts be achieved. It could ese-
cially be studied in the case of buses that the limiting va-
lues aimed at for the second half of the eighties could not
be kept. That is why they have again been increased from 80
dB(A) to 83 dB(A). Tt is said that the reason for it lies in
the influence of the transmission which cannot be argued
straight away. The studies /3,6/ have conented on this fact.
A motor encasement produces no remarkable reduction of noise
or the engine because all external noise sources of the engi-
ne remain unaltered and the noise level of the engine increa-
ss as a result of a hiaher operating temperature asd a more
intensive performance of the cooling fan. Moreover, a motor
encasement Is the most expensive solution and Ives rise to a
lot of other problems which have to be regarded. These are
mainly difficulties that arise in repairing and the proneness
of the complete cooliq4 system of the engine. The problems
would become topeciall$ apparent in series cars.

There are opinions that state a fuel saying as 'a positive re-
sult of a complete encasemant. but this Is soid under wrong
conditions. e3iotional losses of the enoins ogld be t low
by coastant opersting teaperatures. ?eis opinion oa only
petally bold true In the cold saon and short drives with
freauent intamuptiona, whexeos at a his su'zom I" tem-
persturs a ore intensive perforstnse ofu e cooln f"a can
be bxpeeted, The s** itenaive perfovemme of the cooling fen
does not only ies a higher noise level but s tnora iind fuel
consumption of the ongine s well. Me did"venteses sf a mo-
ter encasement are now recognised by other authorittee too.
ftis is shown by existing solutios whore additional veti-

'aglarly, the noise level of these vehiLles ed to be mta-
sor wis open vantipanes, But in 0 normal test th en
will hwl! b"es up to a degree wheft te tipnee spen
taokla .h aeo hf oosumption em bentt s mof tota reduction of the ftlcnvlen'"t
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achieved my Minimizing the value of resistance of the vehicle.
A lining of the lower oart& of the engine would prove useful.
But this result can as well be achieved without a motor en-
casement, it the front part of the vehicle in modelled with
more care than it is now usual.

12. Concluslon

The inner noise of the standing terrain-vehicle T 11 at maxi-
Sum ongine speed has been reduced to 78,5 dB(A) and the exter-
nal noise to about 90 d(A). The values of the inner noise
remained in the moving terrain-vehicle at maximum enane
speed in all gears below 80 dB(A). This noise level in a cabin
of such a type of vehicle Is low.

The extenal noise level of the passing vehicle was according
to 190 85 d(A). ?hose values have been achieved on a vehicle
without a platform by working on the external noise sources
of the engine and by smell slterations in the engine compart-
ment. ?he alterations have not been carried out to the opti-
aum. By an additional imorovement of the alterations, with a
platform and especially by small alterations of the trena-
iiesion, a noise level of 82-83 d3(A) miuiht be achieved at
the eme engine speed. But in this type of vehicle an additi-
onal noise reduction can only be achieved by reducing the in-
fluence of the transaission and other noise sources. A con-
bustion engine encesement would hardly lead to an improvement
of the condition.
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